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FOREWORD

Ames Research Center Publications: A Continuing Bibliography lists Ames-sponsored
literature indexed during 1980 in Scientific and Technical AerospaceReports (STAR), Limited
Scientific and TechnicalAerospaceReports (LSTAR), International AerospaceAbstracts (IAA),
and Computer Program Abstracts (CPA) and is divided into two sections.Section I contains
citations and abstractsof publishedworks listed bv directorate and by type of publication (NASA
formal report, NASA technical memorandum, NASA contractor report, journal article, meeting
paper, book or chapter of a book, patents, and computer programs);Section II is comprisedof
subject,author, contract number,and report number indexes.

Copiesof publicationscited in this bibliography may be ordered from the following sources:

Category Source

NASA ReportLiterature:

FormalReports National Technical InformationService(NTIS)
TechnicalMemorandums 5285 PortRoyalRoad
ContractorReports Springfield,VA 22161

NASA Scientific and Technical Information
Facility(STIF)

P.O.Box8757
Baltimore/WashingtonInternationalAirport
MD 21240

Journal Articles, Books, Consultcitation for sourceof availability
Conference/Meeting Papers

Computer Programs Computer Software Managementand Information
Center (COSMIC)

112 Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30601

Patents:

Patent Application Specifications National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

Printed Copiesof Patents Commissionerof Patentsand Trademarks
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Washington,DC 20231

The Library Branch Staff will advise Ames requestorswhether form ARC 80 "Library
ResourceRequest" or ARC 81 "Published Material Request" should beusedto order copiesof pub-
lishedworks from either the Ames Technical Library, 202-3, extension 5157, or the Life Sciences
Library, 239-13, extension5387.
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BecauseAmes ResearchCenter Publications: A Continuing Bibliography is baseduponthe
indexing servicesof STAR, LSTAR, IAA, and CPA,some publishedwork may not be included. If
this is the case,sendtwo copiesof the publishedwork to Betty Sherwood,202-3, and the citation
will appearin the next annualbibliography.

BettySherwood,Compiler
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

NASA FORMAL REPORTS

NSO-15033*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration, fuas=bdlty of an airline purchasing and operating the new
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. aircraft. This module includes a methodology for computing the

CLASSICAL AERODYNAMIC THEORY air carrier direct and indirect operating costs, performing a cash
R T. Jones. comp. Dec. 1979 308 p refs flow analysis, and estimating the internal rate of return on

(NASA-RP-IOS0'. A-7556) Avail: NTIS HC A I4/MF A01 CSCL investment for a set of aircraft purchase prices. RC T.
01A

A collection of. papers on modern theoretical aerodynamics
is presented. Included are theories of incompressible potential
flow and research on the aerodynamic forces on wing and wing

sections of aircraft and on airship hulls. For individual titles, see CONFERENCE PAPERS
N80-15034 through NSO- 15047.

A80-10765" The development and use of large-motion
simulator systems in aeronauticalresearchand development. J. C.
Dusterberry (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.)

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA and M. D. White (G. E. Cooper Associates,Saratoga,Calif.). In: 50
years of flight simulation; Proceedingsof the Conference,London,
England,April 23-25, 1979. Session2. (A80-1075801-09) London,

N80-1603S*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Royal AeronauticalSociety, 1979, p. 1-16. 23 refs.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif The paperexaminesthe evolutionof mannedaircraft simulators
WING FLAPPING WITH MINIMUM ENERGY with large-motion systems and provides a brief description of
R T Jones Jan. 1980 18 p refs
(NASA-TM-81174: A-8076) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 important designdetailsalongwith physicaldescriptionsof a number
CSCL 01A of systems. Attention is given to the use of large translational

For slow flapping motions it is found that the minimurn motionsin providingthe simulator pilot with a closeapproximation
energy loss occurs when the vortex wake moves as a rigid of the cues of aircraft flight; examples are cited comparing pilot
surface that rotates about the wing root - a condition analogous reactions to simulators with and without motion. How these D
to that determined for a slow-turning propeller. The optimum simulatorshave been used in programsthat effectively influenced
circulatmn distributiondetermined by this conditiondiffers from aimraft designand operatingproblemsis discussed. B.J,
the elliptic distribution, showing a greater concentration of lift
toward the tips. It appears that very high propulsive efficiencies
are obtained by flapping Author

A80-24268 * Singular perturbations and the sounding
rocket problem. M. D. Ardema (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Joint Automatic Control Conference,

NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS D_nver, Cold., June 17-21, 1979, Proceedings.(A80-2422608-63)
New York,.American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1979, p.
901-907.9 refs. •

NSO-15865*_ SRI International COrp. Menlo Park, Calif. In this paper, Goddard's problem of maximizing the final
DOCUMENTATION OF THE -ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS altitude of a soundingrocket (asingularproblemof optimal control)
AND COSTS OF AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND is analyzedusingsingularperturbationmethods.The problemis first
TECHNOLOGY MODELS, VOLUME 1 Final Report cast in singularperturbation form and then solvedto zero order by
J. C. Bobick. R. L. Braun. and R E. Denny Jul. 1979 203 p adding boundary-layer correctionsto the reducedsolution. For a(Contract NAS2-10026; SRI ProM.7759)
(NASA-CR-152278) Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL quadratic drag law, a closed-formsolution is obtained, although
12B considerationof a numericalexample indicatesthat this solutionis

The analysisof the benefits and costsof aeronauticalresearch not useful for practical soundingrockets. However, use of state
and technology(ABC-ART) modelsare documented.Thesemodels variable transformationsallows a very accurate numericalapproxi-
were developed by NASA for use in analyzing the economic mation to beconstructed.It isconcludedthat applicationof singular
feasibility of applyinqadvanced aeronautical technology to future perturbation methodsto the well-known soundingrocket problem
ciwl aircraft. The methodology is composed of three major indicatesthat thesemethodsmay have utility in dealingwith singular
modules: fleet accountingmodule, airframe manufacturingmodule, problemsof optimal control. (Author)
and air carrier module. The fleet accounting module is used to
_stimate the number of new aircraft required as a function of
t,me to meet demand. This estimation is based primarily upon
the expected retirement age of existing aircraft ar,J the expected
change in revenue passenger miles demanded. F_Jelconsumption
=.stimates are also generated by this module. The airframe
nanufacturer module is used to analyze the feasibility of the A80-31009" _/ Someobservationson supersonicwing design.
'._anufacturingthe new aircraft demanded. The module includes R.T. Jones (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.).
ogic for production scheduling and estimating manufacturing In: The evolution of aircraft wing design; Proceedingsof'.the
;osts. For a seriesof aircraft sellingpriceS,a cash flow analysis Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, March 18, 19, 1980. (A80-31001 12_-05)
s performed and a rate of return on investment is calculated. New York, American Instituteof AeronauticsandAstronautics,Inc.,
I'he air carrier module providesa tool for analyzing the financial 1980, p. 91-94. 10 refs. (AIAA 80-3040)



The paper presents a brief review on the development of
supersonicwing design.Attention is givento linearizedaerodynamic
theory, emphasizingequationsfor dragandratiosof slopesand Mach
lines. Diagrams that depict conditionsfor minimum dragas well as
the effects of fore-and-aft dimensionof wingsand Mach numberson
areasof lateral entrainmentarepresented. C.F.W.

D
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ADMINISTRATION

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA

N80-18985'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
AMES RESEARCH CENTER PUBLICATIONS: A CONTINU-
ING BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1978
Feb. 1980 139 p
(NASA-TM-81175; A-8079) Avail: NTIS HC A07 CSCL05B

This bibliography lists formal NASA publications, iournal
articles,books, chaptersof books, patents and contractor reports
issuedbyAmes ResearchCenter which were indexedby Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Abstracts, Limited Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Abstracts. and International Aerospace
Abstracts in 1978 Citations are arranged by directorate, type
of publication and NASA accession numbers. Subject, personal
author, corporate source, contract number, and report/accession
number indexesare provided. Author

A
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AERONAUTICS AND FLIGHT SYSTEMS

NASA FORMAL REPORTS

NS0-10107"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. N80-15069*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif

WORKSHOP ON THRUST AUGMENTING EJECTORS THE EFFECTS OF MOTION AND g-SEAT CUES ON PILOT
A, E. Lopez, ed,, D. G. Koenig. ed., D. S, Green, ed. (Naval Air SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE OF THREE PILOTING
Development Center, Warminster, Penn,), and K. S Nagaraja, TASKS
ed. (Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab) Sep. 1979 509 p Conf. Thomas W Showalter and Benton L. Parris Jan. 1980 45 p
held at Moffett Field, Calif., 28-29 Jun. 1978; Sponsored by refs
NADC and AFFDL (NASA-TP-1601;A-7875) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL

(NASA-CP-2093:A-7887) Avail: NTIS HC A22/MF A01 CSCL 01C
OlA Data are presented that show the effects of motion system

The state of the art of ejector technology is assessed and cues, g-seat cues, and pilot experience on pilot performance

the desired direction of future studies in all aspects of ejector during takeoffs with engine failures, during in-flight precision
thrust augmenting systems is deliniated For individual titles, see turns, and during landings with wind shear. Eight groups of
N80-10108 through N80-10133. USAF pilots flew a simulated KC-135 using four different cueing

systems. The basic cueing system was a fixed-base type

(no-motion cueing) with visual cueing The other three systems
were produced by the presence of either a motion system or a
g-seat, or both. Extensive statistical analysis of the data was

performed and representative performance means were examined
These data show that the addition of motion system cueing

NSO-1106S*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. results in significant improvement in pilot performance for all
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. three tasks: however, the use of g-seat cueing, either alone or

WIND-TUNNEL/FLIGHT CORRELATION STUDY OF AERO- in conjunction with the motion system, provides little if any .
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LARGE FLEXIBLE performance improvement for these tasks and for this aircraft

SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRPLANE CXB-70-1). 1: WIND- type Author
TUNNEL TESTS OF A O.03-SCALE MODEL AT MACH

F NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 2.53James Daugherty, C. Nov. 1979 222 p refs

(NASA-TP-1514; A-7712) Avail: NTIS HC AIO//MF AOl CSCL
01C

The longitudinal and lateral forces and moments for a NSO-15129*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
0.03 scale deformed rigid, static force model of the XB-70-1 Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif,
airplane were determined. Control effectiveness was determined EVALUATION OF APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR THE
for the elevon in pitch and roll, for the canard, and for the PREDICTION OF NOISE SHIELDING BY AIRFRAME
rudders. Component effects of the canard, deflected with tips, COMPONENTS
variable position canopy, bypass doors, and bleed dump fairing Warren F. Ahtye and Geraldine McCulley (Informatics, Inc., Palo
were measured. The effects of small variations in inlet mass Alto. Calif.) Washington Jan. 1980 105 p refs

flow ratio and small amounts of asymmetric deflection of the (NASA-TP-1004:A-6961) Avail: NTIS HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL
wing tips were assessed. A.W.H. 21E

An evaluation of some approximate methods for the prediction

of shielding of monochromatic sound and broadband noise by
aircraft components is reported. Anechoic-chamber measurements
of the shielding of a point source by various simple geometric
shapes were made and the measured values compared with
those calculated by the superposition of asymptotic closed-form

N80-118SS*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. solutions for the shielding by a semi-infinite plane barrier. The
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif, shields used in the measurements consisted of rectangular plates,
A CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION FOR NOISE CONTOURS a circular cylinder, and a rectangular plate attached to the cylinder
Elwood C. Stewart and Thomas M. Carson Nov. 1979 40 p to simulate a wing-body combination. The normalized frequency,
refs defined as a product of the acoustic wave number and either

(NASA-TP-1432;A-7660) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL the plate width or cylinder diameter, ranged from 4.6 to 114.
2OA Microphone traverses in front of the rectangular plates and

An analytical approach for generating noise contours that cylinders generally showed a series of diffraction bands that
overcome the difficulties of existing programs is described, This matched those predicted by the approximate methods, except
approach is valid for arbitrarily complex paths and reveals the for differences in the magnitudes of the attenuation minima which
importance of various factors that influence contour shape and can be attributed to experimental inaccuracies The shielding of
size. The calculations are simple enough to be implemented on wing-body combinations was predicted by modifications of the
a small, hand-held programmable calculator, and a program for approximations used for rectangular and cylindrical shielding
the HP-67 calculator is illustrated. The method is fast, simple, Although the approximations failed to predict diffraction patterns
and gives the area, the contour, and its extremities for arbitrary in certain regions, they did predict the average level of wing-body
flight paths for both takeoffs and landings. R.C.T. shielding with an average deviation of less than 3 dB. M.M.M.
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NSO-15138€N National Aeronauticsand Space Administration. NSO-lSO22eJI National Aeronautics end Space Administration.
Ames Research Canter, Moffett Field. Calif. Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
EFFECTS OF PRIMARY ROTOR PARAMETERS ON FLAP- ANALYSIS OFFUEL-CONSERVATIVE CURVED DECELER-
PING DYNAMICS ATING APPROACH TRAJECTORIES FOR POWERED-UFT
"RobertT. N. Chen Jan. 1980 63 p refs AND CTOLJET AIRCRAFT
(NASA-TP-1431: A-7777) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL Frank Neuman Apr. 1980 38 p refs
01A (NASA-TP-1650; A-7986) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01

The effects of flapping dynamics of four main rotor design 02A
features that influencethe agility, stability,and operet_nal safety A method for determining fuel conservative termimH
of helicopters are studied. The parameters include flapping hinge approaches that includechanges in altitude, speed, and heading
offset, flapping hinge restraint, pitch-flap coupling, and blade are described. Threedifferent guidancesystem conceptsfoq STOL
lock number. First. the flapping equations of motion are derived aircraft were evaluated in flight: (1) a fixed trajectory s_/stem;
that explicitly contain the design parameters. The dynamic (2) a systemthat includeda fixed path and a real time synthes_zgd
equations are then developed for ,the tip-path plane, and the capture flight path; and (3) a trajectory synthesizing systsm.
influence of individual and combined variations in the deSign Simulation results for the augmentor wing jet STOL, research
parameters determined. The steady state flapping response is aircraft and for the Boeing 727 aircraft are discussed.The results
examined with respect to control input and aircraft angular rate indicate that for minimum fuel consumption, two guidance
which leads to a fe'edforward control law for control decoupling deceleration segments are required. A.W.H.
through cross feed, and a feedback control law to decouple the
steady state flappingresponse.The conditionfor achieving perfect
decoupling of the flapping response due to aircraft pitch and
roll rates without using feedback control is also found for the
hover case. It is indicated that the frequency of the regressing
flapping mode of the rotor system can become low enough to N80-19126"_/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
require considerationin the assessmentof handling characteris- Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
tics. J.M.S. APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPT OF DYNAMIC TRIM

CONTROL TO AUTOMATIC LANDING OF CARRIER
AIRCRAFT
G. •Allan Smith and George Meye_ Apr. 1980 87 p refs
(NASA-TP-1512; A-7801) Avail: NTIS HC AO5/MF A01 CSCL

NSO-170e1* H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 01C
Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field, Calif. The results of a simulation study of an alternative design

concept for an automatic landing control system are presented.
FLIGHT TESTS OF THE TOTAL AUTOMATIC FLIGHT The alternative design concept for an automatic landing control
CONTROL SYSTEM (TAFCOS)CONCEPT ON A DHC-STWIN system is described. The design concept is the total aircraft
OTTER AIRCRAFT flight control system (TAFCOS). TAFCOS is an open loop, feed
William R. Wehrend, Jr. and George Meyer Feb. 1980 73 p forward system that commands the proper instantaneousthrustrefs
(NASA-TP-1513; A-7901) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL angle of attack, and roll angle to achieve the forces required tofollow the desired trajector. These dynamic trim conditions,are
01C determined by an inversion of the aircraft nonlinear forceFlight control systems capable of handling the complex
operational requirementsof the STOL and VTOL aircraft designs characteristics. The concept was applied to an A-7E aircraft F
as well as designs using active control concepts are considered, approaching an aircraft carrier. The mpementation details withan airborne digital computer are discussed. The automaticEmphasis is placed on the total automatic flight control system
(TACOS) (TAFCOS). Flight test results which verified the carrier landing situation is described. The simulation results are
performance of the system concept are presented. J.M.S. presented for a carrier approach with atmospheric disturbances,an approachwith no disturbances,and for tailwind and headwind

gusts. A.W.H.

N80-17984"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TWO LARGE N80-25318*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.ANNULAR DIFFUSERS WITH SWIRLING AND DISTORTED
INFLOW Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
William T. Eckert, James P Johnston (Stanford Univ.. Calif.), LARGE-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF INVERTING
Tad D. Simons (Stanford Univ., Calif.). Kenneth W. Mort. and V. FLAPS ON A STOL UTILITY AIRCRAFT MODEL
Robert Page Feb. 1980 106 p refs Terrell W. Feistel and Joseph P. Morelli Jun. 1980 56 p refs
(NASA-TP-1628; AVRADCOM-TR-79-40: A-7436) Avail: NTIS (NASA-TP-1696; AVRADCOM-TM-80-A-I; A-7061) Avail:
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 01A NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL 01C

Two annular diffusersdownstream of a nacelle-mounted fan A unique inverting flap system was investigated on a large
were tested for aerodynamicperformance, measured in terms of scale deflected slipstream model in the Ames 40 by 80 foot
two static wessure recovery parameters (one near the diffuser wind tunnel. The subject tests utilized 33% chord double-slotted
exit plane and one about three diameters downstream in the flaps on a low aspect ratio wiqg that was fully immersed in the
seLUingduct) in the presence of several inflow conditions. The propeller slipstream. Evaluationof the flap effectivenessis aided
two diffusers each had an inlet diameter of 1.84 m, an area by comparisons with the results of tests of other flap systems
ratio of 2.3. and an equivalent cone angle of 11.5. but were on the same twin propeller, twin tail boom STOL utility aircraft
distinguishedbycenterbodiesof different lengths.The dependence mode. No extreme or abrupt force or moment incrementswere
of diffuser performance on various combinations of swirling, encounteredwhen the flapswere deflected through a wide range,
radially distorted, and/or azimuthally distorted inflow was correSpondingtothecomplete retrsction/extensionspectrum.The
examined. Swirlingflow and distortions inthe axial velocityprofile lift and descent capability of the inverting flaps compared very
in the annulus upstream of the diffuser inlet were caused by favorably with that of the other flap systems that have been
the intrinsic flow patterns downstream of a fan in a duct and testedon this model,includingsomewith muchgreater mechanical
by artificial intensification of the distortions. Azimuthal distor- complexity. As expected, the flaps caused large nose down,
tions or defects were generated by the addition of four artificial pitching moment increments at the high lift settings; however,
devices (screens and fences). Pressure recovery data indicated the trimmed characteristics are still competitive with those
beneficial effects of both radial distortion (for a limited range of obtained from the more complicated flap systems. It is believed
distortion levels) and inflow swirl. Small amounts of azimuthal that these flaps may have promising potential application to the
distortion created by the artificial devices produced only small design of relatively simple STOL utility aircraft with improved
effects on diffuserperformance. A large artificial distortion device performancecapabilities. In addition,they may meritconsideration
was required to produce enough azimuthal flow distortion to as retrofits to existing aircraft with less effective flap systems,
significantly degrade the diffuser static pressurerecovery.Author J.M.S.
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N80-25588" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration, CONTROLS FOR LATERAL CONTROL OF THE M2-F2
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. LIFTING-BODY ENTRY CONFIGURATION AT TRANSONIC
PROCEEDINGS OF THE AERO-OPTICS SYMPOSIUM ON AND SUPERSONIC AND SUPERSONIC MACH NUMBERS
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION FROM Rodney O Bailey and Jack J, 8rownson Washington Nov,
AIRCRAFT 1979 125 p refs
Apr, 1980 666 p refs Symp. held at Moffett Field. Calif,, (NASA-TM-78534; A-7624) Avail: NTIS HC A06_/MF A01
14-15 Aug. 1979 Sponsored in part by AFWL CSCL01A
(NASA-CP-2121; A-8090) Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL Tests were conducted in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind tunnel
20D to determine the interaction of reaction jets for I'oll control on

Wind-tunnel and flight experiments concerning natural and the M2-F2 lifting-body entry vehicle. Moment interactions are
induced turbulence around an airplane and the effects on presented for a Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.70 a° Reynolds
propagationcharacteristicsof an emitter mounted in the airplane number range of 1,2 x 10 to the 6th power to 1.6 x 10 to the
are described. Some of the papers are concerned with phase 6th power (based on model referencelength), an angle-of-attack
distortion of the propagating radiation, and others deal with range of -9 deg to 20 deg, and an angle-of-sideslip range of
mechanical jitter of the optical elements when exposed to -6 deg to 6 deg at an angle of attack of 6 deg. The reaction
open-cavity turbulence,The results includeboth aerodynamicand jets produce roll control with small adverse yawing moment.
optical measurements and a consideration of the relationship which can be offset by horizontal thrust component of canted
between the two. Primary emphasis is on the dynamic distur- jets, A,R,H,
bances, but theoretical and experimental evaluations of steady-
state distortions are also presented For individual titles, see
N80-25589 through N80-25612

N80-12100*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.

N80-28329"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration, V/STOL FLIGHT SIMULATION
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Nov. 1979 52 p refs

(NASA-TM-81156: A-8012) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
ALGORITHM FOR FIXED-RANGE OPTIMAL TRAJECTO- CSCL01C
RIES

Homer Q. Lee and Heinz Erzberger Jul. 1980 86 p refs The requirements for a new research aircraft to provide in-flight

(NASA-TP-1565; A-8003) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL V/STOL simulation were reviewed. The required capabilities were
based on known limitations of ground based simulation and

17G past/current experience with V/STOL inflight simulation. Results
An algorithm for synthesizing optimal aircraft trajectories for indicate that V/STOL inflight simulation capability is needed to

specified range was developed and implemented in a computer aid in the design and development of high performance V/STOLprogram written in FORTRAN IV. The algorithm, its computer
implementation, and a set of example optimum trajectories for aircraft. Although a new research V/STOL aircraft is preferred,
the Boeing 727-100 aircraft are described. The algorithm optimizes an interim solution can be provided by use of the X-22A. the
trajectories with respect to a cost function that is the weighted CH-47B, or the 4AV-8B aircraft modified for control/display flight
sum of fuel cost and time cost. The optimum trajectory consists research. R.C.T.

F at most of a three segments: climb, cruise, and descent. The
climb and descent profiles are generated by integrating a simplified
set of kinematic and dynamic equations wherein the total energy
of the aircraft is the independent or time like variable. At each
energy level the optimum airspeeds and thrust settings are

obtained as the values that minimize the variational Hamiltonian. N80-12991" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Although the emphasis is on an off-line, open-loop compute- Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
tion, eventually the most important application will be in an IN DEPTH REVIEW OF THE 1979AIAA LIGHTER-THAN-AIR
on-board flight management system E.D.K. SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE

Mark D, Ardema Nov. 1979 20 p Conf. held at PaiD Alto,
Calif., 11-13 Jul. 1979
(NASA-TM-81158) Avail: NASA. Ames Res. Center, Moffett
Field, Calif. 94035 CSCL 02A

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA The lighter than air (LTA) systems technology conference is
reviewed. Highlights of the conference were: (1) the interest
shown in patrol and surveillance airships, particularly for coastal
patrol missions; (2) the session devoted to overviews of foreign

N80-10516"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. activity; and (3) heavy lift and long range transport aircraft design
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif considerations. A.W.H.
COUPLED ROTOR AND FUSELAGE EQUATIONS OF
MOTION

William Warmbrodt Oct. 1979 82 p refs

(NASA-TM-81153) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
20K o

The governing equations of motion of a helicopter rotor cou- N80-13003*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
pied to a rigid body fuselage are derived. A consistent formulation Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
is used to derive nonlinear periodic coefficient equations of motion FORCE AND MOMENT DATA FROM A WIND-TUNNEL TEST

which are used to study coupled rotor/fuselage dynamics in OF A TILT-NACELLE V/STOL PROPULSION SYSTEM WITH
forward flight. Rotor/fuselage coupling is documented and the AN A'FFITUDE CONTROL VANE

importance of an ordering scheme in deriving nonlinear equations Mark D. Betzina Nov. 1979 108 p refs
of motion is reviewed. The nature of the final equations and (NASA-TM-81157; A-8013) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01
the use of multiblade coordinates are discussed. A.W.H. CSCL 01A

A large scale, tilt nacelle V/STOL propulsion system, with
an attitude control vane assembly mounted in the exhaust, was
tested. The effectiveness of the control vane as well as the

aerodynamic characteristics of the entire propulsion system were
determined, The results, in the form of tabulated coefficients.

NSO-11033*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. for both the vane forces and moments and the total forces and

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. moments produced by the propulsion system are presented.
AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS FROM REACTION A.WH.



N80-13041"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. N80-14138=# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif. Ames Research Canter, Moffett Field, Calif.
FLIGHT TEST OF NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SENSOR PILOT CONTROL THROUGH THE TAFCO8 AUTOMATIC
ERRORS MEASURED ON STOL APPROACHES FLIGHT CONTROL $YSTEM
David N. Warner and F. J. Moran Dec. 1979 42 p William R. Wehrend, Jr. Dec. 1979 42 p refs
(NASA-TM-81154; A-8008) Avail: NASA. Ames Res. Center, (NASA-TM-81152; A-7996) Avail: NTIS HC An._/MF A01
Moffett Field, Calif. 20546 CSCL OlD CSCL 01C

Navigation and guidance sensor error characteristics were The set of flight control logic used in a recently completed
measured during STOL approach-flight investigations.Data from flight test program to evaluate the total automatic flight control
some of the state sensors of a digital avionics system were system(TAFCOS)with the controlleroperating ina fullyautomatic
compared to correspondingoutputs from an inertial navigation mode, was used to perform an unmanned simulation on an
system. These sensors include the vertical gym, compass, and IBM 380 computer in which the TAFCOS concept was extended
accelerometers. Barometric altimeter data were compared to to provide a multilevel pilot interface. A pilot TAFCOS interface
altitude measured by a tracking radar. Data were recorded with for direct pilot control by use of a velocity-control-whee!-steering
the Augmentor Wing Jet STOL ResearchAircraft parked and in mode was defined as well as a means for callingup conventional
flight. Author autopilot modes. It is concluded that the TAFCOS structure is

easily adaptable to the addition of a pilot control through a
stick-wheel-throttle control similar to conventional airplane
controls. Conventional autopilot modes, such as airspeed-hold,
altitude-h01d, heading-hold, and flight path angle-hold, can also
be included. A.R.H.

N80-14049* H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, C,dif.
EFFECT OF TIP PLANFORM ON BLADE LOADING CHARAC-
TERISTICS FOR A TWO-BLAOED ROTOR IN HOVER
John D. Ballard, Kenneth L. Orloff, and Alan B. Luebs (Gates
Lear Corp.. Wichita, Kan.) Nov. 1979 89 p refs N80-15067"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
(NASA-TM-78615; A-7939) Avail: NTIS HC AO5/MF A01 Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif.
CSCL 01A NASA/ARMY XV-15 TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

A laser velocimeter was used to study the flow surrounding WIND-TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM PLAN
a 2.13 m diam. two-bladed, teetering model-scale helicopter James A, Weiberg and Martin D, Maisel (AVRADCOM Res. and
rotoroperating in the hovercondition.The rotorsystem employed Technol. Labs.) Mar. 1979 73 p refs
interchangeable blade tips over the outer 25% radius. A (NASA-TM-78562; A-7740; AVRADCOM-TR-79-7(AM)) Avail:
conventionalrectangular planform and an experimental ogee tip NASA. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 94035
shape were studied. The radial distributionof the blade circula- CSCL 01C
tion was obtained by measuringthe velocity tangent to a closed To ensure that the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft will
rectangular contour around the airfoil section at a number of meet the requirements of the program plan and the contract
radial locations.A relationshipbetween local circulationandbound modelspecificationand statementof work. one of the two aircraft
vorticitywas invokedto obtain the radialvariations in the sectional will be tested in the Ames 40 x 80 foot wind tunnel to provide
lifting properties of the blade. The tip vortex-induced velocity an initial assessment of the aerodynamic characteristics,

was also measured immediately behind the generating blade structural loads, and rotor/pylon/wing dynamics in a simulated F
and immediately before the encounter with the following blade, flight environment for correlationwith estimated values. Thetests
The mutual influence between blade loading, shed vorticity, and will also serve to verify the functional operation of the aircraft
the structure of the encountered vortex are quantified by the systems and on-board instrumentation in a flight environment.
results presented and are discussed comparatively for the The management structure, operational plan, support require-
rectangular and ogee planforms. The experimental loading for ments and responsibilities, safety provisions and reporting
the rectangular tip is also compared with predictions of existing requirements for conduct of the wind tunnel tests are defined
rotor analysis. Author andrelated to other phasesof the program. A.R.H.

N80-14108" National Aeronautics and Space Administration. N80-16024"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif.
QUIET SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT FAMIUARIZA- NASA QUIET SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
TION DOCUMENT EXPERIMENTERS' HANDBOOK
Robert C. McCracken Nov, 1979 96 p Robert C. McCracken Jan. 1980 29 p
(NASA-TM-81149; A-7975) Avail: NASA. Ames Res. Center, (NASA-TM-81162; A-8053) Avail: NASA. Ames Research
Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 CSCL01C Center, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 CSCL 02A

The designfeatures and general characteristicsof the NASA A summary of guidelines and particulars concerningthe use
Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft are described. Aerodynamic of the NASA-Ames Research Center Quiet Short-Haul Research
characteristicsand performanceare discussedbasedon predictions Aircraft for applicableflight experimentsis presented. Procedures
and early flight-test data. Principle airplane systems, including for submitting experiment proposals are included along with
the airborne data-acquisition system, are also described. The guidelines for experimenter packages, an outline o'f experiment
aircraft was designed and built to fulfill the need for a national selection processes, a brief aircraft description, and additional
research facility to explore the use of upper surface-blowing information regardingsupport at Ames. J.M.S.
propulsive-lift technology in providing short takeoff and landing
capability,and perform advancedexperimentsin varioustechnical
disciplinessuchas aerodynamics,propulsion,stability and control,
handling qualities, avionics and flight-control systems, trailing-
vortex phenomena, acoustics, structure and loads, operating
systems, human factors, and airworthiness/certification criteria. _d80-16036"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
An unusuallyaustere approach usingexperimentalshop practices ._,mesResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
resulted in a low cost and high researchcapability. Author A COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
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LIFT AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SEVERAL The acceptancetest verified systemperformanceand contractual
HELICOPTER ROTOR SECTIONS acceptability. The V/STOLAND hardware navigation, guidance,
John Conlon Jan. 1980 33 p refs and control laws resident in the digital computers are described.
(NASA-TM-81160; A-8029) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 Typicalflight-test data are shown and discussedas documentation
CSCL 01A of the system performance at acceptancefrom the contractor.

The use of computational techniques in predicting lift M.M.M.
coefficientsand pressuredistributionsof two dimenstional airfoil
sections was studied. The computer code FL06/IBL was used
to solve the compressible, two dimensional flow about four
different airfoil sections. The lift coefficients of the airfnils were
calculatedat various angles of attack at subsonicMacn numbers

and compared with experimentaldata. A.W.H. N80-19028"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif,
WORKSHOP ON AIRCRAFT SURFACE REPRESENTATION
FOR AERODYNAMIC COMPUTATION
T. J. Gregory. ed. and John Ashbaugh. ed. Feb. 1980 560 p

NSO-1L30_'// National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Workshop held at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif..
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif. 1-2 Mar. 1978
TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN THE BOUNDARY (NASA-TM-81170; A-8075) Avail: NTIS HC A24/MF A01
lAYER OF A LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL USING LASER CSCL 02A

Papers and discussionson surface representation and its
VELOCIMETRY integration with aerodynamics,computers, graphics,wind tunnel
Edward T. Schairer Feb. 1980 25 p refs model fabrication, and flow field grid generation are presented.
(NASA-TM-81185; A-8058) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01
CSCL 20D Surface definition is emphasized. R.E.S.

Laser velocimeter measurements in an incompressible.
turbulent boundary layer along the wall of a low-speed wind
tunnel are presented. The laser data are compared with existing
hot-wire anemometer measurements of s flat plate, incompres-
sible, turbulent, boundary layer with zero pressure gradient. An
argument is presentedto explain why previouslaser velocimeter N80-19127"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
measurements in zero pressure gradient, turbulent boundary Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
layers have shown an unexpected decrease in turbulent shear FLIGHT EVALUATION OF CONFIGURATION MANAGE-
stresses near the wall. MMM. MENT SYSTEM CONCEPTS DURING TRANSITION TO THE

LANDING APPROACH FOR A POWERED-LIFT STOL
AIRCRAFT
James A. Franklin and Robert C. Innis Mar. 1980 32 p refs
(NASA-TM-81146; A-7957) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01
CSCL 01C

N80-17717"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight experiments were conducted to evaluate two control
F Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. concepts for configuration management during the transition to

AN ASSESSMENT OF FUTURE COMPUTER SY'STEM landing approach for a powered-lift STOL aircraft. NASA Ames'
NEEDS FOR LARGE-SCALE COMPUTATION augmentor wing research aircraft was used in the program.
Peter Lykosand John White Feb. 1980 57 p Prepared in Transitions from nominal level-flight configurations at terminal
cooperationwith Illinois Inst. of Tech.. Chicago area pattern speeds were conducted along straight and curved
(NASA-TM-78613, A-7929) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 descendingflightpaths. Stabilizationand command augmentation
CSCL 098 for attitude and airspeed control were used in conjunction with

Data ranging from specificcomputer capability requirements a three-cue flight director that presented commands for pitch,
tO opinions about the desirability of a national computer facility roll, and throttlecontrols.A prototypemicrowave systemprovided
are summarized.It is concludedthat considerableattention should landing guidance. Results of these flight experiments indicate
be given to improving the user-machine interface. Otherwise, that these configuration management concepts permit the
increased computer power may not improvethe overall effective- successfulperformanceof transitionsand approachesalongcurved
ness of the machine user. Significant improvement in throughput paths by powered-lift STOL aircraft. Flight director guidance
requires highly concurrent systems plus the willingness of the was essential to accomplishthe task. Author
user community to develop problem solutionsfor that kind of
architecture. An unanticipatedresult was the expressionof need
for an on-going cross-disciplinaryusers group/forum in order to
share experiences and to more effectively communicate needs
to the manufacturers. K.L

N80-21288" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTIONS AND VORTICAL
FLOWS WITH EMPHASIS ON HIGH SPEEDS
DavidJ. Peske and Murray Tobsk Mar. 1980 225 p refs

NaO-1BO47*h_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. (NASA-TM-81169; A-6035) Avail: NTIS HC AIO/MF AO1
Ames Research Center, Moffett FieJd.Calif, CSCL 01A
V/STOLAND AVIONICS SYSTEM FLIGHT-TEST DATA ON Diverse kinds of three-dimensional regions of separation in
A UH-tH HELICOPTER laminar and turbulent boundary layers are discussedthat exist
Fredric A. Baker, Dean N. Jaynes, Lloyd D. Corliss, Sam Liden on lifting aerodynamic configurations immersed in fows from
(Sperry Rand Corp..Phoenix,Ariz.), Robert B. Merrick, and Daniel subsonicto hypersonicspeeds. In all cases of three dimensional
C. Dugan Feb. 1980 68 p refs flow separation, the assumption of continuous vector fields of
(NASA*TM-78591; A-7831) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 skin-friction lines and external-flow streamlines, coupled with
CSCL 01C simple topology laws, providesa flow grammar whose elemental

The flight-acceptance test results obtained during the constituents are the singular points: nodes, loci, and saddles.
acceptance tests of the V/STOLAND (versatile simplex digital Adopting these notions enables one to create sequences of
avionicssystem)digital avionicssystemon a Bell UH-1H helicopter plausible flow structures, to deduce mean flow characteristics,
in 1977 at Ames Research Center are presented. The system exposeflow mechanisms,and to aidtheory and experiment where
provides navigation, guidance, control, and display functions for lack of resolution in numerical calculations or wind tunnel
NASA terminal area VTOL researchprograms and for the Army observationcausesimprecisionindiagnosingthe threedimensional
handling qualities research programs at Ames Research Center. flow features. R.E.S.



N80-21287'_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. N80-23317"/_ National Aeronauticsand Space Administra:,on.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field. Calif.
AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF A HELICOPTER STATIC CALIBRATION OF A TWO-DIMENSIONALWEDGE
ROTOR SECTION DESIGNED BY NUMERICAL OPTIMIZA- NOZZLE WITH THRUST VECTORING AND SPANWlSE
TION SLOWING
R. M. Hicks and W. J. McCroskey (Army Aviation Res. and Michael J. Harris(Naval Ship Researchend Development Canter,
Development Command, St. Louis. Mo.) Mar. 1980 131 p Bethesda, Md.) and Michael D. Falerski Apr. 1980 38 p refs
refs (NASA-TM-81161; A-8043) Avail: NTIS. HC AO3/MF A01
(NASA-TM-78622; AVRADCOM-TR-79-44; A-7956) Avail: CSCL 21E
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 01C The results of a static calibration of the two dimensional

The wind tunnel performanceof a lO-percent thick helicopter wedge nozzles on a STOL configuration of a large-scale fighter
rotor section design by numericaloptimization is presented.The model are reported. These nozzles internally turn the efflux
model wastested at Mach numberfrom 0.2 to 0.84 with Reynolds produced by two turbojets down 25 degrees and exhaust it
number ranging from 1.900.000 at Mach 0.2 to 4.000.000 at over the deflected trailing edge of the wing. This arrangement
Msch numbersabove 0.5. The airfoil section exhibited maximum provides direct thrust lift. enhances wing lift by producting
lift coefficients greater than 1.3 at Mach numbers below 0.45 supercirculation,and provides thrust vectoring by varying the
and a drag divergence Mach number of 0.82 for lift coefficients deflection of the wing's trailing edge. The thrust is vectored
near 0. A moderate 'drag creep' is observedat low lift coefficients from 10 deg to 38 deg. Thissystemwas calibratedwith spsnwise
for Mach numbers greater than 0.6. M.G. blowing for augmentation of the leading-edgeVortex. When 16%

of the turbojet efflux is blown spsnwise, the thrust recovered is
92% of the thrust produced when the total efflux is exhausted
longitudinally. E.D.K.

N80-22297"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
A NEW ALGORITHM FOR HORIZONTAL CAPTURE
TRAJECTORIES
John D. McLean Mar. 1980 21 p refs NS0-Z4282*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
(NASA-TM-81186; A-8111) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
CSCL 17G COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED MODEL

An algorithmwhich transfersanaircraft from an initialposition ROTOR LOADING AND WAKE GEOMETRY
and heading to e final position and heading was developed for Wayne Johnson Apr. !980 34 p refs Preparedin cooperation
onboard synthesisof horizontal flight paths. The algorithm finds with Army Research and Technology Labs., Moffett Field, Calif.
all solutions possible, and selects the one with minimum path (NASA-TM-81189; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-4; A-8149) Avail:
.length. Degenerate conditionsin which one or more of the basic NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
segments is missing are handled without difficulty.The solution The calculated blade bound circulation and wake geometry
to this problem is derived, and a FORTRAN listingof the algorithm are compared with measuredresults for a model helicopterrotor
is provided. E.D.K. in hover and forward flight. Hover results are presented for

rectangular tip and ogee tip planform blades. The correlation is
quite good when the measured wake geometry characteristics

are used in the analysis. Available prescribed wake geometry F
models are found to give fair predictions of the loading, but
they do not produce a reasonable prediction of the induced

N80-23249" National Aeronautics and Space Administration. power. Forward flight results are presented for twisted and
Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field. Calif. untwisted blades. Fair correlation between measurements and
CONCEPTUAL STUDIES OF A LONG-RANGE TRANSPORT calculations is found for the bound circulation distribution on
WITH AN UPPER SURFACE BLOWING PROPULSIVE UFT the advancing side. The tip vortex geometry in the vicinity of
SYSTEM the advancing blade in forward flight was predicted well by the
John A. Cochrane May 1980 24 p free wake calculation used, although the wake geometry did
(NASA-TM-81196; A-8169) Avail: NASA. Ames Res. Center. not have a significant influence on the calculated loading and
Moffett Field. Calif. 94035 CSCL 01C performance for the casesconsidered. Author

The application of propulsive lift technology to the long
range, heavy lift transport mission was studied. The level of
propulsivelift technology studied was that which is represented
bythe Quiet Short-Haul ResearchAircraft (QSRA). Thistechnology
uses the upper surface blowing technique(USB) to develop high
lift coefficients. Results indicate that field lengths of less than N80-24283e# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
3000 ft are feasible at landing grossweights and that even at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
maximum takeoff gross weight, a reduction in field length is A CANDIDATE V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT DESIGN
available as compared to a conventional aircraft. Further study CONCEPT USING AN S-3A AIRCRAFT AND 2 PEGASUS
of the concept is recommended. J.M.S. 11 ENGINES

Bedford A. Lampkin May 1980 24 p refs
(NASA-TM-81204: A-8197) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 01C

A candidate V/STOL research aircraft concept which uses
N80-23298* National Aeronautics and Space Admimstretion. an S-3A airframe and two Pegasus 11 engines was studied to
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. identify e feasible V/STOL national flight facility that could be
OPERATIONS MANUAL: VERTICAL MOTION SIMULATOR obtained at the lowest possible cost for the demonstration of
_VMS) 8.08 V/STOL technology, inflight simulation, end flight research.The
A. David Jones May 1980 70 p rationale for choosing the configuration, e description of the
(NASA-TM-81180; A-8095) Avail: Issuing Activity CSCL configuration,and the capability of a fully developed aircraft are
14B discussed. R.E.S.

The Ames ResearchCenter Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS)
is described in terms useful to the researcher who intends to
use it. A descriptionof the VMS end itsperformance are presented
together with the administrative policiesgoverning its operation.
The management controls over its use are detailed, including
data requirements, user responsibilities,and scheduling proce- N80-24294'_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
dures. This information is given in a form that should facilitate Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
communication with the NASA operations group during initial WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF THE XV-!E TILT ROTOR
simulator use. J.M.S. AIRCRAFT
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James A. Weiberg and Martin D. Maisel Apr. 1980 133 p Structural, inertia, and aerodynamic models were combined
refs Preparedin cooperationwith Army Reseamhand Technology to fdrm a comprehensive model of rotor aerodynamics and
Labs., Moffett field, Calif. dynamics_hat is applicable to a wide range of problems and a
(NASA-TM-81177; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-3; A-8089) Avail: wide class of vehicles. A digital computer program is used to
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 01C calculate rotor performance,loads,and noise; helicoptervibration

The XV-1S aimraft was tested in the Ames 40 by 80 Foot and gust response;flight dynamics and handling qualities; and
Wind Tunnel for preliminary evaluation of aerodynamic and system aeroelastic stability. The analysis is intended for use in
aeroelesticcharacteristicspriorto flight.Thetests were undertaken the design, testing, and evaluation of rotors and rotorcraft, and
to investigate the aircraft performance, stability, control and to be a basis for further development of rotary wing theories.
structural loadsfor flight modesfrom helicopterthroughtransition A,R.H
and airplane mode up to the tunnel capability of 170 knots.
Resultsfrom these tests are presented. Author

N80-28297" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ROTOR-

Na0-263065H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. CRAFT AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMICS. PART 2:
Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field. Calif. USER'S MANUAL
EOUATION$ FOR DETERMINING AIRCRAFT MOTIONS Wayne Johnson Jul. 1980 97 p Prepared in cooperation
FOR ACCIDENT DATA with Army Aviation Researchand Development Command,Moffett
Ralph E. Bach, Jr. and Rodney C. Wingrove Jun. 1980 24 p Field, Calif. 2 Vol.
refs (NASA-TM-81183; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-6-Pt-2; A-8101)
(NASA-TM-78609; A-7913) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 Avail: NTIS HC AO5/MF A01 CSCL 01B
CSCL 01C The use of a computer program for a comprehensiveanalytical

Proceduresfordeterminingacomprehensiveaccidentscenario model of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics is described.
from a limited data set are reported. The analysis techniques The program calculatesthe loads and motion of helicopter rotors
accept and process data from either an Air Traffic Control radar and airframe. First the trim solutionis obtained, then the flutter,
trackingsystem or a foil flight data recorder. Local meteorological flight dynamics,and/or transientbehaviorcanbe calculated.Either
information at the time of the accident and aircraft performance a new job can be initiated or further calculationscan be performed
data are alsu utilized. Equations for the desired aircraft motions for an old job. E.D.K,
and forces are given in terms of elements of the measurement
set and certain of their time derivatives.The principalassumption
made is that aircraft side fome and side-slip angle are negligible.
An estimation procedure is outlinedfor usewith each data source.
For the foil case, a discussion of exploiting measurement N80-28298"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
redundancy is given. Since either formulation requires estimates Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
of measurement time derivatives,an algorithm for least squares A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ROTOR-
smoothing is provided, E.D,K. CRAFT AFImn"=""_MlCS AND DYNAMICS, PART 3:

PROGRAM MANUAL
F Wayne Johnson Jun, 1980 155 p Prepared in cooperation

with Army Aviation Research and Development Command, St,
Louis,Mo.
(NASA-TM-81184; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-7; A-8102) Avail:

N80-27287$_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 01B
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. The computer program for a comprehensiveanalytical model
EXPERIMENTAL STU DIES OF SCALE EFFECTS ON of rotorcraftaerodynamicsanddynamicsis described.This analysis
OSCILLATING AIRFOILS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS is designed to calculate rotor performance, loads, and noise;
Sanford S. Davis Jul, 1980 16 p refs the helicopter vibration and gust response; the flight dynamics
(NASA-TM-81216; A-8259) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 and handling qualities; and the system aeroelastic stability. The
CSCL 01A analysis is a combination of structural, inertial, and aerodynamic

Experimental data are presented on the effect of Reynolds models that is applicable to a wide range of problems and a
number on unsteady pressures induced by the pitching motion wide class of vehicles. The analysis is i_tended for use in the
of an oscillatingairfoil. Scale effects are discussedwith reference design, testing, and evaluation of rotors and rotorcraft and to
to a conventional airfoil (NACA 64A010) and a supercritical be a basis for further development of rotary wing theories.
airfoil (NLR 7301) at mean-flow conditions that support both Author
weak and strongshockwaves, Duringthe experimentthe Reynolds
number was varied from 3.000.000 to 12.000.000 at a Mach
number and incidence necessary to induce the required flow.
Both fundamental frequencyand complete time historydata are
presentedover the rangeof reducedfrequenciesthat is important
in aeroelastic applications. The experimental data show that N80-28305"_ Oklahoma State Univ,. Stillwater. School of
viscous effects are important in the case of the supercritical Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.
airfoil at all flow conditionsand in the case of the conventional STUDY OF BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION USING
airfoil under strong shock-wave conditions. Some frequency- TRANSONIC-CONE PRESTON TUBE DATA Semiannual
dependent viscouseffects were also observed. Author Progress Report, Jan. - Jun. 1980

T. D. Reed and P. M. Moretti Jun. 1980 99 p refs
(Contrac_NsG-2396)
(NASA-TM-81103) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
01A

The laminarboundary layeron a 10 degree cone in a transonic
N80-28296"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration wind tunnel was studied. The inviscid flow and boundary layer
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. developmentwere simulated by computer programs. The effects
A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ROTOR- of pitch and yaw angles on the boundary layer were examined.
CRAFT AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMICS. PART 1: Preston-tube data. taken on the boundary-layer-transition cone
ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT in the NASA Ames 11 ft transonic wind tunnel, were used to
Wayne Johnson Jun, 1980 442 p refs Preparedin cooperation develope a correlation which relates the measurements to
with Army Aviation Researchand Development Command, Moffett theoretical values of laminar skin friction. The recommended
Field. Calif. 2 Vol. correlation is based on a compressible form of the classical
(NASA-TM-81182; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-5-Pt-1; A-8100) law-of-the-wall. The computer codes successfullysimulates the
Avail: NTIS HC A19/MF A01 CSCL 01B laminar boundary layer for near-zero pitch and yaw angles,
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However, in cases of significant pitch and/or yaw angles, the N80-28371*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
flow is three dimensional and the boundary layer computer code Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
used here cannot provide a satisfactory model. The skin-friction A MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF AN ADVANCED
correlation is thought to be valid for body geometries other HELICOPTER FOR PILOTED SIMULATOR INVESTIGATIONS
than cones. A.R.H. OF CONTROL SYSTEM AND DISPLAY VARIATIONS

Edwin W. Aiken Jul. 1980 51 p refs
(NASA-TM-81203; AVRADCOM-TM-80-A-O2; A-8194) Avail:
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01C

A mathematical model of an advancedhelicopter is described.
The model is suitablefor use in control/display researchinvolving
piloted simulation.The general design approachfor the six degree

NUU-ZB338* National Aeronautics and Space Administration. of freedom equationsof motion is to use the full set of nonlinear
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. gravitational and inertial terms of the equations and to express
A PILOTED SIMULATOR ANALYSIS OF THE CARRIER the aerodynamic forces and moments as the reference values
LANDING CAPABILITY OF TH E QU IET S H O RT- HA U L andfirstorder termsof a Taylor seriesexpansionabout a reference
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT trajectory defined as a functionof longitudinalairspeed.Provisions
Dennis W. Riddle Jul. 1980 41 p refs for several different specific and generic flight control systems
(NASA-TM-78508; A-7528) Avail: NASA. Ames Res. Center, are included in the model. The logic required to drive various
Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 CSCL 01C flight control and weapon delivery symbolson a pilot's electronic

A moving-base carrier landing simulation was conducted to display is also provided. Finally, the model includesa simplified
evaluate the carrier landing capability of the Quiet Short-Haul representation of low altitude wind and turbulence effects. This
Research Aircraft. Statistical results show that for an optimized model was used in a piloted simulator investigationof the effects
approach configuration utilizing direct lift control, landings to a of control system and display variations for an attack helicopter
full stop can be safely executed (without use of arresting gear) mission. L.F.M.
with 40% of the landing deck remaining and without exceeding
50% of the design touchdown sink rate. Even under adverse
sea state and wind conditions,the maximumallowabletouchdown
sink rate and minimum touchdown pitch attitude limits were
never exceeded. Using the optimized approach configuration,
successful go-arounds ca_ be executed at any time during the N80-28373"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
approach, even when into the landing flare maneuver. L.F.M. Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. Flight Research

Lab.
A SUMMARY OF JOINT US-CANADIAN AUGMENTOR
WING POWERED-LIFT STOL RESEARCH PROGRAMS AT
THE AMES RESEARCH CENTER, NASA, 1975-1980
W. S. Hindson (National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa)

N80-28340"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. and G. Hardy Jul. 1980 64 p refs Presented at Canadian
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Aeron, Inst. Meeting, Ottawa, 25-26 Mar. 1980
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF MODERN AIRSHIP PRODUCTIV- (NASA-TM-81215; LTR-FR-75) Avail: NTIS
ITY HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01C
Mark D. Ardema and Kenneth Flaig Jul. 1980 52 p refs Several different flight researchprogramscarriedout by NASA F
(NASA-TM-81151; A-7993) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 and the Canadian Government using the Augmentor Wing Jet
CSCL 01C STOL Research Aircraft to investigate the design, operational,

A method for estimating the specific productivity of both end systems requirements for powered-lift STOL aircraft" are
hybrid and fully buoyant airships is developed.Various methods summarized. Some of these programs considered handling
of estimating structural weight of deltoid hybrids are discussed qualities and certification criteria for this class of aircraft, and
and a derived weight estimating relationshipis presented. Specific addressed pilot control techniques, control system design, and
productivity is used as a figure of merit in a parametric study improved cockpit displays for the powered-lift STOL approach
of fully buoyant ellipsoidal and deltoid hybrid semi-buoyant configuration. Other programs involved exploiting the potential
vehicles. The sensitivity of results as a function of assumptions of STOL aircraft for constrained terminal-area approacheswithin
is also determined. No airship configurationswere foundto have the context of present or future air traffic control environments.
superior specificproductivity to transport airplanes. L.F.M. Both manual and automatic flight control investigations are

discussed,and an extensive bibliography of the flight programs
is included. Author

N80-28341"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. N80-29255"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A PILOT'S ASSESSMENT OF HELICOPTER HANDLING- Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
QUALITY FACTORS COMMON TO BOTH AGILITY AND ANALYSIS OF TRANSONIC SWEPT WINGS USING
INSTRUMENT FLYING TASKS ASYMPTOTIC AND OTHER NUMERICAL METHODS

Ronald M. Gerdes Jul. 1980 20 p refs H.K. Cheng, S. Y. Meng, R. Chow (Grumman Aerospace Corp.,
(NASA-TM-81217; A-8263) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 Bethpage, N,Y.), and R. Smith May 1980 31 p refs Presented
CSCL 01C at the 18th AIAA Aerospace Sci. Meeting, Pasadena, Calif.,

A series of simulation and flight investigations were under- 14-16 Jan. 1980 Prepared in cooperation with Univ. of Southern
taken to evaluate helicopter flying qualities and the effects of California, Los Angeles
control system augmentation for nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) agility (Contract N00014-75-C-0520; NR Proj. 061-192)
and instrument flying tasks. Handling quality factors common to (NASA-TM-80762: AD-A085587; USCAE-138) Avail: NTIS

both tasks were identified, Precise attitude control was determined HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 20/4
to be a key requirement for successful accomplishment of both Asymptotic theories for high-aspect-ratio wings in transonic
tasks. Factors that degraded attitude controllability were improper flow developed recently show that the three dimensional (3-D)
levels of control sensitivity and damping, and rotor system cross mixed-flow calculations may be reduced to solving a set of 2-D
coupling due to helicopter angular rate and collective pitch input, problems at each span station. For wings with surfaces generated
Application of rate command, attitude command, and control from a single airfoil shape, local similutude exists in the 3-D
input decouple augmentation scnemes enhanced a_tude control flow structure, permitting the problems to be solved once for all
and significantly improved handling qualities for both tasks. The span stations. This paper reviews this theoretical development.
NOE agility and instrument flying handling quality considerations. The essential elements in the theory will be identified. Their

pilot rating philosophy, and supplemental flight evaluations are relationship to the lifting-line theory and related classical
also discussed. LF.M. methods are discussed. Examples of similarity solutions are
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demonstrated for high subcritical and slightly super-critical N80-33346"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
component flows: comparisons with relaxation solutions to a Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
full potential equation are made. The study also examines the EXPERIMENTAL UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS OF CON-
adequacy of the existingfull-potential computer code. Outstand- VENTIONAL AND SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS
ing problems remaining for subsequent development are Sanford S. Davis and Gerald Malcolm, N. Aug. 1980 100 p
discussed. GRA refs Document includesa microfiche supplement

(NASA-TM-81221: A-8294) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 01A

Experimentaldata on the unsteadyaerodynamicsof oscillating
airfoils in transonic flow are presented. Two 0,5 m-chord airfoil
models - an NACA 64A010 and an NLR 7301 - were tested

N80-29295"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. in the NASA-Ames 11 by 11 foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. Mach numbersto 0.85, at chord Reynoldsnumbers to 12 million
A HEAD-UP DISPLAY FORMAT FOR APPLICATION TO and at mean angles of attack to 4 deg. The airfoils were
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT APPROACH AND LANDING subjected to both pitching and plunging motions at reduced
Richard S. Bray Jul. 1980 42 p frequencies to 0.3 (physical frequencies to 53 Hz), The new
(NASA-TM-81199: A-8180) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 hardware and the extensive use of computer-experiment
CSCL OlD integration developed for this test are described. The geometrio

A head up display (HUD) format used in simulator studies cal configuration of the model and the test arrangement are
of the applicationof HUD to the landing of civil transport aircraft described in detail. Mean and first harmonic data are presented
is described in detail. The display features an indication of the in both tabular and graphical form to aid in comparisonswith
aircraft's instantaneous flightpath that constitutes the primary other data and with numerical computations. T,M.
controlled element. Discrete ILS error and altitude signals are
scaled and positionedto provide precise guidance modes when
tracked with the flightpath symbol. Consideration is given to
both the availability and nonavailability of inertial velocity
information in the aircraft. Author

N80_33349"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field, Calif.
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED
HELICOPTER ROTOR LATERAL FLAPPING ANGLES
Wayne Johnson Jul. 1980 27 p refs Prepared in cooperation

N80-31386"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. with Army Aviation Research and Development Command. St,
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. Louis,Mo.
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED BLADE (NASA-TM-81213; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-11; A-8239) Avail:
LOADS ON A FULL-SCALE TILTING PROPROTOR IN A NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
WIND TUNNEL Calculatedand measured values of helicopter rotor flapping
Wayne Johnson Sep. 1980 22 p Prepared in cooperation angles in forward flight are compared for a model rotor in a
with Army Aviation Research and Development Command, St. wind tunnel and an autogiro in gliding flight. The lateral flapping
Louis, Mo. angles can be accurately predicted when a calculation of the

F NASA-TM-81228; USAAVRADCOM-TR-80-A-8) Avail: NTIS nonuniformwake-inducedvelocity is used.At low advanceratios,
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01C it is also necessary to use a free wake geometry calculation.

The loads measured in a wind tunnel on a full-scale tilting For the cases considered, the tip vortices in the rotor wake
proprotorare compared with calculated results.The data consists remain very close to the tip-path plane, so the calculated values
primarilyof oscillatory beamwise bendingmoments at 35% radial of the flapping motion are sensitive to the fine details of the
station, oscillatoryspindlechord bendingmoments,and oscillatory wake structure, specifically the viscous core radius of the tip
pitch link loads.The measuredand calculatedresultsas a function vortices. Author
ot thrust are compared over a range ot nacelle angles from
0 tO 75 deg. and a rangeof speeds from 80 to 185 knots.T.M.

N80-33777"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

N80-31407"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. STABILITY OF NONUNIFORM ROTOR BLADES IN HOVER
EFFECTS OF ROTOR PARAMETER VARIATIONS ON USING A MIXED FORMULATION

HANDLING QUAUTIESOF UNAUGMENTED HELICOPTERS Wendell B. Stephens (Army Research and Technology Labs..
IN SIMULATED TERRAIN FLIGHT Moffett Field, Calif.), Dewwy H. Hodges (Army Rsearch and

Peter D. Talbot. Daniel D. Dugan, Robert T. N. Chen. and Ronatd Technology Labs.. Moffett Field, Calif.), John H. Avila (Technology
M. Gerdes Aug. 1980 88 p refs Development of California. Santa Clara), and Ru-Mei Kung
(NASA-TM-81190; A-8158) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 (Technology Development of California, Santa Clara) Aug, 1980
CSCL 01C 23 p refs Presented at the 6th European Rotorcraft and Powered

A coordinated analysis and ground simulator experiment was Lift Aircraft Forum, Bristol, England. 16-19 Sep. 1980
performed to investigate the effects on single rotor helicopter (NASA-TM-81226; A-8314; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-10;
handling qualities of systematic variations in the main rotor hinge Paper-13) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01C
restraint, hub hinge offset, pitch-flap coupling, and blade lock A mixed formulation for calculating static equilibrium and
number. Teetering rotor, articulated rotor, and hingeless rotor stability eigenvalues of nonuniform rotor blades in hover is
helicopters were evaluated by research pilots in special low level presented. The static equilibrium equations are nonlinear and
flying tasks involving obstacle avoidance at 60 to 100 knots are solved by an accurate and efficient collocation method. The
airspeed. The results of the experiment are in the form of pilot linearized perturbation equations are solved by a one step, second
ratings, pilot commentary, and some objective performance order integration' scheme. The numerical results correlate very
measures. Criteria for damping and sensitivity are reexamined well with published results from a nearly identical stability analysis
when combined with the additional factors of cross coupling based on a displacement formulation, Slight differences in the

due to pitch and roll rates, pitch coupling with collective pitch, results are traced to terms in the equations that relate moments
and longitudinal static stability. Ratings obtained with and without to derivatives of rotations. With the present ordering scheme, in
motion are compared. Acceptable flying qualities were obtained which terms of the order of squares of rotations are neglected
within each rotor type by suitable adjustment of the hub with respect to unity, it is not possible to achieve completely

parameters, however, pure teetering rotors were found to lack equivalent models based on mixed and displacement formulations.
control power for the tasks. A limit for the coupling parameter The one step methods reveal that a second order Taylor expansion

L sub q/L sub p of 0.35 is suggested. Author is necessary to achieve good convergence for nonuniform rotating
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blades. Numerical results for a hypothetical nonuniform blade, and inflation; technological progress; fuel efficiency end cost;
includingthe nonlinearstatic equilibriumsolution, were obtained and a financial perspective of replacement decisions. A.R.H.
with no more effort or computer time than that required for a
uniform blade. A_:t.hor

N80-11097'_ Systems Technology, Inc.. Mountain View, Calif.
X80-10130"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. A COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER
Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field. Calif, HANDLING DUALITIES DATA. VOLUME 1: DATA
TEST RESULTS FROM A JET-EFFECTS V/STOL FIGHTER COMPILATION .Report, Sep. 1976 - Feb, 1978
MODEL WlTH VECTORING NON-AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES Robert K. Heffiey.Wayne F.Jewell, John M. Lehman,and'Richard
Final Report A. VanWinkle Aug. 1979 387 p refs
D. B. Smeltzer and A. D. Levin Jun. 1980 792 p refs (Contract NAS2-9344)
(NASA-TM-81210; A-8224) Unclassified report (NASA-CR-3144; TR-1087-1) Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01CSCL 01C

NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and NASA A collection of basic descriptive data, stability derivatives
Contractors. and transfer functions for six degrees of freedom, quasi-static

model is introduced.The data are arranged ina common,compact

A ' l/8-scale jet effects model of a twin-engined v/sToL format for each of the five helicoptersrepresented.The vehicles
fighter was tested in the 11 foot transonic wind tunnel at Ames studied includethe B0-I05, AH-lh. and the CH53D. R.C.T,
Research Center. The effect of various nozzle configurationson
the model forces, moments and surfacepressureswas measured.
Various exhaustnozzle configurationsrepresentingboth vectored
and nonvectored thrust were investigated. Lift, drag, pitching
moment were obtainedfor the entire metric portion of the model
(the vertical tails were not metric) and for one exhaust nozzle. N80-12069"# General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego. Calif.
Approximately200 surface static pressureswere also measured. Convair Div,
Nozzles with two-dimensional geometries representing flight at WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN OBUOUE WING
cruise, combat, and dash were tested with vectored and TRANSPORT MODEL AT MACH NUMBERS BETWEEN O.S
nonvectored thrust. A reference circular nozzle and an elliptical AND !.4
nozzlewere also tested with nonvectored thrust. The test matrix R.L. Black, J. K. Beamish, and W. K. Alexander Jul. 1975

included Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.4: angles of attack from 334 p refs
0 deg to 12 deg; nozzle pressureratios from 1 to 10; and nozzle (Contract NAS2-8127)
deflectionsfrom 0 deg to 20 deg. The Reynoldsnumber was held (NASA-CR-137697; HST-TR-344-O) Avail: NTIS
constantat 8,200,000 per meter for all testing. Author HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 01A

Modelsof threepracticaloblique-wingtransportconfigurations
were tested in the NASA Ames 11 foot wind tunnel. The three
configurationsuseda commonforwardfuselage,wing, and support
system but employed different eft fuselage sections simulating F
alternate propulsion system installations. These included an

NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS integrated propulsion system, pylon-mounted nacelles,and clean
(no propulsionsystem) configuration.The tests were conducted
over a Mach number range from 0.8 to 1.4 and at sweep angles

N80-10137'# Michigan Univ.,Ann Arbor. Dept. of Aerospace from 0 to 60 degrees. The nominal unit Reynoldsnumber was
Engineering. 1.83 million per meter and the angle of attack range was -3 to
MATH MODELING AND COMPUTER MECHANIZATION +6 degrees. The models were mounted in the tunnel by means
FOR REAL TIME SIMULATION OF ROTARY-WING AII_- of a lower glade support system.The interferenceeffects of this
CRAFT Final Report, 1 Jun. 1977 - 31 Mar. 1979 lower blade and the flow inclination were determined by using
Robert M. Howe Mar, 1979 21 p refs an image blade system and testing the configuration in both
(Grant NsG-2245) the upright and invertedpositions. M.M.M.
(NASA-CR-162400) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL
01A

Mathematical modeling and computer mechanizationfor real
time simulation of rotary wing aircraft is discussed.Error analysis
in the digital simulation of dynamic systems, such as rotary
wing aircraft is described. The method for digital simulation of NSO-lZ776*H American Mathematical Society. Providence,R.I.
nonlinearities with discontinuities,such as exist in typical flight SYSTEM THEORY AS APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL GEOM-
control systems and rotor blade hinges, is discussed. A.WH. ETRY

Robert Hermann Nov. 1979 67 p refs
(Grant NSG-2252)
(NASA-CR-3209) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL 09B

The invariants of input-output systems under the action of
the feedback group was examined.The approachusedthe theory

NaO-10148_=H Northwestern Univ..Evanston,III. Transportation of Lie groups and concepts of modern differential geometry,
Center. and illustrated how the latter providesa basis for the discussion
FACTORS AFFECTING THE RETIREMENT OF COM- of the analytic structure of systems. Finite dimensional linear
MERCIAL TRANSPORT JET AIRCRAFT systems in a single independentvariable are considered. Lessons
Frank A. Spencer Aug, 1979 296 p refs of more general situations (e.g,. distributed parameter and
(Grant NsG-2149) multidimensional systems) which are increasingly encountered
(NASA-CR-152308) Avail: NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL as technologyadvances are presented, R.CT.01C

The historical backgroundof the technology and economics
of aircraft replacementand retirementin the prejetera is reviewed
in order to determine whether useful insights can be obtained
applicable to the jet era. Significant differences between the
two periods are noted. New factors are identifiedand examined, N80-12782"# Notre Dame Univ.. Ind. Dept, of Electrical
Topics discussedinclude concernover current policiesregarding Engineering.
deregulation, regulatoryreform, and retroactive noiseregulations; MODULAR THEORY OF INVERSE SYSTEMS Final Report,
financingand compliancelegislation;aging; economicenvironment 1 Jun. - 31 Dec. 1979
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Dec. 1979 57 p refs Submittedfor publication goes to zero (vortex sheet limit). The usefulness of the exact
(Grant NsG-2388) solutions is then discussedin connection with the problems of
(NASA-CR-162491) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL plane wave propagation and the stability of a finite thickness
12A layer with a linear velocity profile. Author

The relationship between multivariable zeros and inverse
systems was explored. A definition of zero module is given in
such a way that it is basis independent.The existenceof essential
right and left inverseswere established.The way in which the
abstract zero module captured previous definitions of multivari-
able zeros is explained and examples are presented. R.C.T. N80-16871"# Stanford Univ., Calif, Dept. of Aeronautics

and Astronautics.
•AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE AND
ACOUSTIC FIELD OF A JET IN A CROSS STREAM
Ivan Camelier and K. Karamcheti Jan. 1976 134 p refs
(Grants NGL-05-020-526; NsG-2007)

NSO-12996*H PrincetonUniv., N. J, Flight Research Lab, (NASA-CR-162464; SU-JIAA-TR-2) Avail: NTIS
AN EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE STOL HC AO7/MF A01 CSCL 20A
LANDING MANEUVER Final Report The plane of symmetry of a high speed circular jet was
Patrick H. Whyte Washington NASA Dec. 1979 74 p refs surveyed to measure the mean and turbulent velocity fields by
(Contract NAS2-7350_ using constant temperature hot wire anemometry. The intensity
(NASA-CR-3191; AMS-1231-T) Avail: NTI of the noise radiated from the jet was determined in the tunnel
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL01A test section by utilizing the cross-correlationat a particular time

The parameters influencing the STOL landing are identifieL delay between the signalsof two microphones suitably located
and their effect on the ease and quality of the flare maneuvel along a given direction. Experimental results indicate that the
is discussed. Data from actual landings, supported by pilot turbulent intensity inside the crossflow jet increasesby a factor
commentary and pilot opinion rating, are analyzed. Hypotheses of (1 + 1//2) as compared to the turbulent intensity of the
concerning the prediction of STOL handlingqualities in the flare same jet under free conditions,with r indicating the ratio of the
are proposed, and suggestions for future research are pre- jet velocity by the cross stream velocity. The peak observed in
sented A.W.H. the turbulence spectra obtained inside the potential core of the

jet hasa frequencythat increasesbythe same factorwith respect
to the corresponding frequency measured in the case of the
free jet. The noise radiated by the jet becomes more intense as
the crossflow velocity increases.The measured acoustic inten-
sity of the crossflow jet is higher than the value which would

N80-14048"_ TRW Defenseand Space SystemsGroup, Redondo be expected from the increaseof the turbulent intensity only.
Beach, Calif. ,',R H
A THREE DIMENSIONAL VORTEX WAKE MODEL FOR
MISSILE_; AT HIGH ANGLES ON ATTACK Final Report
J. Steven .3heffield and F. D. Deffenbaugh Jan. 1980 59 p

" refsF (Contract NAS2-9579)
(NASA-CR-3208; TRW-30584-6003-RU-00) Avail: NTIS N80-15872"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Joint Inst. for Aeronautics

HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL 01A and Acoustics.
A threedimensionalmodel for the steadyflow past missileand ON THE OUTPUT OF ACOUSTICAL SOURCES

mrcraft nose shaped bodies is presented based on augmenting H. Levine May 1979 35 p refs
a potential solution with a wake composed of vortex filaments. (Grant NsG-2215)
The vortex positions are determined ,by the requirement that (NASA-CR-162576; SU-JIAA-TR-16) Avail: NTIS
they, in some sense, align with the flow. The aerodynamicloads HC A03//MF A01 CSCL 20A
on the body are compared with experimental values and used Contents: (1)a theoretical basis for local power calculation;
to evaluate the model. The vortex positionscompare well with (2) source radiation in the presenceof a half-plane; (3) radiation
flow visualization results for slender bodies at high angles of from a line source near an edge at which a Kutta condition
attack. The approximations in the wake near the body cause holds; (4) radiationby a pointsource above a plane independence
peaks in the force distributionsmore severethan inthe measured boundary; and (5) power output of a point source in a uniform
values. For given vortex strengths and body attachment points flow. A_R.H.
multiple steady vortex positions were not found. Author

N80-15873"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Dept. of Aeronautics

N80-16869'# Stanford Univ., Calif. Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
and Astronautics. ACOUSTIC RESONANCES AND SOUND SCATTERING BY

CHARACTERIZATION OF ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCES IN A SHEAR LAYER
LINEARLY SHEAREDFLOWS S.P. Koutsoyannis, K. Karamcheti. and D. C. Galant (NASA.
S. P. Koutsoyannis Jul. 1978 40 p refs Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.) Sep. 1979 46 p
(Grants NsG-2215; NsG-2233; NsG-2007) refs
(NASA-CR-162577; SU-JIAA-TR-12) Avail: NTIS (Grants NsG-2233; NsG-2308)

HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 20A (NASA-CR-162575; SU-JIAA-TR-20) Avail: NTIS
The equation describing the plane wave propagation, the HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20A

stability, or the rectangular duct mode characteristics in a The energy reflection coefficient is evaluated numerically for
compressible inviscid linearly sheared parallel, but otherwise plane waves incident on a plane shear layer having a linear
homogeneous flow, is shown to be reducible to Whittaker's velocity profile. The shear layer is found to exhibit no resonances
equation. The resulting solutions, which are real, viewed as and no Brewster angles. The behavior of the reflection coefficient
functions of two variables, depend on a parameter and an depends cruciallyontheparametertau, a nondimensional measure

argument, the values of which have precise physical meanings of the disturbance Strouhal number with respect to the
depending on the problem. The exact solutions in terms of disturbance Machnumberinthemeanflowdirection. For moderate
Whittaker functions are used to obtain a number of known results values of tau, the amplified reflection regime degenerates into

of plane wave propagation and stability in linearly sheared flows the total reflection one. whereas in the ordinary reflection regime
as limiting cases in which the speed of sound goes to infinity the variation of the reflection coefficient with tau depends on
(incompressible limit) or the shear layer thickness, or wave number, whether or not the corresponding vortex sheet has a Brewster
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angle. The results indicate that caution should be exercised in N80-17722' Systems Technology. Inc,, Mountain View, Calif.
uncriticallymodeling a finite thickness shear layer by a correspon- THE ANALYSIS OF DELAYS. IN SIMULATOR DIGITAL
ding vortex sheet, K.L. COMPUTING SYSTEMS. VOLUME 1: FORMULATION OF

AN ANALYSIS APPROACH USING A CENTRAL EXAMPLE
SIMULATOR MODEL Final Report
Robert K. Haffiey. Wayne F. Jewell, Richard F, Whitbeck. and
Ted M. Schulman Feb. 1980 101 p refs
(Contract NAS2-10106)

N80-16030"# McDonnell Aircraft Co., St, Louis,Mo. (NASA-CR-152340; STI-TR-1140-1-Vo1-1) Avail: NASA Ames
INVESTIGATION OF GROUND EFFECTS ON LARGE AND Res. Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 94035 CSCL 09B
SMALL SCALE MODELS OF A THREE FAN V/STOL The effects of spuriousdelays in real time digital computing
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION systems are examined. Various sources of spurious delays are
E, P. Schuster, T. D. Carter, and D. W. Esker Jul. 1979 149 p defined and analyzed using an extant simulator system as an
refs example. A specificanalysisprocedureis set forth and four cases
(Contract NAS2-9690) are viewed in terms of their time and frequency domain
(NASA-CR-152240; MDC-A5702) Avail: NASA. AmesResearch characteristics.Numerical solutionsare obtained for three single
Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Attn: Hervey Quigley CSCL01A rate one- and two-computer examples, and the analysis problem

Induced lift of a subsonic, three fan, lift/cruise, V/STOL is formulated for a two-rate, two-computer example. K.L
aircraft configuration was investigated using scale modes of a
multimission aircraft whose design incorporatesa nose mounted
lift fan and two lift/cruise units located over the wing. Configura-
tion effects were assessedfor lift improvement devices,lift/cruise
nozzle rails, nozzle perimeter plates, and alternate nose fan exit

hubs, Tests were conducted at four model heights (H/D = N80-18029"_ Boeing Vertol Co., Philadelphia,Pa.
0.95. 1.53, 3.06 and 6.45. where D is the average nozzle exit SYNTHESIS OF ROTOR TEST DATA FOR REAL-TIME
diameter equal to 0.997 m) Results are presented and dis- SIMULATIONcussed. A.R.H,

M. A. McVeigh Mar, 1979 232 p refs
(Contract NAS2-9015)
(NASA-CR-152311; 0210-11505-1) Avail: NTIS
HC A11/MF A01 CSCL01C

A mathematical model of a hingeless tilting rotor is pre-
N80-16031"_ Vought Corp., Dallas. Tex, sented. The model was obtained by a systematic curve fit
APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION TO THE procedureappliedto an extensive set of model scale wind tunnel
DESIGN OF WINGS WITH SPECIFIED PRESSURE DISTRI- data. The math model equationswere used in a real time flight
BUTIONS Final Report simulationmodel of a hingelesstilt rotorXV-15 to assesschanges
H, P, Haney and R, R. Johnson Feb. 1980 108 p in flying qualities compared to those obtained using a previous
(Contract NAS2-9653) rotor model. Extensive plots of the rotor derivatives are given.
(NASA-CR-3238) Avail: NTIS HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL 01A Discussionsof attempts to apply multivariable linear regression

A practical procedure for the optimum design of transonic technqiues to the data and the use of an analytical rotor
wings is demonstrated, The procedure uses an optimization representationare included, Author
program based on the method of feasible directions coupled F
with an aerodynamic analysis program which solves the
three-dimensional potential equation for subsonic through
transonic flow. Two new wings for the A-7 aircraft were
designed by usingthe optimizationprocedure to achieve specified
surface pressure distributions. The new wings, along with the N80-19030"_ Boeing Vertol Co., Philadelphia,Pa.
existing A-7 wing. were tested in the Ames 11 ft transonic A HINGELESS ROTOR XV-IB DESIGN INTEGRATION
wind tunnel. The experimental data show that all of the FEASIBILITY STUDY. VOLUME 1: ENGINEERING DESIGN
performance goals were met. However. comparisonsof the wind STUDIES Final Report
tunnel results with the theoretical predictions indicate some J' P' Magee and H, R, Alexander Mar, 1978 473 p
differences at conditionsfor which strong shockwaves occur. (Contract NAS2-9015)

Author (NASA-CR- 152310; D210-11360-1-Vo1-1) Avail: NTIS
HC A20/MF A01 CSCL01C

A design integration feasibility study was carried out to
investigatewhat modificationsto the basic XV-15 were necessary
to accomplisha flight demonstrationof the XV-15 with a Boeing
hingeless rotor, Also investigated were additional modifications

N80-16837"_ California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, which would exploitthe full capabilityprovidedbythe combination
SECOND SOUND SHOCK WAVES AND CRITICAL VELOCl- of the new rotor and the existing T53 engine. An evaluation of
TIES IN LIQUID HELIUM 2 Ph,D. Thesis the aircraft is presentedand the data indicate improvedair vehicle
Timothy Neal Turner 1979 231 p refs performance,acceptable aeroeleasticmargins, lower noise levels
(Grant NsG-7508) and improved flying qualities compared with the XV-15 aircraft.
(NASA-CR-162687) Avail: NTIS HC A11/MF A01 CSCL Inspectionof the rotorsystem data providedshows an essentially
20A unlimited life rotor for the flight spectrum anticipated for the

Large amplitude second-soundshock waves were generated XV-15, RE,S,
and the experimental results compared to the theory of
nonlinear second-sound.The structure and thicknessof second-
sound shock fronts are calculated and comparedto experimental
data. Theoretically it is shown that at T = 1,88 K. where the
nonlinearwave steepeningvanishes, the thicknessof a very weak
shock must diverge. In a region near this temperature, a N80-19722" Systems Technology. Inc.. Mountain View. Calif.
finite-amplitude shockpulse evolvesinto an unusualdouble-shock THE ANALYSIS OF DELAYS IN SIMULATOR DIGITAL
configuration consisting of a front steepened,temperature raising COMPUTING SYSTEMS, VOLUME 2: FORMULATION OF
shock followed by a temperature lowering shock. Double-shocks DISCRETE STATE TRANSITION MATRICES, AN ALTERNA-
are experimentally verified. It is experimentally shown that very TIVE PROCEDURE FOR MULTIRATE DIGITAL COMPUTA-
large second-sound shock waves initiate a breakdown in the TIONS Final Report
superfluidity of'helium 2. which is dramatically displayed as a Warren F. Clement and Wayne F. Jewell Feb. 1980 44 p
limit to the maximum attainable shock strength, The value of refs
the maximum shock-induced relative velocity represents a (Contract NAS2-10106)
significant lower bound to the intrinsic critical velocity of (NASA-CR-152341: STI-TR-1140-1-Vol-2) Avail: NASA. Ames
helium 2. M.G. Res. Center,Moffett Field. Calif. 94035 CSCL 09B
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The effects of spurious delays in real time digital computing these calculations indicate that the present jet emissions are
systems are examined for the two-computer, multirate problem, capable of producingoxidant by themselves. The hydrocarbon/
A transition matrix which combinesthe computational algorithms nitrous oxides ratio of present jet aircraft emissions is much
and multirate effects is formulated. Some examples are provided higher than that of automobiles. These two ratios appear to
which demonstrate the analysis approach and suggest applica- bracket thehydrocarbon/nitrous oxidesratiothat maximizesozone
tions. K.L production.Hence an enhanced effect is seen in the simulation

when jet exhaust emissions are mixed with automobile emis-
sions. A,R.H,

N80-19055_# Analytical Mechanics Associates. Inc., Mountain
View. Calif,

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR APPROACH AND LANDING N80-2230S*# Science Applications, Inc., Los Angeles. Calif.
OF VTOL AIRCRAFT EconomicAnalysis Div.Stanley F. Schmidt and Richard L Mohr Oct. 1979 63 p PARAMETRIC STUDY OF HELICOPTER AIRCRAFT
refs SYSTEMS COSTS AND WEIGHTS
(Contract NAS2-9430) Michael N. Beltramo Jan, 1980 179 p refs
(NASA-CR- 152335; AMA-79-15) Avail: NTIS (Contract NAS2-8703)
HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL 17G (NASA-CR-152315) Avail: NTIS HC AO9/MF AO1 CSCLThe formulation and implementation of navigation systems 01C
used for research investigations in the V/STOLAND avionics Weight estimating relationships (WERs) and recurring
system are described,The navigation systemsprove positionand production cost estimating relationships(CERs) were developed
velocity in a cartestian reference frame aligned with the runway, for helicopters at the system level, The WERs estimate systemThey use filtering techniques to combine the raw position data
from navaids (e,g., TACAN, MLS) with data from onboard inertial level weight basedon performanceor design characteristicswhich
sensors. The filtering techniques which use both complementary are availableduring concept formulationor the preliminary design
and Kalmanfilters, are described, The software for the navigation phase,The CER (or CERs in some cases) for each system utilize
systems is also described, R,E.S. weight (either actual or estimated using the appropriate WER)and productionquantity as the key parameters, R.E,S.

NS0-194S41# Florida Univ.. Gainesville, Dept. of Engineering

Sciences. N90-22357"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
VORTICITY ASSOCIATED WITH MULTIPLE JETS IN A Aeroelastic and Structures Research Lab.
CROSSFLOW THE DESIGN. TESTING AND EVALUATION OF THE MIT
Susan Braden 25 Apr. 1980 39 p refs Presented at the INDIVIDUAL-BLADE-CONTROL SYSTEM AS APPLIED TO
AIAA Southeastern Regional Student Conf., Atlanta, 24-25 Apr. GUST ALLEVIATION FOR HELICOPTERS Final Report

F 1980 Robert Miller McKillip. Jr. Feb, 1980 92 p refs
(Grant NsG-2288) (Grant NsG-2266)
(NASA-CR-162855) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL (NASA-CR-152352: ASRL-TR-196-1) Avail: NTIS
20D HC A05/MF A01 CSCL01C

Vortex patterns from multiple subsonicjets exiting perpendic- A type of active control for helicopters was designed and
ularly through a flat plate into a subsonic crossflow were tested on a four foot diameter model rotor. A single blade was
investigated. Tandem and transverse jet configurations were individuallycontrolled in pitch in the rotating frame over a wide
examined using a paddle wheel sensor to indicate the presence range of frequenciesby electromechanical means, By utilizing a
end relative magnitudeof streamwise vorticity in the flow. Results tip mounted accelerometer as a sensor in the feedback path,
are presented in the form of contour plots of rotational speed significant reductions in blade flapping response to gust were
of the paddle wheel as measured in planes downstream from achieved at the gust excitation frequency as well as at super
tne jets aria perpenolcular to me crosstlow. Well developed 3nd subharmonicsof rotor speed. E.D.K.
diffuse contrarotatingvorticeswere observedfor the configurations
studied. The location and strength of these vortices depended
on the multiple jet configuration and the distance downstream
from the jets. K.L.

N80-23099"# General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF WIND TUNNEL
TURBULENCE ON TURBOFAN ROTOR NOISE Final
Report

N80-21891"# Systems Applications, Inc., San Rafael, Calif. P. R, Gliebe and E. J. Kerschen Dec. 1979 126 p
INTRODUCTORY STUDY OF THE CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR (Contract NAS2-10002)
OF JET EMISSIONS IN PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG Final (NASA-CR-152359) Avail: NTIS HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL
Report 20A
Gary Z. Whitten and, Henry Hogo May 1976 115 p refs The influence of tunnel turbulence on turbofan rotor no=_c
Sponsoredin part by FAA, Washington, D.C. was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the NASA Ames
(Contract NAS2-8821) 40 by 80 foot tunnel in simulating flight levels of fan noise. A
(NASA-CR-152345; EF76-04R) Avail: NTIS previously developed theory for predicting rotor/turbulence
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 13B interaction noise was refined and extended to include first-order

Jet aircraft emissionsdata from the literature were used as effectsof inlet turbulenceanisotropy.This theorywas then verified
initial conditions for a series of computer simulations of by carrying out extensive data/theory comparisons.The resulting
photochemicalsmog formation in static air. The chemical kinetics model computer program was then employed to carry out a
mechanism used in these simulations was an updated version parametric study of the effects of fan size, blade number, and
which contains certain parameters designed to account for operating line on rotor/turbulence noise for outdoor test stand.
hydrocarbonreactivity. These parameterswere varied to simulate NASA Ames wind tunnel, and flight inlet turbulence conditions,
the reactionrate constantsandaveragecarbonnumbersassociated A major result of this study is that although wind tunnel
with the jet emissions, The roles of surface effects, variable rotor/turbulence noiselevels are not as low as flight levels they
light sources, NO/NO2 ratio, continuous emissions,and untes- are substantially lower than the outdoor test stand levels and
ted mechanistjc parameters were also assessed,The results of do not mask other sources of fan noise, A,R H.
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N80-23328"# Systems Technology, Inc,, Hawthorne. Calif. the airfoil chord, the other being conventional boundary layer
PRACTICAL OPTIMAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN :oordinates_The NACA 4412 airfoil is studied at a single angle
FOR HELICOPTER AIRCRAFT. VOLUME 1: TECHNICAL of attack correspondingto maximum lift. the Reynolds number
REPORT based on chord being 1,5 x 10 to the 6th power. Turbulent
L G. Hofmann. Susan A.. Riedel. and Duane McRuer May boundary layer separation occurred at the 85 percent chord
1980 273 p refs position, The two-dimensionality of the flow was documented
(Contract NAS2-9946) and the momentum integral equation studied to illustrate the
(NASA-CR-3275: TR-1127-1-1) Avail: NTIS importance of turbulence contributionsas separation is approac-
HC A12/MF A01 CSCL01C hod. The assumptions of simple eddy-viscosity and mixing-

A method by which modern and classical theory techniques length turbulence modelsare checkeddirectly againstexperiment.
may be integrated in a synergisticfashion and usedin the design Curvature effects are found to be important as separation is
of practicalflightcontrolsystemsis presented.A general procedure approached. Author
is develpoed, and several illustrative examples are included,
Emphasis is placed not only on the synthesisof the design, but
on the assessmentof the results as well. R.C.T,

NS0-26270*H Boeing CommercialAirplane Co., Seattle, Wash,
AN ADVANCED PANEL METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF
ARBITRARY CONFIGURATIONS IN UNSTEADY BUBBONIC

N80-24264"# California Polytechnic State Univ.. San Luis FLOW Contractor Report, Mar. 1976- Fob. 1980
Obispo, Dept. of Aeronautical Engineering, Arthur R. Duato and Michael A. Epton Feb, 1980 188 p refs
EFFECTS OF FREE-STREAM TURBULENCE ON DIFFUSER (Contract NAS2-7729)
PERFORMANCE (NASA-CR- 152323: D6-48846) Avail: NTIS
Jon A. Hoffmann Jun. 1980 51 p refs HC,tA09/MF A01 CSCL 01A
(Grant NsG-2391 ) An advancedmethodis presented forsolvingthe linearintegral
(NASA-CR-163194) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL equations for subsonic unsteady flow in three dimensions. The
01A method is applicableto flows about arbitrary, nonplanarboundary

An experimental evaluation of the effects of free stream surfaces undergoing small amplitude harmonic oscillationsabout
turbulence on the performance of a subsonic two dimensional their steady mean locations, The problem is formulated with a
diffuser was made. The diffuser's static wessure recovery wake modal wherein unsteady vorticity can be convocted by
coefficient was increased 11.4 and 21.1 percent at total, the steady mean component of flow. The geometric location of
Divergence angles of 12 and 20 degrees respectively were the unsteady source and doublet distributionscan be located on
obtained when the value of the inlet integral free stream scale the actual surfaces of thick bodies in their steady mean locations,
of turbulence in the flow direction was at least 7.5 times larger The method is an outgrowth of a recently developed steady
than the inlet boundary layer displacement thickness, and when flow panel method and employs the linear source and quadratic
the inlet total free stream turbulence intensity was at least doublet splinesof that method. Author
3,5 percent, It is hypothesizedthat a larger scale of turbulence
transmits the free stream energy to the wall more effectively
and when coupled with large turbulence intensities, acts to
decrease the distortion and delay separation within the diffuser. F

J.M,S.

N80-28303" N De Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd,, Downsview
(Ontario).
PHASE 1 WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF THE J-97 POWERED,
EXTERNAL AUGMENTOR V/STOL MODEL

N80-24268"# Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.. Seattle. Wash. D, B. Garland Jul, 1980 101 p refs
A GENERAL PANEL METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS AND (Contract NASw-2797)
DESIGN OF ARBITRARY CONFIGURATIONS IN INCOM- (NASA-CR-152255; DHC-DND-79-4) Avail: NTIS
PRESSIBLE FLOWS Final Report HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 01A

Forrester T. Johnson Washington NASA May 1980 200 p Test resultsare presentedfor alarge scale,externalaugmentorrefs
(Contract NAS2-7729) V/STOL model in a 40 ft by 80 ft wind tunnel. The model was
(NASA-CR-3079; D6-43808) Avail: NTIS HC AO9/MF A01 powered by a GE J97 engine and featured longitudinal ejectors
CSCL 01A alongsideandexternal to the fuselagetogether with an augmantor

A method for solving the linear integral equations of flap on the low aspect ratio, double-delta wing. A static thrust
incompressiblepotential flow in three dimensions is presented, augmentation ratio of 1.60 was measured for the fuselage
Both analysis (Neumann) and design (Dirichlet) boundary augmentor at a nozzle pressureratio of 3,0 and a nozzle exhaust
conditionsare treated in a unified approach to the general flow gas temperature of 700 C. At forward speed the model showed
problem, The method is an influence coefficient scheme which a strong positive lift interference due to the augmentor flap.and a marked absence of negative lift interference due to theemployssource and doublet panels as boundary surfaces. Curved
panels possessingsingularitystrengths,which vary as polynomials fuselage augmentor jet system. The nose-up moment of the
are used. and all influence coefficients are derived in closed fuselage augmentor inlet flow was approximatelycancelled by s

60 dog deflectionof the augmentor flap. An assessment of theform. These and other features combine to produpe an efficient
scheme which is not only Versatilebut eminently suited to the thrust and drag componentsto allow the prediction of transition
practical realities of a user-orientedenvironment. A wide variety performance of aircraft designs based on the present conceptual
of numerical results demonstrating the method is presented, model was made, Lateral tests showed strong but well ordered

Author effects of power, LF,M.

N80-24269"# Beam Engineering. Inc.. Sunnyvale. Calif. N80-28369"# United Technologies Research Center. East
SIMPLE TURBULENCE MODELS AND THE.IR APPMCATION Hartford, .Conn.
TO BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION Final Report ANALYTICAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AN ACTIVE
Alan J. Wadcock Washington NASA May 1980 71 p refs CONTROL SYSTEM FOR HELICOPTER VIBRATION REDUC-
(Contract NAS2-10093) TION AND GUST RESPONSE ALLEVIATION
(NASA-CR-3283) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF A01 CSCL01A R.B. Taylor. P. E. Zwicke. P, Gold. and W. Miao Jul. 1980

Measurements in the boundary layer and wake of a stalled 165 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Sikorsky Aircraft.
airfoil are presentedin two coordinate systems, one aligned with Stratford. Corm,
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(Contract NAS2-10121) N80-32337" H Boeing CommercialAirplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
(NASA-CR-152377) Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL LARGE SCALE WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION FOR
01C FUTURE MODIFICATIONS TO THE QUIET SHORT-HAUL

An analytical study was conducted to define the basic RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
configuration of an active control systemfor helicopter vibration Donald N. Hultman Sep. 1980 35 p refs
and gust responsealleviation. The study culminated in a control (Contract NAS2-9196)
system design which has two separate systems: narrow band (NASA-CR-152349) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
loop for vibration reductionand wider band loop for gust response 01A
alleviation. The narrow band vibration loop utilizes the standard Resultsof wind tunnel investigationperformed to eliminate
swashplate control configuration to input controller for the the leading edge blowing system on the baseline quiet short haul
vibration loop is based on adaptive optimal control theory and research aircraft are presented. This was accomplished by
is designed to adapt to any flight condition includingmaneuvers repositioningthe leading edge flaps to a slotted position. Gap,
and transients. The prime characteristicsof the vibration control overlap, and deflection angle variations were investigated. A
system is its real time capability. The gust alleviation control configuration was established that satisfies QSRA performance
system studied consistsof optimal sampled data feedback gains and safety requirements, A.R.H.
together with an optimal one-step-aheadprediction.Theprediction
permits the estimation of the gust disturbance which can then
be used to minimize the gust effects on the helicopter. E.D.K.

NSO-32338*H Lear Siegler, Inc., Santa Monica.Calif. Astronics
Div.
A cOMPARISON OF FLIGHT AND SIMULATION DATA FOR

N80-31408"_ Princeton Univ,, N.J. Dept. of Mechanical THREE AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM CONTROL LAWS
and Aerospace Engineering, FOR THE AUGMENTOR WING JET STOL RESEARCH
A SIMULATOR STUDY OF CONTROL AND DISPLAY AIRPLANE
AUGMENTATIONS FOR HEUCOPTERS Final Report B. Feinreichand G. Gevaert {1980] 18 p refs
J. C. Adamson. GerardusJ. Born. and Theodore A. Dukes Jan. (Contract NAS2-10324)
1980 104 p refs (NASA-CR-152365) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
(Contract NAS2-9437) 01A
(NASA-CR-163451; AD-A087201; MAE-1428) Avail: NTIS Automatic flare and decrab control laws for conventional
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 01/4 takeoff and landing aircraft were adapted to the unique

A fixed-based simulator study of a decelerating approach to requirementsof the powered lift short takeoff andlanding airplane.
hover on instruments was performed with five different control Three longitudinal autoland control laws were developed. Direct
augmentationsystemsrangingfromdamping feedbacksto attitude lift and direct drag control were used in the longitudinal axis. A
command with heading-hold. On a CRT display the environment fast time simulation was used for the control law synthesis.
was simulated by the view of landing pad and the horizon, with emphasis on stochastic performance prediction and
StJperimposedon this image was all flight information needed, evaluation. Good correlation with flight test results was obtain-
together with special symbology for self-contained landing aid ed. S.F.
based on airborne measurements only; there were a total of
four display augmentation levels. Among other findings, the

F statisticallysignificant differences in data obtained with six testpilots suggest that a relatively inexpensiveadditionto the display
(i.e., quickening of an error rate vector with short term attitude N80-32339"# Nielsen Engineeringand Research,Inc., Mountain
information) makes up for the differencebetween rate command View, Calif.
and attitude command control systems. A quantitative objective A CORRELATION METHOD TO PREDICT THE SURFACE
measure of improvementswas found to suggestthe major findings PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF AN INFINITE PLATE OR A
of the report. GRA BODY OF REVOLUTION FROM WHICH A JET IS ISSUING

Final Report, 1 Dec. 1978 - 1 May 1980
Stanley C, Perkins.Jr and Michael R. Mendenhall Jan. 1980
200 p refs
(Contract NAS2-10125)

N80-31760*# Stanford Univ.. Calif. Joint Inst. for Aeronautics (NASA-CR-152345; NEAR-TR-211) Avail: NTIS
and Acoustics. HC AO9/MF A01 CSCL 01A
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MULTIPLE JET MIXING A correlation method to predict pressures induced on an
D Krothapalli, D. Baganoff, and K. Karamcheti Jun. 1979 infinite plate by a jet exhausting normal to the plate into a
162 p refs subsonicfree stream was extended to jets exhaustingat angles
(Grants NsG-2007; NsG-2233) to the plate and to jets exhausting normal to the surface of a
(NASA-CR-163537; SU-JIAA-TR-23) Avail: NTIS HC AO8/MF body revolution.The complete method consisted of an analytical
A01 CSCL20D method which models the blockage and entrainment properties

Measurements of an incompressiblejet issuingfrom an array of the jet and an empirical correlation which accounts for
of rectangular lobes, equally spaced with their small dimensions viscous effects. For the flat plate case, the method was
in a line. both as a free jet. and as a confined jet, are carried applicable to jet velocity ratios up to ten, jet inclination angles
out in three parts: (1) on a single rectangular free jet. (2) on up to 45 deg from the normal, and radial distances up to five
the same jet in a multiple free jet configuration, and (3) on the diameters from the jet. For the body of revolution case, the
same jet in a multiple jet configuration with confining surfaces method was applicable to a body at zero degrees angle of
(two parallel plates are symmetrically placed perpendicular to attack, jet velocity ratios 1.96 and 3.43, circumferential angles
the long dimension of each lobe covering the entire flow field around the body up to 25 deg from the jet. axial distances up
under consideration). In the case of a single rectangular free jet. to seven diameters from the jet. and jet-to-body diameter ratios
the flow field of the jet is characterized by the presence of less than 0.1. R.C.T.
three distinct regions in the axial mean velocity decay and are
referred to as: potential core region, two dimensional type
region, and axisymmetric type region In the case of a multiple
free jet. the flow field for downstream distance X greater than N80-32353"# Lockheed-CaliforniaCo., Burbank.
60D (D = width of a lobe) resembles that of a jet exiting from APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO SMALL
a two dimensional nozzle with its short dimension being the SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT Final Report, Jun,
long dimension of the lobe. S,F. 1979 - Jun. 1980
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T. G. Coussensand R. H. Tullis Jun. 1980 203 p refs 200-6000 Hz. The acoustic efficiency levels (acoustic power
(Contract NAS2-10264) normalizedby jet kineticenergy flow), when plotted vs. jet Mach
(NASA-CR-1Fo363: LR-29450) Avail: NTIS number, showed a strong dependenceon the ratio of restriction
HC AIO/MF A01 CSCL 01C diameter to pipe diameter. The acoustic energy flow analyses

The performanceand economicbenefits availableby incorpor- basedon the thermodynamicenergy equation and on the results
ation of advanced technologies into the small, short haul air of Mohring both resulted in orthogonality properties for the
transport were assessed. Low cost structure and advanced eignfunctionsof the radial modeshapeequation.Theseorthogonal-
composite material, advanced turboprop engines and new ity relationshipsinvolve the eigenvalues and derivatives of the
propellers, advanced high lift systems and active controls; and radialmode shape functions. F.O.S.
alternate aircraft configurations with aft mounted engines were
investigated. Improvements in fuel consumed and aircraft
economics(acquisitioncost and directoperatingcost)are available
by incorporatingselected advanced technologiesinto the small,
short haul aircraft. T.M.

N80-33381"_ SikorskyAircraft, Stratford. Conn.
ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION OF TEST DATA FROM AN
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ROTOR SYSTEM Final Report,
Mar. 1979 * Jun. 1980
D. Jepson, R. Moffitt. and J. Bissell Hilzinger Jul. 1980 169 p

N80-32777'# SystemsControl. Inc., PaiDAlto. Calif. Aeronauti- refs
cal and Marine Systems Div. (Contract NAS2-10211)

(NASA-CR- 152366; SER-510034) Avail: NTIS
DYNAMIC MODAL ESTIMATION USING INSTRUMENTAL HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 01A
VARIABLES The performance and blade vibratory loads characteristics
H. Salzwedel Jul. 1980 66 p refs. for an advanced rotor system as predicted by analysis and as
(Contract NAS2-I0339) measured in a I/5 scale model wind tunnel test, a full scale(NASA-CR- 152396; TR-6419-01) Avail: NTIS

model wind tunnel test and flight test were compared. The
HC A04/MF A01 _CSCL 20K 1/5 scale model rotor predicted conservative full scale rotorA method to determine the modes of dynamical systems is
described. The inputs and outputs of a system are Fourier performance as expected due to Reynolds number effects.

Although blade vibratory moment trends with advance ratio were
transformed and averaged to reduce the error level. An predicted by the 1/5 scale model, the absolute values of the
instrumental variable method that estimates modal parameters bladevibratory momentswere underpredicted.Thefull scalemodel
from multiple correlations between responses of single input, predicted forward flight performance within . or - 5%. Blade
multiple output systems is applied to estimate aircraft, spacecraft, vibratory loads,however, were underpredicted.The resultof rotorand off-shore platform modal parameters. ED.K.

inflow distortions imparted by the flow over the fuselage. The
coupled normal modes (Y201) elastic rotor blade analysis
incorporatingvariable inflow was able to predict most of the
trends of the test data at the higher advance ratios, but was
unable to predict the absolute magnitudeof the blade 1/2 peak
to peak moments at all cruise speed and rotor lift conditions.

N80-32815"_ California Univ., Berkeley, Space Sciences A.R.H. F
Lab,
IRRIGATED LANDS ASSESSMENT FOR WATER MANAGE-
MENT APPLICATIONS PILOT TEST (APT) Final Report
Robert N. Colwell, John E. Estes, and Larry Tinney, Principal
Investigators 31 Jan. 1980 156 p refs Original contains N80-33381"# Human Resources Research Organization.
imagery. Original photographymay be purchasedfrom the EROS Alexandria, Va,
Data Center, Sioux Falls, S.D. 57198 ERTS CIVIL HELICOPTER WIRE STRIKE ASSESSMENT STUDY.
(Grant NsG-2207) VOLUME I: FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Final
(E80-I0324: NASA-CR-163404; SSL-Ser-21-1ssue-5) Avaih Report
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 08H Clyde H Tuomela and Mark F. Brennan Oct. 1980 66 p refs

There are no author-identified significant results in this (Contract NAS2-10505)
report. (NASA-CR- 152389; Hum RRO-FR-MTD(CA)-80-13) Avail:

NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01C
Approximately 208 civil helicopter wire strike accidents for

a ten year period 1970 to 1979 are analyzed. It is found that
83% of the wire strikes occurred during bright clear weather.
Analysis of the accidents is organized under pilot, environment,
and machine factors. Methods to reduce the wire strike accident

Nao-33177*H Stanford Univ., Calif. Joint Inst. for Aeronautics rate are discussed,includingdetection/warning devices,identifica-
and Acoustics. tion of wire locations prior to flight, wire cutting devices, and
MODAL CONTENT OF NOISE GENERATED BY A COAXIAL implementation of training programs. The benefits to be gained
JET IN A PIPE by implementing accident avoidance methods are estimated to
E. J. Kerschen and J, P. Johnston May 1978 271 p refs be fully justified by reduction in injury and death and reduction
(Grants NsG-2007; NSF GK-37294; NSF ENG-76-00819) of aircraft damage and loss J.M.S.(NASA-CR- 163575; SU-JIAA-TR- 11) Avail: NTIS
HC A12/MF A01 CSCL 20A

Noise generated by air flow through a coaxial obstruction
in a long, straight pipe was investigated with concentrationon
the modal characteristicsof the noise field inside the pipe and
downstream of the restriction.Two measurementtechniqueswere N80-33396"# General Dynamics/convair, San Diego, Calif.
developed for separation of the noise into the acoustic duct APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO SMALL
modes, The instantaneous mode separation technique uses four SHORT-HAUL AIR TRANSPORTS Final Report
microphones, equally spaced in the circumferentialdirection, at Cliff Adcock. Carl Coverston, and Bill Knapton Sep. 1980
the same axial location, The time-averaged mode separation 212 p
technique uses three microphones mounted at the same axial (Contract NAS2-10267)
Jocation. A matrix operation on time-averaged data produces (NASA-CR-152364) Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
the modal pressurelevels, This technique requiresthe restrictive 01C
assumption that the acoustic modes are uncorrelatedwith each A study was conducted of the application of advanced
other. The measured modal pressure spectra were converted to technologiesto small,short-haul transportaircraft,A three abreast.
modal power spectra and integrated over the frequency range 30 passenger design for flights of approximately 100 nautical
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miles was evaluated. Higher wing loading, active flight control, NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS Final Report
and a gust alleviation system results in improved ride quality. Joseph E. Davis Oct. 1980 24 p refs
Substantial savings in fuel and direct operating cost are forecast. (NASA Order A-50807-8)

An aircraft of this configuration also has significant benefits in (NASA-CR-3330) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
forms of reliability and operability which should enable it to sell A second-order time-accurate and spatially factored algorithm
a total of 450 units through 1990, of which 80% are for airline was used in a finite difference scheme for the numerical solution
use, L,F,M, of the time-dependent, incompressible, two dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations in conservation-law form using vorticity and
stream function variables. The systems of equations are solved
at each time step by an iterative technique. Numerical results
were obtained for a circular cylinder at a Reynolds number of
15. and an NACA 0012 airfoil at zero angle of attack at Reynolds

N80-33397*# General Dynamics Corp., Croton, Conn. numbers of 10 to the third and 10 to the fourth powers. The
STUDY FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF VEO, VTOL results are in agreement with another numerical technique, and
EXHAUST NOZZLE the computing time required to obtain the steady state solution
W. C. Bittrick Jul. 1980 91 p at the Reynolds number of 10 to the 4th power was 49.7 sec
(Contract NAS2-10127) on CDC 7600 computer using a 65 x 84 computational grind.
(NASA-CR-152388) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL A.R.H.
01C

Design requirements for a VEO Wing V/STOL exhaust nozzle
with a two dimensional shape and having the capability for
upper surface blowing, spanwise blowing, and 90 deg turning
of the exhaust flow for VTOL were established. A preliminary X80-1OOOB* H Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash,
design of the nozzle that identified the actuation scheme, key QUIET SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PREDICTED
dimensions, the flowpath, and the recommended materials were FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

prepared. The airplane characteristics resulting from integrating Clarence C. Flora. Robin Middleton, and Donald K. Schafer Oct.
the study nozzle were established. T.M. 1979 168 p refs

(Contract NAS2-9081)

(NASA-CR- 152203) Unclassified report

NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and NASA
Contractors.

N80-33398"# Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc.. Cambridge.

Mass. The aircraft design, including systems and flight controls, is

PILOT/VEHICLE MODEL ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AND described along with its typical performance characteristics. Flying
MOTION CUE REQUIREMENTS IN FLIGHT SIMULATION qualities for the normal airplane and characteristics after significant
Final Report failures are covered. The aircraft is predicted to have satisfactory
Sheldon Baron, Roy Lancraft. and Greg Zacharias Washington flying qualities for aircraft normal states and acceptable, safe
NASA Oct. 1980 165 p refs flying qualities for failure states. K.L.
(Contract NAS2-10145)

(NASA-CR-3312; Rept-4300) Avail: NTIS HC AOS/MF A01F CSCLO,E
The optimal control model (OCM) of the human operator is

used to predict the effect of simulator characteristics on pilot
performance and workload. The piloting task studied is helicopter X80-1OOO6" H Boeing Co.. Seattle, Wash.
hover. Among the simulator characteristics considered were QSRA PHASE 2 FLIGHT SIMULATION MATHEMATICAL
(computer generated) visual display resolution, field of view and MODEL Final Report
time delay. Author Donald K. Schafer, Clarence C. Flora. Laura E. Nicol, Arley C.

Marley, Robin Middleton, and James H. Vincent Sep. 1979
393 p refs
(Contract NAS2-9081 )
(NASA-CR- 152197) Unclassified report

N80-33401"_ Boeing Vertol Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their
VASCOMP 2. THE V/STOL AIRCRAFT SIZING AND Contractors.
PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM. VOLUME 6:

USER'S MANUAL, REVISION 3 Final Report, Oct. 1979 - The mathematical model which was developed for the quiet
Jul. 1980 short-haul research aircraft (QSRA), was changed from a
Allen H. Schoen, Harold Rosenstein, Kaydon Stanzione. and John multi-faceted model to a final format that reflects the delivered
S. Wisniewski May 1980 627 p refs Revision
(Contracts NAS2-6107; N62269-79-C-0706) airplane configurations. The highlights and limitations of each
(NASA-CR-163639; AD-A088833; D8-0375-Vol-6-Rev-3) module of the QSRA simulation mathematical model are

Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 09/2 presented. R.E.S.
This report describes the use of the V/STOL Aircraft Sizing

and Performance Computer Program (VASCOMP II). The program
is useful in performing aircraft parametric studies in a quick and
cost efficient manner. Problem formulation and data development

were performed by the Boeing Verto! Company and reflects the XBO-10106*# Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
present preliminary design technology, The computer program, BCAC Preliminary Design Dept.
written in FORTRAN IV, has a broad range of input parameters, THE DEVELOPMENT OF A QUIET SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH
to enable investigation of a wide variety of aircraft. User oriented AIRCRAFT Final Report
features of the program include minimized input requirements, May 1980 196 p refs
diagnostic capabilities, and various options for program flexibil- (Contract NAS2:9081)
ity. GRA (NASA-CR- 152298) Unclassified report

NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their
Contractors.

N80-33718"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The design and certification criteria for practical quiet
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. propulsive lift short haul aircraft are discussed. Takeoff and landing
A RAPID IMPLICIT-EXPLICIT SOLUTION TO THE "I3NO- and other near terminal operations associated with the propulsive
DIMENSIONAL TIME DEPENDENT INCOMPRESSIBLE lift mode of flight are emphasized R.C.T.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES A80-20828 * # Acoustic characteristicsof two hybrid inletsat
forward speed. M. D. Falarski (NASA, Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif.) and M. T. Moore (General Electric Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio). (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronau-A80-17717 * Formulation of coupled rotor/fuselageequa-

tions of motion. W. Warmbrodt (NASA, Ames Research Center, tics, Aeroacoustics Conference, 5th, Seattle, Wash., Mar. 12-14,
Moffett Field, Calif.) and P. Friedmann (California, University, Los 1979, Paper 79-0678.) Journal of Aircraft, vol. 17, Feb. 1980, p.
Angeles, Calif.). Vertica, vol. 3, no. 3-4, 1979, p. 245-271. 19 refs. 106-111.8 refs.
Grant No. NsG-1578. A wind tunnel investigation of the acoustic and aerodynamic

The governing equations of motion of a helicopter rotor coupled characteristics of two hybrid inlets installed on a JT15D-1 turbofan
to a rigid body fuselageare derived. A consistent formulation is used engine was performed. The hybrid inlets combined moderate throat
to derive nonlinear periodic coefficient equations of motion which Mach number and wall acoustic treatment to suppressthe fan inlet

noise. Acoustic and aerodynamic data were recorded over a rangeofcan be used to study coupled rotor/fuselage dynamics in forward
flight. The methodology of rotor/fuselage coupling is clearly de- flight and engine operating conditions. In a simulated flight
scribed and the importance of an ordering scheme in deriving environment, the hybrid inlets provided significant levels of suppres-

sion at both design and off-design throat Mach numbers with goodconsistent nonlinear equations of motion is reviewed. The final
equations which are presented in partial differential form can be used aerodynamic performance. A comparison of inlet noise at quasi-static
to model coupled rotor/fuselage aeroelastic response or stability and forward-speed conditions in the wind tunnel showed a reduction
problems. (Author) in the fan tones, demonstrating the flight cleanup effect. High anglesof attack produced slight increases in fan noise at the high acoustic

directivity angles. (Author)

A80-18538 # Constrained optimum trajectories with spec-

ified range. H. Erzbergerand H. Lee (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, A80-21224 * # Toward new small transports for commuter
Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Guidance and Control, vol. 3, airlines. D. J. Giulianetti and L. J. Williams (NASA, Ames Research
Jam-Feb. 1980, p. 78-85.7 refs. Center,Moffett Field, Calif.). Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 18,

The characteristicsof optimum fixed-range trajectorieswhose Feb. 1980, p. 16-25. 7 refs.
structure isconstrainedto climb, steadycruise,anddescentsegments The article discussesthe resultsof a surveyof commuter airline
are derived by application of optimal control theory. The perfor- operatorsand large and small airframe manufacturersconductedby
mance function consistsof the sum of fuel and time costs,referred the Small Transport Aircraft TechnologyOffice of the NASA Ames
to as direct operatingcosts(DOC). The statevariable is range-to-go ResearchCenter. Attention is given to economic concernsof the
and the independentvariable is energy. In this formulation a cruise operator and manufacturer,as well as social concerns of the
segmentalwaysoccursat the optimum cruiseenergyfor sufficiently passenger,community, and system.Discussionalso coversresearch
large range. At short ranges(500 n. mi. and less)a cruisesegment and technologyopportunitiesfor improvingcommuter aircraft, and
may also occurbelow the optimum cruiseenergy. The existenceof provides a background of information on the commuter and

such a cruise segmentdependsprimarily on the fuel flow vs thrust short-haul local-serviceair carriers, regulationspertaining to their Fcharacteristics and on thrust constraints. If thrust is a free control aircraft, and operations, overall airline interfaces, and facility
variable along with airspeed,it is shown that suchcruisesegments requirements. M.E.P.
will not generallyoccur. If thrust is constrainedto somemaximum
value in climb and to some minimum in descent, such cruise
segmentsgenerally will occur. The performancedifference between
free thrust and constrainedthrust trajectorieshasbeendeterminedin
computercalculationsfor anexample transportaircraft. (Author)

A80-21225 * # Small Transport Aircraft Technology. T. L.
Galloway (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.).
Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 18, Feb. 1980, p. 26-35.

The article surveysthe results of the NASA-instituted Small
Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT) researcheffort aimed at

A80-19117 * Saturn'smagneticfield andmagnetosphere.E. generatingadvancedtechnologiesfor application to new small,short
J. Smith (California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Labora- haul transports having significantly better performance, efficiency,
tory, Pasadena,Calif.), L. Davis, Jr. (California Institute of Tech- and environmental compatibility. Discussion covers fuselage designs
nology, Pasadena,Calif.), D. E. Jones (Brigham Young University, and bonded aluminum-honeycomb wing construction which reduces
Provo, Utah), P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, University, Los Angeles, the number of parts and fasteners, and gives a smoother outer
Calif.), D. S. Colburn, P. Dyal (NASA, Ames Research Center, contour. Topics discussed include; advanced aluminum alloys,
Moffett Field, Calif.), and C. P. Sonett (Arizona, University, Tucson, composite primary structures, propellers, engine components, icing
Ariz.). Science, vol. 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p. 407-410. 14 refs. Contract protection, avionics, flight controls, aerodynamics, and gust load
No. NAS7-100. alleviation. M.E.P.

Results of Pioneer Saturn vector helium magnetometer measure-
ments of the magnetic field and magnetosphere of Saturn are
reported. The detection of a bow shock at 23.7 Saturn radii and the
magnetosphere crossing at 17,4 Saturn radii suggest an equatorial

surface field of 0.3 gauss,which is similar to that of the earth, and
the polarity of the field is observed to be similar to that of Jupiter A80-27384 * The Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft
and opposite to the earth's. An increaseof magnetic field strength /QSRA/. J. L. Martin (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field,
with decreasing radius indicates the dipole nature of the magnetic Calif.). (Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Symposium, 23rd,
field, which modified by the compression of the magnetosphere by Beverly Hills, Cafif., Sept. 26-29, 1979.) Society of Experimental
the solar wind and the presence of a ring current in the middle Test Pilots, Technical Review, vol. 14, no. 4, 1979, p. 77-93. 10 refs.
magnetosphere. Inversions of the field measurements to obtain The Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA), designed to
equivalent dipole source vectors reveal that the tilt anglebetween the expand the technology baseof the upper-surfaceblowing propulsive-
magnetic dipole and the rotation axis is lessthan 1 deg, and spherical lift principle in order to establish criteria for the U.S. aircraft
harmonic analysis of the data indicates that the magnetic field is industry and for advanced STOL aircraft, is considered.The aircraft,
more uniform than those of the earth and Jupiter, consistent with a which includes a three-axis, single channel, limited authority series
small Saturn core. An apparent hydromagnetic wake associatedwith type stability augmentation system, and a high-speeddata system is
Titan wasalso observed. A.L.W. described. Also discussedare STOL and acoustic performance, and

handling qualities, particularly thrust effects. The QSRA hasdemon-
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strated its ability, even with the critical engine inoperative, to and a gain control for ROMULAN, a multicyclic controlling
approach at 66 knots (wing loading of 83 Ib/sq ft) and on a 9 degree computer program, is introduced. Implications of the introduction of
glidepath; to maneuver in a 700-ft radius turn, and to land in an FAA multicyclic systems into helicopters are also discussed. (Author)
field length of 1450 ft (over a 35-ft obstacle). J.P.B.

A80-38049 * Examination of group-velocity criterion for
A80-28019 * # Implicit model following and parameteriden- breakdown of vortex flow in a divergent duct. C.-Y. Tsai (NASA,
tification of unstableaircraft. J. V. Lebacqz(NASA, Ames Research Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field,Calif.) andS. E. Widnall (MIT,
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.; CalspanAdvancedTechnology Center, Cambridge,Mass.).Physics of Fluids, vol. 23, May 1980, p. 864-870.
Buffalo, N.Y.) and K. S. Govindaraj(Calspan AdvancedTechnology 15 refs.
Center, Buffalo, N.Y.). Journal of Guidance and Control, vol. 3, A group-velocity criterion for vortex breakdown implied by
Mar.-Apr. 1980, p. 119-123. 11 refs. wave trappingtheory is appliedto vortex flows in a slightlydivergent

A transformation in the s-planeis describedwhich hasutility in duct that exhibits breakdown. The group velocities for both
implicit model-followingoptimal control designapplication and in symmetric (n = 0) andnonsymmetric (n = plusor - 1) modesof wave
estimationor parameteridentification problems.The objectiveof the propagationare calculatedfor the experimentaldata. It isfound that
transformation is, for the control problem, to achievean unstable the flow aheadof the breakdown region is always supercriticaland
closed-loopsystem, and, for the estimation problem, to alleviate stable to these modes of disturbances. However, the flow field
algorithm convergence problems that may arise in identifying behind the breakdown region may be either supercritical or
unstable systems.For the control problem, the transformation is a subcriticalto the modesn = 0 and n = 1, and alwayssupercriticalto
shift along the real (sigma) axis of the plant and model polesand mode n = -1. The flow field behindthis breakdownregionis unstable
zeros.This transformation is shown to be equivalent to a modified to the asymmetric mode disturbance (n = 1) for a finite rangeof
performance index but offers the advantageof compatibility with wavenumbers. The calculated frequencies of the unstable distur-
existing optimal control solution algorithms. For the estimation bancesare in goodagreementwith the frequenciesobtainedfrom the
problem, the data are multiplied by an exponential function andthe experimentalmeasurements. (Author)
assumedmeasurementand processnoisecovariancesare appropri-
ately modified. Examples of both control and estimation applica-
tionsare presented. (Author)

CONFERENCE PAPERS

A80-28418 * H Strouhalnumber influenceon flight effectson N80-10109"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
jet noise radiated from convecting quadrupoles. R. Dash (NASA, NASA OVERVIEW
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field; Stanford University, Stanford, David G. Koenig In its Workshopon Thrust Augmenting EjectorsF Calif.).A/AA Journal, vol. 18, Mar. 1980, p. 337-339. Sep. 1979 p 23-40 refs (For primary document see N80-10107

The paper reports a complementary extension of previous work 01-02) /

to include the high-frequency features reflected in the discussion of Avail: NTIS HC A22/MF A01 CSCL 01A
the higher Strouhal number influence on flight effects. It is found The history of NASA efforts at Ames Research Center in
that, in addition to the usual features of flight effects on noise from researching the performance and application of thrusting

ordinary flows, the high Strouhal number flows exhibit somemore augmentorsis reviewed. Currentobjectivesinclude:(1) parametric
interestingfeatures which are uniquely characteristicto them. The descriptionof thrust augmentor applicationto STOL and V/STOL;
additional features are as follows: (1) Flight effects are more (2) the useof theoretical and empirical data; (3) aircraft-augmentor
favorable to hot jets than to cold jets; (2) the higherthe Strouhal integration;and (4) key designconsiderations for STOL transport
number of the jet flow, the lesserthe forward arc amplification due and V/STOL fighter aircraft. Test facilities are described and
to flight; (3) as the Strouhal number increases,the peak amplifica- ejector development and performance are assessed. A.R.H.
tion angle in the forward quadrant andthe peak suppressionanglein
the aft quadrant move toward 90 degand get closer,thus reducing
the amplification exposure to a constricted angular region;(4) the
silence zone is disturbed and displaced from its normal position

parallel to the jet flow to give rise to multiple crossingsof flight N80-15164"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
curves with the static line; and (5) the occurrence of multiple Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif.
crossings is a strange phenomenon solely characteristic of high CONTROL OF FOREBODY THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Strouhal number with high subcritical jet flows in flight. S.D. SEPARATIONS

David J. Peake and F. Kevin Owen (Owen Intern., Inc.. Palo
Alto. Calif.) In AGARD Aerodyn. Characteristics of Controls
Scp. 1979 49 p refs (For primary document see N80-15149
O6-O8)
Avail: NTIS HC A22/MF A01 CSCL 01C

A80-33123 * The promise of multicyclic control. J.L. The developmentof the turbulent symmetric and asymmetric
McCIoud, III (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). vortex flow about the lee side of a 5 deg semiangle conical
Vertica, vol. 4, no. 1, 1980, p. 29-41. 17 refs. forebody at high relative incidence was investigated. The cone

The rough ride a helicopter endures is known to be self- was immersed in a Mach 0.6 airstream at a Reynolds number
generated. This roughness results in fatiguing blade loads and of 13.5 x 10 to the 6th power based on the 1.4 m axial length
vibration which can be eliminated or greatly reduced by multicyclic of the cone. Small amounts of air injected normally or tangentially
control. Rotor performance may also be improved. Several types of to the cone surface, but on one side of the leeward meridianand beneath the vortex farthest from the wall. were effective in
rotors which have employed multicyclic control are reviewed and biasing the asymmetry. With this reorientation of the forebody
compared. Their differences are highlighted and their potential vortices, the amplitude of the side force could be reduced to
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The flow field these the point where its direction was reversed. This phenomenon
rotors must operate in is discussed,and it is shown that simultaneous was obtained either by changing the blowing rate at constant
elimination of vibration and oscillatory blade loads is not an inherent incidence or by changing incidence at constant blowing rate.
solution to the roughness problem. The use of rotor blades and Normal injection appeared more effective than tangential injection.
energy absorbers is proposed. Input-output relations are considered The contrarotating vortices in the penetrating jet flow were of
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opposite hand to the rotational directions of the forebody = O,62 its effect wquld be nil. Fairings are very useful in
vortices. A distinctively organized and stable flow structure controllingpressureloadson turrets, but will not have first order
emerged with the jet vortices positioned above the forebody effects on optical quality. Scale sizes increasedramatically with
vortices, K.L increasing azimuth angle for a reprensentativecondition, Since

both scale sizes and fluctuation levels increase (total turbulence
path length also increases)with azimuth angle,substantial optical
degradation might be expected. For shorter wave lengths, large
degradations occur, R,E.S.

N80-21246"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
AN ACCEPTABLE ROLE FOR COMPUTERS IN THE
AIRCRAFT DESIGN PROCESS c60
Thomas J, Gregory and Leonard Roberts In AGARD The Use N80-25600"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
of Computers as a Design Tool Jan. 1980 7 p refs (For Ames ResearchCanter, Moffett Field, Calif.
primary document see N80-21243 12-01) OPTIMIZED LASER TURRETS FOR MINIMUM PHASE
Avail: NTIS HC A19/MF A01 CSCL 09B DISTORTION

Some of the reasons why the computerization trend is not G.N. Vanderplaats. Allen E, Fuhs (Naval Postgraduate School).
wholly accepted are explored for two typical cases: computer and Gregory A. Blaisdell (Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena) In its
use in the technical specialties and computer use in aircraft Proc. of the Aero-Optics Syrup. on Electromagnetic Wave
synthesis. The factors that limit acceptance are traced in part, Propagationfrom Aircraft Apr, 1980 p 339-362 refs Sponsored
to the large resources needed to understand the details of by AFWL (For primary document see N80-25588 16-34)
computer programs, the inability to include measured data as Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 20D
input to many of the theoretical programs,and the presentation An analysis and computer program which optimizes laser
of final results without supporting intermediate answers. Other turret geometry to obtain minimum phase distortion is described,
factors are due solely to technical issues such as limited detail Phase distortion due to compressible, inviscid flow over small
in aircraft synthesis and major simplifying assumptions in the perturbation laser turrets in subsonic or supersonic flow is
technical specialties,These factors and others can be influenced calculated.The turret shape is determined by a two dimensional
by the technical specialist and aircraft designer. Some of these Fourierseries; in a similar manner, the flow proj:)ertiesare giveo
factorsmay becomelesssignificantasthe computerizationprocess by a Fourier series. Phase distortion is calcualted for propaga-
evolves, but some issues, such as understanding large inte- tion at serveral combinations of elevation.and azimuth angles.
grated systems, may remain issues in the future. Suggestions A sum is formed from the set of values, and this sum becomes
for improved acceptance include publishing computer program5 the objective function for an optimization computer program.
sothat they may be reviewed,edited, and read.Other mechanism'._ The shape of the turret is varied to provide minimum phase
includeextensive modularizationof programsand ways to include; distortion. M.G.
measured information as part of the input to theoretical
approaches. J.M.S,

N80-27347"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. F
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif,

N80-25690"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration, EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVANCED FUEL-CONSERVATIVE
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif, PROCEDURES IN THE TRANSITIONAL ATC ENVIRON-
OVERVIEW OF 6- X 6-FOOT WIND TUNNEL AERO-OPTICS MENT
TESTS L. Tobias and Paul J. Obrien (National Aviation Facilities
Donald A. Buell In its Proc. of the Aero-Optics Symp. on Experimental Center, Atlantic City, N.J.) In AGARD Air Traffic
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation from Aircraft Apr. 1980 Management: Civil/Mil. Systems and Technol. Feb. 1980
p 35-90 ref.q (For nrimarv document see N80-25588 16-34) 14 p refs (For primary document see N80-27324 18-04)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 20D Avail: NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 17G

The splitter-plate arrangement usedin tests inthe 6 x 6 foot The real time simulation (involving both the pilot and the
wind tunnel and how it was configured to study boundary layers, air traffic controller) of fuel conservative approaches, profile
both heated and unheated,shear layers over a cavity, separated descents, and four dimensional area navigation to assess the
flows behind spoilers, accelerated flows around a turret, and a effectiveness of the procedures is discussed. Generally, results
turretwake are described.The flows are characterizedbyexamples indicate some difficulties with the procedures tested in a mixed
of the steady-state pressure and of velocityprofiles through the traffic environment and point to the need for computer assistance
various types of flow layers. R.E.S. for effective implementation of candidate procedures. M.G.

N80-26594"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. A80-19303 * // Large scale model tests of a new technology
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. V/STOL concept. D. C. Whittley (De Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.,

UNSTEADY DENSITY AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN Downsview, Ontario, Canada) and D. G. Koenig (NASA, Ames
THE 6 FOOT X 6 FOOT WIND TUNNEL Research Center, Large Scale Aerodynamics Branch, Moffett F_eld,

William C. Rose (Rose Eng. and Res.. Inc.) and Dennis A. Johnson Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aero-

In its Proc. of the Aero-Optics Symp. on Electromagnetic Wave space Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Ca/if., Jan. 14-16, 1980,
Propagation from Aircraft Apr. 1980 p 153-181 refs (For Paper80-O233.9p.

primary document see N80-25588 16-34) An ejector design concept for V/STOL aircraft, featuring a
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 20D double-delta configuration with two large chordwise ejector slots

The methods used and the results obtained in four aero-optic
tests are summarized. It is concluded that the rather large values adjacent to the fuselage side and a tailplane or canard for
of density fluctuation appear to be the result of much higher longitudinal control is examined. Large scale model tests of the
Mach number than freestream and the violent turbulence in the concept have shown that ejector systems are capable of significant

flow as it separates from the turret. A representative comparison thrust augmentation at realistic supply pressures and temperatures,
of fairing on-fairing off rms density fluctuation indicates essentially so that power plant size and weight can be reduced accordingly. A
no effect at M = 0.62 and a small effect at M = 0.95. These thrust augmentation of at least 1.75 can be achieved for the isolated

data indicate that some slight improvement in optical quality ejector, not making allowance for duct and nozzle losses. Substantial
can be expected with the addition of a fairing, although at M reductions in velocity, temperature and noise of the lifting jet are
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assureddue to mixing within the ejector - this lessensthe severity of The paper presents asymptotic methods for high-aspect-ratio
ground erosion and the thrust loss associated with reingestion, wings in transonic flow developed for straight unyawed wings and for
Consideration is also given to the effect of ground proximity, oblique wings. They show that the three-dimensional mixed-flow
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics, transition performance, and calculations may be reduced to solving a set of two-dimensional
lateral stability. V.L. problems at each span station; the development of this theory and

the related computational studies are reviewed. Differences between
the piloted (oblique) wing, the swept-back wing, and the swept-
forward-wing in the induced upwash are discussed; examples of
similarity solutions are demonstrated for high subcritical and slightly
supercritical component flows, and comparisons made with re-

A80-20637 * Application of parametric weight and cost laxationsolutionsof a full potentialequation. The examplesinclude
estimating relationshipsto future transport aircraft. M. N. Beltramo, oblique andsymmetricsweptwings,andthe adequacyof the existing
M. A. Morris (ScienceApplications, Inc., LosAngeles,Calif.), andJ. full-potential computer code isexamined. A.T.
L. Anderson (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.).
Society of Allied Weight Engineers, Annual Conference, 38th, New
York, N. Y., May 7-9, 1979, Paper 1292. 23 p.

A model comprised Of system level weight and costestimating
relationshipsfor transportaircraft ispresented.In order to determine
the production cost of future aircraft its weight is first estimated A80-23955 * # Control of forebody vortex orientation to
basedon performanceparameters,and then the cost is estimatedasa alleviate side forces. D. J. Peake, D. A. Johnson (NASA, Ames
function of weight. For initial evaluation CERs were applied to ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.), and F. K. Owen. American
actual system weightsof six aircraft (3 military and 3 commercial) Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences
with mean empty weights rangingfrom 30,000 to 300,000 lb. The Meeting, 18th, Pasadena,Calif., Jan. 14o18,1980, Paper80-O183. 32
resultingcostestimateswere comparedwith actualcosts.The average p. 28 refs. USAF-supportedresearch;Contractsno. NAS2-9663; No.
absoluteerror was only 4.3%. Then the model was applied to five NAS2-10352.
aircraft still in the designphase(Boeing757, 767 and777, and BAC The paper deals with the salient phenomena of three-
HS146-100 and HS146-200). While the estimatesfor the 757 and dimensional symmetric and asymmetric separated flows about
767 are within 2 to 3 percentof their assumedbreak-evencosts,it is typical forbodiesat high anglesof attack. Particularconsiderationis
recognized that these are very sensitive to the validity of the givento pressure,forces,and laservaporscreenmeasurementscarried
estimated weights, inflation factor, the amount assumedfor non- out on a 5-deg semianglecone in a Mach 0.6 flow under turbulent
recurringcosts,etc., and it is suggestedthat the model may be used conditions and supportive tests using a 16-deg semiangle tangent
inconjunction with other informationsuchasRDT&E costestimates ogive. V.T.
and market forecasts.The model will help NASA evaluate new
technologiesandproductioncostsof future aircraft. L.M.

A80-26628 * Automated design using numerical optimiza-

F tion. G. N. Vanderplaats (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
A80-22729 * # Noise generation by a lifting wing/flap com- Field, Calif.). Society of Automotive Engineers, Aerospace Meeting,
bination at Reynoldsnumbers to 2.8 x 10 to the 6th. J. M. Kendall Los Angeles,Calif., Dec. 3-6, 1979, Paper 791061. 12 p. 56 refs.
(California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Numerical optimization concepts are describedwith limited
Molecular PhysicsandChemistrySection,Pasadena,Calif.) andW.F. technical detail. The purpose is to provide the nonspecialistwith
Ahtye (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). sufficient information to judge the applicabil!ty of thesemethodsto
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace his particular design problem. The concepts are first describedin
Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 14-18, 1980, Paper physical terms to give a basic understanding of the iterative
80-0035. 12 p. 12 refs. NASA-supportedresearch, procedureemployedby thesemethods.Next, the typical engineering

Measurementsrelatingto the noisesourceIoi;ationand intensity task is presentedand convertedto a form ammenableto solutionby
within various frequency bands were made for an 0.75 m-chord numericaloptimization. Basicalgorithms for solvingthis problem are
wing/flap model installedin the Ames 7 x 10-foot wind tunnel. A identified. Numerous applications are referenced,emphasizingthe
directional microphonesystem, locatedoutsidethe open-walltunnel structuraldesigndiscipline.The stateof the art allowsfor the routine
wasscannedin a two-dimensionalarray of aiming points about the solution of nonlinear design problems of approximately 20 in-
positive-pressureside of the model to determine the princip'al dependentvariables subject to 100 or more constraints.In many
locationsof noise production, and the intensity of each of these. It applications, much largerdesign problemsmay be solved.Selected
wasfound for the caseof the flaps beingdifferentially deflected (0 referencesare providedwhich describethe methodsandapplications
deg, 35 deg) at the half-spanstation that noise production was in moredetail. (Author)
concentrated in the immediate region of the resultant surface
discontinuity. For equaldeflection of the halves(0 deg,0 degor 35
deg, 35 deg), noisewas produceduniformly along the length of the
gapbetweenthe wing andthe flap. Simulatedflap-mountingbrackets
generatedconsiderablenoise in certain cases,but reducedthe noise
in others. Trailing edge noise did not appear to be important in A80-26957 * # Measurementsof control stability characteris-
comparisonwith other sources. (Author) tics of a wind-tunnel model using a transfer function method. I.

Chopra (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; NASA/
Stanford, Joint Institute for Aeronauticsand Acoustics, Stanford,
Calif.) and J. D. Ballard (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Calif.). In: Aerodynamic Testing Conference,11th, Colorado

A80-22751 * # Transonic swept-wing analysis using asymp- Springs, Colo., March 18-20, 1980, Technical Papers. (A80-
totic and other numerical methods. H. K. Cheng, S. Y. Meng 26929 10-09) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and
(Southern California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.), R. Chow Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 256-261. (AIAA 80-0457)
(Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.), and R. C. Smith Recent state-of-the-arttechniquesin rotor systemsincludethe
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). American use of active feedback to augmentthe dynamic control characteris-
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences tics of an aircraft system. A recent test of a stoppable rotor with
Meeting, 18th, Pasadena,Calif.,Jan. 14-16, 1980, PaperSO-0342. 24 blade circulation blowing was conducted in the Ames Research
p. 62 refs. Contract No. N06014-75-C-0520; Grant No. NCA2- Center's 40-by 80-ft wind tunnel. A major part of the test schedule
OR730-601. was dedicated to the acquisition of data to determine the stability of
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a closed-loop hub-moment feedback control system. Therefore, the A80-29501 * # Computer/experiment integration for un-
open-loopcontrol responsewas measuredat severalflight conditions steady aerodynamic research.S. S. Davis (NASA, Ames Research
to ascertainthe stability of the systemprior to the final closed-loop Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: ICIASF '79; International Congress
feedback control test. Measurementswere made during both the on Instrumentation in AerospaceSimulation Facilities, 8th, Monte-
stoppedand rotating rotor modes, and open-loop Bode plots were rey, Calif., September24-26, 1979, Record.(A80-29476 11-35) New
obtained for the control loops associatedwith the momentsabout York, Institute of Electricaland ElectronicsEngineers,Inc., 1979, p.
the longitudinaland lateral axis. (Author) 237-250. 9 refs.

The use of a minicomputerfor the acquisitionand analysisof
unsteady aerodynamicdata is described.Someof the novelfeatures
of the system include: on-line digitization, a signal-averagingalgo-
rithm, Fourierdecomposition,graphicaldisplay,and on-linetheoreti-

A80-26967 * # High-resolution LDA measurements of cal computations to compare with the ongoing experiment. The
Reynoldsstressin boundarylayersand wakes.K. L. Orloff and L.E. system's capabilitiesare describedusing some data from a recently
OIson (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: completedoscillatingairfoil experiment. (Author)
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 11th, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
March 18-20, 1980, TechnicalPapers.(A80-26929 10.09) New York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p.
363-374. 11 refs. (AIAA 80-0436)

The turbulent character of the boundary layer and wake A80-32448 * // Total aircraft flight-controlsystem- Balanced
associatedwith an airfoil hasbeenstudied at a Reynoldsnumberof open-and closed-loopcontrol with dynamic trim maps.G. A. Smith
1,000,000 and a Mach number of 0.1. To accomplish these and G. Meyer (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field,Calif.).
measurements,a unique laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) hasbeen In: Challengeof the '80s; Proceedingsof the Third Digital Avionics
developedthat is capableof sensingtwo velocity componentsfrom a Systems Conference, Fort Worth, Tex., November 6-8, 1979.
remote distance of 2.13 m. Using special simultaneity logic and (A80-32417 12-06) New York, Institute of Electricaland Electronics
counter-type signalprocessors,the geometrical featuresof the LDA Engineers,Inc., 1979, p. 215-223.5 refs.
have been exploited to provide variablespatial resolutionas low as The availability of the airborne digital computer has made
0.2 ram. By combiningthe LDA with an on-line computerizeddata possiblea Total Aircraft Flight Control System(TAFCOS) that uses
acquisitionand display system, it hasbeen possibleto measuremean virtually the complete nonlinearpropulsiveandaerodynamicdatafor
velocity and Reynolds stresstensordistribution at severallocations the aircraft to construct dynamic trim maps that represent an
along the upper surfaceof a 0.9-m-chord, flapped airfoil installedin inversion of the aircraft model. The trim maps, in serieswith the
the Ames 7- by 10-Foot WindTunnel. (Author) aircraft, provide essentially a linear feed-forward path. Basically,

open-looptrajectory control isemployed with only a smallperturba-
tion feedback signal required to compensatefor inaccuracyin the
aircraft model and for external disturbances.Simulation resultsfor
application to an automatic carrier-landingsystem are presented.

A80-27241 * Aircraft motion analysisusing limited flight Flight-test resultsfor a STOL aircraft operatingautomaticallyovera
and radar data. R. C. Wingrove, R. E. Bach, Jr. (NASA, Ames major portion of its flight regime are presented. The concept
ResearchCenter, Aircraft Guidance and Navigation Branch,Moffett promisesa more rapidand straightforwarddesignfrom aerodynamic F
Field, Calif.), and E. K. Parks (Arizona, University, Tucson,Ariz.). principles, particularly for highly nonlinear configurations, and
In: Society of Flight Test Engineers,Annual Symposium, 10th, Las requires substantially less digital computer capacity than conven-
Vegas, Nev., September4-6, 1979, Proceedings.(A80-27226 10-05) tional automatic flight-control systemdesigns. (Author)Lancaster, Calif., Society of Flight Test Engineers,1979. 18 p. 11
refs.

The developmentand applicationof methodsfor reconstructing,
from a limited set of recorded data, a comprehensivescenario of
aircraft motions before and during an accident are described.The
accuracy of these analytical methods is investigate(Jusing data A80-34997 * // Multicyclic control for helicopters - Research
recorded onboard the Ames CV-990 researchaircraft. In these in progressat Ames ResearchCenter. J. L. McCIoud, III (NASA,
experiments, the expanded set of data, derived from either foil or Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Structures,
ATC records, is compared with corresponding values measured by Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 21st, Seattle, Wash.,
the researchinstrumentation systemonboard the aircraft. The results May 12-14, 1980, Technical Papers.Part 1. (A80-34993 14-39) New
indicate that many of the derived quantities are in good agreement York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.,
with the corresponding onboard measurements.A recent application 1980, p. 77-81. 19 refs. (AIAA 80-0671; AHS Paper80.70)
of this procedure using actual accident records is presented and The term multicyclic control describes a blade pitch control
potential applications arebriefly reviewed. (Author) technique used by helicopter designers to alleviate vibration in

rotorcraft. Becauserotor-induced vibrations are periodic, a multi-
cyclic system, synchronized to the main rotor's azimuth position, is
suitable. Many types of rotors - ranging from the jet-flap and
circulation-control rotors to the conventional full-blade feathering

A80-29494 * # Diagnosis of separated flow regions on wind- rotors - haveutilized multicyclic control. Multicyclic control systems
tunnel models using an infrared camera. A. Bandettini and D.J. may be designed to reduce blade-bending stresses, to reduce
Peake (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: rotor-induced vibration, and to improve rotor performance. Rotor
ICIASF '79; International Congresson Instrumentation in Aerospace types are reviewed, primarily to highlight their differences. The
Simulation Facilities, 8th, Monterey, Calif., September 24-26, 1979, increaseduse of composites in blade construction isseento indicate
Record. (A80-29476 11-35) New York, Institute of Electrical and that vibration alleviation will be the prime focus of multicyclic
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1979, p. 171-185. 8 refs. control. Adaptive feedback control systems,which also incorporate

A novel technique utilizing an infrared-sensitive imaging camera gust alleviation, are considered to be the ultimate application of
has been usedto determine the location of three-dimensional (3-D) multicyclic control. (Author)
separated flow regions on an inclined 5 deg semianglefiberglass cone.
The results illustrate that there is a change in the contrast of the
infrared (IR) signature on the cone surface corresponding with the
location where the skin-friction lines merge toward lines of 3-D
separation. This technique should offer a convenient means for A80-34998 * # Multicyclic control of a helicopter rotor con-
locating separatedflow regions on wind-tunnel modelswhile obtain- sideringthe influence of vibration, loads,and control motion. T. J.
ingsimultaneous force, skin-friction, and pressuredata. (Author) Brown and J. L. McCloud, III (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
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Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Structures, Structural Dynamics, and (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Shock
Materials Conference, 21st, Seattle, Wash., May ' 12-14, 1980, tubes and waves; Proceedingsof the Twelfth International Symposi-
Technical Papers. Part 1. (A80-34993 14-39) New York, American um, Jerusalem, Israel, July 16-19, 1979. (A80-38078 15-34) Jerusa-
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 82-100. 7 lem, MagnesPress, 1980, p. 127-136. 7 refs. Grant No. NsG-2152.
refs. (AIAA80-0673; AHS Paper80-72) This paper presents results of a study of the test section

Weighted multiple linear regressionis usedto establish a transfer configuration required to minimize or alleviate interference effects
function matrix relationship between higher harmonic control inputs on model flow produced by the presenceof test section walls in the
and transducer vibration outputs for a controllable twist rotor. Data aerodynamic testing of two dimensional transonic airfoils in a shock
used in the regression were taken from the test of a KAMAN tube. Tests at a nominal Machnumber of 0.85 and a chord Reynolds
controllable twist rotor conducted in the Ames ResearchCenter's 40- number of 2,000,000 were carried out by means of schlieren
by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel in June 1977. Optimal controls to minimize photography and pressuremeasurementsfor severalsymmetric airfoil
fixed system vibrational levels are calculated using linear quadratic profiles using shock tube test s_c.tionswith unmodified straight walls,
regulatory theory with a control deflection penalty included in the contoured walls, and slotted walls with adjacent chambers. Results
performance criteria. Control sensitivity to changesin control travel, were compared with corresponding results from conventional wind
forward speed, and lift and propulsive forces is examined. It is found tunnel tests of the airfoils. Results for the straight wall tests show
that the linear transfer matrix is a strong function of forward speed major airfoil flow distortions. Results from contoured wall tests and
and a weak function of lift and propulsive force. An open-loop those performed using a slotted wall test section developed in this
strategy is proposed for systemswith limited control travel. (Author) study exhibit essential agreement with wind tunnel results. The

collective results show that test sections for aerodynamic testing can
be designed for shock tubes that will alleviate wall interference
effects. (Author)

A80-35038 * // Unsteady aerodynamics of conventional and

supercritical airfoils. S. S. Davis and G. N. Malcolm (NASA, Ames

Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Structures, Structural A80-38641 * # A measurement of forward-flight effects on
Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 21st, Seattle, Wash., May the noise from a JT15D-1 turbofan engine in the NASA-Ames 40- by

12-14, 1980, Technical Papers. Part 1. (A80-34993 14-39) New 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. W. F. Ahtye (NASA, Ames Research Center,
York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and

1980, p. 417-433. 20 refs. (AIAA 80-0734) Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference, 6th, Hartford, Conn., June

The unsteady aerodynamics of a conventional and a supercritical 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1026. 18 p. 8 refs.
airfoil are compared by examining measured chordwise unsteady A Pratt and Whitney JT15D-1 turbofan engine was tested in two

pressure time-histories from four selected flow conditions. Although facilities at Ames Research Center: the outdoor Static Test Facility
an oscillating supercritical airfoil excites more harmonics, the and the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The primary purposes of the

strength of the airfoil's shock wave is themoreimportantparameter test were to determine the effects of forward velocity on the

.governing the complexity of the unsteady flow. Whether they are turbofan spectra in the forward quadrant for the cruise inlet and to

F conventional or supercritical, airfoils that support weak shock waves compare these wind-tunnel spectra with outdoor spectra to deter-
induce unsteady Ioads that are qualitatively predictable with classical mine the possibility of simulating forward-velocity effects from

theories; flows with strong shock waves are sensitive to details of the purely outdoor measurements. The wind-tunnel data show a reduc-

shock-wave and boundary-layer interaction and cannot be adequately tion in the blade-passage frequency tones of the order of 10 dB with
predicted. (Author) increasing forward velocity at subsonic fan-tip speeds. No forward-

velocity variation was observed at supersonic tip speeds. Comparison
of in-duct spectra for the cruise inlet at forward velocity, with

spectra from outdoor tests with a distortion-control inlet shows

excellent agreement for the in-duct data when allowance is made for

different in-duct volumes. This is also reflected in good agreement
A80-36002 * # Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA- for the far-field spectra at small forward angles. The comparisons of
Ames quiet short-haul research aircraft. A. J. Bohn (Boeing Commer- wind-tunnel and outdoor data also indicate that at least for the

cial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.) and M. D. Shovlin (NASA, Ames JT15D-1, it may be possible to approximate the shape of the far-field
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of spectra at large directivity angles from an Outdoor measurement with

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference, 6th, Hart- the cruise inlet, providing an effective inflow control device is used.
ford, Conn., June 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1064.8 p. 7 refs. (Author)

An experimental study of the propulsive-lift noise of the
NASA-Ames quiet short-haul research aircraft (QSRA) is described.

Comparisons are made of measured OSRA flyover noise and model

propulsive-lift noise data available in references. Developmental tests
of trailing-edge treatments were conducted using sawtooth-shaped A80-38905 * // Potential benefits for propfan technology on

and porous USB flap trailing-edge extensions. Small scale parametric derivatives of future short- to medium-range transport aircraft. I. M.
tests were conducted to determine noise reduction/design relation- Goldsmith (Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, Calif.) and J. V.
ships. Full-scale static tests were conducted with the OSRA Bowles (NASA, Ames Research Center, V/STOL Systems Technol-

preparatory to the selection of edge treatment designs for flight ogy Branch, Moffett Field, Calif.). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint
testing. QSRA flight and published model propulsive-lift noise data Propulsion Conference, 16th, Hartford, Conn., June 30-July 2, 1980,
have similar characteristics. Noise reductions of 2 to 3 dB were AIAA Paper80-1090. 10p.

achieved over a wide range of frequency and directivity angles in It is noted that several NASA-sponsored studies have identified a
static tests of the OSRA. These noise reductions are expected to be substantial potential fuel savings for high subsonic speed aircraft

achieved or surpassed in flight tests planned by NASA in 1980. utilizing the propfan concept compared to the equivalent technology
(Author) turbofan aircraft. Attention is given to a feasibility study for

propfan-powered short- to medium-haul commercial transport air-

craft conducted to evaluate potential fuel savings and identify critical
technology requirements using the latest propfan performance data.

An analysis is made of the design and performance characteristics of
a wing-mounted and two-aft-mounted derivative propfan aircraft

A80-38085 * Test section configuration for aerodynamic configurations, based on a DC-9 Super 80 airframe, which are

testing in shock tubes. W. J. Cook (Iowa State University of Science compared to the baseline turbofan design. Finally, recommendations
and Technology, Ames, Iowa), L. L. Presley, and G. T. Chapman for further research efforts are also made. M.E.P.
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A80-38984 * # Study of cooling air inlet and exit geometries airfoil flows at transonic speeds.Pressure-survey-tubeand laser-
for horizontally opposed piston aircraft engines.J. Katz, V.R. Doppler velocimeter measurementswere made in the flow field
Corsiglia,and P. R. Barlow (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett about an airfoil in the 2- by 2-Foot TransonicWindTunnel at Ames
Field, Calif.). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, ResearchCenter. The results were then usedas boundary data in a
16th, Hartford, Conn., June 30-July 2, 1980, AIAA Paper 80-1242. Navier-Stokescode modified by incorporatinga pressurecondition

8 p. 10 refs. on the upper and lower computational boundaries.Comparisonof
A semispan wing and nacelle of a typical general aviation calculatedresultsandexperimentaldata obtainedfrom the surfaceof

twin-engine aircraft was testedto evaluatethe coolingcapabilityand the airfoil indicatesthat the pressure-boundarycondition is particu-
dragof severalnacelleshapes;the nacelleshapesincludedcoolingair larly effective in movingthe shockto a positionnear that observed
inlet and exit variations. The tests were conducted in the Ames experimentallywhen the flow remainsattached.For flows with large
ResearchCenter's 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. It wasfound that separation,shock position and viscous-layerproperties are not well
the cooling air inlet geometryof opposedpistonengineinstallations predicted, principally becauseof the inadequaciesof the algebraic
hasa major effect on inlet pressurerecovery,but only a minor effect turbulencemodelsemployedwith the method. (Author)
on drag. Exit location showeda largeeffect on drag,especiallyfor
those locations on the sides of the nacelle where the suction
characteristics were based on interaction with the wing surface
pressures. (Author)

A80-44154 * # A comprehensivecomparison betweenexperi-
ment and prediction for a transonic turbulent separatedflow. D.A.
Johnson, C. C. Horstman (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Calif.), and W. D. Bachalo (Spectron Development Labora-

A80-43286 * // A vortex-latticemethod for the calculationof tories, Inc., Costa Mesa, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics
the nonsteadyseparatedflow over delta wings. D. LevinandJ. Katz and Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th,
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American .Snowmass,Colo,,July 14-16, 1980, PaperSO-1407. 19p. 19refs.
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft SystemsMeeting, Attempts to predict surface pressuredistributions on lifting
Anaheim, Calif., Aug. 4-6, 1980, Paper80-1803.8 p. 20 refs. surfaceshave been relatively unsuccessfulin the transonic regime

An analysis is madeof the wake structure and the forceson a when the shockwaveisof sufficientstrengthto produceanextensive
delta wing as it undergoesnonsteady motion, wherein the flow regionof turbulent separatedflow. For theseconditions,the viscous
separatesat the leading edge.Comparisonsof thesepredictionswith flow behaviormust beaccuratelydescribedeventO obtain reasonable
existing experimental and theoretical data for the nonsteady linear predictions of surface pressure.The present paper addressesthis
and nonlinear motions indicate good agreement.It was found that problem. Detailed comparisonsbetween predictionand experiment
the time-dependent, wake-sheddingnumericalprocedureappliedhere are made for a transonic, turbulent boundary-layer separation
for the wake rollup and the lift force calculation resulted in (freestream Mach number = 0.875) for which the turbulent flow
considerable saving of computer time over methods using the properties (including the turbulent Reynolds stress) had been
iterative wake rollup procedure. Calculated results for various measuredby the laservelocimeter technique from upstreamof the
motions of the delta wing, including the plunging motion, are separatedregion through reattachment. The flow wasgeneratedon

presentedfor both the separatedandthe attachedflow cases, an axisymmetric 'bump' model designedto simulate the flow on an F
(Author) airfoil at transonic conditions.The numericalmethods usedin the

comparisons include the solution of the time-dependent, mass-
averagedNavier-Stokesequations,and the solutionof the compress-
ible boundary-layerequations by the inversemethod.Solutionswere
obtained for the well establishedCebeci-Smithalgebraicturbulence
model and the more recently developed Wilcox-Rubesin two-

A80-43315 * # Effect of propeller slipstreamon the dragand equationturbulencemodel. (Author)performance of the engine cooling system for a general aviation
twin-engine aircraft. J. Katz, V. R. Corsiglia, and P. R. Berlow
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft Systems Meeting,
Anaheim, Calif., Aug. 4-6, 1980, PaperSO-1872. 8 p. 7 refs.

The pressurerecovery of incoming cooling air and the drag A80-44155 * # Separatedskin-friction measurements-Source
associatedwith engine cooling of a typical generalaviation twin- of error: An assessmentand elimination. F. K. Owen and D. A.
engineaircraft was investigatedexperimentally. The semispanmodel Johnson (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.).
was mounted vertically in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel at Ames American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid and
ResearchCenter. The propeller was driven by an electric motor to Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snowmass, Colo., July 14-16,
provide thrust with low vibration levelsfor the cold-flow configura- 1980, Paper 80-1409. 10 p. 19 refs. Contract No. NAS2-10352.
tion. It wasfound that the propeller slipstreamreducesthe frontal Potentialsourcesof error in the use of heatedsurfacegagesfor
air spillage around the blunt nacelle shape. Consequently, this separated-skin-frictionmeasurementare studied. Emphasisis placed
slipstream effect promotes flow reattachment at the rear sectionof on the interpretation of localskin-friction measurementsin two- and
the engine nacelleand improves inlet pressurerecovery. Theseeffects three-dimensional separated turbulent-shear flows before they are
are most pronounced at high angles of attack, that is, climb usedto test the validity of current and proposed compu:tercodes.
condition. For the cruise condition those improvements were more V.T.
moderate. (Author)

A80-44142 * # Calculationsof transonicflow aboutanairfoil A80-45556 * # A newapproachto activecontrol of rotorcraft
in a wind tunnel. L. S. King and D. A. Johnson (NASA, Ames vibration.N. K. Gupta (Integrated Systems,Inc.,Stanford, Calif.), R.
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of W. Du Val (NASA, AmesResearchCenter,Moffett Field, Calif.), and

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Confer- J. Fuller (SystemsControl, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.). In: Guidanceand
ence,13th, Snowmass,Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-1366. 12 p. Control Conference,Danvers,Mass.,August 11-13, 1980, Collection
28refs. of Technical Papers. (A80-4551419-17) New York, American

A combinedexperimental and numericalstudy was performed Institute of AeronauticsandAstronautics,Inc., 1980, p. 347-358. 13
to include wind-tunnel wall interferenceeffects in calculationsfor refs. (AIAA 80-1778)
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A state-variablefeedbackapproachis utilized for active control A80-45882 * # Computationsof the Magnuseffect for slender
of rotorcraft vibration. Fuselageaccelerationsare passedthrough bodies in supersonicflow. W. B. Sturek (U.S. Army, Ballistics
undamped second-orderfilters with resonantfrequenciesat N/rev. ResearchLaboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.) and L. B.
The resulting outputs contain predominantly the N/rev vibration Schiff (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In:
components, phaseshifted by 180 deg, and are usedto drive the Atmospheric Flight MechanicsConference,Danvers, Mass.,August
blade pitch to cancel this component of fuselagevibration. The 11-13, 1980, Collection of Technical Papers. (A80-4585520-01)
linear-quadratic-gaussian(LQG) method is usedto designa feedback New York, American Instituteof AeronauticsandAstronautics,Inc.,
control system utilizing these filtered accelerations.The designIs 1980, p. 260-270. 13 refs. (AIAA 80-1586)
basedon a nine-degree-of-freedomlinear modelof the Rotor System A recently reported Parabolized Navier-Stokescode has been
ResearchAircraft (RSRA) in hoverand is evaluatedon a nonlinear employedto computethe supersonicflow field aboutspinningcone,
blade-elementsimulation of the RSRA for this flight condition.The ogive-cylinder, and boattailed bodies of revolution at moderate
system is shown to essentiallyeliminate vibrationsat N/rev in all incidence.The computations were performed for flow conditions
axes. The required blade-pitchamplitude is within the capabilityof where extensive measurementsfor wall pressure,boundary layer
conventionalactuatorsat the N/rev frequency. (Author) velocity profilesand Magnusforce had beenobtained. Comparisons

betweenthe computational resultsandexperiment indicateexcellent
agreementfor anglesof attack upto sixdegrees.The comparisonsfor
Magnuseffectsshow that the code accuratelypredictsthe effectsof
body shapeand Mach number for the selected modelsfor Mach
numbersin the rangeof 2-4. (Author)

A80-45856 * # Pressuremeasurementson an ogive-cylinderat
high angles of attack with laminar, transitional, or turbulent
separation. P. J. Lamont (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Calif.). In: Atmospheric Flight MechanicsConference,Dan-
vers, Mass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of Technical Papers. _.80-45894 * # A variational technique for smoothingflight-
(A80-4585520-01) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics test and accident data. R. E. Bach, Jr. (NASA, Ames Research
andAstronautics,Inc., 1980, p. 1-10. 7 refs. (AIAA 80-1556) Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Atmospheric Flight Mechanics

This paper reports results from pressure tests on an ogive- Conference, Danvers, Mass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of
cylinder in the low-turbulence 12-foot pressure wind tunnel. The Technical Papers. (A80-45855 20-01) New York, American Institute
results consist of pressure distributions over a wide range of of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 383-391. 16 refs.
Reynolds numbers and angles of attack. The tests encompasseda (AIAA 80-1601)
complete coverage of different roll orientations shown to be essential The problem of determining aircraft motions along a trajectory
in order to fully define all the possible flow conditions. When the is solved using a variational algorithm that generatesunmeasured
various roll-angle results are combined, it is possible to interpret the states and forcing functions, and estimates instrument bias and
effects of changing angle of attack or Reynolds number. Two basic scale-factor errors. The problem is formulated as a nonlinear
mechanisms for producing asymmetric flow are identified. One fixed-interval smoothing problem, and is solved as a sequence of
mechanism operates in both the laminar and the fully turbulent linear two-point boundary value problems, using a sweep method.

F separationregimes;this mechanism istheonequalitativelydescribed The algorithm has been implemented for use in flight-test and
by the impulsive flow analogy. The other mechanismoccurs only in accident analysis. Aircraft motions are assumedto be governedby a
the transitional separation regime. This asymmetric flow has the six-degree-of-freedom kinematic model; forcing functions consist of
same form as that in the two-dimensional crossflow on a circular body accelerations and winds, and the measurement model includes
cylinder in the transitional flow regime. Finally, these results make it aerodynamic and radar data. Examples of the determination of
possible to draw up critical Reynolds number boundaries between aircraft motions from typical flight-test and accident data are
the laminar, transitional, and fully turbulent separation regimes presented. (Author)
throughout the angle-of-attack range from 20 to 90 deg. (Author)

A80-45907 * # Model developmentfor automaticguidanceof
a VTOL aircraft to a small aviationship.T. Goka, J. A. Sorensen,S.
F. Schmidt (Analytical MechanicsAssociates,Inc., Mountain View,

A80-45879 * # Mathematical modeling of the aerodynamics Calif.), and C. H. Paulk, Jr. (NASA, AmesResearchCenter,Moffett
of high-angle-of-attackmaneuvers.L. B. Schiff, M. T0bak, andG.N. Field, Calif.). In: Atmospheric Flight MechanicsConference, Dan-
Malcolm (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: vers, Mass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of Technical Papers.
Atmospheric Flight MechanicsConference, Danvers,Mass.,August (A80-45855 20-01) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics
11-13, 1980, Collection of Technical Papers.(A80-4585520-01) and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 497-505. 10 refs. Contract No.
New York, American Instituteof AeronauticsandAstronautics,Inc., NAS2-10288. (AIAA 80-1617)
1980, p. 222-235. 48 refs.(AIAA 80-1583) This paper describesa detailed mathematicalmodel which has

This paper is a review of the current state of aerodynamic beenassembledto study automatic approachand landingguidance
mathematicalmodelingfor aircraft motions at high anglesof attack, conceptsto bring a VTOL aircraft onto a small aviationship. The
The mathematical model servesto define a set of characteristic model isusedto formulate systemsimulationswhich in turn are used
motionsfrom whoseknownaerodynamicresponsesthe aerodynamic to evaluate different guidanceconcepts.Ship motion (SeaState 5),responseto an arbitrary high angle-of-attackflight maneuvercan be

wind-over-deck turbulence, MLS-based navigation, implicit model
predicted. Means are explored of obtaining stability parameter following flight control, lift fan V/STOL aircraft, ship and aircraft
information in terms of the characteristic motions, whether by instrumentation errors, various steering laws, and appropriate en-
wind-tunnel experiments, computational methods, or by parameter- vironmental and human factor constraints are included in the model.
identification methods applied to flight-test data. A rationale is Resultsare given to demonstrate use of the model and simulation to
presented for selecting and verifying the aerodynamic mathematical evaluate performance of the flight systemand to chooseappropriate
model at the lowest necessary level of complexity. Experimental guidance techniques for further cockpit simulator study. (Author)results describing the wing-rock phenomenon are shown to be
accommodated within the most recent mathematical model by
admitting the existence of aerodynamic hysteresis in the steady-state
variation of the rolling moment with roll angle. Interpretation of the
experimental results in terms of bifurcation theory reveals the
generalconditions under which aerodynamic hysteresismust exist. A80-45912 * # A pilot modeling technique for handling-

(Author) qualities research. R. A. Hess (NASA, Ames Research Center,
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Moffett Field, Calif.). In: AtmosphericFlightMechanicsConference, engineers to quickly acquire, access,display, edit, analyze, and
Danvers,Mass.,August11-13, 1980, Collection of TechnicalPapers. documentthe information necessaryto moreefficiently managethe
(A80.45855 20-01) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics researchprogram. SIMS features interactive, associativeaccessto
and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 536-549. 31 refs. (AIAA 80-1624) simulation data. This paperdescribesSIMDEM, a prototype system

A brief surveyof the moredominant analysistechniquesusedin designedto demonstrate these conceptsand proceduresin order to
closed-loophandling-qualitiesresearchis presented.Thesetechniques obtain feedbackfrom simulatorusersto guidesystemdesign.
are shownto relyon so-calledclassicalandmodern analyticalmodels (Author)
of the human pilot which have their foundationin the analysisand
designprinciplesof feedback control, The optimal control model of
the human pilot is discussedin somedetail and a novelapproachto
the a priori selection of pertinent model parameters is discussed.

Frequency domain and tracking performancedata from 10 pilot-in- AMES FUNDED RESEARCH
the-loop simulation experimentsinvolving3 different tasksare used
to demonstratethe parameterselectiontechnique. Finally, the utility JOURNAL ARTICLES
of this modelingapproachin handling-qualitiesresearchisdiscussed.

(Author)
A80.18545 * A real.time electronicimagingsystemfor solar
X-ray observationsfrom soundingrockets. J. M. Davis,J. W. Ting,
and M. Gerassimenko (American Science and Engineering, Inc.,
Cambridge,Mass.).SpaceScience Instrumentation, vol. 5, Dec. 1979,

A80-45916 * # F y rig-qua t es criteria for wings-level-turn p.51-71.20 refs.Contract No. NAS2-8683.A real-time imagingsystemfor displayingthe solarcoronalsoft
maneuveringduring an air-to-ground weapon delivery task. R.I. X-ray emission, focussed by a grazing incidence telescope, is
Sammonds(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, Calif.) and described.The designparametersof the system,which is to beused
J. W. Bunnell,Jr. (USAF, Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,Wright- primarily as part of a real-timecontrol systemfor a soundingrocket
PattersonAFB, Ohio). In: Atmospheric Flight MechanicsConfer- experiment, are identified. Their achievementwith a systemcon-
ence, Danvers, Mass.,August 11-13, 1980, Collection of Technical sisting of a microchannelplate, for the conversionof X-rays into
Papers. (A80.45855 20-01) New York, American Institute of Aero- visible light, and a slow-scanvidicon,for recordingand transmission
nauticsandAstronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 583-595. (AIAA 80-1628) of the integrated images, is describedin detail. The systemhas a

A moving-basesimulator experiment conducted at Ames Re- quantum efficiency better than 8 degabove8 A, a dynamic rangeof
search Center demonstratedthat a wings-level-turncontrol mode 1000 coupled with a sensitivity to single photoelectrons, and
improved flying qualities for air-to-ground weaponsdelivery corn- providesa spatial resolutionof 15 arcsecondsover a field of viewof
pared with those of a conventionalaircraft. Evaluationsof criteria 40 x 40 square arc minutes. The incident radiation is filtered to
for dynamic responsefor this systemhave shownthat pilot ratings eliminatewavelengthslongerthan 100 A. Each imagecontains3.93 x
correlate well on the basisof equivalenttime constantof the initial 10 to the 5th bitsof information and is transmittedto the ground
response.Rangesof this time constant, as well as digital-system where it is processedby a mini-computerand displayedin real-time
transport delays and lateral-accelerationcontrol authorities that on a standardTV monitor. (Author)'
encompassedLevel I through Level Ill handling qualities, were
determined. (Author) F

A80-21906 * Integral equations for flows in wind tunnels. J.
A. FrommeandM. A. Golberg(Nevada,University,LasVegas,Nev.).

A80-49703 * The future of short-haultransport aircraft. L. JoL;rnal of Integral Equations, vol. 1, Sept. 1979, p. 249-273. 47 refs.
J. Williams (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Grant No. NsG-2140.
Society of Automotive Engineers, International Air Transportation This papersurveys recent work on the useof integralequations
Meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 20-22, 1980, Paper800755. 35 p. 12 for the calculation of wind tunnel interference. Due to the large
refs. number of possible physical situations, the discussion is limited to

Owing to recent economic and regulatory changesand escalating two-dimensional subsonic and transonic flows. In the subsonic case,
fue! costs, major airlines have begun to shift their short-haul service the governing boundary value problems are shown to reduce to a
to longer, more profitable routes, leaving short-haul operations to class of Cauchy singular equations generalizing the classical airfoil
rapidly growing commuter airlines. The short-haul routes are equation. The theory and numerical solution are developed in some
currently serviced by small turboprop-powered aircraft. The results detail. For transonic flows nonlinear singular equations result, and a
of some recent design studiesaimed at replacing the turboprops with brief discussion of the work of Kraft and Kraft and Lo on their
specialized propeller- and rotor-driven aircraft are discussed. Some numerical solution is given. Some typical numerical results arepotential future designsare illustrated and discussed. V.P.

presentedand directions for future researchare indicated. (Author)

A80-49832 * Aircraft simulation data management - A A80-30566 *# Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible
prototype system. D. F. Crane (NASA, Ames Research Center, flows by a subsurfacepanelmethod. J. Moran (M_nnesota,Universi-
Moffett Field, Calif.), P. Thomas, J. R. Maurer, and D. E. Tweten ty, Minneapolis, Minn.), K. Cole, and D. Wahl. AIAA Journal, vol.
(Computer Sciences Corp., Mountain View, Calif.). In: Summer 18, May 1980, p. 526-533.6 refs. Grant No. NsG-2316; ContractNo.
Computer Simulation Conference, Newport Beach, Calif., July N00014-76-0182.
24-26, 1978, Proceedings.(A80-49826 22-66) Montvale, N.J.,AFIPS A new approach to panel methods is explored for two-
Press,1978, p. 367-371. dimensional steady incompressibleflows. The method uses linear

Piloted flight simulations are used throughout the aircraft distributions of sourcesand Vortices on straight-linepanels, but
development processto evaluatedesignconcepts, handling qualities satisfies boundary conditions on the actual body surface,at nodes
and operational procedures.Simulation project managersare often that are also end points of the panels.The result is continuity in
inundated with data but without a convenientand efficient way to body-surface velocity distribution, without recourseto numerical
make the correlations and analyses necessary to evaluate system quadrature for the velocity influence coefficients. The method is
performance. A computer-basedSimulation Management System unusually sensitiveto the distributionof the nodes.For example, it
(SIMS) is under development. SIMS will permit simulation project almost always fails to give acceptable resultswhen the nodesare
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distributed randomly. However, the continuity of the velocity A linear aerodynamic-acoustic theory is developed for the
distribution makes possible a unique node redistribution scheme, prediction of the surface pressuredistribution and three-dimensional
which may be iterated to give accurate results reliably. (Author) acoustic far-field for a flat plate rectangular wing encountering a

stationary short-wavelength oblique gust. It is suggestedthat for an
infinite-span wing, leading- and trailing-edge responsesto a short-
wavelength gust are essentially independent. This idea isusedto solve
for the two-dimensional pressure field due to the passageof an
infinite-span wing through an oblique gust. By allowing the field

A80-31804 * Characterization of acoustic disturbancesin point to come down to the wing'ssurface,one finds an expression
linearly sheared flows. S. P. Koutsoyannis (Stanford University, for the surfacepressuredistribution which agreeswith that given in
Stanford, Calif.). Journal of Sound and Vibration, vol. 68, Jan. 22, the two-dimensionalaerodynamictheories of Amiet and Adamczyk.
1980, p. 187-202. 19 refs. GrantsNo. NsG-2007;No. NsG-2215. SpanwiseFourier superpositionof two-dimensionalsolutionsto the

Inviscid fluctuations in a compressiblelinearly sheared,but infinite-span wing problem is used to approximate the three-
otherwisehomogeneous,parallel two-dimensionalflow are consider- dimensional acousticfield due to the interaction of a stationary
ed. The equation describingthe plane wavepropagation(PWP), the oblique gust with a flat-plate rectangularwing travelingat a subsonic
stability, or the rectangularduct mode characteristicsinsucha flow speed. (Author)
is shownto bereducibleto Whittaker'sequation.The exactsolutions
areappliedto problemsof PWPand stability in linearlyshearedflows
as limiting cases in which the speed of sound goesto infinity
(incompressiblelimit) or the shear layer thickness,or wavenumber,
goesto zero (vortexsheetlimit). With respectto the PWPit isshown

that the shear layer possessesno resonancesand no Brewsterangles, A80-37806 * Output of acousticalsources.H. Levine(Stan-while with regardto the problemof the stability of a finite thickness
ford University, Stanford, Calif.). Acoustical Society of America,shearlayer with a linear velocity profile, it is shownthat the thin
Journal, vol. 67, June 1980, p. 1935-1946. 5 refs. Grant No.layer is unstable to long wavelengthdisturbancesfor all Mach NsG-2215.

numbers. J.P.B. Acousticradiation from a source,here viewed as an immobile
point singularity with periodic strength and a given multipolar
nature, isaffected by the presenceof nearlystructuralelements(e.g.,
rigidor impedancesurfaces)as well asthat of a backgroundflow in
the medium. An alternativeto the conventionalmannerof calculat-
ing the net source output by integratingthe energy flux over a

A80-31805 * A note of sound radiation from distributed distant control surfaceis described;this involvesa direct evaluation
sources.H. Levine(Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.).Journal of of the secondarywavefunctionat the positionof the primary source
Sound and Vibration, vol. 68, Jan. 22, 1980, p. 203-207. Grant No. and obviates the needfor a (prospectivelydifficult) flux integration.
NsG-2007. Various full and half-planar surfaceconfigurationswith an adjacent

The power output from a normally vibrating strip radiator is source are analyzed in detail, and the explicit results obtained, in
F expressedin alternative generalforms, one of these beingchosento particular, for the power factor of a dipole bringsout a substantial

refine and correct some particular estimatesgiven by Heckl for risein itsoutput asthe sourcenearsthe sharpedgeof a half-plane.
different numerical ratios of strip width to wave length. An exact (Author)
and explicit calculation is effected for sinusoidalvelocity profiles
when the strip width equalsan integernumber of half wavelengths.

(Author)

A80-38034 * # Aerodynamic coefficients in generalizedun-
steady thin airfoil theory. M. H. Williams (Princeton University,

A80-32676 * A scaling theory for linear systems, R.W. Princeton, N.J.). AIAA Journal, vol. 18, July 1980, p. 850-852.
Brockett (Harvard University, Cambridge,Mass.) and P. S. Krishna- Grant No. NsG-2194.
prasad (Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio). IEEE Two cases are considered: (1) rigid body motion of an
Transactions on Automatic Control, vol. AC-25, Apr. 1980, p. airfoil-flap combination consisting of vertical translation of given
197-207. 22 refs. Contract No. N00014-75-C-0648; Grants No. amplitude, rotation of given amplitude about a specified axis, and
DAAG29-75-C-0139; No. NsG-2265. rotation of given amplitude of the control surface alone about its

A theory of scaling for rational (transfer) functions in terms of hinge;the upwash for this problem is defined mathematically; and
transformation groups is developed. Two different four-parameter (2) sinusoidatgust of givenamplitude and wavenumber, for which
scalinggroupswhich play natural rolesin studyinglinear systemsare the upwash is defined mathematically. Simpleuniversalformulasare
identified and the effect of scalingon Fisherinformation and related presented for the most important aerodynamic coefficients in
statisticalmeasuresin system identificationare studied.The scalings unsteadythin airfoil theory. The lift and moment induced by a
considered include change of time scale, feedback, exponential generalized gust are evaluated explicitly in terms of the gust
scaling,magnitude scaling, etc. The scaling action of the groups wavelength. Similarly, in the control surface problem, the lift,
studied is tied to the geometry of transfer functions in a rather moment, and hinge momentsaregivenasexplicit algebraicfunctions
strongway as becomesapparent in the examination of th'e invariants of hingelocation. These resultscanbe usedtogetherwith any of the
of scaling.As a result, the scalingprocessalso providesnew insight standardnumerical inversionroutinesfor the elementary loads (pitch
into the parameterizationquestion for rational functions. (Author) and heave). S.D.

A80-36401 * # Unified aerodynamic-acoustictheory for a A80-42758 * The inversionof singularintegralequationsby
thin rectangularwing encountering a gust. R. Martinez and S.E. expansionin Jacobipolynomials. M. H. Williams (Princeton Univer-
Widnall (MIT, Cambridge,Mass.).AIAA Journal, vol. 18, June 1980, sity, Princeton, N.J.). Institute of Mathematics and Its Applications,
p. 636-645. 17 refs. Grant No. NsG-2142. Journal, vol. 25, June 1980, p.413-426.6 refs. Grant No. NsG-2194.
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A80-43129 * # Reformulationof Possio'skernel with applica- dynamic theory, and expressionsare derived for the directivity,
tion to unsteady wind tunnel interference. J. A. Fromme (Martin frequencyspectrum, and transient signalof the radiated noise.The
Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colo.) and M. A. Golberg (Nevada, inviscidrollup model of Betz is usedto calculatethe velocityprofile
University, Las Vegas, Nev.). (AIAA, ASME, ASCE, and AHS, in the trailing vortex from the spanwisedistribution of blade tip
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, 20th, St. loading.A few casesof tip loadingare investigated,and numerical
Louis, Mo., Apr. 4-6, 1979.) AIAA Journal, vol. 18, Aug. 1980, p. results are presented for the unsteady lift and acoustic signaldue'to
951-957.9 refs. Grant No. NsG-2140. blade-vortex interaction. The intensity of the acousticsignal is shown

An efficient method for computing the Possio kernel has to be quite sensitiveto changesin tip vortex structures. (Author)
remained elusive up to the present time. In this paper the Possio is
reformulated so that it can be computed accorately using existing
high precision numerical quadrature techniques. Convergenceto the
correct values is demonstrated and optimization of the integration

procedures is discussed.Since more general kernels such as those AMESFUNDEDRESEARCHassociated with unsteady flows in ventilated wind tunnels are

analytic perturbationsof the Possiofree air kernel, a more accurate CONFERENCE PAPERS
evaluation of their collocation matricesresultswith an exponential
improvement in convergence.An applicationto predictingfrequency

responseof an airfoil-trailing edgecontrol systemin a wind tunnel N80-26S91* H Raman Aeronautics Research and Engineering,
compared with that in free air is givenshowing strong interference Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.
effects. (Author) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS ASSOCIATED

WITH AERO-OPTICS TESTS
K. R. Raman /n NASA, Ames Ras. Center Proc. of the
Aero-Optics Symp. on Electromagnetic Wave Propagation from
Aircraft Apr. 1980 p 91-121 ref (For primary document see
N80-25588 16-34)

A80-45488 * A note on sound radiation into a uniformly (Contract NAS2-9920)
flowing medium. H. Levine (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.). Avail: NTIS HC A99//MF A01 CSCL20D
Journal of Sound and Vibration, vol. 71, July 8, 1980, p. 1-8.Grant The experimental investigation carried out in a 6 x 6 ft
No. NsG-2007. wind tunnel on four model configurationsin the aero-optics series

The influenceof a uniform crossflow on the power output from of tests are described.The data obtainedon the random pressures
an idealized mechanicalsource, namely a vibrating strip set in a (static and total pressures)and total temperatures are presented.
coplanarrigidwall, isstudiedwithin the frameworkof linearacoustic In addition, the data for static pressure fluctuations on the

Coelostatturret model are presented.The measurementsindicate
theory, and the time-averagepower output is characterized by that the random pressures and temperature are negligibleappropriateexpansions(of exact integralrepresentations),for both

compared to their own mean (or steady state) values for the
small and large wave length/strip width ratios, in the subsonicflow four models considered, thus allowing considerablesimplification
regime. Since boundary layers are ignored, the model source in the calculationsto obtain the statisticalproperties of the density
envisagedfurnishes only a limited accounting of fluid-acoustical field. In the caseof the Coelostatmodel tests these simplifications

coupling effects. (Author) cannot be assumed a priori and require further investigation. FR.E.S

A80-47048 * Asymptotic behaviorof the efficienciesin Mie

scattering.C. Acquista, J. A. Cooney, J. Wimp (Drexel University, A80-14810 * Feedbackinvariantsfor nonlinearsystems.R.
Philadelphia, Pa.), and A. Cohen (Drexel University, Philadelphia, W. Brockett (Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.). In: A link
Pa.;Jerusalem,HebrewUniversity, Jerusalem,Israel).Optical Society between scienceand applicationsof automaticcontrol; Proceedings
of America, Journal, vol. 70, Aug. 1980, p. 1023-1025. 5 refs. of the Seventh Triennial World Congress,Helsinki, Finland, June
Army-NSF-supported research; Grants No. NsG-6019; No. 12-16, 1978. Volume 2. (A80-14794 03-63) Oxford and New York,
NsG-2357. Pergamon Fress, 1979, p. 1115-1120. 10 refs. Contract No.

Consideration is given to the asymptotic behaviorof the Mie N00014-75-C-0648; Grants No. DAAG29-76-0139; No. NsG-2265.
scatteringand extinction efficienciesfor large absorbing.spheresas The effect of nonlinear feedback on nonlinear systems is
spheresize approachesinfinity. It is shown that the methodusedby discussedfor problemswhere the controls areentered linearly. The
Chylek (1976) for evaluatingthe infinite sumsover the Mie partial invarianceof certain quantitiesunderfeedbackare established,and it
wavecoefficientsrepresentingtheseefficienciesand provingthatthe is shown that these quantities contain enough information to
extinction efficiencyapproaches2 is invalid,despite the correctness determine if the system canbe linearized usingfeedbackand change
of the result, and that the limiting expression for the scattering of coordinates. Attention is given to scalar input systems em-
efficiency obtained by this method is also incorrect. An analytical phasizing a new F-invariant property. C.F.W.
expression is then derived from geometrical optics considerations for
the scattering efficiency limit which is valid when the imaginary
component of the refractive index ismuch lessthan 1. A.L.W.

A80-14833 * Optimal washoutfor control of a movingbase
simulator.M. Kurosaki (Stanford University, Stanford,Calif.). In: A
link betweenscienceand applicationsof automaticcontrol; Proceed-

A80-52645 * H Effect of tip vortex structure on helicopter ingsof the SeventhTriennialWorld Congress,Helsinki, Finland, June
noisedue to blade-vortexinteraction. S. E. Widnall and T. L. Wolf 12-16, 1978. Volume 2, (A80-14794 03-63) Oxford and New York,
(MIT, Cambridge,Mass.).Journal of Aircraft, vol. 17, Oct. 1980, p. PergamonPress,1979, p. 1311-1318. 10 refs. Grant No. NsG-2178.
705-711. 14 refs. Grant No. NsG-2142. A general form of an optimal washoutfilter is derived using

A potential cause of helicopter impulsive noise, commonly state-spacelinear optimal control theory, and this is applied to the
called blade slap, is the unsteady lift fluctuation on a rotor bladedue design of washout filters of various types of moving basemotion
to interaction with the vortex trailed from another blade. The simulators, including the NASA's vertical motion simulator. Atten-
relationship between vortex structure and the intensity of the tion is given to the linear elements of a washout filter. One of the
acoustic signal is investigated. Unsteady lift on the blades due to nonlinearities considered is braking which may be required near the
blade-vortex interaction is, calculated using linear unsteady aero- end of the simulator excursion to prevent a crash. Although the
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general form of the optimal washout filter is applicableto time- A80-23937 * # Experimental investigationof the asymmetric
variant system, the applicationsanalyzed in the study are restricted body vortex wake. W. L. Oberkampf, T. P. Shivananda (Texas,
to time.invariantcases. V.T. University, Austin, Tex.), and F. K. Owen. American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 18th,
Pasadena,Calif., Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-0174. 11 p. 8 refs.
ContractsNo. F08635-77-C-0049; No. NAS2-9663.

An experimental investigationof the asymmetric body vortex
wake of a circular cylinder in high subsonicflow is presented.Laser

A80-17480 * Quest for ultrahigh resolutionin X-ray optics, velocimeter,force and moment, and surfacehot wire measurements
J. M. Davis, A. S. Krieger, J. K. Silk, and R. C. Chase (American were obtained for a freestreamMach number of 0.6 and Reynolds
Scienceand Engineering,Inc., Cambridge,Mass.).In: Spaceoptics: number (based on body diameter) of 0.62 x 10 to the 6th. Two
ImagingX-ray optics workshop;Proceedingsof the Seminar, Hunts- componentlaservelocimetermeasurementswere madeat three body
ville, Ala., May 22-24, 1979. (A80-17469 05-89) Bellingham,Wash., cross-flowplanes,x/d = 4, 8, and 12, and anglesof attack of 25, 35,
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1979, p. and 45 deg. Laser vapor screenphotographswere also obtainedat
96-108; Discussion,p. 108. 7 refs. Contracts No. NAS5-9041; No. thesebody stationsand anglesof attack. Surface hot wire measure-
NASw-2347; No. NAS2-7424; No. NAS2-8683; No. NAS5-25496; ments were used to determine if any vortex switching occurred at
No. NASS-27758. various angles of attack of the body. The laser velocimeter

A program of solar X-ray astronomy using grazing incidence measurementsare related to the vapor screen photographs and side
optics has culminated in X-ray imagesof the corona having one arc force measurements. These results show that more than one
second spatial resolution. These images have demonstrated that, in asymmetric body vortex wake configuration can exist for the same
general, X-ray optics can be fabricated to their specifications andcan angleof attack and body roll angle. (Author)
provide the level of resolution for which they are designed.Several
aspectsof theseprograms relating to the performance of X-ray optics
in regard to resolution, including the point response function, the
variation of resolution with off-axis position and the recognition that
nearly all solar X-ray imageshavebeen film limited, arediscussed.By A80-32427 * A comparison of computer architecturesfor
extending the experience gained on this and other programsit is the NASA demonstrationadvanced avionicssystem.C. L. Seacord,
clearly possibleto designand fabricateX-ray opticswith subarc sec D.G. Bailey, and J. C. Larson (Honeywell, Inc., Avionics Div.,
resolution.The performance required to meet the scientific objec- Minneapolis, Minn.). In: Challengeof the '80s; Proceedingsof the
fives for the remainderof the century are discussedin relation to Third Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Fort Worth, Tex.,
AXIO, an Advanced X-Ray Imaging Observatory for solar observa- November 6-8, 1979. (A80-32417 12-06) New York, Institute of
tions which is proposed for flight on the Space Shuttle. Several Electrical and Electronics Engineers,Inc., 1979, p. 51-57. Contract
configurationsof AXIO are described,each of which would be a No. NAS2-10021.
majorstep in the questfor ultrahigh-resolutionobservations. The paper compares computer architectures for the NASA

(Author) demonstration advancedavionics system. Two computer architec-
tures are describedwith an unusual approach to fault tolerance: a
singlespareprocessorcancorrect for faults in any of the distributedF processorsby taking on the roleof a failed module. It wasshownthe
systemmust be used from a functional point of view to properly

A80-20873 * On the Routh approximation techniqueand apply redundancy and achievefault tolerance and ultra reliability.Data are presentedon complexity and missionfailure probability
least squareserrors. M. F. Aburdene and R.-N. P. Singh (MIT, which show that the revised version offers equivalent mission
Cambridge, Mass.). In: Modeling and simulation. Volume 10- reliability at lower cost as measuredby hardware and software
Proceedingsof the Tenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference,Pittsburgh, complexity. A.T.
Pa., April 25-27, 1979. Part 2. (A86-20862 06-66) Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Instrument Society of America, 1979, p. 485-488. Grant No.
NGL-22-009-124.

A new method for calculating the coefficients of the numerator
polynomial of the direct Routh approximation method (DRAM) A80-35977 * // Fan noise caused by the ingestionof aniso-
usingthe least square error criterion is formulated. The necessary tropic turbulence - A model based on axisymmetric turbulence
conditions have been obtained in termsof algebraicequations.The theory. E. J. Kerschen (GE Corporate Researchand Development
method is useful for low frequency as well as high frequency Center, Schenectady, N.Y.) and P. R. Gliebe (GeneralElectric Co.,
reduced-ordermodels. (Author) Aircraft EngineBusinessGroup, Evendale,Ohio).American Institute

of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference, 6th,
Hartford, Conn., June 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1021. 13 p. 23 refs.
Contract No. NAS2°10002.

An analytical model of fan noisecausedby inflow turbulence,a
generalizationof earlier work by Mani, is presented.Axisymmetric

A80-22733 * # Propeller slipstream/wing interaction in the turbulence theory is used to develop a statistical representationof
transonic regime. M. H. Rizk (Flow ResearchCo., Kent, Wash.). the inflow turbulence valid for a wide rangeof turbulence properties.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Both the dipole sourcedue to rotor blade unsteady forces and the
Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Cafif., Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper quadrupole sourceresulting from the interaction of the turbulence
80-0125. 9 p. 11 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9913. with the rotor potential field are considered.The effectsof variations

An inviscidmodel for the interactionbetweena thin wing and a in turbulence propertiesand fan operating conditionsare evaluated.
nearly uniform propeller slipstream is presented.The modelallows For turbulenceaxial integral lengthscalesmuch largerthan the blade
the perturbation velocities due to the interaction to be potential spacing,the spectrum is shownto consistof sharppeaksat the blade
although the undisturbed slipstream velocity is rotational. A finite passing frequency and its harmonics, with negligible broadband
difference scheme is usedto solve the governingequation. Numerical content. The analysis can then be simplified considerably and the
examples indicate that the slipstream has a strong effect on the total sound power contained within each spectrum peak becomes
aerodynamic properties of the wing section within the slipstream and independent of axial length scale, while the width of the peak is
lesser effects elsewhere. The slipstream swirling motion strongly inversely proportional to this parameter. Large axial length scalesare
affects the wing load distribution, however, its effect on the wing's characteristic of static fan test facilities, where the transverse
total lift and wave drag is small. The axial velocity increment in the contraction of the inlet flow produces highly anisotropic turbulence.
slipstream has a small effect on the wing lift, however, it causesa In this situation, the rotor/turbulence interaction noise is mainly
large increasein wave drag. (Author) causedby the transversecomponent of turbulent velocity. (Author)
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A80-35978 * # Analytical study of the effectsof wind tunnel Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft Systems Meeting, Anaheim,
turbulence on turbofan rotor noise.P. R. Gliebe (GeneralElectric Calif., Aug. 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1880. 16 p. 10 refs. Contract No.
Co., Aircraft EngineGroup, Cincinnati, Ohio).American Institute of NAS2-10097.
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference, 6th, Hart- The interactionof two vertically impingingincompressiblejets is
ford, Conn., June 4`6, 1980, Paper 80-1022. 13 p. 16 refs. Contract studiedthrough the inventionof physicalflow modelsthat approxi-
No. NAS2-10002. mate the behavior of colliding wall jets as the incident jets are

An analytical study of the effects of wind tunnel turbulenceon brought closer together. The mechanism for upwash formation is
turbofan rotor noisewascarried out to evaluatethe effectivenessof studiedand momentum modelsfor the upwashsheetare postulated.
the NASA Ames40 by80-foot wind tunnel in simulatingflight levels An approximatemethod for computingthe groundisobarpattern of
of fan noise. A previously developedtheory for predicting rotor/ jet and upwashdeflectionzonesis presentedandcomparedWith test
turbulence interaction noise, refined and extended to include data. A method for computingthe upwashimpingementforce in the
first-order effects of inlet turbulence anisotropy,was employedto absenceof secondary induced flow effects is also presented and
carry out a parametricstudy of the effects of fan size,bladenumber, reasonablygoodagreement is achievedwith experimentaldata for
and operating line for outdoor test stand, NASA Ameswind tunnel, cylindrical fuselageshapesof circular and rectangularcrosssection.
and flight inlet turbulence conditions.A major resultof this study is (Author)
that although wind tunnel rotor/turbulence noise levelsare not as
low asflight levels,they aresubstantiallylowerthan the outdoortest
stand levelsand do not maskother sourcesof fan noise. (Author)

PATENTS

A80-35994 * # Distortion-rotor interactionnoiseproducedby N80-32392" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
a drooped inlet. E. B. Smith, M. T. Moore, andP. R. Gliebe (General Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field, Calif.
Electric Co., Aircraft Engine Group, Cincinnati, Ohio). American AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOZZLE Patent
Institute of AeronauticsandAstronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference, Norman E. Sorensen and Eldon A. Latham, inventors (to NASA)
6th, Hartford, Conn., June 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1050. 10 p. 8 refs. Issued 29 Jul. 1980 7 p Filed 23 Mar. 1979 Supersedes
Contract No. NAS2-8675. N79-23971 (17 - 15, p 1934)

The 'drooped' inlet used on most wing mounted engines (NASA-Case-ARC-10977-1; US-Patent-4,214.703;
producesa wall static pressuredistortion at the fan face of about US-Patent-AppI-SN-023436; US-Patent-Class-239-127.3;
plus or minus 2%. The interaction of the fan rotor with this fixed US-Patent-Class-60-264; US-Patent-Class-239-265.33) Avail:

US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 21E
distortion pattern produces blade passingfrequency and harmonic

A variable area exit nozzle arrangement for an aircraft engine
tone levels in flight which contribute to forward radiated engine was a substantially reduced length and weight which comprises
noise spectra. Data from a wind tunnel test, using both a drooped a number of longitudinally movable radial vanes and a number
inlet and an inlet with no droop, show large changesin forward of fixed radial vanes. The movable radial vanes are alternately
radiated noise levels over a limited fan speed range. An analytical disposed with respect to the fixed radial vanes. A means is

model of this fan noise mechanism is developed and is used to provided for displacingthe movable vanes along the longitudinal Faccount for the major featuresof the measuredresults. (Author) axis of the engine relative to the fixed radial vanes which
extend acrossthe main exhaust flow of the engine.

Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

A80-45735 *// Top inlet system feasibility for transonic-
supersonicfighter aircraft applications.T. L. Williamsand B. L. Hunt
(Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.). American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Aircraft Systems Meeting, Anaheim, Calif.,
Aug. 4-6, 1980, Paper 80-1809. 15 p. 5 refs. Contract No.
NAS2-10584.

Top inlet flow field and inlet performancedata are presented
which provide preliminary insight into the feasibility of upper-
fuselage mounted inlet systems for transonic-supersonicfighter
aircraft. Presenteddataspanthe Mach 0.2 to 2.0 envelopeand enable
evaluation of the influence of key aircraft configurationvariables-
inlet location, wing position, wing leading-edgeextension (LEX)
planform area, and variable incidence canards - on top inlet
performance. The viability of this concept relativeto moreconven-
tional inlet/airframe integrationsis assessedvia comparativeevalua-
tion of tol_and conventional inlet flow field parametersat transonic
and supersonicspeeds.It is shownthat the action of the wing LEX
vortex system produces a significant improvement in top inlet
performance. Currently available transonic-supersonicdata indicate
that top inlet systems pose a viable configuration option for fighter
aircraft requiring moderate angle of attack capability. However,
recently acquired data indicate that increased angle of attack
capability may be obtained by increasing wing leading-edge sweep
angle. (Author)

A80-46693 *// VTOL in-ground effect flows for closely
spacedjets. M. J. Siclari, W. G. Hill, Jr., R. C. Jenkins,and D. Migdal
(Grumman AerospaceCorp., Bethpage,N.Y.). American Institute of
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N80-15726"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. N80-20527"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field. Calif. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.

IITRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MODIFICATION BY SUPER- PROGRESS IN TURBULENCE MODELING FOR COMPLEX
SONIC TRANSPORT OPERATIONS WITH CLIMATE FLOW FIELDS INCLUDING EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBIL-
IMPLICATIONS ITY
O. B, Toon. R. P. Turco (R and D Assoc., Marina Del Rey, Dayid C. Wilcox (DCW Industries. Inc., Studio City, Calif.) and
Calif.). J. B, Pollack. R, C, Whitten, I. G, Poppoff. and P. Hamill Morris W. Rubesin Washington Apr. 1980 73 p refs
(Systems and Applied Sciences Corp,.Hampton, Va,) Jan. 1980 (NASA-TP-1517: A-7916) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
20 p refs 20D
(NASA-RP-1058; A-7938) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL Two second-order-closureturbulence models were devised
04B that are suitable for predicting properties of complex turbulent

The potential effects on stratosphericaerosolsof supersonic flow fields in both incompressibleand compressible fluids, One
transport emissions of sulfur dioxide gas and submicron size model is of the 'two-equation' variety in which closure is
soot granules are estimated. An interactive particle-gas model accomplished by introducing an eddy viscosity which depends
of the stratosphericaerosol is used to compute particle changes on both a turbulent mixing energy and a dissipation rate per
due to exhaust emissions,and an accurate radiation transport unit energy, that is. a specific dissipation rate, The other model
model is used to compute the attendant surface temperature is a 'Reynolds stress equation" (RSE) formulation in which all
changes, It is shown that a fleet of several hundred supersonic componentsof the Reynoldsstresstensor and turbulentheat-flux
aircraft, operating daily at 20 km. could produce about a 20% vector are computed directly and are scaled by the 'specific
increasein the concentrationof large particlesin the stratosphere, dissipation rate. Computations based on these models are
Aerosol increases of this magnitude would reduce the global compared with measurements for the following flow fields:
surface temperature by less than 0.01 K. Author (a) low speed, high Reynoldsnumber channel flows with plane

strain or uniformshear; (b) equilibriumturbulent boundary layers
with and without pressuregradientsor effects of compressibility;
and (c) flow over a convexsurface with and without a pressure
gradient. A.R.H

S NS0-18997"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field, Calif.
AN ASSESSMENT OF GROUND-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR
DETECTING OTHER PLANETARY SYSTEMS. VOLUME I:
AN OVERVIEW N80-23912"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
David C, Black.ed. and William E. Brunk.ed (NASA. Washington, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
D.C.) Feb, 1980 48 p refs Workshop held at Cambridge. VOLCANIC FEATURES OF HAWAII. A BASIS FOR
Mass. Nov. 1979 COMPARISON WITH MARS
(NASA-CP-2124; A-8002) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL M, H, Cart (U.S, Geological Survey. Menlo Park. Calif.) and R.
03A Greeley Washington 1980 216 p refs Original contains

The feasibility and limitations of ground-based techniques color illustrations
for detecting other planetary systems are discussedas well as (NASA-SP-403; LC-80-600024) Avail: NTIS MF A01; SOD
the level of accuracy at which these limitations would occur HC $14,00 CSCL 08K
and the extent to which they can beovercomeby new technology Despitethe differencein size Martian and Hawaiian volcanoes
and instrumenation. Workshop conclusions and recommenda- have numerouscharacteristicsin common, Specificfeatures such
lions are summarized and a proposed high priority program is as lava channels, collapsed lava tubes, levees and flow fronts,
considered, A,RH. all very common in Hawaii. are also abundant on the flanks of

some of the Martian volcanoes. Striking differences also exist,
such as the apparent lack of radial rift zones on some Martian
volcanoesand the paucity of cinder and spatter cones, Some of
the best photographsof Martian and Hawaiian volcanic features
are presented. Descriptive legendsare providedfor each picture,
An overview of the geological processesand structuresdepicted

N80-20003"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration, is included, AR.H
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif,
CONFERENCE OF REMOTE SENSING EDUCATORS
I,CO_.SF..-"t_,
Washington Mar. 1978 664 p refs Conf, held at Stanford,
Calif., 26-30 Jun. 1978
(NASA-CP-2102: A-7755) Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 N80-25224"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
CSCL 051 Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field. Calif.

Ways of improvingthe teaching of remotesensingstudentsat AN ASSESSMENT OF GROUND-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR
colleges and universities are discussed. Formal papers and DETECTING OTHER PLANETARY SYSTEMS. VOLUME 2:
workshops on various Earth resources disciplines, image POSITION PAPERS
interpretation,and data processing concepts are presented. An David C, Black and William E. Brunk Mar 1980 253 p refs
inventory of existing remote sensingand related subjectcources Prepared in cooperationwith NASA. Washington, D,C.
being given in western regional universities is included. For (NASA-CP-2124;A-8114) Avail:NTIS HC A12/MF A01 CSCL
individualtitles, see N80-20004 through N80-20017. 03A
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The capabilities of several astronomical interferomenter spheric aerosolresearchexperiments were performed duplicating
system concepts are assessed and the effects of the Earth's Wong et al. experiments.The useof the curveof inertial parameters
atmosphere on astrometric precision are examined in detail, vs particle collection efficiency, derived from Wong et al., was
Included is an examination of the use of sin,all aperture found _t0 be justified. The results show that stratosphericaerosol
interferometry to detect planets in binary star systems. It is particles of all sizes are collectibleby wire impaction technique.
estimated that, for differential astrometric observation, an Cu,rvesand tables are presented and used to correct.particle
amplitude interferometer having two separate telescopes should counts for collection efficiencies less than 100% R.E.S.
permit observations of stars as faint as 14th magnitude and a
positionalaccuracyof 0.00005 arc-sec. Instrumental,atmospheric,
and photon noiseerrors that applyto interferometricobservation "
are examined. It is suggested that the effects of atmospheric
turbulence may be eliminated with the use of two color
refractometer systems. Several sites for future telescopes N80-12720*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
dedicated to the search for planetary systems are identified. Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.

M.G. ANALYSIS OF COASTAL UPWELLING AND THE PRODUC-
TION OF A BIOMASS
John T. Howe Nov. 1979 28 p refs
(NASA-TM-78614; A-7931) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 08A

The coastalupwelling index derived from weather data is
N80-27260"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. input to a set of coupled differentialequations that describe the
Ames Research Canter, MQffett Field. Calif. production of a biomass. The curl of the wind stress vector is
PROJECT ORION: A DESIGN STUDY OF A SYSTEM FOR discussedin the context of the physical extent of the upwelling
DETECTING EXTRASOLAR PLANETS structure. An analogy between temperature and biomass
David C. Black, ed. 1980 214 p refs Original contains color .concentrationin the upwelled coastal water is derived and the
illustrations relationshipis quantified. The use of remote satellite or airborne
(NASA-SP-436; LC-80-11728) Avail: NTIS MF A01: SOD sensing to obtain biomass rate production coefficients is
HC $5.50 CSCL 03B considered. K.L

A design concept for a ground based astrometric telescope
that could significantly increase the potential accuracy o_f
astrometric observations is considered. The state of current
techniques and instrumentation is examined in the context of
detecting extrasolar planets. Emphasis is placed on the direct
detection of extrasolar planets at either visual or infrared N80-1325S*# National Aeronautics and"Space Administration.
wavelengths. Thedesign conceptof the imagingstellar interferom- Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field. Calif.
eter (ISI). developed under Project Orion, is described, The Orion FIRE-RESISTANT MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT PAS-
ISI employs the state-of-the-art technology and is theoretically SENGER SEAT CONSTRUCTION
capable of attaining 0.00010 arc sec/yr accuracy in relative L L FewelloG. C. Tesoro(MIT, Boston),A. Moussa(MIT. Boston),
astrometric observations. JM.S. and D, A. Kourtides Nov. 1979 20 p refs

(NASA-TM-78617; A-7946) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 11G S

The thermal responsecharacteristicsof fabric andfabric-foam
• assemblies are described, The various aspects of the ignition

behaviorof contemporaryaircraft Passengerseat upholsteryfabric
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA materials relative to fabric materials made from thermally stable

polymersare evaluated. The role of the polymeric foam backing
on the thermal response of the fabric-foam assembly is also

N80-10239"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. ascertained. The optimum utilization of improved fire-resistant
Ames ResearchCanter, Moffett Field. Calif. fabric and foam materials inthe constructionof aircraft passenger
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER seats is suggested. M.M.M.
Sep. 1979 29 p Originalcontains color illustrations
(NASA-TM-80807) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
22A

The Pioneer Saturn Spacecraft, which began its journey as

Pioneer 11, providedthe first close view of the rings of Saturn N80-13333"_ National Aeronauticsand Space Administration.
as well as its system of moons. Its payload of 11 operating Ames Research Center, Moff'ett Field. Calif.instruments obtained or confirmed data about the mass. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR GROUND STATION
temperature, composition, radiation belts, and atmosphere of OPERATION: ATS-3 HAWAII-AMES SATELLITE LINK
the planet and its larger satellite. Titan. It made photometric EXPERIMENT
and polarization measurements of lapetus, Rhea, Dione, and
Tethys. as well as discoveredadditional rings.Scientifichighlights Kenji Nishioka and Emanuel H. Gross Dec. 1979 31 p
of the mission are summarized. Color imagery provided by the (NASA-TM-81155; A-8011) Avail: NASA. Ames Research
photopolarimeteris includedalongwith illustrationsof the planet's Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 CSCL 17B
magnetic field and radiation belts. A.R.H. Hardware description and operational procedures for the

ATS-3 Hawaii-Ames satellitecomputer linkare presentedin basic
step-by-step instructions. Transmit and receive channels and
frequenciesare given. Details suchas switch settingsforactivating
the station to the sequence of turning switches on are provided.
Methods and proceduresfor troubleshootingcommon problems
encountered with communication stations are also provided.

R.E.S.
N80-11676=# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
EFFICIENCY OF AEROSOL COLLECTION ON WIRES
EXPOSED IN THE STRATOSPHERE
Homer Y. Lem (LFE EnvironmentalAnalysis Labs. Div.) and Neff N80-14941*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
H. Farlow Oct, 1979 29 p refs Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field. Calif.
(NASA-TM-81147; A-7958) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 AN EXTENDED SOFT-CUBE MODEL FOR THE THERMAL
CSCL 04A ACCOMMODATION OF GAS ATOMS ON 8OUD SUn-

The theory of inertial impaction is briefly presented. Strato- FACES
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John R. Burke and D. J. Hollenbach Jan. 1980 61 p refs The Shuttle Infrared TelescopeFacility (SIRTF) image motion
Prepared in cooperationwith San FranciscoState Univ. compensation system is described in detail and performance is
(NASA-TM-81163; A-8047) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 analyzed with respect to system noise inputs, environmental
CSCL 20K disturbances,and errorsources suchas bending and feedforward

A numericalsoft cube model was developed for calculating scale factor. It is concluded that the SIRTF accuracy and
thermal accommodationcoefficients alpha and trapping fractions stability requirementscan be met with this design. K.L.
f sub t for the interaction of gases incident upon solid surfaces.
A semiempirical correctionfactor c which allows the calculation
of alpha and f sub t when the collision times are long compared
to the surface oscillator period were introduced.The processes
of trapping, evaporation, and detailed balancing were discussed.
The numerical method was designed to treat economicallyand NSO-Z3280*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
with moderate (-I- or - 20 percent) accuracy the dependence of Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
alpha and f sub t on finite and different surface and gas LEEWARD FLOW OVER DELTA WINGS AT SUPERSONIC
temperatures for a large number of gas/surface combinations. SPEEDS
Comparisonwas made with experimentsof raregases on tungsten Joachim G. Szodruch Apr. 1980 49 p refs
and on alkalis, as well as one astrophysical case of H2 on (NASA-TM-81187; A-8117) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01
graphite.The dependenceof alpha on the soft cube dimensionless CSCL 01A
parameters is presented graphically. R.C.T. A survey was made of the parameters affecting the

developmentof the leewardsymmetricseparatedflow over slender
delta wings immersed in a supersonicstream. The parameters
included Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of attack.
leading-edgesweep angle, and body cross-sectionalshape, such
that subsonicand supersonicleading-edgeflows are encountered.

N80-15854"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was seen that the boundariesbetween the various flow regimes
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. existing about the leeward surface may conveniently be repre-
STUDIES IN ASTRONOMICAL TIME SERIES ANALYSIS: sented on a diagram with the components of angle of attack
MODELING RANDOM PROCESSES IN THE TIME DO- and Mach number normal to the leading edge as governing
MAIN parameters. R.E.S.
Jeffrey D. Scargle Dec. 1979 215 p refs
(NASA-TM-81148; A-7959) Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01
CSCL 12A.

Random process models phased in the time domain are
usedto analyzeastrophysicaltime seriesdata producedby random
processes. A moving average {MA) model represents the data N80-Z4914*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
as a sequenceof pulsesoccurringrandomlyin time, with random Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
amplitudes. An autoregressive (AR) model represents the COMPARISON OF THE NIMBUS-4 SUV OZONE DATA WITH
correlations in the process in terms of a linear function of past THE AMES TINO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
values. The best AR model is determined from sampled data W. J, 8orucki and I. J. Eberstein May 1980 46 p refs
and transformed to an MA for interpretation. The randomness Prepared in cooperation with NASA. Goddard Space Flight

S of the pulse amplitudes is maximized by a FORTRAN algorithm Center
which is relatively stable numerically. Resultsof test _;asesare (NASA-TM-81207; A-8139) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
given to study the effects of adding noise and of different CSCL 04A
distributionsfor the pulse amplitudes. A preliminary analysis of A comparison is made of the first two years of Nimbus 4
the optical light curve of the quasar 3C 273 is given, K,L, backscattered ultraviolet (BUV) ozone measurements with the

predictions of the Ames two dimensional model. The ozone
observations used consist of the mixing ratio on the 1, 2, 5,
and 10 mb pressuresurfaces.Thedata are zone and time averaged
to obtain seasonal means for 1970 and 1971 and are found to
show strong andrepeatable meridionaland seasonaldependencies.

N80-18106*j_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The model used for comparison with the observations extends
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. from 80 N to 80 S latitude and from altitudes of 0 to 60 km
A SMALL-SCALE TEST FOR FIBER RELEASE FROM with 5 deg horizontal grid spacing and 2.5 km vertical grid
CARSON COMPOSITES spacing. Chemical reaction and photolysis rates are diurnally
W. J. Gilwee, Jr. and R. H. Fish Feb. 1980 9 p refs Presented averaged and the photodissociationrates are corrected for the
at Conf. on Advanced Composites. Special Topics, El Segundo, effects of scattering. The large altitude, latitude, and seasonal
Calif., 4-6 Dec. 1979 changes in the ozone data agree with the model predictions.
(NASA-TM-81179; A-7962) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 Model predictionsof the sensitivityof the comparisonsto changes
CSCL 11D in the assumed mixing ratios of water vapor, odd nitrogen, and

A test method was developed to determine relative fiber odd chlorine,as well as to changes in the ambient temperature
loss from pyrolyzed composites with different resins and fiber and transport parameters are also shown. E.D.K.
construction. Elevencompositesconsistingof woven and unwoven
carbon fiber reinforcement and different resins were subjected
to the burn and impact test device. The composites made with
undirectional tape had higher fiber loss than those with woven
fabric. Also, the fiber loss was inverselyproportional to the char
yield of the resin. K.L N80-26266'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO GENERATE TWO-
DIMENSIONAL GRIDS ABOUT AIRFOILS AND OTHER
SHAPES BY THE USE OF POISSON'S EQUATION
Reese L. Sorenson May 1980 62 p refs

N80-18869*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. (NASA-TM-81198; A-8178) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. CSCL 01A
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGNS FOR THE SHUTTLE IN- A method for generating two dimensional finite difference
FRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use of the Poisson
J. David Rowell (Stanford Univ., Calif.), Eric K, Parsons(Stanford differentialequation is developed.The inhomogeneousterms are
Univ., Calif.), and Kenneth R. Lorell Feb. 1980 40 p refs automaticallychosensuch that two importanteffects are imposed
(NASA-TM-81159; A-8018) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 on the grid at both the inner and outer boundaries. The first
CSCL 12B effect is control of the spacingbetween mesh points along mesh
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lines intersectingthe boundaries.The second effect is control of mainly in areas of macromolecutarscience and fire research.
the angles with which mesh lines intersect the boundaries. A The office also acts as liaisonwith the engineering community
FORTRANcomputer programhasbeen written to use this method, and assuresthat relevant technology is made available to other
A description of the program, a discussion of the control NASA centers, agencies, and industry. Recent accomplishments
parameters, and a set of sample cases are included. E.D.K. are listed in this report. Activities of the three research groups,

Polymer Research.Aircraft Operatingand Safety. and Engineering
Testing, are summarized.A complete bibliography which lists all
Chemical ResearchProjectsOffice publications,contracts,grants,
patents, and presentationsfrom 1975 to 1980 is included.

L.F.M.

NBO-2741S*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
SHAPE CHANGE OF GALILEO PROBE MODELS IN
FREE-FLIGHT TESTS
Chul Park and Charles F. Derose Jun. 1980 41 p refs N80-31775"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
(NASA-TM-81209; A-8223) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
CSCL 22B DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES FOR EXPLOITING THE

Scale models of the Galileo Probe made of potycarbonate, UNIQUENESS OF THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROM-
AXF5Q graphite, carbon-carbon composite, and carbon-phenolic ETER: APPLICATION TO SAMPLING PULSED GAS
were flown in a free flight range in an ambient gas of air, SYSTEMS
krypton, or xenon. Mach numbers varied between 14 and 24, Kenneth A. Lincoln Aug. 1980 15 p refs Presented at the
Reynolds numbers between 300,000 and 1,000.000. stagnation Dyn. Mass SpectrometrySymp.. Canterbury. England, 7-10 July
pressuresbetween 31 and 200 atm. and stagnation point heat 1980
transfer rates between 10 and 1,000 kW/sq cm. Shadowgraphs (NASA-TM-81224; A-8308) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
indicate gouging ablation of the aft portion of the frustum; the CSCL 14B
gouging was moderate in air and severe in the noble gases. Mass spectra are produced in most mass spectrometers by
The graphite models break in the same region. An explanation sweeping some parameter within the instrument as the sampled
of the phenomena is offered in terms of the strong compression gases flow into the ion source. It is evident that any fluctuation
and shear caused by the reattachment of a turbulent separated in the gas during the sweep (mass scan) of the instrument
flow. Conditions are calculated for similar tests appropriate for causes the output spectrum to be skewed in its mass peak
Von Karman Facility of the Arnold Engineering Development intensities. The time of flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) with
Center in which a larger model can be flown in argon. Author its fast, repetitive mode of operation produces spectra without

skewing or' varying instrument parameters and because all ion
speciesare ejected from the ionsourcesimultaneously,the spectra
are inherently not skewed despite rapidly changing gas pressure
or composition in the source. Methods of exploiting this feature
by utilizingfast digital data acquisitionsystems, suchas transient

NB0-29622"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. recordersand signal averagerswhich are commercially available
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif. are described. Applications of this technique are presented
TURBULENT STRUCTURES IN WALL-BOUNDED SHEAR including TOFMS sampling of vapors produced by both pulsed
FLOWS OBSERVED VIA THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERI- and continuouslaser heating of materials. E.D.K. S
CAL SIMULATORS
A. Leonard Jul. 1980 30 p refs Presented at Turbulence
Conf,: The Roleof CoherentStructures in Modeling of Turbulence
and Mixing, Madrid, 25-27 Jun. 1980
(NASA-TM-81219; A8280) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 20D N80-32435" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Three recent simulations of tubulent shear flow bounded by Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field, Calif.
a wall using the Illiac computer are reported. These are: RADIANT PANEL TESTS ON AN EPOXY/CARBON FIBER
(1) vibrating-ribbonexperiments; (2) study of the evolution of a COMPOSITE
spot-like disturbance in a laminar boundary layer; and R. Ballard, D. E Cagliostro, M Gross. Ming Ta Hsu, and W.
(3) investigationof turbulentchannelflow. A number of persistent Winslow Mar. 1980 41 p refs Prepared in cooperation with
flow structureswere observed, includingstreamwiseand vertical San Jose State Univ., California
vorticity distributions near the wall. low-speed and high-speed (NASA-TM-81185; A-8110) Avail: Issuing Activity CSCL
streaks, and local regions of intense vertical velocity. The role 07B
of these structures in, for example, the growth or maintenance The toxicity of epoxy/carbon fiber composites in fire
of turbulence is discussed.The problem of representingthe large environments is addressed. A radiant panel test chamber was
range of turbulent scales in a computer simulation is also developedto study the effects of pyrolysisof polymeric materials.
discussed. R.K.G. The thermal responseof the sample and the composition of gas

and aerosol produced are determined. Toxicological effects of
the gas and aerosol in the chamber are determined by studying
changesin cardiacaction, respiration,bloodenzymes,and delayed
escape responsesin test animals. Data are presentedfor pyrolysis
of an epoxy/carbon fiber composite at 2.5 W/sq cm. Nonflame

N80-31473"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. andflame modesproduceddifferent gasand aerosol compositions
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. and had different toxic effects. Nonflame modes producedlarge
CHEMICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS OFFICE: AN OVERVIEW quantities of organic aerosols and carbon monoxide. Thesewere
AND BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1975-1980 not lethal but could hinder escape and may pose a long term
D. A. Kourtides,A. H. Heimbuch. and J. A Parker Aug. 1980 toxic effect. The flame condition produced hydrogen cyanide in
36 p additionto other toxic products. M.G.
(NASA-TM-81227; A-8317) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 07D

The activities of the Chemical Research Projects Office at
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, California are reported.
The office conducts basic and applied research in the fields of
polymerchemistry,computationalchemistry, polymerphysics,and N80-32700*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
physical and organic chemistry. It works to identify the chemical Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
research and technology required for solutions !o problems of TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION OF NITRIC OXIDE FLUORES-
national urgency, synchronous with the aeronautic and space CENCE AS A TEMPERATURE INDICATOR IN UNSTEADY
effort. It conducts interdisciplinaryresearchon chemical problems, GAS-DYNAMIC PROCESSES
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R. L. McKenzie and K. P. Gross (Polyatomics Research, Inc.. NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS
Mountain View, Calif.) Sep. 1980 56 p refs Submitted for
publication

(NASA-TM-81220; A-8284) Avail_ NTIS HC AO4/MF A01

CSCL 14B N80-11470*# Beech Aircraft Corp., Boulder, Colo.
A laser induced fluorescence technique, suitable for measur- PRSA HYDROGEN TANK THERMAL ACOUSTIC OSClLLA-

ing fluctuating temperatures in cold turbulent flows containing very TION STUDY Final Report
low concentrations of nitric oxide is described. Temperatures D. H Riemer Sep. 1979 76 p refs
below 300 K may be resolved with signal to noise ratios greater (Contract HAS2-10229)
than 50 to 1 using high peak power, tunable dye lasers. The (NASA-CR-152319; BAC-ER-14887) Avail: NTIS

method relies on the two photon excitation of selected ro-vibronic HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 13G
transitions. The analysis includes the effects of fluorescence The power reactant storage assembly (PRSA) hydrogen tank
quenching and shows the technique to be effective at all densities test data were reviewed. Two hundred and nineteen data points
below ambient. Signal to noise ratio estimates are based on a illustrating the effect of flow rate, temperature ratio and
preliminary measurement of the two photon absorptivity for a configuration were identified. The test data were reduced to
selected rotational transition in the NO gamma (0.0) band. S.F. produce the thermal acoustic oscillation parameters. Frequency

and amplitude were determined "for model correlation. A
comparison of PRSA hydrogen tank test data with the analyti-
cal models indicated satisfactory agreement for the supply and
poor agreement for the full line. R.C.T.

N80-32822"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
INFRARED-TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY IN A LARGE
AGRICULTURAL FIELD

John P. Millard, Robert C. Goettelman (LFE Corp., Richmond,
Calif.). and Mary L. LeRoy, Principal Investigators Aug. 1980

N80-13170"_ Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
26 p refs Submitted for publication Original contains imagery. Calif.
Original photography may be purchased from the EROS Data
Center. Sioux Falls. S.D. 57198 ERTS HYGROTHERMAL DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN GRAPHITE-
(E80-10331; NASA-TM-81222: A-8283) Avail: NTIS EPOXY COMPOSITES

HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 02C Frank W. Crossman, R. Ernest Mauri, and W. John Warren Dec.
The combined effect of water carved gullies, varying soil 1979 156 p refs

(Contract NAS2-9563)
color, moisture state of the soil and crop. nonuniform phenology. (NASA-CR-3189; LMSC-D626480) Avail: NTIS
and bare spots was measured for commercially grown barley
planted on varying terrain. For all but the most rugged terrain. HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 11D
over 80% of the area within 4, 16, 65, and 259 ha cells was T300/5209 and T300/5208 graphite epoxy laminates were

studied experimentally and analytically in order to: (1) determineat temperatures within 3 C of the mean cell temperature. The
the coupling between applied stress, internal residual stress, andresult of using relatively small, 4 ha instantaneous field of views

S for remote sensing applications is that either the worst or the moisture sorption kinetics; (2) examine the microscopic damagebest of conditions is often observed. There appears to be no mechanisms due to hygrothermal cycling; (3) evaluate the effect
great advantage in utilizing a small instantaneous field of view of absorbed moisture and hygrothermal cycling on inplane shear
instead of a large one for remote sensing of crop canopy response; (4) determine the permanent loss of interfacial bond
temperatures. The two alternatives for design purposes are then strength after moisture absorption and drying; and (5) evaluate
either a very high spatial resolution, of the order of a meter or the three dimensional stress state in laminates under a combina-
so, where the field is very accurately temperature mapped, or a tion of hygroscopic, thermal, and mechanical loads. Specimens

were conditioned to equilibrium moisture content under steady
low resolution, where the actual size seems to make little

exposure to 55% or 95% RH at 70 C or 93 C. Some specimens
difference, were tested subsequent to moisture conditioning and 100 cycles

between -54 C and either 70 C or 93 C, K.L.

N80-33493"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
INFLUENCE OF QUALITY CONTROL VARIABLES ON

FAILURE OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY UNDER EXTREME N80-14184"_ Acurex Corp., Mountain View, Calif.
MOISTURE CONDITIONS GALILEO PROBE THERMAL PROTECTION: ENTRY
Linda L Clements (Advanced Research and Applications Corp.. HEATING ENVIRONMENTS AND SPALLATION EXPERI-
Sunnyvale. Calif.) and Pauline R. Lee Oct. 1980 24 p refs MENTS DESIGN Final Report

(NASA-TM-81246: A-8382) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 A. Balakrishnan. W. Nicolet. S. Sandhu, and J. Dodson Nov.
CSCL 11D 1979 133 p refs

Tension tests on graphite/epoxy composites were performed (Contract NAS2-9909; Acurex Proj. 7396)
to determine the influence of various quality control variables (NASA-CR-152334; FR-79-21/AS) Avail: NTIS
on failure strength as a function of moisture and moderate HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 22B
temperatures. The extremely high and low moisture contents A valid procedure was developed for predicting wall heating
investigated were found to have less effect upon properties than and ablation rates about the probe forebody. Entropy layer effects
did temperature or the quality control variables of specimen flaws on convective heating rate were analyzed and the computed
and prepreg batch to batch variations. In particular, specimen results are given. A feasibility study to perform an experiment,
flaws were found to drastically reduce the predicted strength of the selection of a candidate test facility, and the definition of a
the composite, whereas specimens from different batches of test matrix are described. The material selection, fabrication, and

prepreg displayed differences in strength as a function of evaluation of the metal containing carbon-carbon composites for
temperature and extreme moisture exposure. The findings illustrate use on the Galileo probe are summarized. The effect of various
the need for careful specimen preparation, studies of flaw Jovian atmospheric models on entry heating environment is
sensitivity, and careful quality control in any study of composite considered as well as the effect of the nonspherical shape of

materials. Author the planet on entry trajectory. A.R.H.
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N80-16166"_/ Idaho Univ.. Moscow. Dept. of Chemical N80-22635_' N B & K Engineering, Inc., Towson, Md.
Engineering. LONG TERM TESTS OF THE HEPP LIQUID TRAP DIODE

PERFLUROETHER TRIAZlNE ELASTOMERS Final Report, HEAT PIPE PROTOTYPE Final Report
1 Mar. 1979 - 29 Feb. 1980 Apr. 1980 11 p refs
Roger A. Korus 1980 25 p refs (Contract NAS2-10203)

(Grant NsG-2367) (NASA-CR- 152358; BK067-1004) Avail: NTIS

(NASA-CR-162748) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
06C The test results which were obtained with the HEPP liquid

In order to obtain high performance elastomers with the trap diode heat pipe prototype after it had been in storage for
high thermal stability and chemical inertness of perfluoroalkylene almost 27 months are presented. Transport data were obtained
triazine and a low glass transition temperature, perfluoroether over the range of 150 to 220 K and reverse mode shutdown

triazine elastomers were synthesized. The procedure for elastomer was measured with nominal operation at 180 K. J.M.S.
synthesis is described as well as general experimental methods.
Results are presented and discussed. The screening of catalysts
for the dehydration of perfluoroether diamide is also considered.

A.R.H.

NSO-19448*N DCW Industries. Studio City. Calif. N80-24369" H Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.,
RECENT IMPROVEMENTS TO THE SPINNING BODY Blacksburg. Dept. of EngineeringScience and Mechanics.
VERSION OF THE EDDYBL COMPUTER PROGRAM Interim THE VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF A COMPOSITE IN A
Report THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
David C. Wilcox Nov. 1979 32 p refs D.H. Morris, H. F. Brinson.W. I. Griffith. and Y. T. Yeow (Allied
(Contract NAS2-10343) Chemical Corp., Morristown. N.J.) Dec. 1979 28 p refs
(NASA-CR- 152347; DCW-R-24-01) Avail: NTIS (Grant NsG-2038)
HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 20D (NASA-CR-163187; VPI-E-79-40) Avail: NTIS

A conventional mixing length model specialized for thick HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 11D
boundary layersand a general modelfor pressure-straincorrelation A proposedmethod for the acceleratedpredictionsof modulus
terms were added to the spinningversionof EDDYBL The models and life times for time dependent polymer matrix composite
are discussed and modifications to the code input and output laminatesis presented.The method,basedonthe time temperature
are presented. K.L. superpositionprincipleand laminationtheory, is described indetail.

Unidirectional reciprocal of compliance master curves and the
shift functionsneeded are presentedand discussed.Master curves
for arbitrarily oriented unidirectional laminates are predicted and
compared with experimantalresults obtained from master curves
generated from 15 minute tests and with 25 hour tests. Good

N80-21926"_ Beam Engineering, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif, agreement is shown. Predicted 30 deg and 60 deg unidirectional
HIGH RESOLUTION VERTICAL PROFILES OF WIND. strength master curves are presented and compared to results
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY OBTAINED BY COMPUT- of creep rupture tests. Reasonable agreement is demonstrated,
ER PROCESSING AND DIGITAL FILTERING OF RADIO- In addition, creep rupture results for a (90 deg + or S
SONDE AND RADAR TRACKING DATA FROM THE ITCZ - 60 deg/90 deg) sub 2s laminate are presented. AuthorEXPERIMENT OF 1977
Edwin F, Danielson, R, Stephen Hipskind (Oregon State Univ,).
and Steven E, Gaines (San Jose State Univ., Calif,) Apr. 1980
117 p refs
(Contract NAS2-10023)
(NASA-CR-3269) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL04B

Resultsare presented from computer processingand digital
filtering of radiosonde and radar tracking data obtained during
the ITCZ experimentwhen coordinatedmeasurementswere taken N80-Z4370*# Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.,
daily over a 16 day period acrossthe Panama CanalZone, The Blacksburg. Dept. of EngineeringScience and Mechanics.
temperature relative humidity and wind velocity profiles are THE ACCELERATED CHARACTERIZATION OF VlSCOELAS-
discussed, A.W.H. TIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS Ph.D. Thesis

W, I, Griffith. D, H, Morris. and H. F. Brinson Apr, 1980
167 p refs
(Grant NsG-2038)
(NASA-CR- 163188: VPI-E-80-15) Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 11D

N80-22484" Ultrasystems, Inc,. Irvine, Calif. Necessaryfundamentals relative to composite materials and
STUDY OF CROSSLINKING AND DEGRADATION MECHA- viscoelasticity are reviewed. The accelerated characterization
NISMS IN SEALANT POLYMER CANDIDATES Final techniques of time tempe'raturesuperpositionand time tempera-
Report ture stresssuperpositionare described,An experimentalprocedure
K, L, Paciorek. J, Kaufman. T, I. Ito, J. H Nakahara, and R, H, for applying the latter to composites is given along with results
Kratzer Mar. 1980 63 p refs obtained on a particular T300/934 graphite/epoxy, The acceler-
(Contract NAS2-9779) ated characterization predictions are found in good agreement
(NASA-CR-152346; SN-3003-F) Avail: NASA. Ames Res, with actual long term tests.A postcuringphenomenonis discussed
Center that necessitates thermal conditioning of the specimen prior to

Practical cross-linkingand/or chain extension processesfor testing. A closely related phenomenon of physical aging is
perfluoroalkylether based sealants were studied. The two linking described as well as the effect of each on the glass transition
groupsinvestigated were 1, 2, 4-oxadiazoles and s-triazines. The temperature and strength. Creep rupture results are provided for
synthesisof difunctional, fully characterized,prepolymersand the a variety of geometries and temperatures for T300/934
evaluation of the curing reactions utilizing these materials are graphite/epoxy. The results are found to compare reasonably
discussed. E.DK. with a modified kinetic rate theory. A.R.H.
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N80-25586"# Drexel Univ., Philadelphia,Pa. Dept. of Physics Alan H. Strahler and John E. Estes, Principal Investigators Mar.
and Atmospheric Science. 1980 75 p refs Originalcontainsimagery. Originalphotography
FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR LIGHT SCATTERING EXPERI- may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls.
MENTS TO DETERMINE THE VELOCITY RELAXATION OF S.D. 57198 ERTS
SMALL PARTICLES IN A FLUID Final Report, Jan. 1979 - (Grant NsG-2377)
May 1980 (E80-10268: NASA-CR- 163340) Avail: NTIS
Charles Acquista and Lorenzo M. Narducci May 1980 18 p HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 08B
refs There are no author-identified significant results in this
(Grant NsG-2357) report.
(NASA-CR-163214) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D

An approach for measuring the non-Markoffian component
in the relaxationmechanism of a Brownian particle is proposed
which combines desirable features of both the shock wave
experiment and conventional light scattering experiments. It is
suggested that the radiation pressuregenerated by a C.W. laser
be used to guide an individual spherical particle to terminal N80-32417"_ Martin Marietta Corp,, Denver. Colo.
velocity. At an appropriate time, the beam intensity is suddenly TITAN PROSE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND TECH-
lowered to a value at which the radiation pressure is negligible, NOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN STUDY Final Report
and the ensuing velocity relaxation is measureddirectly. A.R.H. Angelo J. Castro Jul. 1980 191 p refs

(Contract NAS2-10380)
(NASA-CR-152381: TPT-MA-02-3) Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 22B

The need for technology advances to accomplish the Titan
probe mission was determined by defining mission conditions
and requirements and evaluating the technology impact on the

N80-26364'# Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo. baseline probe configuration.Missioncharacteristicsfound to beCOMET NUCLEUS IMPACT PROBE FEASIBILITY STUDY technology drivers include (1) ten years dormant life in space
Final Report vacuum; (2) unknownsurfaceconditions,varioussample materials,
Angelo J. Castro 15 Apr. 1980 69 p refs and a surface temperature: and (3) mission constraints of the
(NASA Order A-71116-B) Saturn Orbiter Dual Probe mission regarding weight allocation.(NASA-CR-152375; MCR-80-1002) Avail: NTIS The following areas were identified for further development:
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 22A surface sample acquisition system: battery powered system:

A top level listing of the comet nucleus impact probe (CNIP) nonmetallic materials;magnetic bubble memory devices, and the
feasibility experiments requirements are presented. A conceptual landing system. Preentry science, reliability,and weight reduction
configuration which shows that the feasibilityof engineering the and redundancymust also be considered. A.RH.
experiment is possible and describesthe candidate hardware is
discussed. The design studies required in order to design the
operating experiment are outlined. An overview of a program
plan used to estimate a rough order of magnitude cost for the

S CNIP experiment is given. E.D.K.

N80-33334'# Cornell Univ,, Ithaca, N.Y. Center for
Radiophysicsand Space Research.
ONE MILLIMETER CONTINUUM OBSERVATIONS OF

N80-28330"# Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc. Mountain EXTRAGALACTIC THERMAL SOURCES
View, Calif. Thomas Leonard Roellig [1980] 168 p refs
ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION OF (Grant NsG-2347)
HELICOPTER IFR PRECISION APPROACH REQUIRE- (NASA-CR-163590: CRSR-753) Avail: NTIS
MENTS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL03B
Anil V. Phatak Jul. 1980 124 p refs The results of 1 mm observations of extragalactic thermal
(Contract NAS2-10291) sourcesare reported. The methodsof making 1 mm observations
(NASA-CR-152367) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL are described. The instrumentationused to make the observation
17G is described. T.M.

A systematic analytical approach to the determination.of
helicopter IFR precision approach requirements is formulated.
The approachis basedupon the hypothesisthat pilot acceptance
level or opinion rating of a given system is inverselyrelated to
the degree of pilot involvement in the control task A nonlinear
simulationof the helicopterapproachto landingtask incorporating
appropriate models for UH-1H aircraft, the environmental
disturbances and the human pilot was developed as a tool for N80-33319"# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale,
evaluating the pilot acceptance hypothesis The simulated pilot Calif. Electro-Optics Lab.
model is generic in nature and includes analytical representation LARGE DEPLOYABLE REFLECTOR (LDR) Final Report
of the human information acquisition, processing, and control W.H. Alff Jul. 1980 124 p refs
strategies. Simulationanalyses inthe flight director mode indicate (Contract NAS2-10427)
that the pilot model used is reasonable Results of the simulation (NASA-CR-152402; LMSC-D766449) Avail: NTIS
are used to identify candidate pilot workload metrics and to HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 03A
test the well known performance-work-load relationship A pilot The feasibility and costs were determined for a 1 m to
acceptance analytical methodology is formulated as a basis for 30 m diameter ambient temperature, infrared to submillimeter
further investigation,development and validation. Au[hor oribiting astronomicaltelescope which is to be shuttle-deployed,

free-flying, and have a 10 year orbital life. Baseline concepts,
constraintson deliveryand deployment,and the sunshieldrequired
are examined. Reflector concepts, the optical configuration,
alignment and pointing, and materials are also discussed.
Technologystudies show that a 10 m to 30 m diameter system

N80-29815"# CaliforniaUniv.. Santa Barbara. which is backgroundand diffraction limited at 30 micron m is
USE OF COLLATERAL INFORMATION TO IMPROVE feasible within the stated time frame, A 10 m systemis feasible
LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES Semiannual with current mirror technology, while a 30 m system requires
Progress Report, Oct. 1979 - Mar. 1980 technology still in development. A.R.H.
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X80-10OO9"_ Scientific Service, Inc., Redwood City, Calif. NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their
FIRE TESTING OF NASA SAMPLES, PHASE I Contractors.
C. Wilton. G. Kamburoff. and J. Boyes Feb. 1979 161 p

(Contract NAS2-9945) The feasibility of making remote measurements of the
(NASA-CR-t52339) Unclassified report chemical composition of atmospheric aerosols by means of the

differential scatter (DISC) lidar technique was investigated. This
N O T ICEI Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their technique uses characteristic differences in the infrared backscatter
Contractors. spectra of aerosols to identi_ their chemical composition. It is

concluded that the DISC system can, under some conditions,

The results of the burning and impact testing of graphite measure the chemical composition of atmospheric aerosols.
epoxy test samples to determine the quantity and distribution E.DK.
of graphite fibers that might be released from aircraft crash/fire
situations are reported. The design, construction, and calibration

of the impact/fire test facility is described along with the tests
conducted including sample preparation, test procedure, data

collection, and test results. The test parameters, photographs,

and data for each of the tests are presented. J.M.S. JOURNAL ARTICLES

A80-10366" Silt-clay aggregates on Mars, R. Greeley
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., Moffett Field,

X80-10025"_ Science Applications, Inc., La Jolla, Calif. Calif.; Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz.). Journal of Geo-
ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF ATMOSPHERIC PLUMES physical Research, vol. 84, Oct. 10, 1979, p. 6248-6254. 34 refs.
AND ASSOCIATED PARTICLES DISPERSAL GENERATED Grants No. NsG-2284;No. NsG-2286.
BY LARGE OPEN FIRES Viking observationssuggestabundant silt and clay particleson
Oct. 1978 92 p refs Mars. It is proposedthat someof theseparticlesagglomerateto form
(Contract NAS2-10039) sand size aggregatesthat are redepositedas sandlikefeaturessuchas
(NASA-CR-152337; SAI-78-O09-WH) Unclassifiedreport drifts and dunes. Although the binding for the aggregatescould

include saltcementationor other mechanisms,electrostaticbonding
NOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their is consideredto be a primary force holdingthe aggregatestogether.
Contractors.. Various laboratory experiments conductedsince the 19th century,

and as reported here for simulated Martian conditions, show thatThe transport and dispersionof carbon fibers and clumps of
both the magnitude and sign of electrical chargeson windblownfibers in a pool fire and in the atmospheric plume created by

the fire are considered. The issue of characterizing the particles are functions of particle velocity, shapeand composition,
downwind dispersion of fiber materials caused by various atmosphericpressure,atmospheric composition and other factors.
postulated fires Under a variety of atmospheric conditions is Electrical chargeshave been measuredfor saltating particles in the
addressed. The key outputs of the models developed are wind tunnel and in the field, on the surfacesof sand dunes, and
characterizationsof the particulate-laden pool fire and subsequent within dust clouds on earth. Similar, and perhaps even greater,
particle dispersionin the atmosphere, leading to a quantification chargesare proposedto occur on Mars,which could form aggregates S
of the fiber concentration as a function of distance from the fire of silt andclay size particles. (Author)
and the accumulative areal surface density. These results can
then allow the extent of the potential hazard and the conditions
under which it may occur to be determined. A.R.H.

A80-10685 * Gas dynamics in barred spirals - Gaseous
density waves and galacticshocks.W. W. Roberts, Jr., G. D. van
Albada (Virginia, University, Charlottesville,Va.), andJ. M. Huntley

X80-10026"# Science Applications, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif. (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.).Astrophysical
Combustion Dynamicsand ProPUlsionTechnologyDiv. Journal, Part 1, vol. 233, Oct. 1, 1979, p. 67-84. 43 refs. NSF Grant

PRELIMINARY REPORT: IMPROVEMENT OF A No. AST-72-05124-A04.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A LARGE OPEN FIRE Steady-stategasdynamicalstudies,previously limited to tightly
P. T. Harsha, W. N Bragg, and R. B. Edelman Sep. 1979 wound normal spiral galaxies,are extended to models of barred
49 p refs spiralswith a 5% to 10% perturbingpotential. The modelsshowthat
(Contract NAS2-10327) a strong wave manifestation is an important constituentof the bar
(NASA-CR-152338; SAI-79-014-CP/R) Unclassihea report structure in many barred spiralsand that a density-waveshockwave

can form a bar structure as pronounced as the narrow bars oftenNOTICE: Available to U.S. Government Agencies and Their
Contractors. evident in optical photographsof barred spirals.The dark narrow

dust lanes often observedalong the leadingedgesof bar structures
A mathematicalmodel wasdevelopedto providethe necessary are identified as tracersof shocks,and it isfound that strongshocks

detailed prediction of the characteristicsof large liquid fuel fires, along a bar structure during even a small part of a galaxy's lifetime
It includes a characterization of the transport and consumption mighteasily depletea largeenoughproportion of the gasto causea
of carbon fibers in the fire, coupled to a solution of the mass, lack of gasin the innerannuli encompassingthe bar by the time of
momentum, and energy transport equations for the gas phase, the present epoch. It is emphasized that even moderate-amplitude
and a model for the gas phase chemistry involved in hydrocarbon barlike perturbations in the disk can drive large noncircular gas
fuel combustion. M.M.M. motions, typically 50 to 150 km/s. F.G.M.

X80-10057"# SRI International Corp., Menlo Park, Calif. A80-12828 * // Some observations regarding the statistical
LIDAR DETERMINATION OF THE COMPOSITION OF determination of stress rupture regression lines. P. P. Pizzo (NASA,

ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS Final Report Ames Research Center, Materials Science and Applications Office,
M. L. Wright Feb 1980 52 p refs Moffett Field; General Electric Co., San Jose, Calif.). ASME,
(Contract NAS2-10126: SRI Proj. 8127) Transactions, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, vol. 101, Nov.
(NASA-CR-152355) Unclassified report 1979, p. 286-291. g refs.
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Observations concerning the statistical evaluation of creep data A80-15201 * Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate
are presented.Methods currently employed in the determination of studies of improved fire resistantmaterials. L. L. Fewell (NASA,
stress rupture regression lines can result in conflicting and necessarily Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Fire and
invalid results. Anomalous behavior is principally associatedwith the Flammability, vol. 10, Oct. 1979, p. 274-295. 11 refs.
selection of the dependent variable. However, it is the least squares Twenty-six improved fire resistant materials were tested for
method of curve fitting which introduces regressionbias. Methods to flash-fire propensity and heat-releaserate properties. The tests were
improve the validity of least squaresregressionsare suggested, conducted to obtain a descriptive index basedon the production of

(Author) ignitable gasesduring the thermal degradation process and on the
responseof the materials under a specific fire load. (Author)

A80-13143 * Infrared methane spectra between 1120 per

cm and 1800 per cm - A new atlas. R. D. Blatherwick, A. Goldman A80-15488 * Are solar spectral variationsa drive for cli-
(Denver, University, Denver, Colo.), B. L. Lutz (Lowell Observatory, matic change.J. R. Pollack, W. J. Borucki, and W. B. Toon (NASA,
Flagstaff, Ariz.; New York, State University, Stony Brook, N.Y.), P. Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.).
M. Silvaggio,and R. W. Boese(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Space Nature, vol. 282, Dec. 6, 1979, p. 600-603. 34 refs.
SciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). Applied Optics, vol. 18, Nov. The effects of UV variationson atmosphericozone contentand
15, 1979, p. 3798-3804. 9 refs. NSF-NASA-NOAA-supported re- climate for time scales encompassingthe 27-day solar rotation
search, period, the sunspotperiod, twice the solarmagnetic,and alsolonger

A new atlas of CH4 lines in the 1120-1800-per cm region has time periods are examined. The studiesof the relationshipbetween
been generated, based on laboratory spectra taken with a Nicolet solar UV variations, atmospheric ozone content and atmospheric
interferometer at 0.06-per cm resolution with 635-cm path length at tempe;'atureswere conducted by estimating the impact of such
pressuresof 0.98 torr, 4.88 torr, and 19.97 torr. A compilation of variations on tropospheric temperature. The total luminosity con-
line positions and line intensities includes 1339 CH4 lines, several stant is then held and the dependenceof the ozone variations on the
hundred of which havenot been previously observed. (Author) forcing period is calculated. It is concluded that solar UV variations

on time scales of weeks to months occasionally perturb total ozone
and stratospheric temperatures by noticeable amounts but result in
only minor changesin the troposphere. C.F.W.

A80-14058" The dynamics and stability of radiatively
driven gasclouds. I - Plane-parallelslabs.M. R. Haas (NASA, Ames
ResearchCenter, SpaceScience Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Astro-
physical Journal, Part 1, vol. 233, no. 3, Nov. 1, 1979, p. 816-830. A80-15655 * # A new atlas of infrared methane spectra
47,refs. between 1120 per cm and 1800 per cm. R. D. Blatherwick, A.

S A combination of numerical and analytical techniques hasbeen Goldman (Denver, University, Denver, Col0.), B. L. Lutz (Lowell
used to investigate the dynamics and stability of optically thin Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz.; New York, State University, Stony
plane-parallel radiatively driven slabs of gasconfined by the thermal Brook, N.Y.), P. M. Silv_ggio, and R. W. Boese (NASA, Ames
gaspressureof a high-temperature low-density medium. Scalinglaws Research Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Re-
allow the individual model 'clouds' to be characterized by a single search supported by NSF, NASA, and NOAA. Denver, Colo.,
free parameter, chi, a normalized column density which measuresthe University of Denver, 1979. 83 p. 10 refs.
strength of the acceleration due to radiation pressurerelative to that An atlas of 1339 methane absorption lines in the range 1120 to
due to thermal gaspressure. It is found that these clouds are stable 1800 reciprocal centimeters, including the nu(4) and nu(2) bands, is
and coherently accelerated only when chi is small. In this regime a presented. Laboratory spectra were obtained by a Nicolet Fourier
simple slab model is constructed which accurately reproduces the transform Michelson interferometer with a resolution of approxi-
more complex gasdynamic results. The Iow-chi clouds are marginally mately 0.06 reciprocal cm and a path length of 6.35 m of 0.98, 4.86
able to reach the high velocities seen in the atmospheres of and 19.97 torr. Observed spectra are a!so compared with spectral
quasi-stellarobjects, but only if their motion issubsonic with respect intensities calculated line-by-line on the basisof tabulated intensities
to the external confining medium. This implies either that the of the observedspectral lines. A.LW.
medium is extremely hot and tenuous or that it is moving outward
with the clouds. (Author)

A80-16167 * Isothermal-desorption-rate measurements in
the vicinity of the Curie temperaturefor H2 chemisorbedon nickel

A80-14293 * On the 'thickness'of Saturn's ringscausedby films. M. R. Shanabarger (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett
satelliteand solar perturbationsand by planetary precession.J.A. Field; California, University, Santa Barbara, Calif.). Physical Review
Burns, J. N. Cuzzi, R. H. Durisen (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Letters, vol. 43, Dec. 24, 1979, p. 1964-1967. 9 refs. Grants No.
Moffett Field, Calif.), and P. Hamill (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, NsG-222; No. AF-AFOSR-71-2007.
Moffett Field, Calif.; NASA, Langley ResearchCenter, Hampton, Measurementsof the isothermal desorption rate of H2 chemi-
Va.). Astronomical Journal, vol. 84, Nov. 1979, p. 1783-1801. 36 sorhed onto polycrystalline nickel films made for temperatures
refs. Grants No. NCA2-OR175-701; No. NCA2-OR175-801; No. spanningthe Curie temperature of the nickel film are presented.
NCA2-OR050-802. Desorption kinetics were followed by measuringthe decay of the

In the present paper, long-period and secularvariationsof the changein resistanceof the nickel film brought about by hydrogen
longitude of ascendingnode are derived for a particle orbiting an chemisorption after gas-phaseH2 had been rapidly evacuated.The
oblate precessingplanet subjectedto perturbation by an exterior desorption rate is found to undergo an anomalous decreasein the
satellite moving along a low-inclination orbit. It is shown that vicinity of the Curie temperature, accompaniedby an increasein the
precessionof Saturn under the solar torque, which causes the desorption activation energy and the equilibrium constant for the
Laplace plane to be noninertial, is also effective in producing a chemisorbed hydrogen. The results are interpreted in terms of
forced inclination. The height abovethe Laplaceplane associated anomalous variations in rate constants for the formation of the
with this variation is several meters for a particle located in the precursormolecularadsorbedstateand the chemisorbedatomic state
middleof the ring. V.P. due to the phase transition in the nickel. The changes in rate
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constants are also considered to be in qualitative agreement with A80-18948 * Nitrogen fertiliser and stratosphericozone -
theoretical predictions basedon a spin coupling between the adatom Latitudinal effects. R. C. Whitten, W. J. Borucki (NASA, Ames
and the magnetic substrate. A.L.W. Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), L. A. Capone, C. A. Riegel

(San Jose State University, SanJose, Calif.), and R. P. Turco (R & D
Associates, Marina del Ray, Calif.). Nature, vol. 283, Jan. 10, 1980,
p. 191, 192. 11 refs.

Substantial increases in atmospheric N20 resulting from the
A80-16407 * Airborne stellar spectrophotometryfrom 1.2 increased use of nitrogen fertilizers might cause large (to 10%)
to 5.5 microns- Absolutecalibrationandspectraof starsearlier than decreasesin the stratosphericozone content. Suchozone decreases
M3. D. W. Strecker, E. F. Erickson, and F. C. Witteborn (NASA, would be causedby catalytic reactioncycles involvingodd-nitrogen
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal that is formed by N20 decompositionin the upper stratosphere.
Supplement Series, vol.41, Nov. 1979, p. 501-512. 28 refs. Turco et al. (1978), usinga backgroundchlorine level of 2 ppbv,

Airborne infrared spectrophotometry (1.2-5.5 microns, 1.5% have shown that if the measuredvaluesof specified reactionsare
resolution)is presentedfor 13 starswhich havebeenextensivelyused used a 50% increasein N20 would lead to a 2.7% increasein the
as infrared calibration objects: alpha Lyr, alpha CMA, alpha UMi, stratosphericcolumn density,although the ozone content above30
beta Dra, and mu Her; the K giantsbetaGem, alphaUMa, alphaBoo, km would be reduced by more than 5%; they also estimated
gamma-1 And, and alpha Tau; and the M giantsbeta And, beta Peg, (unpublished data) that the change in the ozone column density
and alpha Cet. These spectra, obtained using NASA's Kuiper causedby doublingthe N20 abundancewould beverycloseto zero
Airborne Observatory and Lear Jet Observatory,arevirtually free of (within about 0.1%). The presentpaperextendsthesecalculationsof
the interfering effects of terrestrial absorptions.Absolute calibration N20/ozone effects to two dimensions, thereby identifying the
of the spectrophotometry was based on the theoretical model of latitude dependenceexpected for such ozone perturbations. The
alpha Lyr by Schild, Peterson,and Oke (1971), which fits photo- effectsof changesin stratosphericchlorinelevelson predictedozone
metric measurementsat shorter wavelengths. The resulting flux changesare alsodiscussed. 8.J.
densitiesarecomparedwith previousground-basedphotometry.

(Author)

A80-19114 * Pioneer Saturn. J. W. Dyer (NASA, Ames
ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Science, vol. 207, Jan. 25,

A80-16410 * Molecule formation and infrared emissionin 1980, p. 400, 401.
fast interstellar shocks.I - Physicalprocesses.D. Hollenbach(NASA, The Pioneer Saturn spacecraft,designatedPioneer 11 until its
Ames ResearchCenter, Astrophysical ExperimentsBranch,Moffett encounter with Jupiter, is presented,and its trajectory is reported.
Field; California, University, Berkeley, Calif.) and C. F. McKee The 550-pound spin-stabilizedspacecraftcarries 12 scientificinstru-
(California, University, Berkeley,Calif.). Astrophysical Journal Sup- ments, 11 of which were operational during its encounterswith

plement Series, vol.41, Nov. 1979, p. 555-592. 112 refs. NSF Grants Jupiter and Saturn. After the successfulcompletionof the Pioneer
No. AST-75-02181 ; No. AST-77-23069. 10 Jupiter fly-by, for which Pioneer 11 was intendedas a back-up,

The paper analyzesthe structure of fast shocksincident upon the Pioneer 11 spacecraft was committed to a Saturn-bound
interstellargasof ambient density from 10 to the 7th per cu cm, trajectory, and was sent on a spiral trajectory around Jupiter to S
while focusing on the problems of formation and destructionof approachSaturn.After mid-coursemaneuvers,the spacecraftarrived
moleculesand infrared emission in the cooling, neutral post shock at Saturn on September1, 1979, where it penetratedthe ringplane
gas. It is noted that suchfast shocks initially dissociatealmost all outside of the visiblerings,descendingfrom abovethe ecliptic plane
preexistingmolecules.Discussioncoversthe physicalprocesseswhich late in the morning quadrant, and making measurementsof the
determine the post shockstructure between 10 to the 4 and 10 to planetary magnetosphereand its interaction with the solar wind,
the 2 K. It is shown that the chemistry of important molecular infraredradiation and gravitationaland atmosphericeffects on the
coolants H2, CO, OH, and H20, aswell asHD andCH, is reducedto radio signal.PioneerSaturn departedfrom Saturn slightlyabovethe
a relatively small set of gasphaseand grain surfacereactions.Also, ring plane,crossingthe orbit of Titan 25 hr after Saturnflyby, and
the chemistry follows the slowconversionof atomic hydrogeninto becamethe secondspacecraftto escapethe solarsystem. A.L.W.
H2, which primarily occurson grainsurfaces.The dependenceof this
H2 formation rate on grainand gastemperaturesisexaminedand the
survivalof grainsbehind fast shocksis discussed.Postshockheating
and cooling rates are calculated and an appropriate, analytic,

universal cooling function is developedfor molecules other than A80-19116 * Preliminaryresultson the plasmaenvironment
hydrogen which includesopacitiesfrom both the dustand the fines, of Saturn from the Pioneer 11 plasmaanalyzer experiment. J. H.

M.E.P. Wolfe, J. D. Mihalov, H. R. Collard, D. D. McKibbin (NASA, Ames
ResearchCenter, Space ScienceDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.), L. A.
Frank (Iowa, University, Iowa City, Iowa), and D. S. Intriligator
(Southern California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.). Science, vol.

A80-17111 * SCF and CI calculationsof the dipole moment 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p.403-407. 10 refs.
function of ozone. L. A. Curtiss (Argonne National Laboratory, The Ames ResearchCenter Pioneer 11 plasmaanalyzerexperi-
Argonne, II1.), S. R. Langhoff (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, ment provided measurementsof the solar wind interaction with
Moffett Field, Calif.), and G. D. Carney (Virginia Polytechnic Saturnand the characterof the plasmaenvironmentwithin Saturn's
Institute and State University,Balcksburg,Va.). Journal of Chemical magnetosphere.It is shown that Saturn has a detachedbow shock
Physics,vol. 71, Dec. 15, 1979, p. 5016-5021.29 refs. waveand magnetopausequite similar to thoseat earth and Jupiter.

The constant and linearterms in a Taylor seriesexpansionof the The scale size of the interaction region for Saturn is roughly
dipole moment function of the ground state of ozone are calculated one-third that at Jupiter, but Saturn's magnetosphereis equally
with CartesianGauss!anbasissetsranging in quality from minimal to responsive to changesin the solar wind dynamic pressure.Saturn's
double zeta plus polarization. Results are presented at both the outer magnetosphereis inflated, asevidenced by the observation of
self-consistent field and configuration-interaction levels. Although large fluxes of corotating plasma. It is postulated that Saturn's
the algebraic signs of the linear dipole moment derivatives are all magnetosphere may undergo a large expansion when the solar wind
established to be positive, the absolute magnitudes of these quan- pressure is greatly diminished by the presenceof Jupiter's extended
tities, as well as the infrared intensities calculated from them, vary magnetospheric tail when the two planets areapproximately aligned
considerably with the levelof theory. (Author) along the samesolar radial vector. (Author)
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A80-19391 * Core cooling by subsolidusmantle convection. A80-20126 * # Spaceapplicationsof superconductivity,D. B.
G. Schubert (California, University, LosAngeles,Calif.), P. Cassen, Sullivan(National Bureauof Standards,ElectromagneticTechnology
and R. E. Young (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Div., Boulder Colo.) and J. W. Vorreiter (NASA, Ames Research
Calif.). (Topical Conference on Origins of Planetary Magnetism, Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Cryogenics, vol. 19, Nov. 1979, p.
Houston, Tex., Nov. 8-11, 1978.) Physicsof the Earth and Planetary 627-631.5 refs. NASA Order A-437018.
Interiors, vol. 20, Nov. 1979, p. 194-208. 26 refs. NSF Grant No. Some potential applications of superconductivity in space are
EAR-77-15198;Grant No. NGR-05-O07-317. summarized, e.g., the use of high field magnets for cosmic ray

Although vigorous mantle convection early in the thermal analysis or energy storage and generation, space applications of
history of the earth isshown to be capableof removing severaltimes digital superconducting devices,such asthe Josephson switch and, in
the latent heat content of the core, a thermal evolution model of the the future, a superconducting computer. Other superconducting
earth in which the core does not solidify can be constructed. The instrumentation which could be used in space includes: low
large amount of energy removed from the model earth's core by frequency superconducting sensors, microwave and infrared detec-
mantle convection is supplied by the internal energy of the core tors, instruments for gravitational studies, and high-Q cavities for use
which is assumedto cool from an initial high temperature given by asstabilizing elements in clocks and oscillators. V.L.
the silicate melting temperature at the core-mantle boundary. For
the smaller terrestrial planets, the iron and silicate melting tempera-
tures at the core-mantle boundaries are more comparable than for
the earth; the models incorporate temperature-dependent mantle
viscosity and radiogenic heat sources in the mantle. The earth models A80-20275 * Photoexcitation and ionization in molecular
are constrained by the present surfaceheat flux and mantle viscosity oxygen - Theoretical studiesof electronic transitions in the discrete
and internal heat sources produce only about 55% of the earth and continuous spectral intervals. A. Gerwer, C. Asaro, B. V. McKoy
model's present surface heat flow. (Author) (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.), and P. W.

Langhoff (NASA, Ames Research Center, Computational Chemistry
Group, Moffett Field; Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.; Indiana
University, Bloomington, Ind.). Journal of Chemical Physics,vol. 72,
Jan. 1, 1980, p. 713-727. 60 refs. Research supported by the
Petroleum ResearchFund, National ResearchCouncil, and NSF.

A80-19397 * Theoriesfor the originof lunar magnetism.W,
D. Daily (Eyring Research Institute, Provo, Utah) and P. Dyal
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). (Topical
Conference on Origins of Planetary Magnetism, Houston, Tex,, Nov.
8-11, 1978.) Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors, vol. 20, A80-20593 * Automatic mesh-point clustering near a
Nov. 1979, p. 255-270. 91 refs.Grant No. NsG-2082. boundary in grid generation with elliptic partial differential equa-

This paper reviewsthe major theorieswhich have beenproposed tions. J. L. Steger and R. L. Sorenson (NASA, Ames Research
to explain the remanent magnetismfound in the lunarcrust.A total Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Computational Physics,vol.
of nine different mechanismsfor lunarmagnetismare discussedand 33, Dec. 1979, p. 405-410. 12 refs.
evaluated in light of the theoretical and experimental constraints Elliptic partial differential equations are used to generatea

S pertinent to lunar magnetism. It is concluded that n(_neof these smooth grid that permits a one-to-one mapping in sucha way that
theories in their present stateof developmentsatisfy all the known mesh lines of the samefamily do not cross.Problemsthat arisedue
constraints. However, the theories which agree best with the present to lack of clustering at crucial points or intersections of mesh lines at
understanding of the moon are meteorite impact magnetization, highly acute angles,areexamined and various forcing or source terms
thermoelectric dynamo field generation, and an early solar wind are used (to correct the problems) that are either compatible with
field. (Author) the maximum principle or are so locally controlled that mesh lines

do not intersect. Attention is given to various schematics of
unclustered grids and grid detail about (highly cambered) airfoils.

C.F.W.

A80-19741 * OCS, stratosphericaerosolsand climate. R. P.
Turco (R & D Associates,Marina del Rey, Calif.), R. C. Whitten, O. A80-20662 * Red and nebulousobjects in dark clouds- A
B. Toon, J. B. Pollack (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, survey. M. Cohen (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field,
Calif.), and P. Hamill (Systems and Applied Sciences Corp., Calif.). Astronomical Journal, vol. 85, Jan. 1980, p. 29-35. 22 refs.
Hampton, Va.). Nature, vol. 283, Jan. 17, 1980, p. 283-286. 37 refs. NSF GrantsNo. AST-77-13511; No. AST-77-19896.
Contract No. NAS2-9881. A searchon the NGS-PO Sky Survey photographshasrevealed

The carbonyl su!fide budgetin the atmosphereisexamined, and 150 interesting nebulous and/or red objects, mostly lying in dark
the effects of stratosphericsulfateaerosol particles, formed in part clouds and not previously catalogued. Spectral classificationsare
from atmosphericcarbonyl sulfate,on globalclimate areconsidered, presentedfor 55 objects. These indicate a small number of new
From tropospheric measurementsof carbon disulfide and the rate membersof the classof Herbig-Haroobjects,a significantnumberof
constant for the conversionof carbondisulfideto carbonyl sulfide, it new T Tauri stars,and a few emission-linehot stars. It is arguedthat
is estimated that five Tg of carbonyl sulfide/year could be generated hot, high-massstars form preferentially in the densecoresof dark
from carbon disulfide in the atmosphere.Direct sourcesof OCS clouds. The possible symbiosis of high and low mass stars is
include the refining and combustion of fossil fuels (1 Tg/year), considered.A new morphologyclassisdefined for cometary nebulae,
natural and agricultural fires (0.2 to 0.3 Tg/year), and soils (0.5 in which a star lies on the periphery of a nebulous ring. (Author)
Tg/year), yielding a total influx of from 1 to 10 Tg/year, up to 50%
of which may be anthropogenic. Considerations of carbonyl sulfide
sinks and concentrations indicate an atmospheric lifetime of one
year, with OCS the major atmospheric sulfur compound. It is
estimated that a ten-fold increase in atmospheric carbonyl sulfide A80-21448 * Oxygen index testsof thermosettingresins.W.
would causean optical depth perturbation comparableto that of a J. Gilwee, Jr., J. A. Parker, and D. A. Kourtides (NASA, Ames
modest volcanic eruption, leading to an average global surface ResearchCenter, Chemical ResearchProjectsOffice, Moffett Field,
temperaturedecreaseof 0.1 K, in addition to a possiblegreenhouse Calif.). Journal of Fire and Flammability, vol. 11, Jan. 1980, p.
effect. A.L.W. 22-31. B refs.
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The flammability characteristicsof nine thermosetting resins derivea ringbrightnesstemperature of 18 + or -8 K. The brightness
under evaluation for use in aircraft interiors are described.These temperatureof the disk of Saturn is 156 + or - 9 K. Part of the ring
resinswere evaluatedusingthe Oxygen Index (ASTM 2863) testing brightness (approximately 6 K) may be accounted for as disk
procedure.The test specimensconsistedof both neat resinand glass emissionwhich is scatteredfrom the rings;the remainder (12 + or -
reinforced resin. When testing glass-reinforcedsamples it was 8K) is attributed to ring particle thermal emission. Becausethis
observed that Oxygen Index values varied inversely with resin thermalcomponent brightnesstemperature is somuch lessthan the
content. Oxygen valueswere also obtainedon specimensexposedto particle physicaltemperature, limits are placedon the meansizeand
temperaturesup to 300 C. All specimensexperienceda decline in composition of the ring particles.In particular, as found by others,
Oxygen Index when testedat anelevatedtemperature. (Author) the particles cannot be rocky, but must be either metallic or

composedof extremely low-lossdielectricmaterialsuchaswater ice.
If the particlesare pure water ice, for example, then a simpleslab
model and a multiple-scatteringmodel both give upper limits to the
particle sizesof approximately 1 m, a valuethreetimessmallerthan

A80-21559 * Temperature dependenceof intensitiesof the previously available. The multiple-scatteringmodel givesa particle
8-12 micron bandsof CFCl3. R. Nanes (California State University, single-scatteringalbedoat 3 mm of 0.83 + or- 0.13. (Author)
Fullerton, Calif.), P. M. Silvaggio,and R. W. Boese (NASA, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Quantitative
Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer, vol.23, Feb. 1980, p. 211-220.
19 refs..GrantNo. NCA2-OR253-701.

The absolute intensitiesof the 8-12 micron bandsfrom Freon A80-21759 * Titan aerosols- Optical propertiesandvertical
11 (CFCI3) were measured at temperaturesof 294 and 216 K. distribution. K. Rages and J. B. Pollack (NASA, Ames Research
Intensitiesof the bandscenteredat 798, 847, 934, and 1082 per cm Center, Space Science Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Icarus, vol. 41,
are all observed to depend on temperature. The temperature Jan. 1980, p. 119-130. 27 refs.NASA-supportedresearch.
dependence for the 847 and 1082 per cm fundamental regionsis An analysis of Titan's solar phasevariation as a function of
attributed to underlyinghot bands;for the nu2 + nu5 combination wavelengthtogether with the continuum geometricalbedo makes it
band (934 per cm), the observedtemperaturedependenceisin close possible to set limitson the real part of the refractive indexand on
agreement with theoretical prediction. The implication of these the average particle size of the aerosol component of Titan's
resultson atmosphericI R remote-sensingis briefly discussed, atmosphereof betweenabout 1.5 and2.0 and between0.20 microns

tAuthor) andabout 0.35 microns,respectively.If the real part of the refractive
index is known the averageparticle sizecanbedeterminedto within
a few percent,and variesinverselywith the real partof the refractive
index. Usingthis information in a two-layer model of a methane-
aerosolatmosphereand comparingthe resultwith Titan's visibleand

A80-21560 * Band modelcalculationsfor CFCl3 in the 8-12 near-infraredmethanespectrumleadsto the conclusionthat the top
micron region.P. M. Silvaggio,R. W. Boese (NASA, Ames Research layer of Titan's atmospherecontains 0.01 km atm of methaneand
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and R. Nanes (California State 2.5 extinction opticaldepthsof aerosol,while the data areconsistent

University, Fullerton, Calif.). Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy with a bottom layer containing 2.2 km atm of methaneand about S
and Radiative Transfer, vol. 23, Feb. 1980, p. 221-227. 11 refs. 7.5 aerosoloptical depthsfor a realpart of the refractiveindexequal
Grant No. NCA2-OR253-701. to 1.7 andanaverageparticle sizeof 0.25 microns. (Author)

A Goody randomband modelwith a Voigt line profile isusedto
calculatethe band absorptionof CFCI3 at variouspressuresat room
and stratospheric(216 K) temperatures.Absorptioncoefficientsand
linespacingsarecomputed. (Author)

A80-21991 * # Singlet oxygenation of 1,2-poly/1,4-
hexadiene/s.M. A. Golub (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Calif.), M. L. Rosenberg(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field; San Jose State University,SanJose,Calif.), and R. V.

A80-21757 * The surface and atmosphereof Pluto. D.P. Gemmer (American Cyanamia Co., Stamford, Conn.). Journal of
Cruikshank and P. M. Silvaggio (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Polymer Science, Part A - Polymer Chemistry, vol. 17, 1979, p.
Moffett Field, Calif.). Icarus, vol. 41, Jan. 1980, p. 96-102. 14 refs. 3751-3757. 13 refs.
GrantsNo. NGR-33-010-082; No. NGL-12-001-057. The microstructuralchangesthat occur incisand transformsof

A new spectrum of Pluto in the region 1.4 to 1.9 microns 1,2-poly(1,4-hexadiene) during methylene blue-photosensitized
provides confirmation of the presenceof solid methane on the oxidation were examinedby infraredand (C-13)-NMR spectroscopy.
planet's surface.Considerationsof the vaporpressureof methanegas The singlet oxygenation of these polymers yielded the expected
abovethe solidindicatethe presenceof a tenuousatmosphereof this allylic hydroperoxidesaccompaniedby double bond shifts to new
gas,the surfacepartial pressureof which is variable from perihelion vinyl and trans-vinylenedouble bonds. The photosensitizedoxida-
to aphelion. The implication of a high surface albedo, the newly tion exhibited zero-orderkinetics;the relative ratesfor the cis-and
derived massof Pluto, and inferencesas to the rangeof plausible trans-l,2-poly(1,4-hexadiene)swereapproximately3.8:1.0. (Author)
bulk meandensitiesindicatethat the radiusof Pluto shouldlie in the
range1200 to 1800 kin. (Author)

A80-21992 *N Synthesis of perfluoroalkylether oxadiazole
A80-21758 * Saturn's rings- 3-mm observationsand derived elastomers. R. W. Rosser (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
properties.E. E. Epstein(AerospaceCorp., Los Angeles,Calif.), M. Field, Calif.), R. A. Korus, I. M. Shalhoub,and H. Kwong(SanJose
A. Janssen (California, Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion State University, San Jose,Calif.). Journal of Polymer Science, Part
Laboratory, Pasadena,Calif.), J. N. Cuzzi '(NASA, Ames Research B- Polymer Letters, vol. 17, 1979, p. 635-640.7 refs.
Center,Moffett Field, Calif.), W. G. Fogarty (Wisconsin,University, A method for the simultaneouschainextensionand crosslinking
Milwaukee, Wis.), and J. Mottmann (CaliforniaStateUniversity,San of perfluoroalkylethers which yields a thermally stable perfluoro-
Luis Obispo,Calif.). Icarus, vol. 41, Jan. 1980, p. 103-118. 40 refs. alkylether oxadiazole elastomer crosslinked by trifunctional
ContractNo. NAS7-100. perfluoroalkylether-l,3,5-triazine is reported. In the preparation,

Three-millimeter Saturn observations, obtained from 1965 hydroxylaminecrystals preparedfromhydroxylaminehydrochloride
through 1977 and with Jupiter as a reference, have been used to to which sodiumbutoxide had been added is mixed with perfluoro-
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alkylether dinitrile to obtain the monomer, asthe nitrile isconverted A80-22978 * In searchof other planetary systems. D. C.
to amidoxime. Monomers are heated at 140 to 200 C to form Black (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., Moffett
poly(perfluoroalkylether oxadiazole) with a 1,2,4-oxadiazolestruc- Field, Calif.). SpaceScience Reviews,vol. 25, Jan. 1980, p. 35-81.41
ture by a step-growthpolymerization reaction.Simultaneouschain refs.
extensionand crosslinkingare observedto occurwhen the purified Numerous recent developments have led to an increasing
monomer is heated directly and when the remainingnitrile in the awarenessof and interestin the detectionof other planetarysystems.
monomer is allowed to react with excessammonia to form the A brief reviewof the modern historyof this subjectispresentedwith
correspondingamidine, which is then heated. Weight loss studies emphasis on the status of data concerning Barnard's star. A
showthe thermal stability of the perfluoroalkyletherelastomerto be discussionis givenof plausibleobservableeffects of other planetary
generally better than fluorosilicone or polyester elastomers, espe- systems with numerical examples to indicate the nature of the
cially in air, indicatingits potential usefulnessfor high-performance detection problem. Possibletypes of information (in addition to
elastomericapplications. A.L.W. discovery) that observations of these effects might yield (e.g.,

planetary mass and temperature) are outlined. Also discussedare
various candidate detection techniques (e.g., astrometric observa-
tions) which might be employed to conduct a search,the current
state-of-the art of these techniques in terms of measurement
accuracy, and the capability of existing or planned facilities (e.g.,

A80-22191 * The infrared spectrum of the carbon star Y spacetelescope)to perform a search.Finally, considerationis given
CanumVenaticorum between1.2 and :_0microns.J. H. Goebel,J.D. to possiblesearchstrategiesandthe scopeof a comprehensivesearch
Bregman, D. Goorvitch (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett program. (Author)
Field, Calif.), D. W. Strecker (Ball Corp., Ball AerospaceSystems
Div., Boulder, Colo.), R. C. Puetter, R. W. Russell,S. P. Willner
(California, University, San Diego, Calif.), B. T. Soifer (California
Institute of Technology,Pasadena,Calif.), W. J. Forrest,and J. R.
Houck (Cornell University, Ithaca,N.Y.). Astrophysical Journal, Part
I, vol. 235, Jan. 1, 1980, p. 104-113. 46 refs. NSF Grants No. A80-23322 * The propertiesof clustersin the gasphase.IV -
AST-76-82890; No. AST-77-20516; Grants No. NGR-05-005-055; Complexesof H20 and HNOx clusteringon NOx/-/. N. Lee, A, W.
No. NGR-33-010-081. Castleman,Jr. (CooperativeInstitute for Researchin Environmental

The paper dealswith spectrophotometricobservationscovering Sciences,Boulder,Colo.), and R. G. Keesee(NASA, Ames Research
the essentiallycomplete wavelengthinterval between 1.2 and 30.0 Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field, Calif.; Cooperative
microns.The observationsconfirm the identificationof the C3 band Institute for Researchin Environmental Sciences,Boulder, Colo.).
at 5.2 microns. They show that if SiC2 is present, the SiC1 Journal of Chemical Physics,vol. 72, Jan. 15, 1980, p. 1089-1094.
absorptionband at 5.7 micronswould be obscuredby C3 at a 1% 30 refs. Contract No. EP-78-S-02-4776; Grant NO.
spectral resolution. Silicon carbide emissionat 11.5 micronsexists DAAG29-76-G-0276.
simultaneously with C3 absorption at 5.2 microns, requiring a Thermodynamicquantitiesfor the gas-phaseclusteringequilibria
contribution of both speciesto the violet opacityof Y CVn. V.P. of NO2(-) and NO3(-) were determined with high-pressuremass

spectrometry. A comparison of values of the free energy of

S hydration derived from the data shows good agreement with
formerly reported valuesat 296 K. New data for largerNO2(-) and
NO3(-) hydrates as well a_ NO2(-)(HNO2)n were obtained in this
study. To aid in understandingthe bonding and stability of the

A80-22194 * Comparisonof predictedandobservedspectral hydrates of nitrite and nitrate ions, CNDO/2 calculations were
energy distribution of K and M stars. I - Alpha Bootis. G.C. performed, and the resultsare discussed.A correlation between the
Augason, B. J. Taylor, D. W. Strecker, E. F. Erickson, and F. C. aqueous-phasetotal hvdration enthalpy of a single ion and its
Witteborn (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). gas-phasehydration enthalpy was obtained. Atmospheric implica-
Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 235, Jan. 1, 1980, p. 138-145.44 lions of the dataare alsobriefly discussed. (Author)refs.

The K2 IIIp star Alpha Bootis has been observedfrom the
groundat 0.536 to 1.070 microns, and from an airptane at 1.21 to
3.90 microns. In the present paper, an absolute flux curve,
constructedfrom these observationswith an overallprecisiongreater
than + or - 2% in F-lambda, is comparedwith previousphotometry A80-23324 * Photoexcitation and ionization in molecular
andspectrometry. V.P. fluorine - Stieltjes-Tchebycheffcalculationsin the static-exchange

approximation. A. E. Orel, T. N. Rescigno (California, University,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.), B. V. McKoy
(California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,Calif.), and P. W.
Langhoff (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Computational Chemistry

A80-22948 * Meteoroid ablation spheresfrom deep-seasedi- Group, Moffett Field; Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.; Indiana
merits. M. B. Blanchard (NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, University, Bloomington, Ind.). Journal of Chemical Physics,vol. 72,

Jan. 15, 1980, p. 1265-1275. 51 refs. Researchsupportedby theTex.), D. E. Brownlee(California Institute of Technology,Pasadena, Petroleum Research Fund, National ResearchCouncil, and NSF;
Calif.), T. E. Bunch (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field,
Calif.), P. W. Hodge (Washington,University, Seattle, Wash.),and F. Contract No. W-7405-eng-48.
T. Kyte (San Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.). Earth and
Planetary Science Letters, vol. 46,.no. 2, Jan. 1980, p. 178-190. 34
refs.Contract No. NAS2-9325; Grant No. NsG-2278.

The paper deals with an examination of spheres that are
magneticallyextracted from mid-Pacificabyssalclaysthat are up to A80-23420 * Galaxy collisions- A preliminary study. R. H.
half a million years old. The spheresare divided into three groups Miller (Chicago,University, Chicago, II1.) and B. F. Smith (NASA,
usingtheir dominant mineralogy- namely, iron, glassy,and silicate. Ames ResearchCenter, Theoretical and Planetary StudiesBranch,
Most sphereswere formed from particlesthat completely melted as Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 235, Jan.
they separated from their parent meteoroids during the ablation 15, 1980, p. 421-436. 33 refs. NSF Grant No. AST-76-14289;
process.It is concludedthat the mineralogy and compositionof the Contract No. NCA2-OR-108-902.
deep-sea spheres are identica! in many respects to the meteorite Collisions of spherical galaxies were studied in a series of
fusion crusts, laboratory-created ablation debris, and the ablated numerical experiments to seewhat happens when galaxies collide.
interplanetary dust particles in the stratospheric collection. C.F.W. Each experiment starts with two model galaxies, each consisting of
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50,000 stars, moving toward each other alonga specified orbit. The A80-26101 * On the three-dimensionalshapesof elliptical
series of experiments provides a systematic sampling of the galaxies. R. H. Miller (Chicago,University, Chicago, II1.)and B. F.
parameterspacespannedby the initial orbital energy and the initial Smith (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Theoretical and Planetary
angular momentum. Deeply penetratingcollisionsare emphasized. StudiesBranch,Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part I,
The collisionsreportedherescaleto relativevelocitiesasgreatas 500 vol. 235, Feb. 1, 1980, p. 793-802. 44 refs. Grant No. NCA2-
kin/s, well into the range for collisionswithin clustersof galaxies.It OR108-801.
is found that: (1) the galaxiescontract momentarily to about half The paperconsidersthe hypothesisthat elliptical galaxiesare
their original sizesshortly after close passage;and (2) the initial oblate axisymmetric objectsflattened by rotation. It wasfound that
galaxies blend into a singledynamical system while they are near (1) rotation does not flatten axisymmetricelliptical galaxiesappre-
eachother. (Author) ciably and elliptical galaxy modelscan rotate rapidly and yet show

little flattening, (2) severalsystemsremainedaxisymmetric when the
quantity t usedas a measureof rotation wasgreater than 0.14, and
(3) models with similar shapes can have quite different internal
dynamics. A.T.

A80-25365" High-frequency continuum observations of
young stars.M. Cohen (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field,
Calif.; California, University, Berkeley, Calif.). Royal Astronomical
Society, Monthly Notices, vol. 190, Mar. 1980, p. 865-872. 22 refs. A80-26107 * Fragmentationof rotating protostellarclouds,
NSF GrantsNo. AST-75-13511; No. AST-77-19896. J.E. Tohline (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceScience Div.,

31-GHz and/or 90-GHz radio continuumobservationshavebeen Moffett Field; Lick Observatory,Santa Cruz, Calif.). Astrophysical
made towards 48 young stars. Only three signals are definitely Journal, Part 1, vol. 235, Feb. 1, 1980, p. 866-881. 30 refs. Grant
detected and are shown to representlate O or earlyB stars.None of No. NCA2-OR660-703.
the 'continuum T Tauri stars'weredetected, suggestingthat theseare With a three-dimensional hydrodynamic computer code, the
unlikely to be hot stars. Some early B stars should have been behavior of rotating, isothermalgas clouds as they collapse from
detectable if they have normal Stromgren zones. Their undetect- Jeans unstable configurations is examined in order to determine
ability may well signify that circumstellar dust modifies the whether they are susceptibleto fragmentation during the initial
ionizationof surroundinggas. (Author) dynamic collapsephaseof evolution. It isfound that a gascloud will

not fragment unless (1) it beginscollapsing from a radius much
smallerthan the Jeansradius (i.e., the cloud initially enclosesmany
Jeans masses)and (2) irregularities in the cloud's initial structure
(specifically,density inhomogeneities)enclosemore than one Jeans
massof material. Insteadof fragmenting, mostof the modelscollapse

A80-25660 * Integrated band intensities of gaseous to a ring configuration. The rings appear to be lesssusceptibleto
N/2/0/5/. R. W. Lovejoy (Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.), C. fragmentation from arbitrary perturbations in their structure than
Chackerian, Jr., and R. W. 8oese (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, has previously been indicated in other work. Becausethe models,
Moffett Field, Calif.). Applied Optics, vol. 19, Mar. 1, 19130,p. which include the effects of gaspressure,do not readily fragment
744-748. 16 refs. Grant No. NCA2-OR380-801. duringa phaseof dynamic collapse,it is suggestedthat gascloudsin S

Values for mid-IR integratedband intensitiesof gaseousN205 the galactic disk undergo fragmentation only during quasi-
were determined at room temperature.The absorptionsstudiedwere equilibrium phasesof their evolution. (Author)
at 1720, 1246, 743, and 557/cm. The integrated intensities were
2204, 581, 685, and 699/atm cm, respectively.Implications of these
resultsfor the stratosphericdetection of N(2)O(5) are discussed.

(Author)
A80-26358 * Plains and channelsin the Lunae Planum-
ChrysePlanitia regionof Mars. E. Theilig (Arizona State University,
Tempe, Ariz.) and R. Greeley (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Space
ScienceDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.; Arizona State University,Tempe,
Ariz.). Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 84, Dec. 30, 1979, p.

A80-26088 * Stratosphericaerosol modification by super- 7994-8010. 35 refs. Contract No. NAS1-15178.
sonictransport and spaceshuttle operations- Climate implications.

The Lunae Planum-Chryse Planitia region providesthe oppor-R. P. Turco (R & D Associates,Marina del Rey, Calif.),O. B. Toon,
J. B. Pollack, R. C. Whitten, I. G. Poppoff (NASA, Ames Research tunity to study a sequenceof channelingeventsand to determinetheir temporal and genetic relationships to plains units in the
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and P. Hamill (Systemsand Applied northern hemisphereof Mars. Two sets of small channelsand fourSciencesCorp., Hampton, Va.). Journal of Applied Meteorology, vol.

major channelsystemscanbedivided into four periodsof channeling
19, Jan. 1980, p. 78-89. 31 refs. by superpositionand contact relationshipsto the plains. All of the

The potential effects on stratospheric aerosolsof supersonic channelsare consideredto have formed by water erosion.The firsttransport emissions of sulfur dioxide gas and submicron soot
granules, and space shuttle rocket emissionsof aluminum oxide two channelingeventsoccurred early in the history of this areaand
particulates are estimated. An interactive particle-gasmodel of the formed small, narrow channelswithin the old ruggedterrain. Thesechannel events were separatedby depositionof a mantleunit. Thestratosphericaerosollayer isusedto calculatechangesdue to exhaust
emissions,and an accurateradiation transport model is employed to small channelsprobably formed by runoff of surfacewater or by a
compute the effect of aerosolchangeson the earth's averagesurface sappingprocess.These channelspreceded the emplacementof vast
temperature. It is concluded that the release of large numbers of volcanicplains in both Lunae Planum and ChrysePlanitia. Channels
small particles (sootor aluminumoxide) into the stratosphereshould postdating the plains are Vedra, Maumee, Bahrain, and Maja valles;
not lead to a correspondingsignificant increasein the concentration the first three of thesedepositeda sedimentaryunit on the western
of large, optically active aerosols, but that the increase in large slope of Chryse Planitia that was eroded by Maja Vallis. These
particles is severely limited by the total massof sulfate availableto large-scalechannelswere probably formed predominantly by cata-
make large particles in situ, and by the rapid loss of small seed strophic floods and may representtwo periodsof water releasefrom
particles via coagulation. We find that a fleet of several hundred Juventae Chasma.The origin of Bahrain Vallis remainsuncertain.
advancedsupersonicaircraft operating daily at 20 km, or the launch (Author)
of one spaceshuttle rocket per week, could produceroughly a 20%
increase in the large-particleconcentration of the stratosphere.We
find, in addition, that aerosol increases of this magnitude would A80-26370 * Mars - The north polar sandsea and related
reducethe global surfacetemperature by lessthan 0.01 K. (Author) wind patterns. H. Tsoar (Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz.;
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Negev, University, Beersheba, Israel), R. Greeley (NASA, Ames A80-27125 * Absolute intensities and pressurebroadening
ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.; Arizona coefficients measuredat different temperaturesfor the 201/11/-000
State University, Tempe, Ariz.), and A. R. Peterfreund (Arizona band of C-12/O2/-16 at 4978/cm. F. P. J. Valero, R. W. Boese
State University, Tempe, Ariz.). Journal of Geophysical Research, (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and C. B.
vol. 84, Dec. 30, 1979, p. 8167-8180. 54 refs. Grant No. NsG-7415. Suarez.Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer,

Viking Orbiter 2 images of the north polar region revea! an vol. 23, Mar. 1980, p. 337-341.6 refs.
enormous sand sea(erg) covering an area of greater than 500,000 sq
km around the perennial ice cap. All dunes are either transverseor
barchan. The various dune morphologies and modifications of
primary dune types reflect a wind regime having more than one wind

direction. In the summer, two major wind directions prevail: (1) A80-27391 * Threshold windspeeds for sandon Mars-Wind
off-pole winds that become easterly due to coriolis forces and (2) tunnel simulations. R. Greeley (Arizona State University, Tempe,
on-pole winds that become westerly. During the winter and/or Ariz.), R. Leach (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field; Santa
spring, only the on-pole winds exist. Strong winds greater than 75 Clara, University, Santa Clara, Calif.), B. White (California, Universi-
m/s) are required for sandaccumulation to form the thick transverse ty, Davis, Calif.), J. Iversen (Iowa State University of Science and
dunes. The strongest winds in the north polar region are thought to Technology, Ames, Iowa), and J. Pollack (NASA, Ames Research
exist during summer over the transversedune field between 110 deg Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Geophysical
and 220 deg W; this area is a relatively warm belt (temperature Research Letters, vol. 7, Feb. 1980, p. 121-124. 24 refs. NASA-
greater than 230 K) between two ice zones (temperature lessthan supported research.
220 K). The lack of well-developed longitudinal dunes implies that Wind friction threshold speeds for particle movement were
the dune field is young. The relationship of the present dune field to determined in a wind tunnel operating at martian surface pressure
the perennial ice indicates that the dunes began to form after the with a 95 percent CO2 and 6 percent air atmosphere. The
formation of the present ice cap. (Author) relationship between friction speed and free-stream velocity is

extended to the critical case for Mars of momentum thickness
Reynolds numbers between 425 and 2000. It isdetermined that the
dynamic pressure required to initiate saltation is nearly constant for
pressuresbetween 1 bar and 4 mb for atmospheres of both air and
CO2. (Author)

A80-26992 * Ring formation in rotating protostellarclouds.
J. E. Tohline (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field; Lick
Observatory, Santa Cruz, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol.
236, Feb. 15, 1980, p. 160-171. 27 refs. Grant No. NCA2-
OR660-703. A80-27415 * Computational aerodynamicson largecompu-

The formation of a ring during the dynamic collapse of a ters. W. F. Ballhausand F. R. Bailey (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
rotating gas cloud is shown to be an understandable physical Moffett Field, Calif.). (Symposium on Computers in Aerodynamics,
phenomenon. By analytically integratingthe equationof motion for Farmingdale, N. Y., June 4, 5, 1979.) Computers and Fluids, vol. 8,
particlesinthe equatorialplaneof a rotating cloudwhich collapsesin Mar. 1980, p. 133-144. 22 refs.

S a gravitational potential well defined by a (1 - r-sqLrared)mass Threeexamplesof advancesin computationalaerodynamics;(1)
densitydistribution the mechanismwhich initiatesthe growthof the three-dimensionalinviscid transonicanalysis, (2) designcalculations
toroidal structure is demonstrated.An analysisof the ringformation for wings,and (3) the computation of viscous-inducedaileron buzz,
process indicates that the ring should develop in rotating, self- are reviewed. Attention is given to wing surface pressures,design
gravitating gas clouds which collapse from a wide rangeof axisym- optimization, computer memory, speed and advanced solution
metric intial conditions;the degreeof central condensationand the methods on parallel comPuter architecture. It is determined that
initial distribution of angular momentum in a cloud should affect many implicit approximate-factorization schemes,that have been
only the position and size of the developing ring. Ring formation, developed for Navier-Stokes equations, can be coded to run
beinga dynamic processin collapsinggasclouds,cannot beexplained efficiently on microprocessors. C.F.W.
in terms of the classicalring instability that arisesin rapidly rotating,
equilibrium spheroids. Conditions in a cloud which should inhibit
ringformation arealsodiscussed. (Author)

A80-28027 * // Unified treatment of liftingatmosphericentry.
P. R. Nachtsheim (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Thermo- and
Gas-Dynamics Div., Moffett Field, Calif.) and L. L. Lehman
(Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.). Journal of S/_acecraft and

A80-26996 * Collapsingcloud models for Bok globules.K. Rockets, vol. 17, Mar.-Apr. 1980, p. 119-122.
R. Villere and D. C. Black (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Space This paper presents a unified treatment of the effect of lift on
Science Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, peak acceleration during atmospheric entry. Earlier studies were
vol. 236, Feb. 15, 1980, p. 192-200. 15 refs. restrictedto different regimesbecauseof approximations invoked to

The dynamic collapse of rotating gasclouds is calculatedfor a solv_ the same transcendental equation. This paper shows the
wide range of initial conditions. Properties of cloud models are connection between the earlier studies by employing a genera_
compared with observed radio and optical properties of Bok expression for the peak acceleration and obtains solutions to the
globules, to test the hypothesis that globules undergo collapseand to transcendental equation without invoking the earlier approximations.
determine parameters which are not easily observed. Five of the six Results are presented and compared with earlier studies where
globules studied are consistent with collapse models. It is inferred appropriate. (Author)
that these objects have massesof about 100 solar massesand ages
smaller than their free-fall times. Inferred initial densities are much
larger than minimum densities for gravitational collapse, suggesting
that collapse is initiated by strong external compression or that
globules are fragments of larger condensed clouds. Values inferred A80-28080 * On the comparative evolution of Ganymede
for the (C-13)O/H2 ratio are smaller than previous estimatesand and Callisto. P. Cassen, R. T. Reynolds (NASA, Ames Research
dependstronglyoncloud density. (Author) Center, Theoretical and Planetary Studies Branch, Moffett Field,
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Calif.), and S. J. Peale (California, University, Santa Barbara, Calif.). H2, and N2 column densities and pressuresat the bottom of the
Icarus, vol. 41, Feb. 1980, p. 232-239. 18 refs. Grants No. upper layer are derived. These indicate that if the atmosphere gasis
NGR-05-010-062; No. NCA2-OR680-805. CH4, an H2-CH4 mix, or N2, the inversion layer must be at pressures

The paper examines the differences in the apparent agesof the lessthan 30 millibars. (A_thor)
surfacesof Ganymede and Callisto revealed by Voyager images.The
differences could be due to the persistence of tectonic activity on
Ganymede beyond the time of early, heavy bombardment. The
slightly greater radioactive content expected in Ganymede could
prolong such activity by 0.5 million years beyond the cessation of
endogenic surface activity on Callisto. It is concluded that if the A80-29762 * Stratosphericozone decreasedue to chloro-
different agesof the surfacesof Ganymede and Callisto are due to fluoromethanephotolysis- Predictionsof latitude dependence.W. J.
differences in internal evolution, the slightly higher radioactive Borucki, R. C. Whitten, H. T. Woodward (NASA, Ames Research
content of Ganymede is the most likely cause;tidal dissipation could Center,Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field, Calif.), L. A. Capone,C.
not have been important for Ganymede for more than 10 to the 8th A. Riegel, and S. Gaines(SanJoseStateUniversity, San Jose,Calif.).
power years, and it wasnever important for Callisto. A.T. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,vol. 37, Mar. 1980, p. 686-697.

56 refs,
A two-dimensional model is used to predict the 1990 reduction

in ozone due to the chlorine compounds formed by chlorofluoro-
methane (CFM) photolysis when the CFM release rate is held

A80-28086 * Calculations of the evolution of the giant constant at the 1975 value. The predicted globally averagedozone
planets. P. Bodenheimer (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Space reduction of 3.5% is similar to that predicted by one-dimensional
SciencesDiv., Moffett Field; Lick Observatory,SantaCruz, Calif.), models that did not include chlorine nitrate chemistry, and used
A. S. Grossman(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., lower valuesfor the reactionsratesof NO + HO2 yielding NO2 + OH
Moffett Field, Calif.; Iowa State University of Scienceand Tech- and 03 + HO2 yielding OH + 202. Whenthe 5.7 ppbv increasein
nology, Ames, Iowa), W. M. DeCampli (California Institute of chlorine compoundspredicted by one-dimensionalmodelsto occur
Technology, Pasadena,Calif.), G. Marcy (Lick Observatory,Santa under steady-state conditionsis simulated by the twc-dimensional
Cruz, Calif.), and J. B. Pollack (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Space model, a 26% decreasein atmospheric ozone is predicted. The

latitude dependenceof the ozonereduction is discussedin termsofSciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). Icarus, vol. 41, Feb. 1980, p.
293-308. 31 refs. NSF Grants No. AST-76-17590; No. AST-76- the relevant photochemical reaction and transport. The chemical
80801. reactions that most strongly influence the meridiona! dependenceof

the ozone depletion are identified as those associated with theEvolutionary calculations are presented for spherically sym-
metric protoplanetary configurations with a homogeneous solar reactions of chlorine monoxide and atomic oxygen, the recombina-
composition and with massesof 1000, 1500, 28,500 and 42,000 tion of ozone and atomic oxygen, and the photodissociation of
solar masses.Recent improvements in equation-of-state and opacity molecular oxygen. (Author)
calculations are incorporated. Sequencess_:artas subcondensationsin
the solar nebula with densities of 10 to the -10th to 10 to the-11th
g/cu cm, evolve through a hydrostatic phaselasting 100 thousand to
10 million years, undergo dynamic collapse due to dissociation of S
molecular hydrogen, and regain hydrostatic equilibrium with

A80-29959 * An investigationof previouslyderivedHyades,densitiesof about 1 g/eu cm. The natureof the objectsat the onset
of the final phase of cooling and contraction is discussedand Coma, and M67 reddenings.B. J. Taylor (NASA, Ames Research
comparedwith previouscalculations. (Author) Center, Moffett Field; San Jose State University, San Jose,Calif.).

Astronomical Journal, vol. 85, Mar. 1980, p. 242-248. 45 refs.
New Hyades polarimetry and field star photometry were

obtained to check the Hyades reddening, which was found to be
nonzero in a previous study (Taylor, 1978). The new Hyades
polarimetry implies essentially zero I'eddening. Four photometric

A80-29086 * Photosensitizedoxidationof unsaturatedpoly- techniqueswhich areassumedto be insensitiveto blanketingareused
mers. M. A. Golub (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, to compare the Hyadesto nearby field stars and are found to yield
Calif.). Pure and Applied Chemistry, vol. 52, 1980, p. 305-323. 45 essentially zero reddening. A simultaneous solution for the Hyades,
refs. Coma, and M67 reddenings is made, and the results are E(B-V) = 3

A review of the photosensitized oxidation of singlet oxygena- plus or minus 2(sigma) mmag, -1 plus or minus 3(sigma) mmag, and
tion of unsaturated hydrocarbon polymers and of their model 46 plus or minus 6(sigma) mmag, respectively. B.J.
compounds ispresented.The cis and trans forms of 1,4-polyisoprene,
1,4-polybutadiene and 1,2-poly(!,4-hexadiene) arestudied, and their
microstructural changes which occur on reaction with (IO2) in
solution were investigated by infrared, (H-l) and (C-13) NMR
spectroscopy. The polymers yielded allylic hydroperoxides with
shifted double bonds according to the 'ene' mechanism of simple
olefins. It was shown that single oxygenation of unsaturated A80-30458 * Relativistic scattered wave calculations on
polymers is similar to their low molecular weight analogs,and that UF6. D. A. Case(California, University,Davis,Calif.) and C. Y. Yang
the differences are due to secondary processes affecting the (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; Surface Analytic
(IO2)-reacted polymers. A,T. Research,Inc., Los Altos, Calif.). Journal of Chemical Physics, vol.

72, Mar. 15, 1980, p. 3443-3448. 37 refs. Researchsupportedby the
Petroleum ResearchFund and NSF; ContractsNo. W-7405-eng-48;
No. NAS2-10187.

Self-consistent Dirac-Slater multiple scatteringcalculationsare
A80-29321 * 16-30 micron spectroscopy of Titan. J.F. presented for UF6. The results are compared critically to other
McCarthy, J. R. Houck, W. J. Forrest (Cornell University, Ithaca, relativistic calculations,showing that the results of all molecular
N.Y.), and J. B. Pollack (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett orbital calculations are in qualitative agreement, as measured by
Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 236, Mar. 1, 1980, energy levels, population analyses, and spin-orbit splittings. A
p. 701-705. 14 refs. Grant No. NGR-33-010-081. detailed comparison is made to the relativisticX alpha(RX alpha)

Titan has been observedfrom 16 to 30 micron with a resolution method of Wood and Boring, which also usesmultiple scattering
of 1 micron. Earlier broad-band data are consistent with the new theory, but incorporatesrelativisticeffects in a more approximate
measurements, which show that the disk integrated flux is nearly fashion. For the most part, the RX alpha results are in agreement
constant over the observed range of wavelengths. Limits on the CH4, with the present results. (Author)
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A80-30829 * # Pioneer Venus spacecraft design and opera- Development of the Pioneer Venus (PV) Unified Abstract Data
tion. G. J. Nothwang (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, System (UADS)and Quick Look Data System (QLDS) was prompt-
Calif.). IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing,vol. ed by the need to provide PV investigatorsrapid and easy accessto
GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 5-10. PV mission data. The UADS is intended to maximize the scientific

The PioneerVenus Orbiter andMultiprobe spacecraftdesignand benefits of the mission by facilitating the exchangeof reduced
operation enabled both remote and in-situ measurementsof the scientific data. QLDS provides a method by which sampled daily
Venusian environment from the outermost fringes of the atmosphere mission data is rapidly transmitted to principal investigators provid-
all the way to the surface. Both spacecraft were spin-stabilized and ing them a quick look at that orbit's data. (Author)
solar-cell powered from launch to Venus. Since orbit insertion, the
Orbiter has been transmitting measurementsfrom a highly elliptical
24-h orbit with periapsisaltitudes down to about 150 km. Data rates
up to 2048 bits/s have been utilized through a despun high-gain
antenna transmitting at S-bandfrequency. Spacecraft attitudes, orbit
periods,and periapsisaltitudes are being maintained asrequired with A80-30833 * Pioneer Venus Orbiter Radar Mapper - Design
a hydrazine propulsionsystem.The Multiprobespacecraft(Buswith and operation. G. H. Pettengill (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.), D. F.
all four Probesattached) performed the necessaryProbe checkouts Horwood (HughesAircraft Co., El Segundo,Calif.), and C. H. Keller
and deployed the Probes to achieve the desired Probe and Bus (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). IEEE Trans-
targeting.Silver-zinc batteriesprovidedthe necessarypoweron each actions on Geoscienceand Remote Sensing,vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p.
of the four Probes from separation from the Bus through the 28-32.
entry/descent sequence.Data rates of 256 and 128 bits/s on the The Radar Mapper Experiment, carried aboard the Pioneer
LargeProbe were maintainedwith 40-W radiatedpower, and64 and Venus Orbiter spacecraft,is designedto obtain a near-globalpicture
16 bits/s on the Small Probeswere maintainedwith 10-W radiated of the topography, meter-scale surface slopes and reflectivity of
power, through omni antennasdirectly to Earth-basedstations.Each Venus. Constraints imposed by the choice of orbit limit radar
Probe's entry/descent sequencewas controlled with a hardwired coverageto a latitude band lying between 74 deg N and 61 deg S
entry sequenceprogrammer to achieve the desired scientific and completely around the planet. In addition to the altimetry objec-
spacecraftoperations. (Author) tives, the experiment seeks an image of the radar scattering

propertiesof the surfaceat oblique incidence.Sensitivity limits the
imagedregion to a band around the planet lying between45 deg N
and 10 degS. Altimetric error is lessthan 200 m; altimetric surface
'footprint' size variesfrom about 10 km in diameter at a spacecraft

A80-30830 * PioneerVenus occultation radio sciencedata altitude of 200 kin, to 50 km at a maximum altitude of 4700 km.
generation. A. L. Berman (California Institute of Technology, Jet Imagingvaries from 20 to 40 km, dependingon spacecraftaltitude.
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,Calif.) and R. Ramos (NASA, (Author)
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). IEEE Transactionson
Geoscienceand Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 11-14.
Contract No. NAS7-100.

S The paper deals with the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (signal)occultation experiment. During Pioneer Venus Orbiter radio science A80-30836 * The 'Pioneer Venus Orbiter plasma analyzer
operations,an open-loop receiverbasebandfrequency output band- experiment. D. S. Intriligator (Southern California, University, Los
width was substantially reduced. This was made possible by Angeles, Calif.), J. H. Wolfe, and J. D. Mihalov (NASA, Ames
programming an open-loop receiver first local oscillator with the ResearchCenter, SpaceSciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). /EEE
predicted Doppler frequency profile soas to maintain the baseband Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan.
signalwithin a narrow receiveroutput bandwidth. V.T. 1980, p. 39-43. 5 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9478.

The plasma analyzer experiment on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
was designed to determine the basiccharacteristicsof the plasma
environment of Venus and the nature of the solarwind interaction at
Venus. The plasma analyzer experiment is an electrostatic energy-

A80-30831 * Pioneer Venus Multiprobe entry telemetry per-unit charge (E/Q) spectrometerwhich measures ions and elec-
recovery. R. B. Miller (California Institute of Technology, Jet trons. There is a curved plate electrostatic analyzer system with
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,Calif.) and R. Ramos (NASA, multiple collectors. The experiment obtains the three dimensional
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). IEEE Transactionson plasma distribution function. Someof the scientificobjectivesof the
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 15-19. instrument are briefly discussed, the general characteristicsof the
ContractNo. NAS7-100. experiment are summarized,and some of the analysesbasedon the

The Entry Phase of the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe Mission dataare presented. (Author)
involveddata transmissionover only a two-hour span.The criticality
of recovery of those two hours of data, coupled with the fact that
there were no radio signals from the Probesuntil their arrival at
Venus, dictated unique telemetry recovery approaches on the
ground. The result was double redundancy, use of spectrum A80-30847 * The infrared radiometeron the sounderprobe
analyzers to aid in rapid acquisition of the signals,and development of the Pioneer Venus mission. R. W. Boese, R. J. Twarowski (NASA,
of a technique for recovery of telemetry data without the use of Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.), J. Gilland, R. E. Hassig
real-time coherent detection which is normally employed by all other (Ball Corp., Ball Aerospace Systems Div., Boulder, Colo.), and F. G.
NASA planetary missions. (Author) Brown (Santa Barbara Research Center, Goleta, Calif.). IEEE

Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan.
1980, p. 97-100.

The functional aspectsof the Large Probe Infrared Radiometer
Instrument are presented taking into account the experiment's

A80-30832 * Pioneer Venus Unified Abstract Data Library objective to measure the net thermal flux as the Venus Probe
and Quick Look Data Delivery System. J. A. Ferandin, C. L. Weeks descended into the planet's atmosphere, as well as to detect water
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and R. D. Pak vapor, cloud layers and their infrared opacity. The optical elements,
(Bendix Field Engineering Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.). IEEE Trans- including the detectors are described and a brief review of the

actions on Geoscienceand Remote Sensing,vol. GE-1B, Jan. 1980, p. instrument's calibration isgiven. C.F.W.
19-27.
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A80-30849 * Atmosphere structure instruments on the four A method is developed for optimizing the energy release from a

Pioneer Venus entry probes. A. Seiff, J. E. Lepetich (NASA, Ames megajoule capacitive discharge in a series RLC circuit with an RL

Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and D. W. Juergens (Ball load. Both the resistance and inductance of the load are represented

Corp., Ball Aerospace Systems Div., Gardena, Calif.). IEEE Trans- by effective values that characterize their behavior during the
actions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. discharge. Using Kirchhoff's laws, equations utilizing the toad

105-111. 7 refs. impedance and the external circuit impedance are derived for

Measurements of temperature, pressure, and deceleration during determining the instantaneous load voltage and energy characteris-
descent, and of deceleration during high speed entry of the four tics. A program (ERES) computes and displays the Ioadcharacteris-

Pioneer Venus entry probes were used to define the structure, and tics and the circuit current. Use of the ERES program allows a
differences in structure of the atmosphere of Venus at the four designer to perturbate values of the circuit elements in order to

widely separated entry sites. This paper describes the sensors and produce the desired time distribution for the load energy input.

steps taken to realize highly accurate measurements in the design and (Author)
selection of the sensors and analog electronics. (Author)

A80-33844 * The role of cesium suboxidesin low-work-
function surfacelayers studiedby X-ray photoelectronspectroscopy
- Ag-O-Cs.S.-J. Yang (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.) and C.

A80-30852 * Data acquisition for measuringthe wind on W. Bates,Jr. (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter;StanfordJoint Institute
Venus from Pioneer Venus. J. R. Smith (California Institute of for Surface and Microstructure Research,Moffett Field; Stanford
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,Calif.) and R. University, Stanford, Calif.)_Applied Physics Letters, vol. 36, Apr.
Ramos (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). IEEE 15, 1980, p. 675-677. 22 refs. NSF Grants No. DMR-77-24222-A1;
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. No. ECS-79-09453.
1980, p. 126-130. Contracts No. NAS7_100; No. NAS2-9476. The oxidation of cesium on silver substrates has been studied

The Pioneer Venus Differential Long Baseline Interferometry using photoyield measurements and X-ray photoelectron spectros-
experiment was designed to measurethe motion in three ,4:mensions copy. The occurrence of two 01s peaks in the core-levelspectrum at
of the Pioneer probes during their fall to the surfaceof Venus, using 527.5 and 531.5-eV binding energy for cesium and oxygen exposures
a combination of Doppler and long baseline ratio interferometric giving the optimum photoyield proves that two oxides of cesium
methods. The altitude profiles of wind speedand direction that may exist in high-photoyield surfaces,and not Cs20 alone as previously
be deduced from these data are expected to contribute significantly thought: From the shape and position of the cesium peaks and the
to the understanding of the dynamics of the Venus atmosphere. The Auger parameter, the assignment of the Ols peaks at 527.5- and
design of the experiment and the equipment and software techniques 531.5-eV binding energiesto oxygen in Cs20 and Cs1103, respec-
that were developed specially for this experiment aredescribed, tively, can be made. Hencethe total cesium-oxygen layer isa mixed

(Author) phaseconsisting of Cs20 + Cs1103, approximately 20-40 A thick.
(Author)

A80-32416" Na + Xe collisions in the presenceof two
A80-34223 * Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered S

nonresonant lasers. P. L. De Vries, C. H. Chang, T. F. George materialsfor aircraft seats.L. L. Fewell, J. A. Parker (NASA, Ames(Rochester, University, Rochester,N.Y.), B. Laskowski, and J. R.
ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, Calif.), F. Duskin, H. Speith,and E.Stallcop (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).
Trabold (DouglasAircraft Co., Long Beach,Calif.). SAMPE Quarter-Chemical Physics Letters, vol. 69, Feb. 1, 1980, p. 417, 418. 5 refs.

NSF Grant No. CHE-77-27826; Contracts No. F49620-78-C-0005; /y, vol. 11, Apr. 1980, p.8-13.
No. W-7405-eng-48;Grant No. NsG-2198. Multilayered samples of contemporary and improved fire-

resistantaircraft seat materials were evaluated.for their ratesof heatNa+Xe collisions in the presenceof two distinct laser fields
release and smoke generation. Top layers with glass-fiber block(rhodamine 110 and Nd:glass)are investigatedwith referenceto the
cushionwere evaluatedto determine which materials,basedon their

response to nonresonant radiation of alkali metals collisionally minimum contributions to the total heat releaseof the multilayeredperturbed by a buffer gas. It is found that the excited Na-asterisk assembly,may be addedor deleted. The smoke andheat releaserates(4s)+Xe state is produced with a measurablecrosssection due to
of muttilayered seat materialswere then measuredat heat fluxes of

two-photon absorptionwith field intensitiesas low as 10 MW/sq cm. 1.5 and 3.5 W/cm2. Abrasiontestswere conductedon the decorative
V.L. fabric coveringand slip sheetto ascertainservicelife and compatibil-

ity of layers. (Author)

A80-32825 * Synthesis of perfluoroalkylether triazine elas-

tomers. R. W. Rosser (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,

Calif.) and R. A. Korus (San Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.). A80-34435 * The stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer -

Journal of Polymer Science, Part B -Polymer Letters, vol. 18, 1980, Processes, models, observations, and simulation_ R. C. Whitten, O.

p. 135-139. 7 refs. B. Toon (NASA, Ames Research Center, Space Science Div., Moffett
A method of perfluoroalkylether triazine elastomer synthesis is Field, Calif.), and R. P. Turco (R&D Associates, Marina del Rey,

described. To form an elastomer, the resultant polymer is heated in a Calif.). Pure and Applied Geophysics, vol. 118, no. 1-2, 1980, p.
closed oven at slightly reduced pressures for 1-day periods at 100, 86-127.98 refs.

130 and 150 C. Ahigh-molecular-weight perfluoroalkylether triazine After briefly reviewing the observational data on the strato-
elastomer is produced that exhibits thermal and oxidative stability, spheric sulfate aerosol layer, the chemical and physical processes that

This material is potentially useful in applications such as high- are likely to fix the properties of the layer are discussed. We present
temperature seals, 'O' rings, and wire enamels. S.D. appropriate continuity equations for aerosol particles, and show how

to solve the equations on a digital computer. Simulations of the

unperturbed aerosol layer by various published models are discussed
and the sensitivity of layer characteristics to variations in several

aerosol model parameters is studied. We discuss model applications
A80-32826 * Transient solution for megajoule energy re- to anthropogenic pollution problems and demonstrate that moderate

lease in a lumped-parameter series RLC circuit. G. Barnes (California levels of aerospace activity (supersonic transport and Space Shuttle

State University, Sacramento, Calif.) and R. E. Dannenberg (NASA, operations) will probably have only a negligible effect on global
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied climate. Finally, we evaluate the possible climatic effect of a ten-fold

Physics, vol. 51, Jan. 1980, p. 750-753. increase in the atmospheric abundance of carbonyl sulfide. (Author)
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A80-34652 * Types of leeside flow over delta wings (Zur A80-35330 * Performance properties of graphite reinforced

Systematik der Leeseiten-Str6mung bei Deltafliigeln). J. Szodruch composites with advanced resin matrices. D. A. Kourtides (NASA,
"(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.; Berlin, Tech- Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Plastics Design and

nische Universit_t, Berlin, West Germany). Zeitschrift f#r Flugwissen- Processing, Jan. 1980, p. 2-12. 11 refs.
schaften und Weltraumforschung, vol. 4, Mar.-Apr. 1980, p. 72-81. The contribution of the resin matrix to the performance of the

19refs. In German. composite is studied with particular emphasis on the flammability,
It is noted that so far most systematic investigations on the lee and thermal and mechanical properties. Of the several thermoset and

side flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds are concerned with thermoplastic matrices examined, the lowest fire-resistant properties

flat upper surfaces. On the basis of these results, the paper makes an of the composite have been observed with epoxy matrices. Bis-
attempt to characterize the different types of flow over awingwitha maleimide A composites exhibit high fire-resistant properties, low

delta-shaped upper surface by varying a number of parameters. It is moisture absorption, and good mechanical properties at 23 C.

concluded that the work should be considered a first step toward Bismaleimide B and phenolic retain their mechanical properties at

systematizing the flow over delta-shaped lee sides aswell. M.E.P. elevated temperatures but have lower mechanical properties than the
epoxy composites at ambient temperatures. Phenolic-novolac, poly-

ethersulfone, and polyphenylsulfone composites exhibit high oxygen
index and low smoke evolution. V.L.

A80-34980 * On the numerical solution of time-dependent

viscous incompressible fluid flows involving solid boundaries. P. Moin
and J. Kim (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).

A80-36040 * // Scattering by nonspherical particles of size
Journal of Computational Physics, vol. 35, May 1980, p. 381-392. 17
refs. comparable to wavelength - A new semi-empirical theory and its

An inherent numerical problem associated with the fully explicit application to tropospheric aerosols. J. B. Pollack and J. N. Cuzzi

pseudospectral numerical simulation of the incompressible Navier- (NASA, Ames Research Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field,

Stokes equation for viscous flows with no-slip walls is described. A Calif.). Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, vol. 37, Apr. 1980, p.868-881.30 refs.
semi-implicit scheme which circumvents this numerical difficulty is

presented. In this algorithm the equation of continuity rather than A semiempirical theory is developed which is based on simple
the Poisson equation for pressure is solved directly. Pseudospectral physical principles and comparisons with laboratory measurements.

formulation of the channel flow problem using Fourier series and The ultimate utility of this approach rests on its ability to
Chebyshev polynomials expansions is given for this scheme. An successfully reproduce the observed single-scattering phase function

example demonstrating the applicability of the method is given, for a wide variety of particle shapes, sizes and refractive indices. This
(Author) approximate theory is developed for evaluating the interaction of

randomly oriented, nonspherical particles with the total intensity

component of electromagnetic radiation. Mie theory is used when

the particle size parameter x (ratio of particle circumference to
wavelength) is less than some upper bound x sub zero (about 5). For

S A80-35115" Monoceros R2-Far-infrared observations of a x greater than x sub zero, the interaction is divided into three

very young cluster. H. A. Thomson, Jr., P. M. Harvey (Steward components: diffraction, external reflection and transmission. The

Observatory, Tucson, Ariz.), I. Gatley, K. Sellgren (California application of the theory_is illustrated by considering the influence
of the shape of tropospheric aerosols on their contribution to the

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.), and M. W. Werner (NASA,

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; California Institute of Tech- earth's global al_qedo. S.D.

nology; Hale Observatories, Pasadena, Calif.). Astrophvsica/Journal,
Part 1, vol. 237, Apr. 1, 1980, p. 66-71. 25 refs. Grants No.
NG R-03-002-390; No. NG R-05-002-281 ; No. NGL-05-O02-207.

The young infrared cluster in Mon R2 has been observed at

wavelengths from 30 microns to 1 mm and at angular resolutions A80-36244 * Permittivity and attenuation of wet snow

from 16 arcsec to 1 arcmin. The brightest sources - RS 1 and IRS 3 - between 4 and 12 GHz. W. I. Linlor (NASA, Ames Research Center,
have luminosities equivalent to those of early B-type stars. It is not Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 51, May 1980,

possible to estimate reliably the evolutionary stage of IRS 3, but IRS p. 2811-2816.
1 appears to be powered by a star close to BO V. The star probably The permittivity and attenuation of prepared samples of wet

dominates the energetics of the cluster. The gas density estimated snow are measured and curves presented showing the dependence of

from the infrared and radio molecular data is much larger than that these quantities of snow wetness and frequency. Equations are given
of the associated, extended H II region. This appears consistent with that express the experimentally determined relation between attenu-

the idea that the ionized zone is expanding out from the back of the ation per unit length and volume-percent wetness at any frequency
molecular cloud. (Author) between 4 and 12 GHz. Additional equations are given for the

calculation of permittivity from the snow density, attenuation per

unit length, and frequency. Water retention characteristics of snow

are described. Some applications of the techniques, such as runoff
forecasting from mountain snowpacks, are proposed. (Author)

A80-35151 * The settling of helium and the agesof globular

clusters. P. D. Noerdlinger (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett

Field, Calif.; Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.) and R.
J. Arigo (Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.; Brown
University, Providence, R.I.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 2 - Letters A80-36305 * Atmospheric aerosols and climate. O. B. Toon

to theEditor, vol. 237, Apr. 1, 1980, p. L15, L16. 10 refs. and J. B. Pollack (NASA, Ames Research Center, Space Sciences

Model low-mass globular-cluster stars were evolved with their Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). American Scientist, vol. 68, May-June
helium allowed to diffuse under the influence of gravity, thermal 1980, p. 268-278.50 refs.

diffusion, and concentration gradient. The evolution tended to speed The impact of terrestrial aerosols on the earth's climate and

up. Also, the turnoff point moved toward lower luminosity and solar and infrared radiation budget are considered. Attention is given
slightly lower surface temperature. If the luminosity at turnoff is to the optical properties of aerosols, that is, optical depth, the single

used as the sole criterion for determining the age of a globular scattering albedo, and the asymmetry parameter, and to the relation
cluster, the inferred ages of such clusters are reduced by about 22% between the optical depth and surface temperature for tropospheric

from starting values in the vicinity of 15 billion years. (Author) and stratospheric aerosols. Also considered are experimental projects
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tO determine the single scattering atbedo, as well as the optical amplitude of the desorptions peak occur during successive CO
properties of natural aerosols such as seasalt, soil, and sulfates, and desorptions which are attributed to increases of surface carbon,
their variability. In addition, the impact of volcanic activity and the induced by the desorption of CO. The contamination process could
question of whether aerosols causeclimatic warming or cooling are be reversedby heat treatment in oxygen or hydrogen. (Author)
discussed, and the available observational evidence linking aerosols
and climate is reviewed. J.P.B.

A80-37180 * Direct /TEM/ observation of the catalytic
oxidation of amorphouscarbonby Pd particles.R. D. Moorhead,H.

A80-36651 * Whole planet cooling andthe radiogenicheat Poppa,and K. Heinemann (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter;Stanford
sourcecontentsof the earth and moon, G. Schubert, D. Stevenson Joint Institute for Surface and Microstructure Research,Moffett
(California, University, Los Angeles,Calif.), and P. Cassen(NASA, Field, Calif.). (American Vacuum Society, National Symposium,
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Geophysical 26th, New York, N. Y., Oct. 1-5, 1979.) Journal of Vacuum Science
Research,vol. 85, May 10, 1980, p. 2531-2538. 38 refs. NSF Grant and Technology, vol. 17, Jan..Feb. 1.980,p. 248-250. 7 refs.
No. EAR-77-15198; Grant No. NGR-05-007-317. The catalytic oxidation of amorphous carbon substrates by Pd

Thermal evolution models based on subsolidus whole mantle particles is observed by in situ transmission electron microscopy.
convection which indicate that the surfaceheat flows of the earth Various modes of selectiveattack of the carbon substrate in the
and the moon do not necessarilyprovidegoodmeasuresof the total immediateneighborhoodof Pd particlesare observed,which can be
amounts of radioactivesinthesebodieshavebeenconstructed.These correlated with different degreesof particle mobility. Using amor-
models assumean initially hot state, but with a wide variety of phous substrates we have been able to demonstrate that the
choices for the parameterscharacterizingthe rheologyand convec- particle-substrateinteraction is influenced by the structure of the
tive vigor. All models are constrained to be consistent with particle. Thishasnot previouslybeennoted. (Author)
present-daysurface heat fluxes, and many of the terrestrial models
are consistent with the mantle viscositiesindicated by postglacial
rebound. In the lunar models, heat generation is typically only
70-80% of the surfaceheat flow, even with allowancefor the strong
near-surfaceenhancement of radioactives.Despitethe simplicityof
thesemodels,the persistenceof a significantdifferencebetweenheat A80-37193 * Comparison of the early stagesof condensa-
generation and heat output indicatesthat this difference is real and tion of Cu and Ag on Mo/100/with Cu andAg on W/100/. F. Soria
should be incorporatedin geochemicalmodelingof planets. A.T. (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter; Stanford Joint Institute for Surface

and Microstructure Research,Moffett Field, Calif.; ConsejoSuperior
de InvestigacionesCientfficas, Instituto di Ffsica de Materiales,
Madrid, Spain) and H. Poppa (NASA, Ames Research Center;
Stanford Joint Institute for Surface and Microstructure Research,

A80-36750 * Pioneer Venus sounder and small probes Moffett Field, Calif.). (American Vacuum Society, NationalSympo-
Nephelometer instrument. B. Ragent, T. Wong (NASA, Ames slum, 26th, New York, N.Y., Oct. 1.5, 1979.J Journa/ of Vacuum
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Science and Technology, vol. 17, Jan.-Feb. 1980, p. 449-452. 13 S
Service d'A_ronomie, Verri_res-le-Buisson,Essonne,France), A.J. refs.
Eskovitz, L. N. Harnett, and A. Pallai (TRW Defense and Space The adsorption and condensationof Cu and Ag, up to several
Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.). IEEE Transactions on monolayers in thickness, onto Mo(100) has been observedat
Geoscienceand Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 111-117. pressuresbelow 2 times 10 to the -10th torr in a study that used
Contract No. NAS2-8805. combined LEED, Auger, TDS (Thermal DesorptionSpectroscopy),

The Nephelometerinstrument flown on all four of the probesof and work function measurementsin a singleexperimentalsetup.The
the Pioneer Venus mission is described.The instrumentsfunctioned results show that Cu behavessimilarly on Mo(10O) and W(100)
well, returning data on the backscatteringpropertiesof the Venusian substrates,while somedifferencesare found for Ag adsorption.
cloudsand ambientsolarradiation inseveralwavelengthintervalsasa (Author)
function of altitude at four widely separatedplanetary locations.The
design considerations, instrument construction, calibration and per-
formanceare discussed. (Author)

A80-37598 * Origin and evolution of planetary atmo-
spheres.J. B. Pollack(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,SpaceSciences
Div., Moffett Field, Calif.) and Y. L. Yung (California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif.). In: Annual review of earth and

A80-37179 * Changesinduced On the surfacesof small Pd planetary sciences.Volume 8. (A80-37593 15-42) Palo Alto, Calif.,
dustersby the thermaldesorption of CO. D. L. Doering, H. Poppa, Annual Reviews,Inc., 1980, p. 425-487.53 refs.
and J. T. Dickinson (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter; Stanford Joint The current understandingof the origin and evolution of the
Institute for Surface and Microstructure Research,Moffett Field, atmospheresof solar systemobjects is reviewed. Physicalprocesses
Calif.). (American Vacuum Society, National Symposium, 26th, New that control this evolution are describedin an attempt to developa
York, N.Y., Oct. 1-5, 1979.) Journal of Vacuum Science and set of general principles that can help guide studies of specific
Technology, vol. 17, Jan.-Feb. 1980, p. 198-200. 9 refs. Grant No. objects. Particularemphasisis placedon the planetaryand satellite
NCA2-OR-840-801. atmospheresof the inner solarsystem objects;current hypotheseson

The stability and adsorption/desorption properties of supported the origin and evolution of theseobjects arecritically considered.
Pd crystallites lessthan 5 nm in size were studied by Auger electron B.J.
spectroscopy and repeated flash thermal desorption of CO. The Pd
particles were grown epitaxially on heat-treated, UHV-cleaved mica
at a substrate temperature of 300 C and a Pd impingement flux of 10
to the 13th atoms/sq cm s. Auger analysis allowed in situ
measurement of relative particle dispersionand contamination, while A80-38432 * Fragmentation in a rotating protostar - A
FTD monitoredthe CO desorption properties.The resultsshowthat comparison of two three-dimensionalcomputer codes. A. P. Boss
significant changes in the adsorption properties can be detected. (California, University, Santa Barbara,Calif.) and P. Bodenheimer
Changesin the Pd Auger signaland the desorption spectrumduring (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, SpaceScience Div., Moffett Field;
the first few thermal cycles are due to particle coalescenceand Lick Observatory,SantaCruz, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1,
facetting and the rate of this changeisdependenton the temperature vol. 234, Nov. 15, 1979, p. 289-295. 12 refs. NSF Grant No.
and duration of the desorption. Significant reductions in the AST-76-17590; Grants No. NCA2-OR-660-703; No. NCA2-OR-
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680-805; No. NGR-05-010-062. concluded that this mechanism can explain the emission features. A
The collapse of an isothermal protostellar cloud with pressure, simple model in which the emission features arise in a population of

gravity, and rotation included is followed with two independent small, hot, interstellar grains is constructed. These grains are very
computer codes. For the initial condition, a nonaxisymmetric efficient radiators, and the emitting materials only need be a minor
perturbation of mode m = 2 and 50% amplitude is introduced into a grain constituent to provide the power that isemitted in the features.
cloud of 1 solar mass with a mean density of 1.44 x 10 to the The model offers, therefore, a simple explanation for the absenceof
-17g/cu cm and a uniform angular velocity of 1.6 x 10 to the -12 these features in absorption. (Author)
rad/sec. The collapse is followed through an increase in density of
over four orders of magnitude to the point where a binary protostar
forms. The agreement between the results of the two calculations is
good. (Author)

A80-40907 * // Experimental investigationof a three dimen-
sional turbulent boundary layer with a non disappearingpressure
gradient (Experimentelle Untersuchung einer dreidimensionalen,
turbulenten Grenzschicht mit nicht verschwindendenDruckgradien-

A80-39375 * Protostellar formation in rotating interstellar ten). U. MUller(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, Calif.).
clouds. III - Nonaxisymmetric collapse. A. P. Boss (NASA, Ames Rheinisch-Westf_lische Technische Hochschule, Aerodynamisches
Research Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field; California, Institut, Abhandlungen, no. 24, 1980, p. 36-43. 12refs. In German.
University, Santa Barbara, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. The results of measuring profiles of temporally determined
237, May 1, 1980, p. 866-876. 15 refs. Grants No. NGR-05-010,062; velocities and Reynolds tension, wall shear stressesand pressure
No. NCA2-OR-680-805. distribution in a three dimensional, turbulent boundary layer with

The paper discussesa full three spatial-dimension gravitational pressure gradients in both tangential directions are reported. For
hydrodynamic code used to follow the collapse of isothermal determining the velocities X wire probes were used whose cooling
rotating clouds subjected to various nonaxially symmetric perturba- was gauged according to magnitude and direction of the flow and
tions (NAP). An initially axially symmetric cloud collapsed to form a was described with an effective cooling speed. In the evaluation
ring which then fragmented into a binary protostellar system; a low consideration is given to the directional sensitivity of the hot wire.
thermal energy cloud with a large bar-shaped NAP collapsed and The ratio of the turbulence viscosities is calculated for both
fragmented into a binary, and higher thermal energy clouds damp tangential directions and is found to be approximately N equals 1.2.
out such NAPs while higher rotational energy clouds produce Further, the profiles of the mixing path lengths for the flow
binaries with wider separations. The three-dimensional calculations direction are found to vary only slightly with increasing X-
indicate that isothermal interstellar clouds may fragment into coordinates, while the boundary layer thickness increasessubstantial-
protostellar objects while still in the isothermal regime. Interstellar ly. The relationships of turbulent shear stress to turbulent, kinetic
clouds and their fragments may pass through collapse phaseswith fluctuation energy is approximately constant over a large part of the
fragmentation and reduction of spin angular momentum terminating boundary layer. M.E.P.
in the formation of pre-main-sequence stars with the observed
pre-main-sequencerotation rates. A.T.

A80-40926 * Thermal expansion and swelling of cured
epoxy resin used in graphite/epoxy composite materials. M. J.
Adamson (NASA, Ames Research Center, Materials Science andA80-40138 * Radiatively driven winds for different power

law spectra. M. Beltrametti (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Applications Office, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Materials
Field, Calif.; Heidelberg, Universit_t, Heidelberg, West Germany). Science, vol. 15, July 1980, p. 1736-1745.32 refs.
Astronomy and Astrophysics, vol. 86, no. 1-2, June 1980, p. The paperpresentsresultsof experiments in which the thermal
169-180. 12 refs. expansion and swelling behavior of an epoxy resinsystem and two

The analytic solutions for radiatively driven winds aregivenfor graphite/epoxy compositesystemsexposed to water were measured.
the case in which the winds are driven by absorption of line and It was found that the curedepoxy resin swellsby an amount slightly
continuum radiation. The wind solutionsare analytically estimated less than the volume of the absorbed water and that the swelling
for different parametersof the central sourceand for different power efficiency of the water varieswith the moisture content of the
law spectra. For flat spectra, three sonic points canexist; it isshown, polymer. Additionally, the thermal expansion of cured epoxy resin
however, that only one of these sonic points is physically realistic, that issaturated with water isobserved to be more than twice that of
Parametersof the central source are given which generate winds of dry resin. Results also indicate that cured resin that issaturated with
further interest for explaining the narrow and broad absorption lines 7.1% water at 95 C will rapidly increasein moisture content to 8.5%
in quasars. For the quasar model presented here, winds which could when placed in 1 C water. The mechanism for this phenomenon,
give rise to the narrow absorption lines are generated by central termed reverse thermal effect, is described in terms of a slightly
sourceswith parameters which are not realistic for quasars. A.T. modified free-volume theory in conjunction with the theory of polar

molecule interaction. Nearly identical behavior was observed in two
graphite/epoxy composite systems, thus establishing that this behav-
ior may be common to all cured epoxy resins. (Author)

A80-40642 * Excitation mechanisms for the unidentified

infrared emission features, E. Dwek, K. Sellgren, B. T. Soifer
(California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.), and M. W.

Werner (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; California A80-41175 * Ground-state rotational constants of
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, /C-13/H3D. C. Chackerian, Jr. (NASA, Ames Research Center,

Part I, vol. 238, May 15, 1980, p. 140-147.41 refs. NSF Grants No. Moffett Field, Calif.) and G. Guelachvili (Paris XI, Universit6, Orsay,
PHY-76-83685; No. AST-77-20516; Grant No. NGR-05-002-281. Essonne, France). Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, vol. 80, 1980,

Infrared and radio observations of various objects are analyzed p. 244-248. 12 refs.

to put observational constraints on the mechanism Which gives rise to Rotational constants for the vibrational ground state of

the unidentified emission features at 3.3, 3.4, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.3 (C-13)H3D, which has been detected in the atmospheres of Jupiter
microns. The results show that gas-grain collisions or fluorescence is and Saturn, are _eported. High-resolution spectra of monodeutero-

not likely to be the excitation mechanism responsible for the methane were obtained in the region 1800 to 2500 kaysers by a
observed features. Thermal emission by dust is reanalyzed and it is vacuum Fourier interferometer, and the values of the rotational
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constants B0, DOJ, DOJK, HOJJJ, HOJJKand HOJKK were calculated A80-42902 * Cryogenic systemsfor spacecraft.J. W. Vor-
by an analysis of ground-state combination differences in the nu reiter (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Con-
2(A1) band. The calculated frequency and intensity of this transition temporary Physics,vol. 21, May-June 1980, p. 201-217.28 refs.
are found to be in agreementwith the observed values. A.L.W. It is noted that the use of cryogenic components on spacecraft,

already quite common, will likely increasein the future. Attention is
given to a number of applications including earth observation,
atmospheric measurements, infrared astronomy and magnetic field
measurements. These applications are discussedwith regard to their
cryogenic requirements. Further, four cryogenic instruments pro-

A80-41323 * Recommended convpntionsfor defining transi- vided by the United States to be launched on spacecraft in the near
tion moments and intensity factors in diatomic molecular spectra.E. future are described. Finally, other missions being planned that will
E. Whiting (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), A. usecryogenic instrumentation arealso considered. M.E.P.
Schadee (Sterrewacht Sonnenborgh, Utrecht, Netherlands), J. B.
Tatum (Victoria, University, Victoria, Britisl_ Columbia, Canada), J.
T. Hougen (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.), and R.
W. Nicholls (York University, Downsview, Ontario, Canada).Journal
of Molecular ,Spectroscopy,vo!. 80, 1980, p. 249-256.5 refs.

A80-43135 * # Asymptotic featuresof shock-waveboundary-
layer interaction. M. Y. Hussaini, B. S. Baldwin, and R. W.
MacCormack (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field, Calif.).
AIAA Journal, vol. 18, Aug. 1980, p. 1014-1016. 9 refs. Contracts
No. NAS1-14101; No. NAS1-14472.

A80-42659 * Meteorologicaland air pollution modelingfor A semi-implicit method is applied to solve the Navier-Stokes
an urbanairport. P. R. Swan(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett equations numerically and to evaluate the features of the free-
Field, Calif.) and I. Y. Lee (San Jose State University, San Jose, interaction phenomenon that occurs when a shock wave impinges on
Calif.). Journal of Applied Meteorology, vol. 19, May 1980, p. a Blasius boundary layer. Comparisons are made with predictions of
534-544.7 refs. the triple-deck theory and experiment. Results include pressureand

Results are presented of numerical experiments modeling skin-friction distribution in the free-interaction region for various
meteorology, multiple pollutant sources, and nonlinear photo- valuesof Reynolds number. V.T.
chemical reactions for the case of an airport in a large urban area
with complex terrain. A planetary boundary-layer model which
predicts the mixing depth and generates wind, moisture, and
temperature fields was used; it utilizes only surface and synoptic
boundary conditions as input data. A version of the Hecht-Seinfeld-
Dodge chemical kinetics model is integrated with a new, rapid A80-43638 * H Measurementsof NO, 03, and temperature at
numerical technique; both the San Francisco Bay Area Air Quality 19.8 km during the total solar eclipse of 26 February 1979. W. L.
Management District source inventory and the San Jose Airport Starr, R. A. Craig, M. Loewenstein, and M. E. McGhan (NASA, Ames
aircraft inventory are utilized. The air quality model results are Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Geophysical Research Let- S
presented in contour plots; the combined results illustrate that the ters, vol. 7, July 1980, p. 553-555.6 refs.
highly nonlinear interactions which are present require that the Local measurements of stratospheric NO and 03 mixing ratios
chemistry and meteorology be considered simultaneously to make a and air temperature were made during the total solar eclipse of 26
valid assessmentof the effects of individual sources on regional air February 1979. The instrumentation was carried aboard a U-2
quality. A.T. aircraft flown at an altitude of 19.8 km in the region near 47 dog N,

112 dog W. Eclipse maximum occurred approximately in the middle
of the 2-3/4-hr measurement period. The NO mixing ratio was
reduced at least a factor of 25 at the maximum of the eclipse. The
decrease and recovery of NO during the passageof the Moon's
shadow over the measurement region follows approximately the

A80-42744 * Smoke and dust particlesof meteoricorigin in predictions of two independent models. No change was observed in
the mesosphereand stratosphere, D.M. Hunten (Arizona, University, either the 03 mixing ratio or the air temperature that could be
Tucson, Ariz.), R. P. Turco (R&D Associates,Marina del Roy, Calif.), attributed to the eclipse. (Author)
and O. B. Toon (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Space SciencesDiv.,
Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,vol. 37,
June 1980,'p. 1342-1357.63 refs. Grant No. NsG-7558.

A height profile of ablated mass from meteors is calculated,
assumingan incoming massof 10 to the -16th g/sq cm/s (44 metric
tons per day) and the velocity distribution of Southworth and A80-44959 * Self-gravitatinggas flow in barred spiral gal-
Sekanina, which has a mean of 14.5 km/s. The profile peaks at 84 axles. J. M. Huntley (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Theoretical and
km. The fluxes of micrometeorites and residual meteoroids are also Planetary Studies Branch, Moffett Field, Calif; IBM Thomas J.
calculated. The coagulation of the evaporated silicates into 'smoke' Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.)_ Astrophysical
particles is then followed by means of a model adapted from a Journal, Part 1, vol. 238, June 1, 1980, p. 524-538.42 refs.
previous study of the stratospheric sulfate layer. Numerous sensitiv- A series of two-dimensional numerical experiments is performed
ity tests are made. Features of the results are a sharp cutoff of the in order to test the responseof an isothermal, self-gravitating gasdisk
particle distribution above 90 km, and a surface area close to 10 to' to a uniformly rotating, barlike gravitational potential. The barlike
the -9th sq cm/cu cm all the way from 30 to 85 km. Some potential isan equilibrium stellar model from the n-body calculations
confirmation is obtained from balloon studies of condensation of Miller and Smith (1979). In the bar-dominated, central regions of
nuclei, although the various measurementsdiffer greatly. The optical the disk, a gasbar whose phasedependsprimarily on the location of
scattering and extinction are shown to be undetectable. Several principal resonances in the disk is formed. This response can be
potential applications are suggested: nucleation of sulfate particles understood in terms of orbit-crowding effects. In the gas-dominated
and noctilucent clouds, scavengingof metallic ions and atoms, and outer regions of the disk, two-armed trailing spiral waves are formed.
perhaps other aeronomical effects. The latter are limited to processes The local pitch angle of these Waves increases with increasing
that can be influenced by a collision time of the order of a day. fractional gas mass. These self-gravitating gas waves are not self-

(Author) sustaining. They are driven from the endsof equilibrium stellar bars,
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and their phasedoes not depend on the location of resonancesin the A80-45333 * An ab initio calculation of the zero-field
disk. The relevanceof theseself-gravitating waves to observations and splitting parametersof the 3A-double prime state of formaldehyde.
models of barred spiral galaxies is discussed. It is concluded that E.R. Davidson, J. C. Ellenbogen (Washington, University, Seattle,
these wavesand their associatedringlike structures may be consistent Wash.),and S. R. Langhoff (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
with the morphological distribution of gasfeatures in barred spiral Field, Calif.). Journal of Chemical Physics,vol. 73, July 15, 1980, p.
galaxies. (Author) 865-869.11 refs. NIH-supported research.

The spin dipole-dipole and spin-orbit contributions to the
zero-field splitting of the 3A-double prime state of formaldehyde
have been evaluated at the excited state experimental geometry. Ab
initio Cl wave functions were generated from a Dunning double zeta
plus polarization basesset using 3A-double prime rhf orbitals. Twelve

A80-44965 * The spectrumof IRC + 10216 from 2.0 to 8.5 states of each symmetry were used to evaluate the second-order
microns. F. C. Witteborn, D. W. Strecker, E. F. Erickson,S.M. spin-orbit effect. The resultingvaluesof D and E were 0.19 and0.03
Smith, J. H. Goebel, and B. J. Taylor (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, kayser with the principal magneticaxes rotated 36 deg from the CO
Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 238, June 1, bond.The valuesof alpha and beta relative to the inertial axeswere
1980, p. 577-584.29 refs. calculatedto be0.03 and 0.01 kaysercomparedto the experimental

Low-resolution spectra of IRC + 10216 have been obtained values of 0.05 plus or minus 0.01 and 0.02 plus or minus 0.02
from 2 to 8.5 micronsfrom NASA's KuiperAirborne Observatoryat kayser. (Author)
an altitude of 12.5 km (41,000 feet). Observationswere madeduring
1976 January and 1977 February. In both setsof data, the spectral
flux reachesits maximum between 6.0 and 6.6 micronsand the
previously reported 3.1-micron feature is observed;no obviousnew

absorption features have been found. The new data together with A8045359 * Equivalent-cone calculation of nitric oxide
other spectraldata and measurementsof the spatialextent of IRC + production rate during Space Shuttle re-entry. C. Park and J. V.
10216 impose conditions that must be met'by models of the Rakich (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).
continuum. Several simple models for 2-8.5 micron radiation art Atmospheric Environment, vol. 14, no. 8, 1980, p. 971,972.
examined. The new continuum data imposea constraint on the size The amount of nitric oxide likely to be produced in the shock
of the grainsin the cooler, optically thin part of the object. Earlier layer around a Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle durir_ its reentry is
photometry hasbeen combined with the presentdata to yield an calculated at one point on the trajectory. An equivalent-cone is
improvedvalue of the averageperiod: 644 + or - 17 days. It appears defined as one that producesthe same amountof nitric oxide asthe
that the variability is irregularand that the minimahave beendeeper orbiter. The amounts of nitric oxide produced by the cone are
in recentyearsthan they were in 1965-1969. (Author) calculatedat points along the trajectory to determine their total and

altitudinal distribution. The resultsshow that about 14 tonne nitric
oxide is produced at each entry, the peak occurring at 68 km
altitude. (Author)

S A80-44967 * Far-infrared spectra of W51-1RS 2 and W49
NW. E. F. Erickson and A. T. Tokunaga (NASA, Ames Research
Center,Moffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part I, vol.238,
June 1, 1980, p. 596-600.42 refs. A80-45812 * The effect of densecoreson the structureand

Measurementsof the far-infrared spectra of the powerful H II evolution of Jupiter and Saturn. A. S. Grossman (NASA, Ames
regionsW51-1RS2 and W49 NW from 65 to 345 per cm with about 9 ResearchCenter, Space SciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.; Erwin W.
per cm resolution were obtained by using an airborne Michelson Fick Observatory, Ames, Iowa), J. B. Pollack, R. T. Reynolds, A. L.
interferometer. The most remarkable feature of the far-infrared Summers (NASA, Ames Research Center, Space Sciences Div.,
spectra of the two regions is the smoothness of the continuum; no Moffett Field, Calif.), and H. C. Graboske, Jr. (California, University,
evidence is found in the spectra for features of H20 ice at 45 and 62 Livermore, Calif.). Icarus, vol. 42, June 1980, p. 358-379. 50 refs.
microns. The spectrum of W51 is well fitted by a 70 K blackbody Grant No. NCA2-OR-340-902.
with a diameter of 14 arc sec, but the spectrum of W49 NW is The evolutionary and static models of Jupiter and Saturn were
narrower than a blackbody. The implications of the apparently high calculated with homogeneous solar composition mantles and dense
peakoptical depths of thesesourcesare discussed. J.P.B. cores of material consisting of solar abundancesof SiO2, MgO, Fe,

and Ni. Evolutionary sequences for Jupiter were calculated with
cores of mass ranging from 2 to 8% of the Jovian mass;the Saturn
sequences ranged from cores of massof 16 to 22% of total mass.
Two envelope mixtures representative of the solar abundanceswere
used: they contained mass fraction of 0.74 and 0.77 of hydrogen,
respectively, and 0.24 and 0.21 mass fractions of helium. ForA80-44993 * An optical emission-linephaseof the extreme

carbon star IRC +30219. M. Cohen (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Jupiter, the observations of the temperature at 1 bar pressure, of
radius and of internal luminosity were best fit by evolutionaryMoffett Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 2 - Letters to the
models with a core massof about 6.5% and chemical composition ofEditor, vol. 238, June 1, 1980, p. L81-L85. 8 refs. Research
0.77 mass fraction of hydrogen and 0.21 mass fraction of helium.supported by the National Research Council; NSF Grant No.

AST-77-19896. The cooling time calculated for Saturn was 2.6 x 10 to the 9th yr,
almost a factor of 2 lessthan the percentageof the solar system.Optical spectroscopic monitoring of the extreme carbon star

IRC +30219 has revealed striking changes between 1977 and 1980. A.T.
The stellar photosphere was barely visible in early 1979. There was
an emission line spectrum consisting of H, forbidden 0 I, forbidden
O II, forbidden N I, forbidden N II, forbidden S II, and He I. It is
likely that these lines arose in a shocked region where recent stellar A80-48762 * Computational study of alkali-metal-noblegas
mass loss encountered the extensivecircumstellar envelope.By late collisions in the presence of nonresonant lasers - Na + Xe +
1979, this emission-linespectrumhadvanished,and the photosphere h/2/pi/omega sub 1 + h/2/pi/omega sub 2 system.P. L. DeVries, C.
had reappeared.The weakening of the photosphericfeaturesinearly Chang, T. F. George (Rochester, University, Rochester, N.Y.), B.
1979 was caused by increasedattenuation of starlight and overlying Laskowski, and J. R. Stallcop (NASA, Ames Research Center,
thermal emission, both due to recently condensedhot dust grains. Moffett Field, Calif.). Physical Review A - General Physics, 3rd

IAuthor) Series, vol. 22, Aug. 1980, p. 545-550. 7 refs. Researchsupported by
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the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and Henry Dreyfus Foundation; NSF Boulder, Colo.), N. Lee, and A. W. Castleman, Jr. (Cooperative
Grant No. CHE-77-27826; Grant No. NsG-2198; Contracts No. Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, Boulder, Colo.).
F49620-78-C-0005; No. W-7405-eng-48. Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 73, Sept. 1, 1980, p. 2195-2202.

The collision of Na with Xe in the presence of both the 37 refs. NSF Grant No. ATM-79-13801; Contract No. EP-78-S-002-
rhodamine-110 dye laserand the Nd-glasslaser is investigated within 4776; Grants No. NsG-2248; No. DAAG29-79-C-0133.
a quantum-mechanical close-coupled formalism, utilizing ab initio Ion-molecules association reactions of the form A(-)(B)n-1 + B =
potential curves and transition dipole matrix elements. Both one- and A(-)(B)n were studied over a range of temperatures in the gasphase
two-photon processes are investigated; the Na + Xe system is not using high pressure mass spectrometry. Enthalpy and entropy
asymptotically resonant with the radiation fields, so that these changeswere determined for the stepwise clustering reactions of (1)
processes can only occur in the molecular collision region. The sulfur dioxide onto Ct(-), I(-), and NO2(-) with n ranging from one to
one-photon processesare found to have measurablecrosssections at three or four, and onto S02(-) and SO3(-) with n equal to one; and
relatively low intensities; even the two-photon process has a (2) carbon dioxide onto CI(-), I(-), NO2(-), CO3(-), and SO3(-) with n
significant section for field intensities aslow as 10 MW/sq cm. equal to one. From thesedata and earlier hydration results, the order

(Author) of the magnitude of the enthalpy changeson the association of the
first neutral for a series of negative ions was found to parallel the
gas-phasebasicity of those anions. (Author)

A80-49341 * Numerical calculations of the collapse of
nonrotating, magneticgasclouds. E. H. Scott (San FranciscoState
University, San Francisco, Calif.) and D. C. Black (NASA, Ames A80-50149 * Theoretical treatment of the spin-orbit
ResearchCenter,Theoreticaland PlanetaryStudies Branch,Moffett coupling in the rare gas oxides NeO, ArO, KrO, and XeO. S. R.
Field, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Pa/t I, vol. 239, July 1, 1980, Langhoff (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).
p. 166-172. 16 refs. Grant No. NCA2-OR-660-703. Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 73, Sept. 1, 1980, p. 2379-2386.

Results of the first self-consistent numerical calculations of the 27 refs.
dynamic collapse of a magnetized protostellar gas cloud are Off-diagonal spin-orbit matrix elements are calculated as a
presented. Symmetry about an axis parallel to the initial magnetic function of internuclear distance for the rare gasoxides NeO, ArO,
field direction has been assumed, so that the calculations could be KrO, and XeO using the full microscopic spin-orbit Harniltonian,
performed on a two-dimensional grid. Also, the cloud was taken to including all one- and two-electron integrals, and POL-CI wave
be nonrotating and isothermal, and the magnetic field was assumed functions comparable to those of Dunning and Nay (1977). A good
to remain frozen in to the gas. As starting models for the agreement was found when comparing theseresults in detail v',,iththe
calculations, gas spheres with uniform density and magnetic field calculations of Cohen, Wadt and Hay (1979)that utitize an effective
were used. The time evolution of the clouds has beencalculated for one-electron one-center spin-orbit operator. For the rare gasoxide
roughly two initial free-fall times, at which point the central density molecules, it is suggested that the numerical results are a more
has increased by a factor of approximately 10,000 to 1,000,000. sensitive test of the wave functions (particularly to the extent of
Several such calculations havebeen performed for different valuesof charge transfer) than the exact evaluation of all terms in the full
the cloud's initial thermal, magnetic, and gravitational energies. In spin-orbit operator. A.C.W. S
virtually all casesit is found that, once a flattened core forms in the
cloud, the central magnetic field strength, B, varies with gasdensity,
rho, according to (d log B/d log rho) = 1/2. This behavior is
independent of the initial energy ratios mentioned above. It is also
found that the magnetic field is able to prevent completely the
collapseof part of the outer envelope of the.cloud. (Author) A80-51050 * Alternating direction implicit methods for

parabolicequationswith a mixed derivative. R. M. Beamand R. F.
Warming (NASA, Ames Research Center, Computational Fluid
DynamicsBranch, Moffett Field, Calif.). SIAM Journal on Scientific
and Statistical Computing, vol. 1, Mar. 1980, p. 131-159.21 refs.

Alternating direction implicit (ADI) schemes for two-
A80-49383 * Effect of three-bodyinteractionson the struc- dimensional parabolic equations with a mixed derivativeare con-
ture of small clusters,T. Halicioglu (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, structed by using the classof all A(0)-stable lineartwo-step methods
Moffett Field; Polyatomics Research, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.) in conjunction with the method of approximate factorization. The
and P. J. White (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, mixed derivativeistreatedwith anexplicit two-stepmethodwhich is
Calif.). Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, vol. 17, compatible with an implicit A(0)-stable method. The parameter
Sept.-Oct. 1980, p. !213-1215. 23 refs. Contract No. NAS2-1069. space for which the resulting ADI schemesare second-orderaccurate

Minimum energy configurations of microclusters (up to six and unconditionally stable is determined. Some numerical examples
atoms) havebeen calculated using two- and three-body interactions, are given. (Author)
Structural changeswere parametrically analyzed asa function of the
intensity of three-body forces. The results are qualitative in nature;
they indicate, however, that three-body interactions play an impor-
tant role in the equilibrium structure of microclusters. The effect of
the intensity of the three-body interactions on the structure of small
clusters isnot manifested in a continuous manner. Rather, changesin A80-51378 * Curvesof growth for vander Waalsbroadened
the energetically moststablestructureoccurabruptly. The resultsare spectrallines. C. Park (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field,
in qualitative agreement with experimental observationsas well as Calif.). Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer,
other calculations. (Author) vol. 24, Oct. 1980, p. 289-292. 6 refs.

Curvesof growth are evaluatedfor a spectralline broadenedby
the van der Waalsinteractions duringcollisions.The growth of the
equivalent widths of such lines is shown to be dependenton the
productof the perturberdensity and the 6/10 power of the vander
Waalspotential coefficient. Whenthe parameter is small,the widths

A80-50144 * Properties of clusters in the gas phase. V - grow as the 1/2 power of the optical depth asthey do for the Voigt
Complexesof neutral moleculesonto negativeions. R. G. Keesee profile: but when the parameteris large,they grow as2/3 powerand,
(NASA, Ames Research Center, SpaceSciences Div., Moffett Field, hence, faster than the Voigt profile. An approximate analytical
Calif.; Cooperative Institute for Researchin Environmental Sciences, expression for the computed growth characteristics isgiven, (Author)
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A80-51965 * Vibration-rotation line shifts for 1 sigmag + Direct involvement of educational institutionsin the transfer
H2/V,J/-lS/0/ He computed via close coupling - Temperature of remote sensing technology must be increased so that the
dependence. G. E. Hahne and C. Chackerian, Jr. (NASA, Ames trainingcomponentof the Westion RegionalApplicationsProgram
ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journalof ChemicalPhysics, can be expanded within the various states. The implications of
vol. 73, Oct. 1, 1980, p. 3223-3231.47 refs. essential goals in remote sensing education and training are

consideredin relation to the functions of the NASA UniversityThe density shifting of vibration-rotation transitions of H2
Affairs program. A.R.H.perturbed by He wascomputed (as a function of temperature)with

no adjustableparameters.The calculationwascarried out usingthe
framework of the impact theow of Barangerwith S-matrixelements
obtained via close coupling calculationswhich incorporatedthe ab
initio H2-H2 systempotential of Tsaplineet a1.(1977). Vibrational
and rotational inelasticity were neglected in the calculations; N80-20016' H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
neverthelessgood agreementwith experimentaldata was obtained, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
upto moderatetemperatures,for the density shift. A much poorer DATA REDUCTION BY COMPUTER PROCESSING
comparisonwasobtainedfor thedensity broadening. (Author) Dale R. Lumb In its Conf. of Remote Sensing Educators

(CORSE-78) Mar. 1980 p 391-452 refs (For primary document
see N80-20003 10-99)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 09B

The automated analysis of remote sensing data, specifically
digital processingof LANDSAT or other image data in numerical

A80-52399 * Discoveryof optical molecularemissionfrom form was considered in a technical workshop which covered
the bipolar nebula surrounding'HD 44179. G. D. Schmidt (Lick the teaching of digital image processing,includingboththeoretical
Observatory,Santa Cruz, Calif.), M. Cohen (NASA, Ames Research and applied subjectsandlaboratoryexperience,and also reviewed
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), and B. Margon.Astrophysical Journal, NASA developed image processing software, and hardware/
Part 2 - Letters to the Editor, vol. 239, Aug. 1, 1980, p. L133-L138. software systems employed at NASA-Ames Research Center in
21 refs. NSF Grants No. AST-78-19753; No. AST-77-27745. support of the Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP).

A course titled Image Processing Lab. one of two courses requiredSpectrophotometry and spectropolarimetry with HD 44179 are
presented. These measurements reveal that the very broad bump for a graduate minor in remote sensing at Arizona is examined

as well as the rationale,content, and hardware/software support
evident in previous low-resolution spectrapossessesa large amount of for this course. A.R.H.
structure, including groups of narrow emission lines and several
diffuse features. A reduction in polarization, but constant position
angle, through the bump indicates that this emission originates
within the nebula itself and merely dilutes the polarized scattered
starlight. A few very weak atomic emission lines aredetected, but the
overall feature, which strongly resembles the emission spectra of N80-21257*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
somemolecules,remainsunidentified. Constraintson the excitation Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
mechanismarediscussed. (Author) USE OF ADVANCED COMPUTERS FOR AERODYNAMIC

FLOW SIMULATION c02
F. R. Baileyand W. F. Ballhaus In AGARD The Use of Computers
as a Design Tool Jan. 1980 12 p refs Prepared in cooperation
with Army Researchand Technology Labs., Moffett Field, Calif.
(For primary document see N80-21243 12-01)

A80-53235 * Tidal dissipation, orbital evolution, and the Avail: NTIS HC A19/MF A01 CSCL 01A
nature of Saturn's inner satellites. S. J. Peale (Joint Institute for The current and projected use of advanced computers for
Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder, Colo.; California, University, large-scale aerodynamic flow simulation applied to engineering
SantaBarbara,Calif.), P. Cassen,and R. T. Reynolds (NASA, Ames design and research is discussed. The design use of mature
ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). Icarus, vol.43, July 1980, p. codes run on conventional,serial computers is compared with
65-72. 35 refs. Grants No. NGR-05-010-062; No. NCA2-OR-680-85. the fluid research use of new codes run on parallel and vector

Estimatesof tidal dampingtimesof the orbital eccentricitiesof computers. The role of flow simulations in design is illustrated
Saturn's inner satellites placeconstraints on some satellite rigidities by the applicationof a three dimensional, inviscid, transonic code

to the Sabreliner BOwing redesign. Research computations thatand dissipation functions Q. These constraints favor rock-like rather
include a more complete description of the fluid physics by use

than ice-like properties for Mimas and probably Dione. Photometric of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes and large-eddy simulation
and other observational data are consistent with relatively higher formulations are also presented. Results of studies for a numerical
densities for these two satellites, but require lower densities for aerodynamic simulation facility are used to project the feasibility
Tethys, Enceladus, and Rhea. This leads to a nonmonotonicdensity of design applications employing these more advanced three
distribution for Saturn's inner satellites, apparently determined by dimensional viscous flow simulations. MG.
different mass fractions of rocky materials. In spite of the conse-
quencesof tidal"dissipation for the orbital eccentricity decay and
imp!ications for satellite compositions, tidal heating is not an
important contributor to the thermal histow of any Saturnian
satellite. (Author)

NSO-26347*H Jet Propulsion Lab.. California Inst. of Tech.,
Pasadena.
PIONEER VENUS MULTIPROBE ENTRY TELEMETRY
RECOVERY
R. 8. Miller and R. Ramos (NASA. Ames Res. Center) In its

CONFERENCE PAPERS The Telecommun. and Data Acquisition Rept. 15 Jun. 1980
p 43-49 refs (For primary document see N80-26341 17-12)
Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 09F

N80-20OlO*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
NASA'S WESTERN REGIONAL APPLICATIONS TRAINING
ACTIVITY

Charles E. Poulton In its Conf. of Remote Sensing Educators NBO-26361*H Jet Propulsion Lab., California Inst. of Tech.,
(CORSE-78) Mar. 1980 p 181-196 (For primary document Pasadena.
see N80-20003 10-99) DATA ACQUISITION FOR MEASURING THE WIND ON

Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 051 VENUS FROM PIONEER VENUS c91
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J. R Smith and R. Ramos (NASA. Ames Res. Center) In its N80-33379"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The Telecommun. and Data Acquisition Rept. 15 Jun. 1980 Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
p 140-149 refs (For primary document see N80-26341 17-12) NUMERICAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR UNSTEADY

r Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 03B TRANSONIC AERODYNAMICS PROBLEMS
The data acquisition and processingtechnqiues used in the William F. Ballhausand John O, Bridgeman In AGARD Spec.

Pioneer Venus differentiallong baseline interferometryexperiment Course on Unsteady Aerodyn. Jun. 1980 24 p refs (For
are discribed.The experimentwas designedto measurethe motion primary document see N80-33363 24-02)
in three dimensions of the Pioneer probes during their fall to Avail: NTIS HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 01A
the surface of Venus, using a combination of Doppler and long Basic concepts of finite difference solution techniques for
baseline ratio interferometric methods. The design of the unsteady transonic flows are presented. The hierarchy of
experimentand the equipment and software techniquesthat were mathematical forumulations that approximate the Navier-Stokes
developed speciallyfor this experiment are also described. M.G. equationsare reviewed. The basic concepts involvedin construct-

ing numerical algorthms to solve these formulations are given.
Semi-implicit and implicitschemes are constructedand analyzed.
The discussion focuses primarily on techniques for solving the
low frequency transonic small disturbance equation. This is the
simplest formulationthat containsthe essenceof inviscidunsteady

N80-27658"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. transonic flow physics. The low frequency formulation is
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. emphasized here because codes based on this theory can be
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COMPUTATION OF TURBULENT run in minutesof processortime on currently availablecomputers.
BOUNDARY LAYERS Furthermore,numerical techniquesinvolvedin solvingthis simple
Morris W. Rubesin In AGARD Turbulent Boundary Layers Jan. formulation also apply to the more complicated formulations.
1980 23 p refs (For primary document see N80-27647 18-34) Extensions to these formulations are briefly described. An
Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 20D indicationof the present capability for solving unsteady transonic

Two methods of turbulence computation are discussed in flows is provided. Important areas of future research for the
terms of their basic simularities. It is shown that the two methods advancement of computational unsteady transonic aerodynam=cs
are interrelated and that each can gain from advances in the are described. E.D.K.
other. The degree of success of a pair of increasingly complex
Reynolds stress models to broaden their range of applicability is
examined through comparison with experimental data for a variety
of flow conditions. An example of a large eddy simulation is
presented, compared with experimental results, and used to
evaluate the models for pressure rate of strain correlation and
dissipation in the Reynolds averaged equations. RC.T. A80-12603 * The 60-MW Shuttle interaction heatingfacili-

ty. W. Winovich and W. C. A. Carlson (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: International Instrumentation
Symposium, 25th, Anaheim, Calif., May 7-10, 1979, Proceedings.
Part 1. (A80-12601 02-35) Pittsburgh, Pa., Instrument Society of

N80-2765S*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. America, 1979, p. 59-75.20 refs.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif An arc-heatedwind-tunnel system describedin the presentpaper S
A NAVIER-STOKES FAST SOLVER FOR TURBULENCE will simulate aerodynamic heating in large-scaletests of the thermal
MODELING APPLICATIONS p._)tection system of the Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle during entry. The
J. D. Murphy and M. W. Rubesin In AGARD TurbulenceBoundary system provides for large-scalesubsystem tests in higb-enthalpy
Layers Jan. 1980 16 p refs (For primary document see streamswith boundary layer flows at high Reynolds numbersandfor
N80-27647 18-34) large test-body sizes in stagnation flows. The discussioncoversthe
Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01 design concept of the arc-jet systems, the extensive hardware

A computer code for the evaluation and/or optimization of developments of the arc heater to provide reliable operation, and
the predicativepotential of secondorder turbulent closuremodels verification and performancemeasurementsof the system'soperatingin simple two dimensional flow configurations is discussed.A
procedure for the numerical solution of the steady constant envelopes. V.P.
property Navier-Stokes equations are described together with
algebraic, one dimensional and two dimensional equations of
turbulence closure models. Four turbulence modelsare compared
with several sets of experimental data. The effects of initial
conditionsand boundaryconditionsare also described.The effects

of purely numerical parameters, such as mesh size, boundary A80-14987 * An explicit algorithm for a fluid approachtolocations, and convergence criteria are presented. R.C_T.
nonlinearopticspropagationusingsplittingand rezoningtechniques.
F. P. Mattar, J. Teichmann (Montreal,UniversitY,Montreal,Canada),
L. R. Bissonnette (Defence Research Establishment Valcartier,
Courcelette,Quebec,Canada),and R. W. MacCormack (NASA, Ames
ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Gas-flow and chemical

NSO-27661*t_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. lasers;Proceedingsof the Second International Symposium,Rhode-
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif, Saint-Gen_se, Belgium, September 1978. (A80-14954 03-36)
LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF TURBULENT CHANNEL Washington,D.C., HemispherePublishingCorp., 1979, p. 437-448.
FLOW: ILLIAC 6 CALCULATION 18 refs.Researchsupportedby the Mobil Oil Corp.
John Kim and Parviz Moin In AGARD Turbulent Boundary The paper presentsa three-dimensionalanalysisof the nonlinear
Layers Jan. 1980 18 p refs (For primary document see light matter interaction in a hydrodynamic context. It is reported
N80-27647 18-34) that the resultingequationsare a generalizationof the Navier-Stokes
Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 20D equations subjected to an internal potential which dependssolely

The capabilities of large eddy simulation in the prediction upon the fluid density. In addition, threenumericalapproachesareand analyses of wall-bounded turbulent shear flows are demon-
strated. The dynamical equations for large scale field motions presented to solve the governingequations usingan extension of
are derived. The computational grid network is described and McCormack predict-correctorscheme.These are a uniform grid, a
its relation to the observed physical length scales in the flow dynamic rezonedgrid, and a splitting technique.It isconcludedthat
are discussed. Some aspects of the mechanicsand structure of the use of adaptive mapping and splitting techniques with
the flow are examined both in the vicinity of the wall and in McCormack two-level predictor-corrector scheme results in an
regions away from the wall. An attempt is made to correlate efficient and reliable code whose storage requirementsare modest
numerical results with laboratory observations.Other significant comparedwith other secondordermethodsof equalaccuracy.
observations and conclusionsare presented. R.C.T. M.E.P.
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A80-15518 * A temperature dependent fatigue failure A80-18384 * // An entry and landing probe for Titan. J. P.
criterion for graphite/epoxy laminates.A. Rotem and H. G. Nelson Murphy, J. N. Cuzzi (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field,
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: New Calif.), A. J. Butts, and P. C. Carroll (Martin Marietta Aerospace,
developments and applications in composites; Proceedings of the Denver, Colo.). American Institute of Aeronautics andAstronautics,
Symposium, St. Louis, Mo., October 16, 17, 1978. (A80- Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Cafif., Jan. 14-16,
15501 04-24) Warrendale, Pa., Metallurgical Society of AIME, 1979, 1980, Paper80-0117. 11 p.
p. 283-298.8 refs. Results of a recent study of entry and landing probes for the

A fatigue failure criterion applicable to composite materials is exploration of Titan are presented. The probes considered were
developed and applied to predict the fatigue behavior of graphite/ based on a wide range of exploration mission possibilities. They
epoxy laminates with particular emphasis on the influence of included: an" atmospheric science probe; an intermediate, atmo-
temperature. Tensile stress-strain curves and tension-tension fatigue spheric and limited surface science probe; and a larger atmospheric
curves for various unidirectional, angle-ply and symmetrically and expanded surface science probe. Becauseof lower gravity on
balanced laminates were developed at test temperatures of 25 C, 74 Titan and its atmosphere characteristics, the entry environment is
C and 114 C. In general for most laminates a reduction in both static lesssevere than that of Mars. However, the large uncertainties in the
strength and fatigue strength isobserved with increasing temperature, current definition of the atmosphere and uncertainties in Titan's
This reduction appeared more severe in fatigue loading than in static surface characteristics have required trade-offs of various combina-
tensile loading and most severewhere the shear stressin the lamina is tions of entry and descent shapes and hard lander configurations.
the dominant failure mode. Through an analytical formulation of Results show that all probe classes are feasible without major
shifting functions for the influences of temperature, all fatigue data developments. (Author)
are shown to be capable of being reduced to a single referencecurve
at some temperature. Additionally, examples are given which
demonstrate the capability of the fatigue failure criterion to predict
failure of complex symmetrically balanced laminates from relevant

parameters obtained from the observed behavior of unidirectional AB0-19271 * // Supersonic flow over three-dimensional
and angle-ply laminates. (Author) ablated nosetips usingan unsteady implicit numericalprocedure.P.

Kutler (Flow Simulations, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.), J. A. Pedelty
(Flow Simulations, Inc., Sunnyvale,Calif.; Iowa State University of
Scienceand Technology, Ames, Iowa), and T. H. Pulliam (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; Flow Simulations, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Pasadena,Calif., Jan. 14-16,

A80-17435 * Design alternatives for the Shuttle Infrareo 1980, Paper80-0063. 12 p. 28 refs.
TelescopeFacility. F. C. Witteborn, L. S. Young, and J. H. Miller The three-dimensionalsupersonic flow over passive, that is,
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Space nonablating, indented nosetips of reentry vehicles is determined
optics; Proceedingsof the Seminar, Huntsville, Ala., May 22-24, using an unsteady implicit numerical algorithm which solveseither
1979. (A80-17432 05-89) Bellingham, Wash., Society of Photo- the inviscid Euler equationsor the 'thin-layer' Navier-Stokesequa-
Optical InstrumentationEngineers,1979, p. 24-30. 18 refs. tions. A nonorthogonalindependentvariabletransformation is used

S The paper discussesthe Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility to map the distorted physicaldomain, containingmultiple zonesof
(SIRTF), a versatile astronomicaltelescope that can accomodate embedded subsonicflow and separatedflow regions into a rectan-
photometric, spectroscopic,and polarimetric measurements. It is gular computational volume at whose boundaries the required
expected to be 100 to 1000 times moresensitive than any existing permeable or impermeableboundary conditions are simulated.Use
infrared telescope;detailed designsof cooled IR telescopes were of the implicit algorithm results in faster convergenceto the steady
made for the Infrared Astronomical Satellite and the Small Helium state because of a larger allowable time step over conventional
Cooled Infrared Telescopefor Spacelab2. Rocket tests verified the explicit schemes.The numerical resultsobtained comparefavorably
capability of using superfluid helium as a cryogen in zero gravity, with existing numerical solutions and experimental data for simple
Constraints on funds for Shuttle payloads require an evolutionary sphereswhich validatesthe program. Resultsare also presentedfor
approach to the development of the full potential of SIRTF, analytically defined indentedbodies for both laminar and turbulent
necessitatingconsiderationofdesign alternatives involvingthe optical flow conditions that demonstrate the program's capability for
configuration, the cryogen, the mechanical structure, and size of computingsuchflows. (Author)
SIRTF. A.T.

A80-19273" // Numerical simulation of steady supersonic
flow over an ogive-cylinder-boattail body, L. B. Schiff (NASA, Ames

A80-18235 * // Experimental and computational study of Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.) and W. B. Sturek (U.S. Army,

transonic flow about swept wings. A. Bertelrud, M. Y. Bergmann, Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.).

and T. J. Coakley (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aero- Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper

space Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, CaliL, Jan. 14-16, 1980, 80-0066. 12 p. 14 refs.

Paper80-O005. 17 p. 12 refs. A recently reported parabolized Navier-Stokes code has been
An experimental investigation of NACA 0010 and 10%circular employed to compute the supersonic flow field surrounding an

arc wing models, swept at 45 deg, spanning a channel, and at zero ogive-cylinder-boattail body at incidence. The computations were

angle of attack is described. Measurements include chordwise and performed for flow conditions where an extensive series of experi-
spanwise surface pressure distributions and oil-flow patterns for a mental surface pressure and turbulent boundary-layer profile

range of transonic Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers. Calcula- measurements had been obtained. Comparison between the computa-
tions using a new three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code and a tional results and experimental measurements for angles of attack up

two-equation turbulence model are included for the circular-arc wing to 6 deg show excellent agreement. At angles greater than 6 deg
flow. Reasonable agreement between measurements and computa- discrepancies are observed which are tentatively attributed to
tions is obtained. (Author) three-dimensional turbulence modeling errors. (Author)
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A80-19274 * # A diagonal form of an implicit approximate- Provo, Utah). In: Lunar and Planetary ScienceConference, 1Oth,
factorization algorithm with applicationto a two dimensionalinlet. Houston,Tex., March 19-23, 1979, Proceedings.Volume 3. (A80-
D. S. Chaussee(Flow Simulations,Inc., Sunnyvale,Calif.) andT.H. 23677 08-91) New York, PergamonPress,Inc., 1979, p. 2291-2297.
Pulliam (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). 8refs. Grant No. NsG-2082.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace A stronganisotropy is observedin magneticfield fluctuations
Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper measuredby the Lunokhod 2 magnetometer located on the eastern
80-0067. 9p. 17 refs. edge of Mare Serenitatis. This anisotropy can be explained by a

A modification of an implicit approximate-factorization finite- regional anomaly in the subsurface electrical conductivity distribu-
difference algorithm applied to the two dimensional Euler and tion associated with the mare similar to the proposed conductivity
Navier-Stokes equations in general curvilinear coordinates is pre- anomaly associated with Mare Imbrium. The Serenitatis magnetic
sented for supersonic free stream flow about and through inlets. The field anisotropy is compared to the field fluctuation measuredby the
modification transforms the coupled system of equations into an Apollo 16 magnetometer 1100 km to the south, and this comparison
uncoupled diagonal form which requires lesscomputationwork. For indicates that the subsurface conductivity distribution can be
steady-state applications the resulting diagonal algorithm retains the modeled by a nonconducting layer in the lunar lithosphere which is
stability and accuracy characteristics of the original algorithm. 150 km thick beneath the highlands and 300 km thick beneath
Solutions are given for inviscid and laminar flow about a two Serenitatis. The decrease in electrical conductivity of the upper
dimensional wedge inlet configuration. Comparisons are made mantle beneath the mare may result from lower temperatures due to
'_etweencomputed results and exact theory. (Author) transport of thermal energy and radioactive heat sources to the

surface during mare flooding. This proposed anomaly, along with
that proposed for Mare Imbrium, strengthens the possibility of
regional anomalies in electrical conductivity associated with all
circular lunar maria. (Author)

A80-22727 * // An experimental and numerical investigation
of a three-dimensional shock wave separated turbulent boundary
layer. M. I. Kussoy, J. R. Viegas,and C. C. Horstman (NASA, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sctences Meeting, 18th, A80-23716 * Monte Carlo simulation of lunar megaregolith
Pasadena,CaliL, Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-0002. 21 p. 32 refs. and implications. H. R. Aggarwat (Santa Clara, University, Santa

A detailed investigation of a flow in which a three-dimensional Clara, Calif.) and V. R. Oberbeck (NASA, Ames Research Center,
shock wave separatesa two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer is Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Lunar and Planetary Science Conference,
presented. The resulting flow field is highly three-dimensional with a 1Oth, Houston, Tex., March 19-23, 1979, Proceedings. Volume 3.
significant portion of flow separation on the surface at the 0 deg (A80-23677 08-91) New York, Pergamon Press, Inc., 1979, p.
azimuthal coordinate (windward) plane as well as a large zone of 2689-2705. 30 refs.
secondary surface flow off this plane. Mean and fluctuating A realistic Monte Carlo model closely simulating the evolutionexperimental measurements were obtained throughout the entire
flow field. These measurementsincluded mean pressures,flow angles of the lunar megaregolith over a large area of 67 million sq. km of

the front surface of the moon is presented. Craters larger than 100
and shear on the surface, as well as yaw angles, static pressures, km in diameter observed over the entire surface of the moon and
turbulent shear stressesand turbulent kinetic energies on selected those less than 100 km lying in the referenced area are included in Splanes throughout the flow field. In addition, numerical predictions
of this flow, obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equations with an the simulation. A total of 21,664 craters are processed.The model
algebraic eddy viscosity turbulence model, are pre_ented. These predicts the average thickness of the megaregolith to be about
computations can reasonably predict both the surface and flow-fie!d 1.9-2.0 km. Curves for the variation of the regolith thickness across

the simulated area are given and show that about 50% of the area isquantities, despite the extremely complicated nature of the experi-
mental flow. (Author) covered with regolith less than 1 km thick. The model produces

crater structures similar to the ones observed in the lunar highlands,
it partially supports the layering theory for crater structures that the
variations in strength and density of target materials may be
responsible for the observed differences in the morphologies of lunar

A80-22731 * // Forebody and base region real-gasflow in craters, and rules out the possibility that all craters when formed are
severeplanetary entry by a factored implicit numerical method. I - bowl-shaped with a fixed depth/diameter ratio characteristic of small
Computational fluid dynamics. C. K. Lombard (Pacific Engineering craters. (Author)
Design Analysis Co., Palo Alto, Calif.), W. C. Davy, and M. J. Green
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Thermal Protection Branch, Moffett
Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 14-16,

1980, Paper80-0065. 13 p. 22 refs. Contract No. NAS2-10144. A80-23727 * Endogenic craterson basaltic lava flows - Size
A new code for the simulation of full (forebody and base frequency distributions. R. Greeley (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,

region) flowfields about bluff bodies in the hypersonic regime of Space Science Div., Moffett Field, Calif.; Arizona State University,
severe planetary entry is described.The present 'maximally conserva- Tempe, Ariz.) and D. E. Gault (Murphys Center for Planetology,
tive, maximally differenced' formulation of the unsteady com- Murphys, Calif.). In: Lunar and Planetary ScienceConference, 1Oth,
pressible Navier-Stokes equations for 2-D axisymmetric 3-D flow is Houston, Tex., March 19-23, 1979, Proceedings. Volume 3. (A80-
contrasted for stability with previous formulations of Viviand, 23677 08-91) New York, Pergamon Press, Inc., 1979, p. 2919-2933.
Kutler, et al, and Thomas and Lombard. Discrete metric relations 28 refs. Grant No. NsG-7416.
peculiar to the axisymmetric finite volume formulation are presented Circular crater forms, termed collapse depressions,which occur
along with a generaldiscussion of their relations to and consequences on many basalt flows on the earth havealso been detected on the
of failure to close computational cells. A computational mesh of moon and Mars and possibly on Mercury and Io. The admixture of
curvilinear coordinate topology singular in the flow regime is collapse craters with impact craters would affect agedeterminations
presented that permits aligned capturing of the major physical of planetary surface units basedon impact crater statistics by making
features of the complex flowfield. (Author) them appear anomalously old. In the work described in the present

paper, the techniques conventionally used in planetary crater
counting were applied to the determination of the size rangeand size
frequency distribution of collapse craters on lava flows in Idaho,

A80-23691 * Electrical conductivity anomalies associated California, and New Mexico. Collapse depressions range in size from
with circular lunar maria. P. Dyal (NASA, Ames Research Center, 3 to 80 m in diameter; their cumulative size distributions aresimilar
Moffett Field, Calif.) and W. D. Daily (Eyring Research Institute, to those of small impact craters on the moon. V.P.
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A80-23935 * # Implicit computations of unsteady transonic Electrical inductionasa heat sourcecan be scaledto a broadrangeof
flow governedbythe full-potential equationin conservationform. P. solar system conditions, but corroborative evidence for these
M. Goorjian (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). conditionsis inconclusive.The accretionmechanismis probablynot
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace viable for the asteroidaland meteorite parent bodies, becausethe
Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif,, Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper high kinetic energy requirement is inconsistent with the formation of
80-0150. 19 p. 29 refs. the objects and their regoliths in the presenceof a weak gravitational

An alternating-direction implicit algorithm is presented for field. (Author)
solving the conservative, full-potential equation for unsteady, tran-
sonic flow. A new development is the time-linearization of the
density function. This linearization reducesth'esolution processfrom
one of solving a system of two equations at each meshpoint to one
of solving a single equation. Two samplecasesarecomputed. First, a
one-dimensional traveling shock wave is computed and compared A80-26881 * A small-scaletest for fiber releasefrom carbon
with the analytic solution. Second, a two-dimensional case is composites.W. J. Gilwee, Jr. and R. H. Fish (NASA, Ames Research
computed of a flow field that results from a thickening and Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Advanced composites - Special

topics; Proceedings of the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., December
subsequently thinning airfoil. The resulting flow field, which includes 4-6, 1979. (A80-26878 09-24) El Segundo, Calif., Technology
a traveling shock wave, is compared to the flow field obtained from Conferences, 1979, p. 45-54.
the low-frequency, small-disturbance, transonic equation. (Author) A burn/impact test apparatus is used to determine the amount

of fiber releasefrom carbon fiber composites after burn and impact.
The calculation of the theoretical char binder content of the
composite is made based on the temperature of the test specimen
and the char yield of the resin as determined by thermogravimetric

A80-23957 * # Numerical experiments in boundary-layer analysis. The test results indicate that carbon fiber release depends
stability. A. Wray and M. Y. Hussaini (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, on the type of reinforcement used.There was more fiber releasewith
Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and the quasi-isotropic composite made with unidirectional tape than
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 18th, Pasadena, Calif., with the woven fabric reinforcement. The amount of fiber releasein
Jan. 14-16, 1980, Paper80-0275. 10 p. the impact chamber after burning is coincident with the calculated

Numerical solution of the three-dimensional incompressible char binder. V.L.
Navier-Stokes equations is usedto study the instability of a flat-plate
boundary layer in a manner analogous to the vibrating-ribbon
experiments. Flow-field structures are observed which are very
similar to those found in the vibrating-ribbon experiment to which

computational initial conditions have been matched. Streamwise A80-27407 * On the construction and application of
periodicity is assumed in the simulation so that the evolution occurs implicit factored schemesfor conservation laws. R. F. Warming and
in time, but the events which constitute the instability areso similar R.M. Beam (NASA, Ames Research Center, Computational Fluid
to the spatially occurring ones of the laboratory that it seemsclear Dynamics Branch, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Computational fluid

S the physical processesinvolved are the same. A spectral and finite dynamics. (A80-27402 10-3,4)Providence, R.I., American Mathema-
difference numerical algorithm isemployed in the simulation, tical Society, 1978, p. 85-!29.37 refs.

(Author) Efficient, noniterative, implicit finite difference algorithms are
systematically developed for nonlinear conservation laws including
purely hyperbolic systems and mixed hyperbolic parabo(ic systems.
Utilization of a rational fraction or Pad6time differencing formulas,
yields a direct and natural derivation of an implicit schemein a delta

A80-24586 * Aqueousactivity on asteroids- Evidencefrom form. Attention is given to advantagesof the delta formation and to
carbonaceousmeteorites.J. F. Kerridge (California, University, Los variouspropertiesof one-and two-dimensionalalgorithms. C.F.W.
Angeles, Calif.) and T. E. Bunch (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Asteroids. (A80-24551 08-91) Tucson,
Ariz., University of Arizona Press, 1979, p. 745-764. 54 refs.
NASA-supportedresearch.

Carbonaceouschondritesof groupsCI and CM were formed by
impact brecciation and aqueousalteration of earlier generationsof A80-27408 * An efficient explicit-implicit-characteristic
mineral phaseswithin the surface regions of two or more parent method for solvingthe compressibleNavier-Stokesequations. R. W.
bodies. Those parent bodies were probably asteroids,rather than MacCormack (NASA, AmesResearch Center, Computational Fluid
comets, although a problem still exists in delivering such material Dynamics Branch, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Computational fluid
safely to earth. Aqueous activity may have been widespread on dynamics. (A80-27402 10-34) Providence, R.l., American Mathemat-
asteroids. (Author) ical Society, 1978, p. 130-155. 22 refs.

Explicit, implicit, and characteristic finite-difference methods
areapplied to solve model equations representativeof the compressi-
ble Navier-Stokes equations. An approach is then formulated for
solving the Navier-Stokes equation at high Reynolds numbers. The

A80-24590 * Primordial heating of asteroidalparent bodies, approach has drastically reduced the computation time required to
C. P. Sonett (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.) and R. T. Reynolds obtain viscous flow solutions. Computational results for shock wave
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Asteroids. separated flows are presented. (Author)
(A80-24551 08-91) Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona Press,1979,
p. 822-848. 97 refs. NASA-supported research.

Most meteorites show evidence of thermal processing either
because of metamorphic changes or as a result of melting and
differentiation. Proposed mechanisms for supplying this energy A80-27736 *// Investigation of a reattaching turbulent shear
generally rely upon short-lived radioisotopes or electrical induction, layer - Flow over a backward-facing step. J. Kim (NASA, Ames
though accretion is sometimes mentioned, and more exotic models Research Center, Moffett Field; Stanford University, Stanford,
have been discussed. Interest in isotopic heating hasbeen heightened Calif.), S. J. Kline, and J. P. Johnston (Stanford University, Stanford,
by the discovery of AI-26 in Allende inclusions and also by the Calif.). In: Flow in primary, non-rotating passagesin turbomachines;

.proposal that a lunar core and dynamo resulted from the radioactive Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y.,
decay of superheavy elements during the early solar system. December 2-7, 1979. (A80-27732 10-02) New York, American
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Society of Mechanical Engineers,1979, p. 41-48. 19 refs. A80-31848 * The role of magneticfields in the collapseof
The paper studies incompressibleflow over a backward-facing protostellargasclouds. E. H. Scott and D. C. Black (NASA, Ames

step in order to investigatethe flow characteristicsin the separated ResearchCenter, Theoretical and Planetary Studies Branch, Moffett
shearlayer, the reattachment zone, andthe redevelopingboundary Field, Calif.). In: Giant molecular clouds in the Galaxy; Proceedings
layer after reattachment. It is shownthat turbulent intensitiesand of the Third Gregynog Astrophysics Workshop, Cardiff, Wales,
shear stress reach maxima in the reattachment zone, followed by August 1977. (A80-31827 12-90) Oxford and New York, Pergamon
rapid decay near the surfaceafter reattachment. In addition, it is Press,1980, p. 303-311. 12 refs.
found that downstream of reattachment, the flow returns very The paper presentsthe resultsof a numerical calculationof the
slowly to the structureof an ordinary turbulent boundarylayer, collapseof an idealizedprotostellargascloud includingthe effectsof

M.E.P. a 'frozen-in' magnetic field. The 'traditional' picture of magnetic
effects on gasclouds and recent observationaland theoretical work
on the subject are summarized. Attention is givento the methodof
calculationandthe resultsareinterpreted. It isfound that the central

A80-27965 * // Effects of moisture on apparent flexure magneticfield in the collapsingcloud rriodelfollows a rhoto the 1/2
strength and on torsion and flexure fatigue propertiesof graphite- power relation, and the discussionimpliesthat this isa general result
epoxy composites.H. T. Sumsion and M. J. Adamson (NASA, Ames which should hold true for some range of initial conditions around
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Methods for predicting those chosen. In addition, it is found that the outer envelopeof the
material life in fatigue; Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, cloud will be held up by tension in the field lines. M.E.P.
New York, N.Y., December 2-7, 1979. (A80-27951 10-39) New
York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1979, p. 265-274.
14 refs.

The effects of moisture and temperature on unidirectional and

multi-ply laminates of T300/934 and AS/3501 graphite-epoxy A80-34050 * Scattering by non-sphericalparticles of size
systems were investigated. Properties studied were static flexure comparableto a wavelength - A new semi-empirical theory, J. B.
strength and flexure and torsion fatigue strengths at room tempera- Pollack and J. N. Cuzzi (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Space
ture and at 74 C. Specimenswith increasedmoisturecontent showed SciencesDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Light scatteringby irregular-
a reduced static flexure strength; water as the test environment had ly shaped particles. New York, Plenum Publishing Corp., 1980, p.
only a negligible influence. In flexure fatigue and torsion fatigue, the 113-125. 17 refs.
water environment caused somewhat reduced fatigue strengths at An approximate method is proposed for evaluating the inter-
room temperature and significantly greater degradation in 74 C action of randomly oriented, nonspherical particles with the total
water. The failure mode in all caseswas interlaminar delamination, intensity component of electromagnetic radiation. When the particle

(Author) size parameter, x, the ratio of particle circumference to wavelength,
is lessthan someupper bound x(o) (about 5), Mie theory isused. For
x greater than x(o), the interaction isdivided into three components:
diffraction, external reflection, and transmission. Physical optics

A80-29479 * // A technique for evaluatingthe Jovian entry- theory is used to obtain the first of these components; geometrical

probe heat-shieldmaterial with a gasdynamiclaser.R. R. Dickey and optics theory is appliedto the second;and a simple parameterization SJ. H. Lundell (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). isemployedfor the third. The predictionsof this theory arefound to
In: ICIASF '79; International Congress on Instrumentation in be in very goodagreementwith laboratory measurementsforawide
Aerospace Simulation Facilities, 8th, Monterey, Calif., September variety of particleshapes,sizes,and refractive indexes.Limitations of
24-26, 1979, Record. (A80-29476 11-35) New York, Institute of the theory arealso noted. (Author)
Electrical and ElectronicsEngineers,Inc., 1979, p. 26-32.

The paper presents a technique for evaluating the Jovian
entry-probe heat-shieldmaterial with a gasdynamic laser. This entry
probe of Project Galileo will incorporate a forebody heat shield of
carbon phenolic ablative; at the expectedpeak radiant intensity of A80-34788 * Advanced thermoset resins for fire-resistant
42 kW/sq cm this material can be evaluatedby a CO2 gasdynamic composites.D. A. Kourtidesand J. A. Parker(NASA, Ames Research
laser. The typically quasigaussianspatial distribution of the laser Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: New horizons - Materials and
output beam is converted to a spatially uniform beam by a new processesfor the eighties; Proceedingsof the Eleventh National
optical integrator;the ablation resultscan be related to the imposed Conference, Boston, Mass.,November 13-15, 1979. (A80-34751 14-
intensity and then to the flight situation with a uniform beam. The 23) Azusa, Calif., Society for the Advancement of Material and
tests show that the carbon phenolic tends to spall under intense ProcessEngineering,1979, p. 551-563. 8 refs.
radiation, and this process is quantified by a particle capture The thermal and flammability properties of some thermoset
technique. A.T. polymers and composites are described. The processingand evalua-

tion of composites fabricated from currently used resins and
advanced fire-resistant resins are also described. Laboratory test
methodology used to qualify candidate compositematerials includes
thermochemical characterization of the polymeric compounds and

A80-29506 * Application of laser velocimetry to an un- evaluation of the glassreinforced composites for flammability and
steadytransonicflow. H. L. Seegmiller,J. G. Marvin, D. R. Harrison, smoke evolution. The use of these test methods will be discussedin
and G. Kojima (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). comparing advanced laminating resins and composites consisting of
In: ICIASF '79; International Congress on Instrumentation in modified epoxies, phenolics and bismaleimide, with conventional
Aerospace Simulation Facilities, 8th, Monterey, Calif., September baselinematerials consisting of epoxy. (Author)
24-26, 1979, Record. (A80-29476 11-35) New York, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1979, p. 284-293. 9 refs.

Measurementsof mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and
turbulent shearstresshave beenobtained in an unsteady but periodic
flow. Polystyrene spheres, 0.35-0.55 microns in diameter, were
injected into the tunnel settling chamber to seedthe flow for a laser A80-34790 * Ambient curing fire resistant foams. C. L.
velocimeter. Synchronized counters together with an encoding Hamermesh, P. A. Hogenson, C. Y. Tung (Rockwell International
interface and digital-to-analog converters were used to record the Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.), P. M. Sawko, and S. R. Riccitiello
data on an analog tape recorder. Profiles of velocity and turbulence (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Fieldl Calif.). In: New
quantities are presented for severaltimes during the periodic flow. horizons - Materials and processesfor the eighties; Proceedingsof the

(Author) Eleventh National Conference, Boston, Mass., November 13-15,
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1979. (A80-34751 14-23) Azusa, Calif., Society for the Advance- deleted. Top layers exhibiting desirable burning profiles were
ment of Material and ProcessEngineering, 1979, p. 574-581. 5 refs. combined with foam cushion materials. The smoke and heat-release
Research supported by the Rockwell International Corp.; Contract rate of multilayered seatmaterials were then measuredat heat fluxes
No. NAS2-9469. of 1.5 and 3.5 W/sq cm. Choicesof contact and silicon adhesivesfor

The feasibility of development of an ambient curing foam is bonding multilayered assemblies were based on flammability, burn
described. The thermal stability and flame spread index of the foams and smoke generation, animal toxicity tests, and thermal gravimetric
were found to be comparable to those of the high-temperature cured analysis. (Author)
polyimide foams by Monsanto two-foot tunnel test and NASA T-3
Fire test. Adaptation of the material to spray in placeapplications is
described. (Author)

A80-37427 * Internal image motion compensationsystem
for the Shuttle Infrared TelescopeFacility. K. R. Lorell (NASA,
AmesResearchCenter, SpaceProjectsDiv., Moffett Field, Calif,), E,

A80-34904 * Solution of Boltzmann equation for highly K. Parsons,and J. D. Powell (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.).
nonequilibriumdiatomic gasesrotational translationalenergyrelaxa- In: Automatic control in space;Proceedingsof the Eighth Sympos-
tion. K. K. Yoshikawa(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, ium, Oxford, England, July 2-6, 1979. (A80-37426 15-12) Oxford,
Calif.). In: Rarefied gas dynamics; Proceedingsof the Eleventh PergamonPress,Ltd., 1980, p. 1-7. 9 refs.
International Symposium,Cannes, France, July 3-8, 1978. Volume The Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) is being
1. (A80-34876 14-77) Paris, Commissariat b I'Energie Atomique, designedas a l-m, cryogenically cooled telescope capable of a
1979, p. 389-406. 14 refs. Researchsupportedby the University of thirty-fold improvement over currently available infrared instru-
Tokyo. ments. The SIRTF, mounted in the Orbiter bay on the Instrument

The direct simulation Monte Carlo method is applied to solve PointingSystem (IPS), requiresthat the imageat the focal planebe
the Boltzmann equation for collisions between internally excited stabilizedto better than 0.1 arcsecwith an absoluteaccuracyof 1
diatomic gases in highly nonequilibrium states. The semiclassical arcsec in order to attain this goal. Current estimates of IPS
transition probability is incorporated in the simulation for energy performancefor both stability and accuracyindicatethat additional
exchangebetween rotational and translational energy. The results stabilization will be necessaryto meet the SIRTF requirements. An
provide details on the fundamental mechanismsof gaskinetics where Image Motion Compensation (IMC) system, utilizing a Charge
analytical methods are impractical. The validity of the local Coupled Device (CCD) star tracker located at the focal plane and a
Maxwellian assumption and relaxation time, rotational-translational steerable mirror in the SIRTF optical path, has been designedto
energy transition, and a velocity analysis of the inelastic collision are work in conjunction with the IPS. (Author)
discussed in detail. (Author)

A80-38114 * Shockttube studiesof radiativebaseheatingof
S A80-35051 * # Graphite compositeswith advancedresinma- Jovianprobe. H. Shirai and C. Park (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,

trices. D. A. Kourtides (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Entry Technology Branch, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Shock tubes
Field, Calif.). In: Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials and waves; Proceedings of the Twelfth International Symposium,
Conference, 21st, Seattle, Wash.,May 12-14, 1980, Technical Papers. Jerusalem, Israel, :July 16-19, 1979. (A80-38078 15-34) Jerusalem,
Part 2. (A80-34993 14-39) New York, American Institute of MagnesPress,1980, p. 419-428. 7 refs.
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 544-554. 11 refs. A 6.4-cm-diameter scale model of the Jovian entry vehicle is
(AIAA80-0758) tested in an electric-arc-driven shock tube and a 5-cm-diameter

The effect of processing variables on the flammability and sphere model is tested in a combustion-driven shock tube and in an
mechanical properties for state-of-the-art and advancedresin matrices electric-arc-driven shock tunnel, The radiative heat-transfer rate and
for graphite composites were studied. Resin' matrices which were pressure on the front and the base regions are measured in the
evaluated included state-of-the-art epoxy, phenolic-novolac, absenceof ablation with sensorsimbedded in the models in a stream
phenolic-xylok, two types of bismaleimides, benzyl, polyether- consisting of 10% hydrogen in a bath of either neon or argon. The
sulfone, and poly(p-phenylene sulfone). Comparable flammability measured radiative heat-transfer rates and pressures range to about
and thermochemical data on graphite-reinforced laminates prepared 22 kW/sq cm and 12 atm, respectively, at the front stagnationpoint.
with these resin matrices are presented,and the relationship of some The ratio of the radiative heat-transfer rate at the base stagnation
of these properties to the anaerobic char yield of the resins is point to that at the front stagnation point is found to be about 1/4
described. (Author) for the sphere at Mach 1.8, about 1/30 for the sphere at Mach 4.8,

and about 1/6 for the scale model at Mach 1.7. The present
experimental results agree well with the theoretical predictions of
Park, thus indicating that Park's theory isvalid. (Author)

A80-35052 * // Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered mate-

rials for aircraft seats. L. L. Fewell, J. A. Parker (NASA, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), F. Duskin, H. Spieth, and E_

Trabold (Douglas Aircraft, Co., Long Beach, Calif.). In: Structures, A80-38131 * 'GAIM'- Gas-addition, impedance-matched arc

Structural Dynamics, and Materials Conference, 21st, Seattle, Wash., driver. R. E. Dannenberg (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett
May 12-14, 1980, Technical Papers. Part 2. (A80-34993 14-39) New Field, Calif.). In: Shock tubes and waves; Proceedings of the Twelfth

York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., International Symposium, Jerusalem, Israel, July 16-19, 1979.
1980, p. 555-564. (AIAA 80-0759) (A80-38078 15-34) Jerusalem, Magnes Press, 1980, p. 599-606. 7

Multilayered samples of contemporary and improved fire- refs.

resistant aircraft seat materials (foam cushion, decorative fabric, slip A conceptual view for a GAIM energy/driver system to

sheet, fire-blocking layer, and cushion-reinforcement layer) were maximize shock-tube performance through efficient interfacing of

evaluated for their rates of heat release and smoke generation. Top the energy source with the gas dynamics of the arc driver is
layers (decorative fabric, slip sheet, fire blocking, and cushion presented. Electrical and arc-chamber requirements are evaluated

reinforcement) with glass-fiber block cushion were evaluated to utilizing two new computer codes. One code calculates the shock
determine which materials, based on their minimum contributions to wave generated for a selected time rate and magnitude of arc-energy

the total heat release of the multilayered assembly, may be added or input; the other computes the values of external circuit elements
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required to produce the selected energy input, with the driver applied to vortex rings, assessedin part by comparing with the laser
represented as the load element of the electrical discharge circuit. Doppler velocimeter (LDV) measurementsof Sullivan et al., is shown
Results indicate that the energy-storage capability and the driver to be excellent. (Author)
arrangement needed to produce the highest shock Mach number can
be achieved by means of driver gas addition and by impedance
matching (GAIM). Design criteria are presented for arc energy
requirements necessary to produce given shock-wave speeds.Shock
velocities as high as the 70 km/sec required for simulating Jovian A80-41569 * # Tests of subgrid-scalemodelsin strainedturbu-
entry now seem possiblein shock-tubeoperation. Practical imple- lence. O. J. McMillan (Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc.,
mentation of a GAIM systemis discussed. (Author) Mountain View, Calif.), J. H. Ferziger (Stanford University, Stan-

ford, Calif.), and R. S. Rogallo (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snow-
mass, Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-1339. 11 p. 19 refs.

A80-39715 * Conditional replenishmentusing motion pre- Navy-sponsoredresearch.
diction. D. N. Hein and H. W. Jones, Jr. (NASA, Ames Research Strained and shearedturbulence is computed by direct simula-
Centefi Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Applications of digital image tion andit isshown that the resultsare ingoodqualitativeagreement
processingIII; Proceedingsof the Seminar, San Diego,Calif., August with experiments. It is found that after largeamountsof strainhave
27-29, 1979. (A80-39704 16-35) Bellingham, Wash., Society of been applied to turbulence, the energy flow to the small scalesis
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers,1979, p. 268-277. 13 refs. reduced and, in some cases,reversed.Eddy viscosity models are
Contract No. NAS2-9703; Grant No. NCA2-OR-363-702. shown to be very poor in strained turbulence and, when they are

Conditional replenishmentis an interframe video compression used, the meanstrain should not be includedin them. Finally, new
method that uses correlation in time to reduce video transmission models proposed by Bardina et al. have been tested and found to
rates. This method works by detecting and sendingonly the changing offer considerable promise for the future. (Author)
portions of the image and by having the receiver use the video data
from the previous frame for the non-changing portion. The amount
of compression that can be achieved through this technique depends
to a large extent on the rate of change within the image, and can vary
from 10 to 1 to lessthan 2 to 1. An additional 3 to 1 reduction in A80-41587 * # Skin friction measurementsby a new non-
rate is obtained by the intraframe coding of data blocks usinga intrusive double-laser-beamoil viscosity balance technique. D. J.
2-dimensional variable rate Hadamard transform coder. A further Monson (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Physical SciencesBranch,
additional 2 to 1 rate reduction is achieved by using motion Moffett Field, Calif.) and H. Higuchi (Dynamics Technology, Inc.,
prediction. Motion prediction works by measuring the relative Torrance, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronau°
displacements of a subpicture from one frame to the next. The tics, Fluid and PlasmaDynamics Conference, 13th, Snowmass,Colo.,
subpicture canthen be transmitted by sending only the valde of the July 14-16, 1980, Paper80-1373. 10 p. 9 refs.
2-dimensional displacement. Computer simulations have demon- A portable dual-laser-beaminterferometer that nonintrusively

strated that data rates of 2 to 4 Mega-bits/secondcan be achieved measuresskin friction by monitoring the thicknesschangeof an oil S
while still retaining goodfidelity in the image. (Author) film subject to shear stressis described.The method is an advance

over pastversions in that the troublesomeanderror-introducingneed
to measurethe distanceto the oil leadingedgeandthe startingtime
for the oil flow has been eliminated. The validity of the method was
verified by measuringoil viscosityin the laboratory, and then using

A80-41305 * Issues arising from the demonstration of those results to measure skin friction beneath the turbulent
Landsat-basedtechnologiesto inventoriesand mapping of the forest boundary layer in a low-speedwind tunnel. The dual-laser-beamskin
resourcesof the Pacific Northweststates.D. L. Peterson and D.H. friction measurements are compared with Prestontube measure-
Card (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: ments, with mean velocity profile data in a 'law-of-the-wall'
Remote sensing of earth resources. Volume 7 - Annual Remote coordinate system, and with computations based on turbulent
Sensing of Earth Resources Conference, 7th, Tullahoma, Tenn., boundary-layer theory. Excellent agreement is found in all cases.
March 27-29, 1978, Technical Papers. (A80-41301 17-43) Tutla- This validation and the aforementioned improvements appear to
homa, Tenn., University of Tennessee,1980, p. 65-99. 13 refs. make the present form of the instrument usable to measureskin

friction reliably and nonintrusively in a wide range of flow situations
in which previous methods arenot practical. (Author)

A80-41563 * # On the combination of kinematics with flow

visualization to compute total circulation - Application to vortex

rings in a tube. J. G. Brasseur (NASA, Ames Research Center, A80-41597 * # Nonreflecting far-field boundary conditions
Moffett Field, Calif.) and I.-D. Chang (Stanford University, Stanford, for unsteady transonic flow computation. D. Kwak (NASA, Ames

Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid Research Center, Applied Computational Aerodynamics Blanch,

and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snowmass, Colo., July Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and
14-16, 1980, Paper 80-!330. 12 p. 9 refs. Research supported by Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snow-
Stanford University; NSF Grant No. ENG-74-22615. mass, Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper80-1393. 10 p. 12 refs.

To date the computation of the total circulation, or strength of The approximate nonreflecting far-field boundary condition, as

a vortex has required detailed measurements of the velocity field proposed by Engquist and Majda, is implemented in the computer
within the vortex. In this paper a method is described in which the code LTRAN2. This code solves the implicit finite-difference
kinematics of the vortical flow field is exploited to calculate the representation of the small disturbance equations for unsteady

strength of a vortex from relatively simple flow visualization transonic flows about airfoils. The nonreflecting boundary condition
measurements. There are several advantages in the technique, the and the description of the algorithm for implementing these

most important being the newly acquired ability to calculate the conditions in LTRAN2 are discussed. Various cases are computed
transient changes in strength of a single vortex as it evolves. The and compared with results from the older, more conventional

method is applied to the study of vortex rings, although the procedures. One concludes that the nonreflecting far-field boundary

development can be carried over directly to study vortex pairs, and it approximation allows the far-field boundary to be located closer to
is expected that it can be generalized to other flows which contain the airfoil; this permits a decrease in the computer time required to

regions of concentrated vorticity. The accuracy of the method as obtain the solution through the use of fewer mesh points. (Author)
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A80-41608 * // Computation of supersonicturbulent flows Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, SnovP
over an inclined ogive-cylinder-flare. C. M. Hung (NASA, Ames mass, Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-1347. 12 p. 30 refs.
ResearchCenter, Computational Fluid Dynamics Branch,Moffett The thin shear layer approximationsof the three-dimensional,
Field, Calif.) and D. S. Chaussee(Flow Simulations,Inc., Sunnyvale, compressibleNavier-Stokesequationsare solvedfor subsonic,tran-
Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid sonic, and supersonicflow over axisyrnmetric boattail bodiesat
and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snowmass, Colo., July moderate anglesof attack, The plume is modeled by a solid body
14-16, 1980,PaperSO-1410. 13p. 14refs. configuration identical to those used in experimental tests. An

A supersonic turbulent flow over an ogive-cylinder-flarehas implicit algorithm of second-orderaccuracy is used to solve the
been solved numerically. Initially, the parabolized Navier-Stokes equationson the ILLIAC IV computer. The turbulence isexpressed
equations are solved for the ogive cylinder back to a location by an algebraic model applicable to three-dimensionalflow fields
upstreamof the shock-waveand boundary-layer interaction. Then, with moderateseparation.The computed resultscomparefavorably
the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations with a thin-layer with three different setsof experimental data reported by Reubush,
approximation are solvedfor the remainingcylinder-flare portion. Shrewsbury,and Benek, respectively. (Author)
Results for a Mach number of 2.9 and a unit Reynoldsnumberof
11.42 x 10 to the 6th/m are obtainedfor anglesof attack alpha= O,
4, and 8 deg. Good agreement hasbeen found between computed
and experimentalresultsof the surfacepressureon the ogive-cylinder

portion, and for the interaction regionat alpha = 0 and 4 deg.The A80-44151 * # Asymmetric trailing-edgeflows at high Rey-
role of circumferential communicationin a three-dimensionalshock- nolds number. J. W. Cleary, C. C. Horstman, H. L. $eegmiller
waveand boundary-layerinteractionflow field isdiscussed.(Author) (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.), and P. R.

Viswanath(StanfordUniversity, Stanford, Calif.). American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
Conference, 13th, Snowmass, Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper
80-1396.17 p. 25 refs.

A80-43200 * # Galileo probe forebody entry thermal protec- Results from an experimental investigation of asymmetric
tion- Aerothermal environmentsand heat shieldingrequirements.W. trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds numbers and subsonicMach
E. Nicolet (Thermal Sciences,Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.), W. C. Davy numbersare presented. Measurementsincludeskin friction; surface
(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.), and J.F. and flow-field pressures;and mean-velocity, turbulent shear-stress,
Wilson (Informatics, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.). American Society of and turbulent kinetic-energy profiles in the trailing-edge region.
Mechanical Engineers, Intersociety Environmental Systems Confer- Comparisonsare made with computed solutions using Reynolds
ence, San Diego, Calif., July 14-17, 1980, Paper 80-ENAs-24. 10 p. averagedNavier-Stokesand boundary-layerequations;two different
17 refs. Members,$1.50; nonmembers,$3.00. turbulence modelsare used.Two attached flow are considered,one

Solutions are presentedfor the aerothermal heating environ- havinga moderate adversepressuregradient and the other a more
mentsand the material thermalresponsefor the forebody heatshield severegradient. From the comparisons,an evaluation is madeof the
on the candidate242 kg Galileoprobeenteringthe modelednominal predictions for these two pressure-gradientcases. Although the
and cold-denseJovianatmospheres.In the flowfield analysis,a finite comparisonsdemonstrate reasonable agreement for the moderate
difference procedurewasemployedto obtain benchmarkpredictions pressure-gradientcase, some differences are noted for the severe

S of pressure,radiation and convectiveheatingrates(both laminarand pressure-gradientcase. (Author)
turbulent) and the correspondingwall blowing obtained underthe
steady state approximation. The fluxes over the probe"flank were
found to be in a range where spallation is an important massloss
mechanism. The predicted heating rates were also usedas boundary
conditions for a charring materials ablation which was used to A80-44639 * Integrated infrared detector arrays for low-
predict thermochemical based surface recession, mass loss and backgroundastronomy. C. R. McCreight (NASA, Ames Research
bondline temperatures.The contingency factor of 30% currently Center,Moffett Field, Calif.). In: RecentadvancesinTV sensorsand
employed by NASA wasfound to be insufficient for entry into the systems;Proceedingsof the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August 27,
cold-denseatmosphere. (Author) 28, 1979. (A80-44626 19-35) Bellingham,Wash.,Society of Photo-

Optical InstrumentationEngineers,1979, p. 109-116. 12 refs.
Existingintegrated infrared detector array technologyis being

evaluatedunder low-backgroundconditions to determine itsapplica-
bility in orbiting astronomicalapplicationswhereextended integra-

A80-44128 * # An implicit finite-difference codefor inviscid tion times and photometric accuracy are of interest. Preliminary
and viscouscascadeflow. J. L. Steger (Flow Simulations, Inc., performance results of a 1 x 20 elements InSb CCD array under
Sunnyvale, Calif.), T. H. Pulliam (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, simulatedastronomical conditionsare presented.Usingthe findings
Moffett Field, Calif.), and R. V. Chima (NASA, Lewis Research of these tests, improved linear- and area-arraytechnology will be
Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Institute of Aeronautics and developedfor use in NASA programssuch as the Shuttle Infrared
Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, 13th, Snow- Telescope Facility. For wavelengthslessthan 30 microns,extrinsic
mass,Colo,, July 14-16, 1980, Paper80-1427. 15 p. 32 refs. silicon and intrinsic arrays with CCD readout will be evaluated and

An implicit finite-difference code is developed to solve'either improved as required, while multiplexed arrays of Ge:Ga for
inviscid or viscous flow about two-dimensional cascade blade wavelengths in the range 30 to 120 microns will be developed,as
elements. General coordinate transformations are used so that fundamental understanding of this material improves. Future efforts
boundaries can coincide with coordinate lines, and an automatic grid will include development of improved drive and readout circuitry,
generation routine basedon elliptic partial differential equations is and consideration of alternate multiplexing schemes. (Author)
employed to mesh arbitrary cascadeelements. Characteristic combi-
nations of the differential equations are usedat inflow and outflow
boundaries. Computed results for both inviscid and viscous flow are
compared with other existing cascade solutions and experimental
data. (Author) A80-48079 * Thermophysical and flammability characteri-

zation of phosphorylated epoxy adhesives.D. A. Kourtides, J. A.
Parker (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.), T. W.
Giants, N. Bilow (HughesAircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.), and M.-T.
Hsu (San Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.). In: Adhesivesfor

A80-44132 * # Numerical simulation of three-dimensional industry; Proceedingsof the Conference,El Segundo,Calif., June 24,
boattail afterbody flow fields. G. S. Deiwert (NASA, Ames Research 25, 1980. (A80-48076 21-27) El Segundo,Calif., Technology Con-
Center,Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronautics and ferences,1980, p. 92-107.5 refs.
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Some of the thermophysical and flammability properties of a conduct the first all-sky infrared survey between 8 and 120 microns
phosphorylated epoxy adhesive, which has potential applications in using a 60-cm aperture, cryogenically-cooled telescope. A computer
aircraft interior panels, are described. The adhesive consists of simulation program has been developed at Ames ResearchCenter to
stoichiometric ratios of bis(3-glycidyloxphenyl)methylphosphine aid in the design of this complex telescope. The development and
oxide and bis(3-aminophenyl)methylphosphine oxide containing implementation of the IRAS TelescopeSimulator (IRTS), its input
approximately 7.5% phosphorus. Preliminary data are presented data sources,and its output data products are described. (Author)
from adhesive bonding studies conducted utilizing this adhesive with
polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) film and phenolic-glass laminates. Limiting
oxygen index and smoke density data are presented and compared
with those of the tetraglycidyl methylene dianiline epoxy resin-
adhesive system currently used in aircraft interiors. Initial results
indicate that the phosphorylated epoxy compound has excellent A80-52280 * SOLARES orbiting mirror system. K. Billman
adhesive properties when used with PVF film and that desirable (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field,Calif.). In: Remember
fire-resistantpropertiesare maintained. (Author) the future - The Apollo legacy; Proceedingsof the Meeting, San

Francisco,Calif., July 20, 21, 1979. (A80-52279 23-12) San Diego,
Calif., American Astronautical Society, 1980, p. 15-26. (AAS
79-304)

Hardwarecharacteristicsand applicationsopportunitiesof large
orbital mirrors, as determined to date by NASA's 'SOLARES'

A80-49296 * # Vortex simulation of three-dimensional,spot- program are assessed.AssumingSpaceShuttle availability, methods
like disturbancesin a laminar boundary layer, A. Leonard (NASA, and timetables for the deployment of these thin film-covered
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Symposiumon structures are presented and comparisons are made between
Turbulent Shear Flows, 2nd, London, England, July 2-4, 1979, electricity-production values of terrestrial solar-energysystemsto
Proceedings. (A80-49226 21-34) London, Imperial College of which SOLARES units deliverhigh-intensityinsolation,on one hand,
ScienceandTechnology, 1979, p. 14.7-14.12. 20 refs. and on the other the various conventional generation systems.

The growth of a turbulent spot in a laminar boundary layer, as Electrolytic and photochemical production of gaseousand liquid
the spot evolves from a localized disturbance in the layer, is fuels is also compared to synthetic hydrocarbon fuels derived from
simulated numerically using a three-dimensional vortex filament fossil sources, with considerable attention to project economics and
description of the vorticity field. The filaments are marked with a overall processefficiencies. O.C.
sequenceof mode points which are tracked in a Lagrangian reference
frame. Velocity computation is done by Biot-Savart integration.
Although some discrepancies with experiment appear to exist in the
near wall region, the gross properties of the spot, including the

velocities of the leading and trailing edges and the velocity AMESFUNDED RESEARCH
perturbations away from the wall, are in good agreementwith
experiment. (Author) JOURNAL ARTICLES

A80-19460 * A model of the neutral and ion nitrogen S
chemistry in the daytime thermosphereof Venus. D. W. Rusch
(Coloradb, University, Boulder, Colo.) and T. E. Cravens (Michigan,

A80-49300 * # Three-dimensionalsimulation of the free shear University, Ann Arbor, Mich.). Geophysical Research Letters, vol. 6,
layer using the vortex-in-cell method. B. Couet, O. Buneman Oct. 1979, p. 791-794. 25 refs. Contracts No. NAS2-9130; No.
(Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.), and A. Leonard (NASA, NAS2-9477;GrantNo. NGR-23-005-015.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Symposium on Density profiles of N(4S), NO, N(2D), NO(+), and N(+) are
Turbulent Shear Flows, 2nd, London, England, July 2-4, 1979,
Proceedings. (A80-49226 21-34) London, Imperial College of calculated for the thermosphere of Venus. The results show that
Science and Technology, 1979, p. 14.29-14.34. 14 refs. N(4S) is the dominant odd nitrogen speciesthroughout the thermo-

We present numerical simulations of the evolution of a mixing sphere and hasa maximum density of 18 million atoms/cu cm at 132
layer from an initial state of uniform vorticity with simple two- and km. The calculated NO(+) density agreeswell with recent Pioneer
three-dimensional small perturbations. A new method for tracing a Venus measurements, but the calculated N(+) densities are a factorof two to five lessthan the measurements.The production of N(4S)large number of three-dimensional vortex filaments is used in the
simulations. Vortex tracing by Biot-Savart interaction eriginatly atoms generated in the model is adequate to explain recent• measurementsof the nitric oxide chemiluminescent emission on the
implied ideal (non-viscous) flow, but we use a 3-d mesh, Fourier
transforms and filtering for vortex tracing, which implies 'modeling' night side of Venus. (Author)
of subgrid scale motion and hence some viscosity. Streamwise
perturbations lead to the usual roll-up of vortex patterns with
spanwise uniformity maintained. Remarkably, spanwise perturba-
tions generate streamwise distortions of the vortex filaments and the
combination of both perturbations leads to patterns with interesting A80-10526 * The phaseof the ten-hour modulation in the
features discernablein the movies and in the recordsof enstrophy Jovian magnetosphere /Pioneers 10 and 11/. W. Fillius and P.
and energy for the three componentsof the flow. (Author) Knickerbocker (California, University, La Jolla, Calif.). ,/ournal of

Geophysical Research, vol. 84, Oct. 1, 1979, p. 5763-5772. 28 refs.
Contract No. NAS2-6552; Grant No. NGL-05-OO5-007.

The paper describesthe study of the phaseof the 1B-hour
modulation of energeticelectronsseenby Pioneers10 and 11 in the
Jovianmagnetosphere.Attention is given to the peaksrather than

A80-49842 * Simulation of the InfraredAstronomicalSatel- the valleys of each cycle becausethe peaks are where physically
lite /IRAS/ telescopesystem.E. Henderson(NASA, Ames Research interesting features occur, such as particle acceleration, current
Center, Moffett Field; Informatics, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.), H. Lure, sheets,etc. To identify the peaks, it is required that the instanta-
and R. Walker (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). neous intensity be higher than the 5-hour running averageand the
In: Summer Computer Simulation Conference, Newport Beach, 5-hour running averagebe greater than the 10-hour running average.
Calif., July 24-26, 1978, Proceedings. (A80-49826 22-66) Montvale, These criteria select an interval rather than a point and it is
N.J., AFIPS Press,1978, p. 838-843. determined that this interval is an appropriate estimate of the

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), a joint Dutch- experimental uncertainty. When the phasesof the peaks are plotted
British-U.S. project scheduled for launch in February 1981, will together, they create patterns which are discussed in terms of
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disk-like, clock-like, and rotating anomaly models of the magneto- present calculations clarify the mechanism of the observed two-
sphere. Each model fits some of the data, but no model explains all dimensional diffusion of platinum and iridium atoms on a plane PT
of the data convincingly. It is concluded that there is still no surface. The results are compared with those obtained using Morse
understanding of the configuration of the outer Jovian magneto- potential functions and different relaxation techniques. (Author)
sphere. (Author)

A80-13969 * Eolian sedimentation on earth and Mars -A80-11489 * Far infrared, near infrared, and radio molecu-

lar line studies of HFE 2, HFE 3, and FJM 6. J. Fischer (New York, Some comparisons. I. J. Smalley (Department of Scientific and
State University, Stony Brook, N.Y.), L. Cassar (U.S. Merchant Industrial Research, Soil Bureau, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) and D.

H. Krinsley (Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz.). Icarus, vol. 40,Marine Academy, Kings Point, N.Y.), G. Righini-Cohen, and M.
Nov. 1979, p. 276-288. 51 refs. Grants No. NCA2-ORO35-801; No.Simon. Astronomical Journal, vol. 84, Oct. 1979, p. 1574-1580. 21
NCA2-O RO35-901.

refs. Research supported by the Aerospace Corp.; NSF Grant No.
Eolian sediments on earth are mostly formed from quartz. TheMPS-73-04554; Grants No. NsG-2173; No. NsG-2264; No. NATO-

1100. quartz particles originally came from a granitic source. With respect
to eolian sediments on Mars, it appears that an entirely different setFar-infrared, near-infrared, and radio molecular-line observations
of criteria must apply, but some critical parameters can be usefullyof the regions of HFE 2, HFE 3, and FJM 6 are described. At
compared. Impact experiments with basalt in eolian abrasion devices

positions of high molecular column density nearest to the reported
positions of these sources, their infrared emission cannot be suggest that basalt sand-sized particles fragment rapidly to produce

silt and clay-sized detritus. Cohesive forces must be more effective onconfirmed at upper bounds below those of the original detection.
Mars since the gravitational contribution to the bond/weight ratio isNear-infrared observations of the EJM 6 region (which includes the
lower. Compared to the terrestrial situation, both larger and smallerBok globule Barnard 361) reveal a number of stellar sources, most of

which are behind the molecular cloud and are reddened by it. Visual particles can be expected to make significant contributions to eolian
sediments on Mars. The low gravity and the high speed of movingextinction through B 361 estimated by star counts yields A sub
particles and the relative weak rock material of which they are

V/N(/C-13/O) = 3.7 + or - 1.6) x 10 to the -16th mag sq cm. The gas composed will allow large-scale fine particle production. V.T.
temperature and the upper bound on the dust temperature in the

FJM 6 region are consistent with cosmic-ray heating of the cloud,
while the values of these parameters for the clouds in the HFE 2 and

HFE 3 regions do not appear consistent with either cosmic-ray or

radiative heating. (Author)

A80-14397 * Pressure and temperature dependence kinetics

study of the NO + BrO yielding NO2 + Br reaction - Implications for
stratospheric bromine photochemistry. R. T. Watson, S. P. Sander

(California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
S A80-12012 * F + H2 collisions on two electronic potential Molecular Physics and Chemistry Section, Pasadena, Calif.), and Y.

energy surfaces - Quantum-mechanical study of the collinear reac- L. Yung (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.).

tion. t. H. Zimmerman (Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, Journal of Physical Chemistry, vol. 83, Nov. 15, 1979, p. 2936-2944.
N.Y.), M. Baer (Atomic Energy Commission, Soreq Nuclear Research 36 refs. Contract No. NAS7-10O; Grant No. NsG-2229.

Centre, Yavne; Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, lsrael),and The reactivity of NO with BrO radicals over a wide range of

T. I_. George. Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 71, Nov. 15, 1979, p. pressure (100-700 torr) and temperature (224-398 K) is investigated
4132-4138. 26 refs. Research sponsored by the U.S.-Israel Binational using the flash photolysis-ultraviolet absorption technique. The flash

Science Foundation, Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, and photolysis system consists of a high-pressure xenon arc light source, a

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation; NSF Grant No. CHE-77-27826; Con- reaction cell/gas filter/flash lamp combination, and a 216.5 half*
tract No. F49620-78-C-0005; Grant No. NsG-2198. meter monochromator/polychromator/spectrography for wavelength

Collinear quantum calculations are carried out for reactive F + selectivity• The details of the reaction and its corresponding

H2 collisions on two electronic potential energy surfaces• The Arrhenius expression are identified. The results are compared with
resulting transmission and reflection probabilities exhibit much previous measurements, and atmospheric implications of the reaction

greater variation with energy than single-surface studies would lead are discussed. The NO + BrOyieldingNO2+Brreaction is shown to

us to anticipate• Transmission to low-lying product channels is be important in controlling the concentration ratios of BrO/Br and

increased by orders of magnitude by the presence of the second BrO/HBr in the stratosphere, but this reaction does not affect the
surface; however, branching ratios among product states are found to catalytic efficiency of BrOx in ozone destruction. S.D.
be independent of the initial electronic state of the reactants. These

apparently contradictory aspects of the calculation are discussed and

a tentative explanation put forward to resolve them. (Authol)

A80-15221 * Quantum-mechanical calculation of three-
dimensionalatom-diatom collisionsin the presenceof intenselaser

A80-13534 * A calculation of the diffusion energies for radiation. P. L. DeVries (Rochester, University, Rochester, N.Y.) and
adatoms on surfacesof F.C.C. metals.T. Halicioglu (NASA/Stanford T.F. George•Journal of Chemical Physics,vol. 71, Aug. 15, 1979, p.
Joint Institute for Surface and Microstructural Research, Moffett 1543-1549. 17 refs. NSF Grant No. CHE-77-27826; Grant No.
Field, Calif.) and G. M. Pound (Stanford University, Stanford, NsG-2198;Contract No. F49620-78-C-0005.
Calif.). (International Congress on Thin Films, 4th, Loughborough, A formaJism is presented for describing the collision of fluorine
Leics., England, Sept. 11-15, 1978.) Thin Solid Films, vol. 57, 1979, with the hydrogen molecule in the presenceof intense radiation. For
p. 241-245. 11 refs. Grant No. NATO-858. a laser frequency on the order of the spin-orbit splitting of fluorine,

The activation energies for diffusion were determined for gold, the interaction of the molecular system with the radiation occurs at
platinum and iridium adatoms on plane and plane PT surfaces and relatively long range where, for this system, the electric dipole is
were found to be in good agreementwith the measurementsreported vanishingly small• Hence the interaction occurs due to the magnetic
by Bassett and Webber. The Lennard-Jonespair potentials were used dipole coupling. Even so, at low collision energies a substantial
to model the interatomic forces, and relaxation of the substrate enhancement of the quenching cross section is found fora radiation
atoms in near proximity to the adatom was considered in detail. The intensity of 10 to the 11th W/sq cm. (Author)
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A80-15293 *// On the inference of properties of Saturn's A80-15673 * An angular momentum approximation for
Ring E from energeticchargedparticle observations.M. F. Thomsen molecularcollisionsin the presenceof intenselaserradiation. P. L.
andJ. A. Van Allen (Iowa, University, Iowa City, Iowa). Geophysical Devriesand T. F. George(Rochester,University, Rochester,N.Y.).
Research Letters, vol. 6, Nov. 1979, p. 893-896. 12 refs.Contracts Molecular Physics, vol. 38, no. 2, 1979, p. 561-576. 15 refs. NSF
No. NAS2-6553; No. N00014-76-C-0016. Grants No. CHE-75-06775; No. CHE-77-27826; Grant No.

The paperdemonstratesthat information aboutSaturn'sRing E NsG-2198;Contract No. F49620-78-C-0005.
particle sizeis potentially obtainable from observationsof Saturnian An approximationto a previouslypresentedrigorousdescription
trapped radiation. It is shown that observationsof the radial of molecular (atom-atom) collisionsoccurring in the presenceof
dependenceof the intensities, energy spectra, electron-to-proton intenseradiation is investigated."[hisrigorousdescriptionexplicitly
intensity ratio, and pitch angle distributions of energetic charged considersthe angularmomentum transferredbetween the molecule
particles trapped outside of Ring A can potentially pravide infor- and the radiation field in the absorptionor emissionof a photon, but
mation (1) on the existence of Ring E, (2) on the effective sizeof the involves a complicated system of close-coupledequations which must
particulate matter therein, and (3) on the magnitude of the radial be solved independently for each projection M of the initial, total
diffusion coefficient for energetic particles. A parametric study of molecular angular momentum. (This is a direct consequenceof the
these possibilities is specialized to the characteristics of the Uni- lack of rotational invariance in the molecule-field problem). These
versity of Iowa detectors on Pioneer 11 which was scheduled to equations are solved for a model system which mimics the collision
make a close encounter with Saturn in 1979. A.T. of a halogen with a rare gasatom. Empirical observations made in the

course of performing thesecalculations lead to the development of
an approximation which avoids the repeated calculations for each
initial M. This orientational average approximation greatly reduces
the effort required to describe the system, and for the model
calculation, yields accurate results for field intensities ashigh as 10

A80-15296 * A comparison of Pioneer Venus and Venera GW/sqcm. (Author)
bow shock observations - Evidencefor a solarcycle variation. J. A.
Slavin, R. C. Elphic, and C. T. Russell (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.). Geophysical Research Letters, vol. 6, Nov. 1979, p.
905-908.30 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9491.

Observations by the Venera 9 and 10 orbiters in 1975-76 have A80-15768 * A new propagation method for the radial
been used in previous studies to determine the mean location and Schri_dingerequation. P. L. Devries (Rochester, University, Roches-
shape of the Cytherean bow shock. In addition it has also been ter, N.Y.). Chemical Physics Letters, vol. 66, Oct. 1, 1979, p.
reported that the shock is found to be more distant from the planet 258-261. 6 refs. NSF Grant No. CHE-77-27826; Grant No.
above regions of the ionosheath where draped IMF field lines are NsG-2198; Contract No. F49620-78-C-0005.
oriented perpendicular to the flow as opposed to parallel. An A new method for propagating the solution of the radial
examination of the dependence of shock altitude in the terminator Schr6dinger equation is derived from a Taylor seriesexpansion of the
plane on upstream IMF direction using 86 Pioneer Venus orbiter bow wavefunction and partial re-summation of the infinite series.Trunca-
shock crossings in 1978-79 sets an upper limit on this asymmetry of tion of the series yields an approximation to the exact propagator

12% or approximately half that derived earlier from the Venera data. which is applied to a model calculation and found to be highly SMore significantly, the mean distance to the bow shock observed by convergent. (Author)
Pioneer Venus Orbiter is 35% greater than was the casein 1975-76
near solar minimum. As the growth in effective obstacle radius is an
order of magnitude larger than can be accounted for in terms of
varying ionopause altitude due to all causes,these results strongly
suggestthat Venus can absorb significantly more of the incident solar
wind plasma during solar minimum when EUV flux is low than A80-16697 * On the limitations of the concept of space
during the current epoch in which maximum is approaching.(Author) frequency equivalence. R. H. MacPhie (Waterloo, University, Water-

loo, Ontario, Canada). Radio Science, vol. 14, Nov.-Dec. 1979, p.
1185-1187. Grant No. NCA2-OR745-716.

A narrow-band correlation interferometer using directive (large)
antennas is equivalent to a wideband correlation interferometer
employing isotropic (small) antennas. This concept of space fre-

A80-15609 * A reconsideration of nucleation phenomena in quency equivalence, due to Kock and Stone, is reexamined and is
light of recent findings concerning the properties of small clusters, shown to hold exactly only for the mean or expected values of the
and a brief review of some other particle growth processes.A.W. correlation interferometer outputs. If their variances areconsidered,
Castleman, Jr. (Colorado, University, Boulder, Colo.). (Workshop on the equivalence disappears,with the variance fo the wideband system
Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Dust Formation in the Space always equal to or greater than that of the narrow-band system.
Medium, Houston, Tex,, Sept. 6-8, 1978.) Astrophysics and Space (Author)
Science, vol. 65, no. 2, Oct. 1979, p. 337-349. 41 refs. NSF Grant
No. ATM-76-14914; Contract No. EP-78-S-02-4776; Grants No.
NsG-2248; No. DA-ARO(D)-29-76-GO276.

The paper examines mechanisms of nucleation and growth by

condensation and coagulation in the light of recent research on A80-16862 * Infrared spectraof IC 418 and NGC 6572. S.
properties of small clusters. Homogeneous, hetero-molecular, and P. Willner, B. Jones, R. W. Russell (California, University, La Jolla,
heterogeneous nucleation is analyzed, and expressionsfor the rate of Calif.), R. C. Puetter (Minnesota, University, Minneapolis, Minn.),
formation of a stable condensed phase and evaluation of the free and B. T. Soifer (California, University, La Jolla; California Institute
energy of formation of charged droplets are given. Application of of Technology, Pasadena,Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol.
high-pressure mass spectrometry which makes possible a direct 234, Dec. 1, 1979, p. 496-502. 51 refs. NSF Grants No. AST-76-
determination of intensity spectra for cluster distributions, measure- 82890; No. AST-76-21458; Grant No. NGR-05-095-055.
ment of the thermodynamic properties ofindividualionclustersand Spectrophotometric observations from 2 to 4 and 8 to 13
determination of cluster entropy and bond energy is discussed, microns of NGC 6572 and from 4 to 13 microns of IC 418 are
Finally, coagulation of the condensed phase is considered, noting reported. Also reported are observations of the size of IC418inthe
that concentration and mean particle size vary during coagulation, optical and at 1.65 and 2.2 microns. Both planetary nebulae emit
but the shape distribution is time independent, leading to the more radiation than expected from recombination at wavelengths
concept of a self-preserving aerosol sizedistribution. A.T. longer than -4 microns; this radiation is attributed to heated dust.
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The spectra show a plateau from 10.5 to 13 microns, and tills peak is distances of 24.1, 23.1 and 20.0 Saturn radii indicate the presence of

tentatively attributed to emission from large silicon carbide particles, a magnetosphere with physical dimensions and charged particle

Fine-structure emission lines are also discussed; the presence of populations intermediate between those of the earth and Jupiter,

(forbidden Ar Ill) but not (forbidden Ne II) in NGC 6572 suggests with a scale more similar to that of the earth. Particle angular
that ions having the same ionization potential can nevertheless have distributions on the inbound leg of the trajectory are consistent with

different fractional abundances. (Author) a dipole magnetic field approximately perpendicular to the planet's
equator, while on the outbound leg the distributions indicate the

presence of an equatorial current sheet. Charged particle absorption

features are detected at the orbits of Dione and Mimas, encompassing
the orbits of Tethys and Enceladus, and at 2.534 and 2.343 Saturn

radii indicating the presence of satellites of diameters greater than

A80-18943 * Hot hydrogen in the exosphere of Venus. T.E. 170 km. Charged particle measurements also confirm the Pioneer
division in the rings between 2.292 and 2.336 Saturn radii, a

Cravens, A. F. Nagy (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.), and

T. I. Gombosi (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Magyar suspected satellite at 2.82 Saturn radii, the presence of the F ring
Tudomanyos Akademia, Kozponti Fizikai Kutato Intezete, Buda- between 2.336 and 2.371 Saturn radii and the outer radius of the A

pest, Hungary). Nature, vol. 283, Jan. 10, 1980, p. 178-180. ring at2.292Saturn radii. A.L.W.
Contract No. NAS2-9130; Grant No. NGR-23-005-015.

Lyman-alpha measurements of the hydrogen corona of Venus

by Mariners 5 and 10 have been shown to be consistent with a

two-temperature component model. Bertaux et al. (1978) have

successfully fitted the Venera 9 exospheric Lyman-alpha data to an A80-19121 * Trapped radiation belts of Saturn - First look.

elevated (500 K) single temperature. Various source mechanisms W. Fillius (California, University, La Jolla, Calif.), W. H. Ip
have been proposed to explain the 'hot' (1000 K) energetic (Max-Planck-lnstitut fLir Aeronomie, Katlenburg, West Germany),

component of the hydrogen corona. In the present paper recent and C. E. Mcllwain (California, University, San Diego, Calif.).
results from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter are used to establish the Science, vol. 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p. 425-431. 25 refs. Contract No.

major sources of this hot hydrogen population. B.J. NAS2-6552; Grant No. NGL-05-005-007.
Data on the magnetosphere of Saturn obtained with the trapped

radiation detector package on board the Pioneer 11 spacecraft is
reported. Radiation belt profiles determined by the trapped radiation

detectors on Pioneer 10 and 11 indicate that Saturn's magnetosphere

is intermediate in size between those of the earth and Jupiter, with

A80-19116 * Saturnian trapped radiation and its absorption particle intensities similar to those of the earth. The outer region of

by satellites and rings - The first results from Pioneer 11. J.A. the Saturn magnetosphere is found to contain particles of lower

Simpson, T. S. Bastian, D. L. Chenette, G. A. Lentz, R.B. energy than the outer region, being strongly influenced by the

McKibben, K. R. Pyle, and A. J. Tuzzolino (Chicago, University, time-varying solar wind. The moons and rings of Saturn are observed
Chicago, III.). Science, vol. 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p. 411-415. 26 refs. to be effective absorbers of trapped particles, confirming the

S NSF Grant No. ATM-77-24494;Contract No. NAS2-6551;Grant No. discoveries of the F ring, the Pioneer ring division and the moonNGL-14-001-006. 1979 S 2. Particle diffusion rates are used to estimate a cross-

Preliminary results from Pioneer 11 concerning the acceleration sectional area of greater than 7 x 10 to the 13th sq cm and an
and trapping of charged particles in the magnetic field of Saturn are opacity greater than 0.00001 for the F ring. It is suggested that

reported. The identification and measurement of the intensities and cosmic-ray albedo neutron decay be studied as a possible source of
spectra of charged particle species was performed by an experiment energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn. A.L.W.

including four charged particle sensor systen'ls, within 20 Saturn radii
of the planet. Increases in the intensity of 0.5- to 1.8-MeV protons

within 15 Saturn radii indicate the trapping and acceleration of

particles in the dipole field region, while a decrease in proton

intensity between seven and four Saturn radii is attributed to A80-19122 * Ultraviolet photometer observations of the

absorption by Dione and Enceladus and possibly ring material as Saturnian system. D. L. Judge, F.-M. Wu (Southern California,

well. Proton and electron intensity distributions are found to be University, Los Angeles, Calif.), and R. W. Carlson (California
axially symmetric within four Saturn radii, indicating a centered Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

dipole aligned with the planetary rotation axis. Trapped radiation Calif.). Science, vol. 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p. 431-434. 12 refs.
absorption at the orbit of Mimas is analyzed to obtain an upper limit Contract No. NAS2-6558.

of 4 x 10 to the -Sth Saturn radii-squared/sec to the inward diffusion Several interesting cloud and atmospheric features of the Saturn
coefficient; an absorption-like feature observed at L = 2.5 is system have been observed by the long-wavelength channel of the

attributed to a previously unidentified satellite of diameter less than two-channel ultraviolet photometer aboard the Pioneer Saturn

200 km and semimajor axis 2.51 Saturn radii. Radiation absorption spacecraft. Reported are observations of the most obvious features,
by the newly discovered F ring was also observed, however beneath including a Titan-associated cloud, a ring cloud, and the variation of

the A, B and C rings a low flux of high-energy electrons was atmospheric emission across Saturn's disk. The long-wavelength data
detected. A.L.W. for Titan suggest that a cloud of atomic hydrogen extends at least 5

Saturn radii along its orbit and about 1.5 Saturn radii vertically. A

ring cloud, thought to be atomic hydrogen, has also been observed
by the long-wavelength channel of the photometer; it shows

significant enhancement in the vicinity of the B ring. Finally,

spatially resolved observations of Saturn's disk show significant
A80-19119 * Saturn's magnetosphere, rings, and inner satel- latitudinal variation. Possible explanations of the variation include

lites. J. A. Van Allen, M. F. Thomsen, 8. A. Randall, R. L. Rairden, aurora or limb brightening. (Author)
and C. L. Grosskreutz (Iowa, University, Iowa City, Iowa). Science,

vol. 207, Jan. 25, 1980, p. 415-421. 20 refs. Navy-supported
research; Contract No. NAS2-6553.

The discovery of the Saturn magnetosphere and its characteriza-
tion by Pioneer 11 are reported, and findings on the planet's rings

and satellites obtained by energetic charged particle measurements A80-19956 * Low-pass interference filters for submillimeter
within the inner magnetosphere are presented. Bow shock crossings astronomy. S. E. Whitcomb and J. Keene (Chicago, University,

identified by the Pioneer plasma analyzer and magnetometer at Chicago, III.). Applied Optics, vol. 19, Jan. 15, 1980, p. 197,198. 9
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refs. Researchsupported by the Fannie and John Hertz Foundation; NASA Lear Airborne Observatory. The particle sizesand distribution
Grants No. NsG-2057; No. NGR-14-001-227. were estimated using Viking data. The molecular line treatment

Low-pass (long-wave transmitting) interference filters, suitable employs the AFGL line parametersand Voigt profiles, The modeling
for broadband photometric observations, previously have been results indicate that the line profiles are only slightly affected by
constructed from series of capacitive grids stretched on thin Mylar. normal aerosol scattering and absorption, but the effect could be
These filters have the desired optical properties of high transmission, appreciable for heavy loading. The technique described permits a
sharp cut-ons, and good blocking at short wavelengths. Their designs, quantitative approach to assessingand correcting for the effect Of
however, do not scale from one wavelength to another and their aerosolson lineshapesin planetary atmospheres. (Author)
performance can deteriorate at low temperatures due to differential
contraction of the dielectric backing and the supporting structure.
The deviation of these early filters from the predicted scaling was
due primarily to the difference in refractive index between the
backing material and the medium between the grids. In the present
paper, filters are described in which dielectric spacers are used, A80-22207 * The upper atmosphere of Uranus - Mean
instead of air, as the medium between the grids. This techniquehas temperature and temperature variations. E. Dunbam, J. L. Elliot
improved the scalingand hasreducedthe distortion from differential (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.), and P. J. Gierasch (Cornell University,
contraction. V.P. Ithaca, N.Y.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 235, Jan. 1, 1980,

p. 274-284. 45 refs. NSF Grant No. AST-79-08376; Grant No.
NsG-2342.

The number-density,pressure,and temperature profilesof the
Uranianatmospherein the pressureintervalfrom 0.3 to 30 dynes/sq
cm are derived from observationsof the occultationof SAO 158687

A80-20331 * Lifting three-dimensionalwings in transonic by Uranuson 1977 March 10, observationsmade from the Kuiper
flow. M. S. Cramer (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Airborne Observatory and the Cape Town station of the South
University, Blacksburg, Va.). Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 95, African Astronomical Observatory. The mean temperature is found
Nov. 28, 1979, p. 223-240. 13 refs. Grants No. NsG-2112; No. to be about 95 K, but peak-to-peak variations from 10Kto20Kor
AF-AFOSR-76-2954. more exist on a scaleof 150 km or 3 scaleheights. The existence of a

The far field of a lifting three-dimensional wing in transonic thermal inversion is established, but the inversion is much weaker
flow is analysed. The boundary-value problem governing the flow far than the analogousinversion on Neptune. The meantemperature can
from the wing is derived by the method of matched asymptotic be explained by solar heating in the 3.3 micron methane band with a
expansions. The main result is to show that corrections which are methane mixing ratio of 4 x 10 to the -6th combined with the
second order in the near field make a first-order contribution to the cooling effect of ethane with a mixing ratio of not greater than 4 x
far field. The present study corrects and simplifies the work of Cheng 10 to the -6th. The temperature variations are probably due to a
and Hafez (1975) and Barnwell (1975). (Author) photochemical processthat hasformed a Chapman layer. (Author)

S

A80-21183" Acceleration of energetic protons by inter- A80-22987 * Part-body and multibody effects on absorp-
planetary shocks.M. E. Pesses(Maryland, University, CollegePark, tion of radio-frequencyelectromagneticenergy by animalsand by
Md.), B. T. Tsurutani, E. J. Smith (California Institute of Tech- modelsof man. O. P. Gandhi, M. J. Hagmann,and J. A. D'Andrea
nology, Jet PropulsionLaboratory, Pasadena,Calif.), and J. A. Van (Utah, University, Salt Lake City, Utah). Radio Science, vol. 14,
Allen (Iowa, University, Iowa City, Iowa). Journal of Geophysical Nov.-Dec. 1979, Supplement, p. 15-21. 10 refs. Grant No.
Research, vol.84, Dec. 1, 1979, p. 7297-7301. 16 refs.ContractsNo. DAMD17-74-C-4092; Contract No. NAS2-9555.
NAS2-6553; No. NAS7-100. Fine structure in the whole-body resonant curve for radio-

The University of Iowa instrument aboard Pioneer 11 detected frequency energy deposition in man can be attributed to part-body
69 energeticproton events(EPE) (in the 0.6-3.4 MeV energyrange) resonances.As for head resonance,which occursnear 350 MHz in
during 1973-1974 in the heliocentric radial range 1-5 AU. Sixty man, the absorptive cross section is nearly three times the physical
percent of the EPE peakwithin plus or minus 5 hoursof a corotating crosssectionof the head.The arm hasa prominent resonanceat 150
interaction region (CIR) boundary, while 19% peak insideand 21% MHz. Numericalsolutions,antenna theory, and experimentalresults
peak outside the interaction regions. Of the CIR boundariesat which on animals have shown that whole,body energy deposition may be
an EPE peaks with plus or minus 5 hours, 80% have associated increased by 50 percent or more becauseof multiple bodies that are
shocks. The observed intensities and pitch angle distributions of strategically located in the field. Empirical equations for SARs are
protons near shock fronts areconsistent with a theoretical simulation also presented along with test data for several speciesof laboratory
of the acceleration of protons by a drift in the electric field at the animals. Barbiturate anesthesia is sufficiently disruptive of
shock front. (Author) thermoregulation that delta Ts of colonic temperature yield energy

dose values in several mammals that compare quite favorably with
those basedon whole-body calorimetry. (Author)"

A80-21765 * High-resolutionMartian atmospheremodeling.
W. G. Egan, W. L. Fischbein, L. L. Smith, and T. Hilgeman
(Grumman Aerospace Corp., Research Dept., Bethpage, N.Y.). A80-24625 * Toxicity of pyrolysisgasesfrom foam plastics.
Icarus, vol. 41, Jan. 1980, p. 166-174. 16 refs. Contract No. C. 3. Hilado, H. J. Cumming, and C. J. Casey (San Francisco,
NAS2.8664" University, San Francisco,Calif.). SAMPE Quarterly, vol. 11, Jan.

A multilayer radiative transfer, high-spectr'al-resolutioninfrared 1980, p. 32-35. 9 refs. Grant No. NsG-2039.
model of the lower atmosphere of Mars has been constructedto Twenty-three samplesof flexible foams and twelve samplesof
assessthe effect of scattering on line profiles. The model takes into rigid foams were evaluatedfor "_oxicityof pyrolysisgases,usingthe
accout aerosol scatteringand absorption and includesa line-by-line USF toxicity screeningtest method. Polychloropreneamong the
treatment of scatteringand absorptionby C02 andH20. The aerosol flexible foams, and polystyrene among the rigidfoams, appearedto
complex indicesof refraction used were those measuredon mont- exhibit the leasttoxicity under theseparticular test conditions.
morillonite and basalt chosenon the basisof Mars ir data from the (Author)
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A80-26111 * A far-infrared study of the reflection nebula a singte QSO emission line cloud (ELC) are summarized. The
NGC 2023. P. M. Harvey,H. A. Thronson,Jr. (StewardObservatory, hydrogen-lineforming regionof the ELC is found to be quite thick
Tucson, Ariz.), and I. Gatley (California Institute of Technology, (tau sub et between 1,000 and 100,000), which is consistentwith
Pasadena,Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 235, Feb. 1, heating of a pure hydrogen cloud by photoionization. Results
1980, p. 894-89B. 21 refs. Grants No. NGR-03-O02-390; No. indicate that the volume-averagedescape probability approach
NGR-05-O02-281. introduceslarge errorsby assuming,in effect, that a singlepoint in

Multicolor mappingof the reflection nebulaNGC 2023 from 40 the ELC is representative of the emergent, radiation; that the
to 160 micronsis presented.Thesedatashow the shorterwavelength influenceof frequency redistribution on the photon escapeprobabil-
emissionto peak on or close to the exciting star HD 37903. The ity in resonanceand subordinatelinesmust beexplicitly recognized,
longestwavelengthemission,however,peaksabout 1 arcminsouthof and that full consistencybetweenexcitation and ionization processes
HD 37903, at a positioncoincidentwith the C II recombinationline must bemaintained. J.P.B.
peak. The dust temperature appears to peak close.to HD 37903
suggestingthat it is probably the most luminousheatingsourcefor
the cloud. The far-infrared data together with 10 micronsphotom-
etry of HD 37903 imply a roughlyuniform dust massdensitywithin
0.1 pc of the star with no significantdensityincreasetoward the star.
The results imply that the gasand dust column density increase A80-28244 * A comparative study of cosmicray intensity
slightlyto the southof HD 37903 and that the bulk of the molecular variations during 1972-1977 using spacecraft and ground-based
cloudlies behindthe star andthe reflectionnebula. (Author) observations.D. Venkatesan, S. P. Agrawal (Calgary, University,

Calgary, Alberta, Canada), and J. A. Van Allen (Iowa, University,
Iowa City, Iowa). Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 85, Mar. 1,
1980, p. 1328-1334. 11 refs. National ResearchCouncil Grants No.
A- 1565; No. A- 1096; Contract No. NA82-6553.

A study of cosmicray intensity variationsusingdata registered
A80-26173 * Spectroscopicevidence for two achondrite by Detector C on Pioneer 10 and the Sulphur Mountain neutron
parent bodies - Asteroids 349 Dembowska and 4 Vesta. M.A. monitor is presented. The spacecraft data were corrected for
Feierberg, H. P. Larson, U. Fink, and H. A. Smith (Arizona, temperature, Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator background,
University, Tucson, Ariz.). Geochimica et Cosmochimiea Acta, vol. and contamination by energeticsolar particle events.A consistent
44, Mar. 1980, p. 513-524. 40 refs. Grants No. NsG-7070;No. long-termsolar cycle variation intensity is observed,but additional
NGR-03-002-332. contribution is observedin the neighborhoodof 5.1 AU which is

A Fourier spectrometer was used to obtain IR spectra of attributed to energetic electrons of Jovian origin. The spectral
asteroids 349 Dembowska and 4 Vesta. The spectrum of Dembowska variation in long-term changesof the cosmic ray intensity isstudied
shows ol!vine and pyroxene with an olivine/pyroxene abundance by comparing the low-energy and high-energy data, and an average
ratio greater than 2, and possibly as high as 10. This is probably an value of their ratio during 1972-1977 was found to agree with the
unsampled achondritic composition, similar to the unique achondrite value for the 1965-1972 interval. A.T.
ALHA 77005. Dembowska's mineralogy therefore appearsrelated to
the achondrites; pyroxene and plagioclase feldspar are seen, with a

S pyroxene/feldspar abundance ratio between 1.5 an0 2.0. Time-
resolved observations over one-half of the rotation period indicate
compositional homogeneity; both 349 Dembowska and 4 Vesta can
be considered as candidates for the parent bodies of igneous A80-29697 * Degradation of tensile and shear properties of
meteorites. (Author) ;bompositesexposed to fire or high temperature. G. A. Pering, P. V.

Farrell, and G. S. Springer (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.).
Journal of Composite Materials, vol. 14, Jan. 1980, p. 54-68. 8 refs.
Grant No. NsG-2333.

The decreasein ultimate tensile strength, shear strength, tensile
modulus, and shearmodulus of fiber reinforced composites exposed

A80-26437 * Wave propagation and transport in the middle to fire or to high temperature was investigated. A simple model was
atmosphere. J. R. Holton (Washington, University, Seattle, Wash.). developed for calculating the mass loss of the material and the
(Royal Society, Discussion on the Middle Atmosphere as Observed thickness of the char layer. The mass lossas well as the degradation
from Balloons, Rockets and Satellites, London, England, Dec. 12, in tensile and shear properties of Fiberite T300/1034 and Hercules
13, 1978.) Royal Society (London), Philosophical Transactions, AS/3501-6 graphite epoxy composites exposed to fire were mea-
Series A, vol. 296, no. 1418, Mar. 6, 1980, p. 73-85. 27 refs. Grant sured. A correlation between the degradation in properties and the
No. NsG-2228. calculated mass loss and the char layer thickness was developed. A

The paper reviews the dynamics of wave propagation and wave technique was proposed for predicting material damagethrough the
transport for vertically propagating, planetary scale waves in the useof such correlations. (Author)
middle atmosphere. Such waves are divided into two major classes:
extratropical planetary waves and equatorial waves. The most
significant extratropical modes are the quasi-stationary Rossby
waves, while the most significant equatorial modes are the Kelvin
wave and the mixed Rossby-gravity wave. Both types of waves are
capable of generating mean flow changes through wave-mean flow A80-30835 * The Pioneer Venus Orbiter plasma wave inves-
interaction. B.J. tigation. F. L. Scarf, W. W. L. Taylor, and P. F. Virobik (TRW

Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.). IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan.
1980, p. 36-38. Contracts No. NAS2-8809; No. NAS2-9842. Project
PIONEER.

The Pioneer Venus plasma wave instrument hasa self-contained
A80-27013 * The implications of hydrogen emissionline balanced electric dipole (effective length = 0.75 m) and a 4-channel
ratios in quasi-stellar objects. R. C. Canfield and R. C. Puetter spectrum analyzer (30% bandwidth filters with center frequenciesat
(California, University, La Jolla, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part2 100 Hz, 730 Hz, and 30 kHz). The channels arecontinuously active
-Letters to the Editor, vol. 236, Feb. 15, 1980, p..L7-L11.24 refs. and the highest Orbiter telemetry rate (2048 bits/sec) yields 4
NSF Grant No. AST-76-82890; Grants No. NGR-05-005-055; No. spectral scans/sec.The total massof 0.55 kg includes the electronics,
AF-AFOSR-76-3071. the antenna, and the antenna deployment mechanism. This report

The results of multilevel, depth-dependent, fully interlocked contains a brief description of the instrument designand a discussion
radiative transfer calculations for hydrogen emission line strengths in of the in-flight performance. (Author)
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A80-30839 * PioneerVenus Orbiter planar retardingpoten- A80-30846 * Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe Solar Flux
tial analyzer plasmaexperiment.W. C. Knudsen,J. Bakke (Lockheed Radiometer. M. G. Tomasko, L. R. Doose, J. M. Palmer,A. Holmes,
ResearchLaboratories,Palo Alto, Calif.), K. Spenner, andV. Novak W.L. Wolfe, A. G. DeBell, L. G. Brod, and R. R. Sholes(Arizona,
(Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur F6rderungder angewandten Forschung, University, Tucson, Ariz.). IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Institut fiir physikalische Weltraumforschung, Freiburg im Breisgau, Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 93-97. Contract No.
West Germany). IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote NAS2-8818.
Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 54-59. 16 refs. Bundesministerium The Solar Flux Radiometer aboard the Pioneer Venus Sounder
fiJr Forschung und Technologie Contract No. DO-238/RV-B-28/73; Probe operated successfully during its descent through the atmo-
Contract No, NAS2-8811. sphere of Venus. The instrument measured atmospheric radiance

The retarding potential analyzer (RPA) on the Pioneer Venus over the spectral range from 400 to 1800 nm as a function of
Orbiter Mission measures most of the thermal plasma parameters altitude. Elevation and azimuthal measurements on the radiation
within and near the Venusian ionosphere. Parameters include total field were made with five optical channels. Twelve filtered Si and Ge
ion concentration, concentrations of the more abundant ions, ion photovoltaic detectors were maintained near 30 C with a phase-
temperatures, ion drift velocity, electron temperature, and low- change material. The detector output currents were processedwith
energy (0-50 eV) electron distribution function. Several functions logarithmic transimpedance converters and digitized with an 11-bit
not previously used in RPA's were developed and incorporated into A/D converter. Atmospheric sampling in both elevation and azimuth
this instrument to accomplish these measurements on a spinning was done according to a Gaussian integration scheme. The serial
spacecraft with a small bit rate. The more significant functions output data averaged20 bits/sec, including housekeeping (sync, spin
include automatic electrometer ranging with background current period, sample timing and mode). The data were used to determine
compensation; digital, quadratic retarding potential step generation the deposition of solar energy in the atmosphere of Venus between
for the ion and low-energy electron scans;a current sampling interval 67 km and the surface along with upward and downward fluxes and
of 2 ms throughout all scans;digital logic inflection point detection radiances with an altitude resolution of several hundred meters.The
and data selection; and automatic ram direction detection. (Author) results allow for more accurate modeling of the radiation balance of

the atmosphere than previously possible. (Author)

A80-30841 * Design and operation of the Pioneer Venus A80-30850 * Pioneer Venus small probes net flux radiome-

Orbiter ultraviolet spectrometer. A. I. F. Stewart (Colorado, Univer- ter experiment. L. A. Sromovsky, H. E. Revercomb, and V. E. Suomi

sity, Boulder, Colo.). IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote (Wisconsin, University, Madison, Wis.). IEEE Transactions on Geo-

Sen.sing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 65-70. Contract No. NAS2-9477. science and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 117-122. 7
The University of Colorado's ultraviolet spectrometer instru- refs. Contracts No. NAS2-7882; No. NAS2-8813; No. NAS2-9480.

ment carried on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter spacecraft is a 125-mm The University of Wisconsin net flux experiment on the Pioneer

f/5 Ebe'rt-Fastie design with a 250-ram Cassegrain telescope. The Venus mission investigated the distribution of radiative energy
instrument has extensive logic to control the grating motor drive and deposition and loss which drives atmospheric circulation on Venus.

to adapt the basic spectrometer to the constraints and opportunities The instrument used an external sensor and a novel method of S
of the mission. Success has been achieved in reconciling the chopping to measure the net flux of solar and planetary radiation

conflicting requirements of spectroscopic, limb profile, and imaging during descent through the thick Venus atmosphere. The sensor,
observations. A description of the instrument operating techniques is consisting of a high temperature flux plate detector and protective

given together with representative results of all three types. (Author) diamond windows, was designed to make accurate flux measure-
ments while exposed to the severe Venus environment. (Author)

A80-30844 * Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe Neutral Gas A80-31937 * The radius and ellipticity of Uranus from its

Mass Spectrometer. J. H. Hoffman, R. R. Hodges, Jr., W. W. Wright, occultation of SAO 158687. J. L. Elliot, E. Dunham, D. J. Mink

V. A. Blevins, K. D. Duerksen, and L. D. Brooks (Texas, University, (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.), and J. Churms (South African Astronomi-

Richardson, Tex.). IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote ca[ Observatory, Cape Town, Republic of South Africa). Astro

Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. 1980, p. 80-84. 9 refs. Contracts No. physical Journal, Part 1, vol. 236, Mar. 15, 1980, p. 1026-1030. 35
NAS2-8802; No. NAS2-9485. refs. NSF Grant No. AST-79-08376; Grant No. NsG-2342.

A neutral gas mass spectrometer was flown to Venus as part of From occultation timings obtained from the Kuiper Airborne

the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe to measure the composition of its Observatory and from Cape Town for Mar. 10, 1977 occultation of

lower atmosphere. The instrument, mounted in the Sounder Probe, SAO 158687 by Uranus, the equatorial radius, Re, of the planet has
was activated after the probe entered the top of the atmosphere, and been determined to be 26,228 + or- 30 km and its ellipticity epsilon

it obtained data during the descent from 62 km to the surface. = 1 - Rp/Re = 0.033 + or - 0.007. These values refer to the 1.0 x 10
Atmospheric gases were sampled through a pair of microleaks, the to the 14th/cu cm number-density level, under the assumption that

effluent from which was pumped by a combination of ion and getter the upper atmosphere is composed of H2 and He with a mean

pumping. A pneumatically operated valve, controlled by the ambient molecular weight mu = 2.20. The dominant source of uncertainty is

atmospheric pressure, maintained the ion source pressure atanearly the position of the center of the ring system, which was used to
constant value during descent while the atmospheric pressure varied define the center of Uranus in our analysis. A rotation rate of 12.8 +

by three orders of magnitude. Asingle focusing magnetic sector field or - 1.7 hours for the planet .is implied by our value for the
mass spectrometer with mass resolution sufficient to reasonably ellipticity, under the assumption that Uranus is in hydrostatic

separate argon from C3H4 at 40 amu provided the mass analysis and equilibrium below the 1.0 x 10 to the 14th/cu cm number density
relative abundance measurements. A microprocessor controlled the level. (Author)

operation of the mass spectrometer through a highly efficient

peak-tip stepping routine and data compression algorithm that
effected a scan of the mass spectrum from 1 to 208 ainu in 64 sec

while requiring an information rate of only 40 bits/sec to return the
data to earth. A subscale height altitude resolution was thus A80-34443 _ A numerical model of the zonal mean circula-

obtained. Weight, size, and power requirements were minimized to lion of the middle atmosphere. J. R. Holton and W. M. Wehrbein
be consistent with interplanetary flight contraints. (Author) (Washington, University, Seattle, Wash.). Pure and Applied Geo-
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physics, vol. 118, no. 1-2, 1980, p. 284-306. 30 refs. Grant No. of beam stability pointed out by Koornneef and van Overbeeke
NsG-2228. (1976). For the moving-iron galvanometer scanner, it isnoted that at

The paper presents a simulation of the zonally averaged the imaging frequency of 0.5 Hz, hysteresis in image plane motion
circulation in the middle atmosphere using a numerical model based was found to be lessthan 0.2 arc sec for a 64-arc sec scan, and the
on the primitive equations in log pressurecoordinates. The circula- deviation from linearity with a triangular wave input wasfound to be
tion is driven radiatively by heating due to solar ultraviolet lessthan 0.3 arc sec. This systemand a scanning secondary were used
absorption by ozone and infrared cooling due to carbon dioxide and to image Venus at 11.5 microns, and compared with the scanning
ozone; Rayleigh friction with a a short time constant above70 km is secondary, the reimaging system did not appear to contribute any
included to simulate the strong mechanical dissipation which is additional noise, considerably improved mechanical reliability, and
hypothesized to exist in the vicinity of the mesopause due to eliminated cross-scanmotion. J.P.B.
turbulence associated with gravity waves and tides near the meso-
pause. A.T.

A80-35114 * Two micron spectroscopyand2.7 mm CO line
A80-34445 * Preliminary calculationsconcerningthe main- observationsof V645 Cygni. P. M. Harvey and C. J. Lada (Steward
tenance of the zonal mean ozone distribution in the Northern Observatory, Tucson, Ariz.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 237,
Hemisphere. D. M. Cunnold, F. N. Alyea (Georgia Institute of Apr. 1, 1980, p. 61-65.21 refs. GrantNo. NGR-03-002-390.
Technology, Atlanta, Ga.), and R. G. Prinn (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.). Spectroscopy of V645 Cyg from 1.5 to 2.5 microns and CO line
Pure and Applied Geophysics, vol. 118, no. 1-2, 1980, p. 329-354. observations at 2.7 mm arepresented. A kinematic distance of 6 kpc
39 refs. Grants No. NsG-2010; No. NGR-22-009-729. is derived from the CO line velocity. The strengths of the observed

Results from a three-dimensional photochemical-dynamical members of the hydrogen Brackett recombination line series are
model of ozone are presented and a qualitative description of the consistent with a spectral type of 09 and an extinction of 4-5 mag to
maintenance of the ozone distribution and its seasonalvariations both the line-emitting region and to the exciting star. The infrared
below 1 mb is given. The transition between photochemical and continuum is probably produced by thermal emission from hot
transport control of the ozone distribution isemphasized. Between 1 (about 1000 K) dust. The star is embedded in a 20 pc diameter
and 10 mb, transport by the eddies seemsto play only a minor role molecular cloud with a mass not less than 2500 solar masses.The
at mid-latitudes in producing the observedozone distribution despite cloud shows CO line broadening in the vicinity of the star and a
the zero correlation between ozone and temperature which occurs in velocity gradient perpendicular to the plane of polarization of the
that region. In the lower stratosphere, mean and eddy contributions stellar optical emission. The system has many similarities to R Mon.
to ozone change generally strongly offset one another. The buildup (Author)
and decay of the springtime ozone maximum is discussed.Emphasis
is given to the mechanism of ozone transport by the mid-latitude
eddies, which play an important role in the springtime accumulation
of ozone. (Author)

S
A80-35234 * The 16- to 38-micron spectrum of Callisto. W.
J. Forrest, J. R. Houck, and J. F. McCarthy (Cornell University,
Ithaca, N.Y.). Icarus, vol. 41, Mar. 1980, p. 340-342. 11 refs.

A80-34449 * The observedozone flux by transienteddies, Research supported by the Guggenheim Foundation; Grant No.
0-30 kin. R. W. Wilcox (Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.). NGR-33-010-081.
Pure and Applied Geophysics, vol. 118, no. 1-2, 1980, p. 401-415. The emission spectrum of Callisto was measuredbetween 16 and
28 refs. USAF-supported research;Contract No. NAS2-9578. 38 microns with a spectral resolution of 1/30 of a wavelength, using

Ozonesonde data are matched with concomitant rawinsonde the NASA Kuiper Airborne Observatory on the night of October
data to provide a direct determination of horizontal, meridional, flux 30-31, 1975. Within the errors, the observed spectrum is like that of
of ozone by the transient eddies. Data are from 27 stations in 4 a 155 K blackbody, in both shape and absolute intensity. The
regions: eastern and western North America, western EurOpe, and infrared emission and diameter of Callisto indicate a bolometric
Japan. Resul'ts confirm the existence of significant northward flux Bond albedo of 0.05 + or - 0.14, which is consistent with heating of
near 40 dog N, 10-18 kin, in winter and spring, asshown by previous the surface by absorbed sunlight. (Author)
investigators. However, areas of significant equatorward flux are
found at high mid-latitudes, 10-16 km, over North America in winter
and spring, and at all 3 Japanese stations, 10-18 km, in spring.
Trasient eddy fluxes are typically small in summer, and arealso small
throughout the troposphere and most of the middle stratosphere.

(Author) A80-36356 * The propagation of Jovianelectronsto earth.
D. L. Chenette (Chicago, University, Chicago, III.). Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 85, May 1, 1980, p. 2243-2256. 43 refs.
Contract No. NAS2-6551; Grant No. NGL-14-001-006.

An analysisof the Jovian electron flux increasesobservedby the
earth-orbiting satellite Imp 8 throughout five 13 month Jovian

A80-34729 * Simple Cassegrainscanningsystemfor infrared synodic years during the period from launch of the satellite in 1973
astronomy. J. Apt (California Institute of Technology, Jet Propul- to 1979 is presented. The analysis defines the characteristics of
sion Laboratory, Earth and SpaceSciencesDiv., Pasadena,Calif.), R. Jovian propagation to earth. Corotating interaction regions (ClR)
Goody (Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.), and L. Mertz that form at the leading edgesof fast solarwind streams continue to
(Lockheed Solar Observatory, Palo Alto, Calif.). Applied Optics, vol. modulate the propagation of MeV electrons from Jupiter to the orbit
19, May 15, 1980, p. 1590-1592. 11 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9127; of the earth to produce approximately 27 day recurrent variations in
Grant No. NGL-22-007-228. the Jovian electron density. The new and significant result of this

To meet the need for a reliable, fast imaging system capableof study is that these time-intensity profiles are more accurately
being taken rapidly on and off the telescope, a simple, inexpensive, described not by assumption that Jupiter is a constant source of
and compact Cassegrainreimaging system for scanning I R imageswas electrons, but rather by assuming that electron emission is initiated
constructed. Using commercially available components without with each passageof CIR by Jupiter with the emission continuing for
requiring close mechanical tolerances, the design solves the problem only severaldays. A.T.
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A80-36473 * A Lagrangianmean theory of wave,mean-flow The 'variation-iteration'method usingGreen'sfunctionsto find
interaction with applicationsto nonaccelerationand its breakdown, the eigenvaluesand the correspondingeigenfunctionsof a homoge-
T. Dunkerton (Washington,University, Seattle, Wash.). Reviews of neous Fredholm integral equation is employed for the stability
Geophysics and Space Physics, vol. 18, May 1980, p. 387-400. 85 analysis of fluid hydromechanics problems with a semiinfinite
refs. Grant No. NsG-2228. (infinite) domain of application. The objective of the study is to

A review is given of new Lagrangianmean theory of wave develop a suitable numerical approach to the solution of such
transport. Attention is focused on the so-called 'nonacceleration' equationsin order to better understandthe full setof equationsfor
theorem, and it is shownthat sucha theorem arisesnaturally in the 'real-world' flow models.The study involvesa searchfor a suitable
Lagrangianmean framework. Also discussedis a simpleexample of valueof the length of the domain which is a fair finite approximation
the Stokes drift, a conceptwhich is central to nonacceleration.The to infinity, which makes the eigensolution an approximation
Lagrangian mean theory substantially Simplifiesand unifies the dependent on the length of the interval chosen. In the examples
understanding of wave driving in caseswhere nonaccelerationis investigatedy = 1 = a seemsto bethe bestapproximationof infinity;
violated becauseof wave transienceand dissipation. Moreover,the for y greater than unity this method fails due to the polynomial
theory has given new insightsin one particular case,that of Rossby natureof Green'sfunctions. V.L.
gravity wave,mean-flow interaction.Theseinsightshavesuccessfully
explained,some hitherto unresolvedparadoxesin the theory of the
quasi-biennialoscillation of zonal wind in the equatorial strato-
sphere. Some brief remarksare also made concerningsome of the

outstandingdifficulties of the theory in needof future investigation. A80-40843 * Relaminarizationof fluid flows. R. Narasimha
(Author) and K. R. Sreenivasan(Indian Instituteof Science,Bangalore,India).

In: Advancesin applied mechanics.Volume 19. (A80-40840 17-31)
New York, Academic Press, Inc., 1979, p. 22t-309. 140 refs.
Researchsupportedby the Indian NationalScienceAcademy; Grant

A80-37277 * High-resolution Lyman-alpha filtergrams of No. NsG-2303.
the sun. R. M. Bonnet,M. Decaudin(CNRS, Laboratoirede Physique The mechanismsof the relaminarizationof turbulent flows are
Stellaire et Plan_taire, Verri_res-le-Buisson,Essonne, France), E.C. investigated with a view to establishing any general principles that
Bruner, Jr., L. W. Acton, and W. A. Brown (Lockheed Research might govern them. Three basic archetypes of reverting flows are
Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 2 - considered: the dissipative type, the absorptive type, and the
Letters to the Editor, vol. 237, Apr. 15, 1980, p. L47-L50. 8 refs. Richardson type exemplified by a turbulent boundary layer sub-
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales Contracts No. 75-202; No. jected to severeacceleration. A number of other different reverting
79-202; Contract No. NAS2-9181. flows are then considered in the light of the analysis of these

The results of an experiment, conducted jointly by the archetypes, including radial Poiseuille flow, convex boundary layers,flows reverting by rotation, injection, and suction, as well asheatedLockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory and the Laboratoire de
horizontal and vertical gasflows. Magnetohydrodynamic duct flowsPhysique Stellaire et Planetaire du CNRS, which investigated the are also examined. Applications of flow reversion for turbulence

transition-region plasma and the geometry of coronal active regions, control are discussed. V.L.
in relation to models of the high-temperature layers, are presented.A
Black Brant rocket was used to obtain 1-arc sec resolution L-alpha
pictures of the sun, which revealed small scale features not seen
previously at this wavelength, that delineate the geometry of the
magnetic field in the chromosphere and in the corona. It is
concluded that these observations might provide a new way of A80-45153 * Modeling Jupiter's current disc - Pioneer 10
observingthe upperchromosphereandcorona,andthat they provide outbound. D. E. Jones(BrighamYoung University, Provo, Utah), J.
direct evidenceof the inhomogeneouscharacterof the chromosphere G. Melville, II (U.S. Naval OceanSystemsCenter,San Diego,Calif.),
and of the dominant role of the magnetic field. M.E.P. and M. L. Blake (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.). Journal of

Geophysical Research, vol. 85, July 1, 1980, p. 3329-3336. 33 refs.
Contract No. NAS2-7358; Grant No. NsG-2082.

A model of the magnetic field of the Joviancurrent disk is
presented.The model uses Euler functions and the Biot-Savartlaw

A80-37510 * New gasphase inorganic ion cluster species appliedto a seriesof concentric,but not necessarilycoplanarcurrent
and their atmosphericimplications. T. D. M_rk (Colorado, Univer- rings. It was found that the best fit to the Pioneer 10 outbound
sity, Boulder, Colo.; Innsbruck, Universit_t, Innsbruck, Austria), K. perturbation magnetic field data is obtained if the current disk is
I. Peterson,and A. W. Castleman,Jr. (Colorado,University, Boulder, twisted, and also bent,to tend toward parallelismwith the Jovigraph-
Colo.). Nature, vol. 285, June 5, 1980, p. 392, 393. 8 refs. ic equator.The innerandouter radiiof the disk appearto beabout 7
OsterreichischerFonds zur F6rderung der WissenschaftlichenFor- and 150 Jovian radii, respectively;becauseof the observedcurrent
schungGrant No. S-18/08; NSF Grant No. ATM-79-13801; Grant disk penetrations,the bent disk also requiresa deformation in the
No. NsG-2248. form of a bump or wrinkle whose axis tends to exhibit spiraling.

Recent experimental laboratory observations,with high-pressure Modeling of the azimuthal field showsthat it isdue to a thin radial
mass spectroscopy, have revealed the existence of previously un-
reported speciesinvolvingwater clusteredto sodiumdimer ions,and
alkali metal hydroxides clusteredto alkali metal ions.The important
implications of theseresultsconcerningthe existenceof suchspecies
are here discussed, as well as how from a practical aspect they A80-45227" The evolution of rapid oscillations in an
confirm the stability of certain clusterspeciesproposedby Ferguson outburst of a dwarf nova. R. H. Hildebrand, E. J. Spillar (Chicago,
(1978) to explain massesrecently detected at upper altitudes using University, Chicago, III.), J. Middleditch (California, University,
massspectrometrictechniques. (Author) Berkeley, Calif.), J. J. Patterson (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor,

Mich.), and R. F. Stiening (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Stanford, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal, Part 2 . Letters to the
Editor, vol. 238, June 15, 1980, p. L145-L148. 14 refs. Research •
supported by the University of Chicago and U.S. Department of
Energy;Grant No. NsG-2057.

A80-40508 * // Note on the eigensolutionof a homogeneous High-speedphotometric observationsof the dwarf novaAll Her
equationwith semi-infinite domain. A. R. Wadia (Texas,University, on nine consecutivedays during an outburst have been made, and
Arlington, Tex.). Journal of Computational and Applied Mathemat- rapid coherentoscillationson every day except two near maximum
ics, vol. 6, June 1980, p. 161-165.7 refs. Grant No. NsG-2077. light have been detected. The period, amplitude, and luminosityfor
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each day is presented and the progressionof the periods is discussed, flow region produced by an abrupt pipe explosion is reported, with
(Author) emphasis on the region in the immediate vicinity of the wall where

turbulent transport givesway to molecular conduction and diffusion.
The analysis is basedon a modified TEACH-2E program with the
standard k-epsilon model of turbulence. Predictions of the experi-
mental data of Zemanick and Dougall (1970) for a diameter ratio of

A80-45996 * Eddydiffusion coefficientsandthe varianceof 0.54 show generally encouraging agreement with experiment. At a
the atmosphere30-60 km. G. D. Nastrom, A. D. Belmont (Control diameter ratio of 0.43 different trends are discernable between
Data Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.), and D. E. Brown (PurdueUniver- measurement and calculation, though this appears to be due to
sity. West Lafayette, Ind.). Pure and Applied Geophysics, vol. 118, effects unconnectedwith the wall regionstudiedhere. B.J.
no. 5, 1980, p. 1015-1031.31 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9578.

The results of numerical models or of new observational
programsare checked by comparing them with past observations.In
view of the differing analysis techniques or differing data samples,

the eddy diffusivities presentedhereagreeremarkably well with past A80-49185 * Azimuthal magnetic field at Jupiter. J. L.
estimates. However, in the application of K-values to two- Parish, C. K. Goertz, and M. F. Thomsen (Iowa, University, Iowa
dimensionalmodels, the actual magnitudeof the diffusivities is no City, Iowa). Journal of Geophysical Research,vol. 85, Aug. 1, 1980,
more important than their spatial patterns, i.e., their gradientswith p. 4152-4156. 7 refs. NSF Grant No. ATM-76-82739; Contract No.
height and latitude. It shouldthusbe noted that the presentpatterns NAS2-6553.

areoften much different from thoseof past results. T.M. The azimuthal component of the magnetic field at Jupiter is
modeled. A current distribution which is the sum of two currents,
one flowing along the magneticfield lines and another injected into
the current sheet at r(0) (about 10 Jupiter radii). Two casesare
examined, one in which current flows alongthe field lines into the

A80-48811 * The location of the dayside ionopause of equatorial plane and then radially outward and a second casein
Venus - Pioneer Venus Orbiter magnetometerobservations. R.C. which the only current is that injected into the current sheet at r(0).
Elphic, C. T. Russell, J. A. Slavin (California, University, Los Each of these two casesresults in an azimuthal magnetic field which
Angeles, Calif.), L. H. Brace (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, fits the magnetic field data. (Author)
Greenbelt, Md.), and A. F. Nagy (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor,
Mich.). Geophysical Research Letters, vol. 7, Aug. 1980, p. 561-564.
21 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9491.

The location of the dayside Venus ionopause,asobserved by the

Pioneer Venus Orbiter, is shown to depend on the magnetic pressure A80-49217 * Survivalprobabilitiesfor interstellarhydrogen
in the shocked, highly compressedsolar wind plasma just outsidethe flowing into the interplanetary system from far regions of the
ionopause. Assuming a balance exclusively between this external heiiosphere. J. A. Kunc (Southern California, University, Los
magnetic pressureand internal ionosphericthermal pressure,invari- Angeles, Calif.). Planetary and Space Science, vol. 28, Aug. 1980, p.

S ance of ionospheric conditions, and an isothermal ionosphere, it is 815-821.21 refs. Contract No. NAS2-6558.
possible to determine pressure scaleheights for various solar zenith The expressions for 'supvival' probabilities are presented for an
angle intervals. These scale heights yield ionospheric temperatures atomic hydrogen particle moving on a trajectory from far regions of
which agreewith direct measurementsobtained independently. Not the hetiosphere to the vicinity of the sun. Three 'destroying'

surprisingly, the average ionopause altitude is higher near the processeshave been considered; photoionization, chargetransfer and
terminator, where the averageexternal magnetic pressure is lower, electron ionization. The solar wind has been assumed to be a
The near-terminator ionopause has much greater positional vari- two-flux steady stream radially expanding with constant flow
ability than that at lower solar zenith angles;this appears to be due velocity. Recent profiles of solar-wind electron temperature have
principally to concomitant variations in the external magnetic beenused.The results can be useful for theoretical analysesaswell as
pressure,presumably related to solar wind pressurechanges.(Author) for analysisof spaceflight observations. (Author)

A80-48877 * 21 cm maps of Jupiter's radiation beltsfrom
A80-49362 * A reanalysisof the observedinterplanetary

all rotational aspects. I. de Pater (Leiden, Sterrewacht, Leiden, hydrogenL alpha emissionprofilesand the derived local interstellar
Netherlands). Astronomy and Astrophysics, vol. 88, no. 1-2, Aug.
1980, p. 175-183.28 refs. Grant No. NsG-7264. gastemperature and velocity. F. M. Wu and D. L. Judge(Southern

California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.). Astrophysical Journal,
Two-dimensional mapsof the radio emission from Jupiter were Part I, vol. 239, July 1, 1980, p. 389-394. 16 refs. Contract No.

made in December 1977 at a frequency of 1,412 MHz using the NAS2-6558.
Westerbork telescope. Pictures in all four Stokes parameters have
been obtained every 15 deg in longitude, each smearedover 15 deg
of the planet's rotation. The maps have an E-W resolution of about
1/3 of the diameter of the disk and a N-Sresolution 3 times less.The
total intensity and linear polarization mapsare accurate to 0.5% and
the circularly polarized maps to 0.1% of the maximum intensities in AMESFUNDED RESEARCH
I. The whole set of mapsclearly showsthe existenceof higherorder
terms in the magnetic field of Jupiter. (Author) CONFERENCE PAPERS

N80-13561"# California Univ., Los Angeles.
THE SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH VENUS c92

C. T. Russell, R. C. Elphic, and J. A. Slavin In ESA Magnetospheric
A80-49037 * On the calculation of turbulent heat transport Boundary Layers Aug. 1979 p 231-239 refs (For primary
downstream from an abrupt pipe expansion. C. C. Chieng and B.E. document see N80-13529 04-42)
Launder (California, University, Davis, Calif.). Numerical Heat (Contract NAS2-9491)
Transfer, vol. 3, Apr.-June 1980, p. 189-207. 21 refs. Grant No. Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01; ESA, Paris FF 120 CSCL 03B
NsG-2256. The Pioneer Venus orbiter reveals that Venus has a well

A numerical study of flow and heat transfer in the separated developed bow shock like the Earth's but on that is significantly
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weaker than the Earth's shock. The location of the bow shock A80-15247 * // Design of a one-year lifetime, spaceborne
is highly variable, more so than would have been expected for superfluid helium dewar. R. A. Hopkins (Ball AerospaceSystems,
an obstacleof essentiallyfixed size. The altitude of the ionopause Boulder, Colo.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inter-
is also highly variable in responseto,changes in the solar wind. society Conference on Environmental Systems, 9th, San Francisco,
In the ionosphere, the field is often low. However, on some Calif., July 16-19, 1979, Paper 79-ENAs-23. 11 p. Members,$1.50;
orbits, very large fields are seen as low as 150 kin, and on nonmembers,$3.00. ContractNo. NAS2-9700.
most dayside orbits, thin magnetic structures of flux ropes are The Infrared AstronomicalSatellite is anExplorer Missionand a
observed. At night, large fields are often observed which vary joint venture of the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and thefrom orbit to orbit. Venus has a much smaller intrinsicmagnetic
moment than expected from scalingthe terrestrial moment. United States scheduledfor launch into earth orbit in 1981. The

Author (ESA) cryogenicsystem is a major part of the satellite; it incorporated
many unique and state-of-the-art design features to satisfy the
requirementsof a one-yearorbital lifetime, a focalplanetemperature
lessthan 4K, minimal launchweight,andzero-gravityoperation.The
60-centimeter diameter telescopeis contained within a superfluid

N80-17950" H American Science and Engineering, Inc., Cam- helium dewarhavinga capacity of 540 liters.The telescopeaperture
bridge, Mass. coveremploysan independentcryogenicsystemcontaininga 54-liter
X-RAY BRIGHT POINTS AND THE SOLAR CYCLE DEPEN- supercriticalhelium tank. The aperturecover, which is ejectedtwo
DENCE OF EMERGING MAGNETIC FLUX weeks after launch, protectsthe telescopefrom contaminationand
John M. Davis In NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center Study providesthe low-temperaturebackgroundneededto perform focal
of the 'Solar Cycle from Space Feb. 1980 p 65-73 refs (For plane health checks. Design and predicted performance of the
primary document see N80-17944 08-92) cryogenic systemsarediscussedin detail. (Author)
(Contracts NAS2-8683; NAS5-25496; NAS2-7758)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 03B

Soft X-ray imaging of the solar corona during the period
1970 to 1978 resulted in significant modifications to the view
of the solar cycle with respect to both the properties of the
large scale (coronal holes) and small scale (X-ray Bright Points)
solar magnetic field. In the latter case, the particularcontribution A80-17468 * Pioneer-Venus solar flux radiometer. J. M.
is to the emerging magnetic flux. Sounding rocket observations Palmer (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.) In: Space optics;
combined with the Skylab data indicate that the XBP are Proceedingsof the Seminar, Huntsville, Ala., May 22-24, 1979.
anticorrelated with sunspot number and are the dominant (A80-1743205-89) Bellingham, Wash., Society of Photo-Optical
contributors to the solar cycle. A contin'Jousdata set covering Instrumentation Engineers,1979, p. 305-311. Contract No. NAS2-
a complete cycle would enable the validity of this result which 8818.
has serious implications for the nature of the solar dynamo, to The paper presentsthe designandperformancecharacteristicsof
be _:onfirmed. Author the Solar Flux Radiometer flown on the Large Probe of the

Pioneer-VenusMu!tiprobe spacecraft.Radiancemeasurementsof the
Venusianatmospherein spectralchannelsbetween400 and 1800 nm
as a function of altitude were made, along with elevation arld
azimuthal measurementsof the radiation field performedwith five S

N80-27660"# California Univ.. Davis. optical channels, Filtered Si and Ge photovoltaicdetector output
REYNOLDS STRESS CLOSURES: STATUS AND PROS- currentswere processedwith logarithmictransimpedanceconverters
PECTS prior to being multiplexed and digitized. Atmospheric samplingin
Brian E. Launder In AGARD Turbulent Boundary Layers Jan. elevationand azimuth wasdone accordingto a Gaussianintegration
1980 13 p refs (For primary documentsee N80-27647 18-34) scheme;the receiveddata were usedto determine the depositionof
(Grant NsG-2256) solar energy in the Venus atmosphere along with upward and
Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 20D downward fluxesand radianceswith an altitude resolutionof several

The basic pattern of Reynoldsclosuresand the reason they hundredmetersbetween67 km and the surface. A.T,
look as an attractive type of model for practical shear flow
calculationsissummarized.The relationshipbetween the organized
structures and Reynolds stress closures is discussed.An outline
given of fundamental developments that are being introducedto
extend the modest reliability of Reynoldsstress closures. R.C.T.

A80-17502 * X-ray spectrometer spectrograph telescope
system.E. C. Brunet, Jr., L. W. Acton, W. A. Brown, S. W. Salat
(Lockheed Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.), A. Franks
(AeronauticalResearchCouncil, National PhysicalLaboratory,Ted-

A80-15225 * Problemsand potentialitiesof cultured plant dington,Middx., England),G. Schmidtke,W. Schweizer(Fraunhofer-
cells in retrospectand prospect.F. C. Steward and A. D. Krikorian Gesellschaft zur F6rderungder angewandten Forschung, Institut f(Jr
(New York, State University, Stony Brook, N.Y.). In: Plant cell and physikolischeWeltraumforschung,Freiburg im Breisgau,West Ger-
tissue culture: Principles and applications. Columbus, Ohio State many), and R. J. Speer(ImperialCollegeof Scienceand Technology,
University Press, 1979, p. 221-262. 125 refs. Grants No. NIH-GM- London, England). In: Spaceoptics:ImagingX-ray opticsworkshop;
09609; No. NsG-7279;Contract No. NAS2-7846. Proceedingsof the Seminar, Huntsville, Alal, May 22-24, 1979.

The past, present and expected future accomplishmentsand (A80-17469 05-89) Bellingham, Wash., Society of Photo-Optical
limitations of plant cell and tissueculture are reviewed.Considera- Instrumentation Engineers,1979, p. 270-277. Researchsupportedby
tion is given to the pioneering insightsof Haberlandt in 1902, the the Lockheed independent ResearchProgram;Contract No. NAS2-
development of culture techniques,and past work on cell division, 9181.
cell and tissuegrowth and development,somaticembryogenesis,and A new sounding rocket payload that has been developedfor
metabolism and respiration. Current activity in culture media and X-ray spectroscopicstudies of the solar corona is described.The
technique development for plant regions, organs, tissues, cells, instrument incorporates a grazing incidence Rowland mounted
protoplasts, organellesand embryos, totipotency, somatic embryo- gratingspectrographand an extreme off-axis paraboloicsector feed
genesisand clonal propagation under normaland spaceconditions, systemto isolate regionsof the sunof order 1 x 10 arc secondsin
biochemical potentialities, and genetic engineering is surveyed, size. The focal surfaceof the spectrographissharedby photographic
Prospects for the investigation of the inducedcontrol of somatic celt and photoelectric detection systems,with the latter servingasa part
division, the division of isolated protoplasts, the improvement of of the rocket pointing system control loop. Fabrication and
haploid cell cultures, liquid cultures for somatic embryogenesis,and alignment of the optical system isbasedon high precision machining
the genetic control of development areoutlined. A.L.W. and mechanical metrology techniques. The spetrograph has a
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resolution of 16 milliangstroms and modifications planned for future at various angles to the fiber direction and at various temperatures
flights will improve the resolution to 5 milliangstroms, permitting are reported, showing that the material is elastic at all temperatures
line widths to be measured. (Author) when the fiber is in the load direction. However, when the load is

transverse to the fibers, the viscoelastic response varies from small
amounts at room temperature to large amounts at temperatures
above the 180 C transition temperature. The time-temperature
superposition principle or the method of reduced variables were used
to determine compliance master curves for each fiber angle, and a

A80-17503 * Paraboloidal X-ray telescopemirror for solar viscoelasticanalog to the elastic orthotropic transformation equation
coronal spectroscopy.W. A. Brown, E. C. Bruner,Jr, L. W. Acton was used incrementally to predict the mastercurves for the tensile
(Lockheed ResearchI aboratories,Palo Alto, Calif.), A. Franks, M. complianceof the off-axisspecimen. A.T.
Stedman (Aeronautical ResearchCouncil, National PhysicalLabora-
tory, Teddington, Middx., England), and R. J. Speer (Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London, England). In: Space
optics: ImagingX-ray optics workshop;Proceedingsof the Seminar,
Huntsville, Ala., May 22-24, 1979. (A80-17469 05-89) Bellingham, A80-23690 * Initial Pioneer Venus magnetometerobserva-
Wash., Society of Photo-Optical InstrumentationEngineers,1979, p. tions. C. T. Russell, R. C. Elphic, and J. A. Slavin. (California,
278-284. Researchsupported by the Lockheed Independent Re- University, Los Angeles, Calif.). In: Lunar and Planetary Science
searchProgram;ContractNo. NAS2-9181. Conference,10th, Houston, Tex., March 19-23, 1979, Proceedings.

The telescopemirror for the X-ray SpectrographSpectrometer Volume 3. (A80-23677 08-91) New York, PergamonPress, Inc.,
Telescope System is a sixty degree sector of an extreme off-axis 1979, p. 2277-2290. 20 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9491.
paraboloidof revolution. It wasdesignedto focusa coronal region 1 Initial PioneerVenus magnetometerobservationsreveala highly
by 10 arc secondsin size on the entrance slit of the spectrometer dynamic interaction between the solarwind and the ionosphereand
after reflection from the gold surface. This paper discussesthe a very weak and possiblyabsent intrinsic magnetic field. The bow
design,manufacture, and metrology of the mirror, the methodsof shock position and the altitude of the ionopausevary markedly from
precisionmechanicalmetrology used to focus the system, and the day to day. The magneticpressurein the magnetosheathjust outside
mounting system which locatesthe mirror and has proven itself the ionopause is in near balance with the thermal ionospheric
through vibration tests. In addition, the results of reflection pressureinside. Although the ionosphericmagneticfield strengthis
efficiency measurements,alignmenttolerances,and ray trace analysis generally low, occasionalenhancements are observed with field
of the effectsof misalignmentare considered. (Author) strengthsexceeding that in the magnetosheath.These bundlesof

magnetic flux, or flux ropes, may be convectedto the night side
ionospherein which large field strengths(comparedto the dayside)
are common. The magnetic field magnitude and direction in this
region are quite variable,suggestingthat the field is not due to an
intrinsic planetary source, but rather due to induced ionospheric
currents.The magneticmomentis probablymuch lessthan 10 to the

A80-18618 *N Evaluation of the time dependent surface 22nd Gauss-cucm. (Author)
S shear stress in turbulent flows. V. A. Sandborn (Colgrado State

University, Fort Collins, Colo.). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annua! Meeting, New York, N. Y., Dec. 2-7, 1979,
Paper 79-WA/FE-17. 7 p. 11 refs. Members, $1.50; nonmembers,
$3.00. U.S. Department of Agriculture Contract No. 16-477-CA;
NSF Grant No. ENG-76-05-896; Grant No. NCA2-OR165-604. A80-25595 * Usingguided clusteringtechniquesto analyze

The time dependentsurfaceshearstresshasbeenevaluatedusing Landsatdata for mappingforestland coverin northern California.L.
surface heat transfer measurements.For fully developedturbulent Fox, III and K. E. Mayer (Humboldt State University,Arcata, Calif.).
pipe and open channel water flows, and incompressibleand In: Machine processingof remotely senseddata; Proceedingsof the
compressible turbulent boundary layer air flows the measurements Fifth Annual Symposium, West Lafayette, Ind., June 27-29, 1979.
indicate the absolute magnitude of the surface shear stressfluctua- (A80-25561 09-43) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
tions will be greater than two times the mean values. The Engineers, Inc., 1979, p. 364-367. 8 refs. Grants No. NsG-2244;No.
root-mean-square shearstress fluctuations were of the order of 0.2 to NsG-2341.
0.4 times the mean surface shear values. Due to these large surface
shear stress fluctuations and the nonlinear relation between heat
transfer and shear stress, a special technique has been developed to
evaluate the measurements. It was found that the non-linear
averaging errors for a hot film-surface shear stress gauge in a fully A80-26694 * Application of the method of integral relations
developed pipe flow was of the orderof 10 percent at low velocities, to unsteadyfluid flow problems with shocks.A. R. Wadia and F. R.
A hot wire-surface shear stress gauge was employed for measure- Payne (Texas, University, Arlington, Tex.). In: Advances in comput-
ments of turbulent boundary layers in air. (Author) er methods for partial differential equations - III; Proceedingsof the

Third International Symposium, Bethlehem, Pa., June 20-22, 1979.
(A80-26663 09-64) New Brunswick, N.J., International Association
for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation, 1979, p. 205-213. 16
refs. Grant No. NsG-2077.

A mixed method using both the method of integral relations and
the finite difference technique is developed for the solution of

A80-21141 * Time-temperaturebehaviorof a unidirectional unsteady flow problems. The integral relations method is basedupon
graphite/epoxy composite. Y. T. Yeow (Allied Chemical Corp., a chosen interpolating function dependentonly on the time domain.
Morristown, N.J.), D. H. Morris, and H. F. Brinson (Virginia The resultinglocalsemidiscretefiniteelementequationsobtainedare
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg,Va.). In: assembledinto a globalform. The spatial derivativesat the nodesare
Compositematerials: Testing and design;Proceedingsof the Fifth replaced by finite difference operators and the discretizednonlinear
Conference, New Orleans, La., March 20-22, 1978. (AS0- algebraic system is solved by an iterative scheme. Solutions are
2112607-24) Philadelphia,Pa., American Society for Testing and obtained for the one-dimensionalgasdynamicsequation, the one-
Materials, 1979, p. 263-281. 19 refs. Grant No. NsG-2038. dimensional wave equation and Burger's model of turbulence.

A testing program to determine the time-temperature response Agreement with other numerical and analytical solutions isexcellent
of unidirectional T300/934 graphite/epoxy materials is presented, for the gasdynamics problem and satisfactory for the Burger
The short-term creep test results of tension specimenswith the load equation in casesof small viscouseffects. (Author)
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A80-27435 * Landsat-basedmultiphase estimation of Call- A80-40233 * Narrow-field radiometry in a quasi-isotropic
fornia's irrigated lands. S. L. Walt, R. W. Thomas (California, atmosphere.A. Holmes, J. M. Palmer,and M. G. Tomasko (Arizona,
University, Berkeley,Calif.), and L. R. Tinney (California, Universi- University, Tucson, Ariz.). In: Measurementsof optical radiations;
ty, Santa Barbara,Calif.). In: American Society of Photogrammetry Proceedingsof the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August29, 30, 1979.
and American Congresson Surveyingand Mapping, Fall Technical (A80-40229 16-35) Begingham, Wash., Society of Photo-Optical
Meeting, Sioux Fails, S. Dak., September 17-21, 1979, Joint Instrumentation Engineers, 1979, p. 27-32. 9 refs. Contract No.
Proceedings.(A80-27426 10-43) Falls Church, Va., American Soci- NAS2-9486.
ety of Photogrammetry, 1979, p. 221-236. 6 refs. Grant No. If a radiometer having a narrow field of view is usedto measure
NsG-2207; Contract No. NAS5-20969. the radiance of a source such as a quasi-isotropic atmosphere, a

Currently, inventory of California's irrigated lands is performed knowledge of the out-of-field responsivity is critical. For example, if
on a seven year cycle. Since 1975, the University of California in a radiometer with a field of view of 5 deg (full-angle) has a relative
cooperation with NASA and the California Department of Water responsivity of 0.0001 for the out-of-field radiation, the contribution
Resources has been developing and testing techniques to utilize a of the out-of-field radiation (assumingan isotropic source subtending
Landsat based remote sensingsystemto produce statewide estimates 2 steradians) is 10.5% of the total signal. Either the stray light
in a single year. The proposed system utilizes multiphase sampling, suppressionof the radiometer must be extremely high or methods of
stratification and multitemporal Landsat imagery to produce the determining the out-of-field response must be developed. A descrip-
estimate. Early research concentrated on regional estimates to tion of one method of determining the effect of out-of-field response
develop the techniques. This year, an inventory of the entire state of and its application to a planetary atmospheric radiometer is
California is being performed. In addition, researchon the utilization presented. (Author)
of digital analysis for estimating irrigated acreageand the determina-
tion of specific crop types (manual and digital analysis) is also
underway. (Author)

A80-41466 * // Thermal designof a Shuttle infrared telescope
facility /SIRTF/. R. Stoll (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Optical Technology
Div., Danbury, Conn.) and S. Willen (BeachAircraft Corp., Boulder,

A80-34757 * Studies for improved high temperature coat- Colo.). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Thermo-
ings for Space Shuttle application. J. Creedon, R. Banas,and S.H. physics Conference, 15th, Snowmass,Colo., July 14-16, 1980, Paper
Garofalini (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc., Space Systems 80-1502. 6 p. Contract No. NAS2-10066.
Div., Sunnyvale, Calif.). In: New horizons - Materials and processes A thermal design concept has been developed for a
for the eighties; Proceedings of the Eleventh National Conference, cryogenically-cooled infrared telescope facility which will be carried
Boston, Mass., November 13-15, 1979. (A80-34751 14-23) Azusa, aboard the Space Shuttle for missions of 14 to 30 days. Supercitical
Calif., Society for the Advancement of Material and Process helium at 6 K is the principal coolant. Auxiliary tanks of superfluid
Engineering, 1979, p. 82-93. 7 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9809. helium at 2 K are utilized to provide additional low-temperature

Improvement of the current Class2 Space Shuttle Orbiter RCG cooling requirements of specific instruments. The preliminary ther-
coating was experimentally investigated.Coatings, which are applied mal design described enables SIRTF to provide the low-temperature
to LI-900 or LI-2200 tiles, were prepared to provide increased environment for the telescope and instruments, while maintaining S
performance in thermal expansion, impact, residual strain and thermalty-induced optical degradations within acceptable limitswith
increased viscosity. Turbulent duct arc-plasma tests at NASA/Ames a cryogen utilization rate compatible with weight and volumetric
Research Center are continuing on two candidates that show constraints. (Author)
improved low residual strain and increased high temperature viscos-
ity. A coating system with lower fusion-temperature (1950 F) was
identified which has the potential of improving tile yield through
reduced LI-900 shrinkage and distortion since it canbe fused at 250

F lower than the present Class2 coating. (Author) A80-41495 * // Free convection in enclosuresexposed to
compressiveheating. R. P. Bobco (Hughes Aircraft Co., Spaceand
Communications Group, LosAngeles,Calif.). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Thermophysics Conference, 15th,
Snowmass, Colo,, July 14-16, 1980, Paper 80-1536. 12 p. 8 refs.
Contract No. NAS2-10000.

A80-34760 * Development of high viscosity coatings for An experimental study of heat transfer in a vertical annulus and
advancedSpaceShuttle applications.S. H. Garofalini, R. Banas,and a three-dimensional gap usedto establishthe influenceof compres-
J. Creedon (Lockheed Missilesand SpaceCo., SpaceSystemsDiv., siveheatingon the convectiveprocessin enclosuresispresented.Test
Sunnyvale, Calif.). In: New horizons- Materialsand processesfor the runs were madeusingheliumgaswith compressiveratesof 6, 15, and
eighties;Proceedingsof the Eleventh National Conference, Boston, 30 psi/min. Temperature and pressurehistories'werereducedto film
Mass., November 13-15, 1979. (A80-34751 14-23) Azusa, Calif., coefficientsbasedon nodal modelingof the test geometries.The data
Society for the Advancement of Material and ProcessEngineering, are correlated in terms of free convection parameters. The heat
1979, p. 114-124. 6 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9809. transfer correlations showvirtually no influenceof compressionrate

Laboratory studiesfor increasingthe thermal resistanceof high and only a slight dependenceon geometry.The correlationswill be
viscosity coatings for silica reusable surface insulation are presented, applied to the design of a vented Galileo mission descent module
The coatings are intended for the reentry temperature associated parachuting into the Jupiter atmosphere. M.E.P.
with advanced SpaceShuttle applications which will involve aerody-
namic shearforces during entry from earth orbits. Coating viscosity
was increased by (1) reduction in the concentration of the low
viscosity additive B203; (2) reduction in the particle size of the
constituent powders in coatings; and (3) addition of a high viscosity
glass former (GeO2). A coating system was produced by combining A80-48179 * # Photocell heat enginesolar power systems.R.
the three methods which showed apparent higher viscosity than the T. Taussig, T. S. Vaidyanathan, S. Hoverson, C. Bruzzone (Mathe-
current coating, while satisfying all the current Shuttle Orbiter matical SciencesNorthwest, Inc., Bellevue, Wash.),and W. Christian-
coating requirements. A.T. sen (Washington, University, Seattle, Wash.). In: Energy to the 21st
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century; Proceedings of the Fifteenth Intersociety Energy Conver- A80-53209 * The accelerationof energeticchargedparticles
sion EngineeringConference,Seattle, Wash., August 18-22, 1980. by interplanetary and supernovashockwaves. M. E. Pesses(Iowa,
Volume 1. (A80-48165 21-44) New York, American Institute of University, Iowa City, Iowa). In: Particleaccelerationmechanismsin
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1980, p. 119-124. 12 refs. astrophysics;Proceedingsof the Workshop, La Jolla, Calif., January
Contract No. NAS2-10079. 3-5, 1979. (A80-53201 24°90) New York, American Institute of

A combined photocell heatengine concept isproposedfor high Physics,1979, p. 107-113. 11 refs. Contract No. NAS2-6553.
efficiency solarenergy conversionin space. In this conceptthe short
wavelengthportion of the solar spectrum is split by a dichroicfilter
and sent to a bank of photocells.The longwave-lengthremainderof
the spectrum is used by the heat engine. This technique allowsthe
photocells to operate with the minimum amount of waste heat,
increasing their efficiency and reducing the amount of cooling PATENTS

N80-16116" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
CATALYSTS FOR POLYIMIDE FOAMS FROM AROMATIC
18OCYANATES AND AROMATIC DIANHYDRIDES Patent

A80-48757 * # Materials for fire resistantpassengerseatsin Salvatore R. Riccitiello. Paul M, Sawko. and Carlos A. Estrella,
aircraft. G. Tesoro and A. Moussa (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.). In: Fire inventors (to NASA) Issued 4 Dec. 1979 5 p Filed 24 Feb.
retardants;Proceedingsof the EuropeanConferenceon Flammability 1978 Supersedes N78-221156 (16 - 13, p 1674)
and Fire Retardants, Copenhagen, Denmark, July 13, 14, 1978. (NASA-Case-ARC-11107-1; US-Patent-4,177,333;
(A80-48751 21-27) Westport, Conn., Technomic Publishing Co., US-Patent-AppI-SN-883961; US-Patent-Class-521-124;
Inc., 1980, p. 159-173.11 refs.Contract No. NAS2-9610. US-Patent-Class-521-125; US-Patent-Class-521-127;

The paper considers the selection of cushioning foam and US-Patent-Class-521-157; US-Patent-Class-528-73) Avail: US
upholstery fabric materialsfor aircraft passengerseats.Polyurethane, Patent and Trademark Office CSCL07D
polychloroprene, polyimide, and polyphosphazene are the foam Polyimide foam products having greatly improved burn-
materials considered; and a variety of commercial and developmental throughand flame-spread resistanceare prepared by the reaction
fabrics (including wool, cotton, synthetics, and blends) are exam- of aromatic polyisocyanates with aromatic dianhydrides in the
ined. Viable approachesto the design of fire-resistant seat assemblies presence of metallic salts of octoic acid. The salts, for example

stannous octoate, ferric octoate and aluminum octoate, favor
are indicated. Results of an experimental laboratory study,of fabrics the formation of imide linkages at the expense of other possible
and fabric/foam assembliesexposed to external point-source radia- reactions.
tive heat flux are discussed. B.J. Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

S
A80-49235 * # Direct numerical simulations of the turbulent N80-18393" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
wake of an axisymmetric body. J. J. Riley and R. W. Metcalfe (Flow Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.

Research Co., Kent, Wash.). In: Symposium on Turbulent Shear CRYOGENIC CONTAINER COMPOUND SUSPENSION

Flows, 2nd, London, England, July 2-4, 1979, Proceedings. (A80- STRAP Patent

49226 21-34) London, Imperial College of Science and Technology, John W. Vorreiter, inventor (to NASA) Issued 22 Jan. 1980
1979, p. 2.18-2.23. 14refs. Contract No. NAS2-9855. 5 p Filed 22 Aug. 1978 Supersedes N79-18087 (17 - 09,

The paper presents comparisons of results of direct numerical p 1109)
(NASA-Case-ARC-11157-1; US-Patent-4,184,609;

simulations of turbulence with both laboratory data and self-
U S-Patent-AppI-SN-935827 ; U S-Patent-Class-220-445;

similarity theory for the case of the turbulent wakes of towed, US-Patent-Class-220-423; US-Patent-Class-220-901) Avail: US
axisymmetric bodies. In general, the agreement of the simulation Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 131

results with both the laboratory data and the self-similarity theory is A support strap for use in a cryogenic storage vessel for
good, although the comparisons are hampered by inadequate supporting the inner shell from the outer shell with a minimum

procedures for initializing the numerical simulations. (Author) heat leak is presented. The compound suspension strap is made
from a unidirectional fiberglass epoxy composite material with
an ultimate tensile strength and fatigue strength which are
approximately doubled when the material is cooled to a
cryogenic temperature.

Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

A80-49277 * # Multiple-time-scale concepts in turbulent

transport modelling. K. Hanjalic, 8. E. Launder, and R. Schiestel
(California, University, Davis, Calif.). In: Symposium on Turbulent

Shear Flows, 2nd, London, England, July 2-4, 1979, Proceedings.
(A80-49226 21-34) London, Imperial College of Science and Tech- N80-26298" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
nology, 1979, p. 10.31-10.36. 15 refs. Grant No. NsG-2256. Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.

The paper reports progress in developing a closure employing REDUCTION OF NITRIC OXIDE EMISSIONS FROM A
two or more independently calculated time scales with which to COMBUSTOR Patent

characterize the rates of progress of different turbulent interactions. Roger A. Craig and Huw O, Pritchard. inventors (to NASA) Issued
27 May 1980 6 p Filed 8 Sep. 1977 Supersedes N77-31260

The approach contrasts with that used by earlier single-point models
which adopt just a single time scale, proportional to the turbulence (15 - 22. p 2912) Continuation of abandoned US Patent Appl.

SN-684045, filed 7 May 1976
energy turnover time. The present treatment divides the energy (NASA-Case-ARC-10814-2; US-Patent-4.204,402;
containing part of the spectrum into two regions which respond at US-Patent-Appl-SN-831632; US-Patent-Class-60-39.06;
different rates and in different ways to changes in the environment. US-Patent-Class-60-733; US-Patent-Class-60-746;
Computational results are reported for several thin shear flows which US-Patent-Appl-SN-684045) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
show striking improvement in the level of agreement with experi- Office CSCL 21E

ment over that obtained with models employing only one time scale. A turbojet combustor and method for controlling nitric oxide
(Author) emissions by employing successive combustion zones is described.

8O



After combustion of an initial portion of the fuel in a primary
combustion zone, the combustion products of the primary zone
are combined with the remaining portion of fuel and additional
plenum air and burned in a secondary combustion zone under
conditions that result in low nitric oxide emissions. Low nitric
oxide emissions are achieved by a novel turbojet combustor
arrangement which provides flame stability by allowing stable
combustion to be accompanied by low nitric oxide emissions
resulting from controlled fuel-lean combustion (ignited by the
emission products from the primary zone) in a secondary
combustion zone at a lower combustion temperature resulting
in low emission of nitric oxide.

Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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LIFE SCIENCES

NASA FORMAL REPORTS

N80-18821"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. interaction in mean decision time between wind shear, day-night.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. and ceiling RVR variables occurred; (4) mean number of head-up
SOME HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT transitions to VFR conditions after breakout ranged from 4.6 to
AND EVALUATION OF COCKPIT ALERTING AND WARN- 13.4 and increased as a function of ceiling and severity of wind
ING SYSTEMS shear; the typical duration of fixation out the window was 1.5 sec;
Robert J. Randle. Jr,. William E. Larsen. and Douglas H. Williams and (5) subjective pilot ratings of controllability and precision of
Washington Jan, 1980 65 p refs control as well as amount of skill, attention, or effort required
(NASA-RP-1055; A-7696) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL to make the landing were influenced significantly by the wind
05H shear, night conditions, and low breakout ceiling conditions,

A set of general guidelines for evaluating a newly developed RE,S,
cockpit alerting and warning system in terms of human factors
issues are provided. Although the discussion centers around a
general methodology, it is made specifically to the issues involved
in alerting systems. An overall statement of the current
operational problem is presented. Human factors problems with
reference to existing alerting and warning systems are described.
The methodology for proceeding through system development N80-28349"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
to system test is discussed. The differences between traditional Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
human factors laboratory evaluations and those required for AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF HEAD-UP DISPLAY
evaluation of complex man-machine systems under development FORMATS
are emphasized. Performance evaluation in the alerting and J. M, Naish and Donna L, Miller (Informatics. Inc., Palo Alto.
warning subsystem using a hypothetical sample system is Calif.) Jul, 1980 78 p refs
explained, RCT. (NASA-TP-1550;A-7970) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL

01D

Three types of head-up display format are investigated. Type
1 is' an unreferenced (conventional) flight director, type 2 is a
ground referenced flight path display, and type 3 is a ground

L referenced director. Formats are generated by computer and
presented by reflecting collimation against a simulated forward

N80-22283"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration, view in flight. Pilots. holding commercial licenses, fly approaches
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. in the instrument flight mode and in a combined instrument
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ON THE FLIGHT DECK and visual flight mode, The approaches are in wind shear with

George E Cooper, ed,, Maurice D. White. ed. (Cooper (George varied conditions of visibility, offset, and turbulence. The displays
E.). Saratoga, Calif.), and John K Lauber, ed, Mar. 1980 are equivalent in pure tracking but there is a slight advantage

247 p ref Proceedings of a NASA/Industry Workshop, San for the unreferenced director in poor conditions, Flight path displays
Francisco, 26-28 Jun, 1979 are better for tracking in the combined flight mode, possibly

(NASA-CP-2120) Avail: NTIS HC All/MF A01 CSCL 05J because of poor director control laws and the division of attention
Several approaches to the training and selection of aircrew between superimposed fields. Workloads is better for the type 2

are presented including both industry and nonindustry perspec- displays, The flight path and referenced director displays are
tives. Human factor aspects of the problem are also examined criticized for effects of symbol motion and field limiting. In the
with specific emphasis on the psychology of the flight deck subjective judgment of pilots familiar with the director displays.
situation, For individual titles, see N80-22284 through N80- they are rated clearly better than path displays, with a preference
22592, for the unreferenced director. There is a fair division of attention

between superimposed fields. Author

N80-26039"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif, N80-34099"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
HEAD-UP TRANSITION BEHAVIOR OF PILOTS DURING Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif,
SIMULATED LOW-VISIBILITY APPROACHES EFFECTS OF MAGNIFICATION AND VISUAL ACCOM-

Richard F. Haines Jun, 1980 35 p refs MODATION ON AIMPOINT ESTIMATION IN SIMULATED

(NASA-TP-1618;A-8057) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL LANDINGS WITH REAL AND VIRTUAL IMAGE DISPLAYS
05H Robert J. Randle, Stanley N Roscoe (New Mexico State Univ,.

Each of 13 commercial pilots from four airlines flew a total Las Cruces). and John C Petitt (California Univ,. San Diego)
of 108 manual flight director approaches in a moving base Oct. 1980 29 p refs

simulation of a medium-sized turbojet (95,000 Ib gross weight) (NASA-TP-1635: A-8104) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL
which had a day and night Redifon external scene. Three levels 051
of runway visual range (RVR) (1,600; 2,400: and greater than Twenty professional pilots observed a computer-generated
8,000 ft), three wind-shear profiles, nine ceiling heights, and airport scene during simulated autopilot-coupled night landing
continuous and intermittent visibility after initial breakout were approaches and at two points (20 sec and 10 sec before
tested. The results indicated that: (1) mean decision time ranged touchdown) judged whether the airplane would undershoot or

from 2 to 4.6 sec for ceilings under 380 ft across the three overshoot the aimpoint. Visual accommodation was continuously
RVR conditions; (2) mean vertical distance traveled during the measured using an automatic infrared optometer. Experimental
visual-cue assessment period was a relatively constant propor- variables included approach slope angle, display magnification.

tion below the existing ceiling; (3) a significant three way visual focus demand (using ophthalmic lenses), and presentation
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of the display as either a real (direct view) or a virtual (collimated) The structures and C-13 contents of individual alkanes
image. Aimpoint judgments shifted predictably with actual extracted from bat guano found in the Carlsbad region of New
approach slope and display magnification. Both pilot judgments Mexico can be related to both the photosyntheticpathways of
and measured accommodation interacted with focus d_'mand the local plants and the feeding habits of the insectsthat support
with real-image displaysbut not with virtual-image displays..With the bats. Carbon isotopic analyses of the 62 most important
either type of display, measuredaccommodationlaggedfar behind plant species in the Pecos River Valley, the most significant
focus demand and was reliably less responsive to the virtual feeding area for the Carlsbad bats, reveal the presence of
images.Pilot judgmentsshifteddramaticallyfrom anoverwhelming 29 species with C3 photosynthesis and 33 species, mostly
perceived-overshootbias 20 sec before touchdown to a reliable grasses, with C4 photosynthesis.Although the abundances of
undershootbias 10 sac later, Author nonagriculturalC3 and C4 plants are similar, alfalfa and cotton,

both C3 plants, constitute over 95 per cent of the crop biomass.
The molecular composition of the bat guano hydrocarbons is
fully consistent with an insect origin. Two isotopicallydistinct
groups of insect branched alkanes were discerned. These two
groups of alkanes derived from two chemotaxonomicallydistinct

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA populations of insacts possessing distinctly different feeding habits.
It is likely that one population grazes predominantly on crops
whereas the other population prefers native vegetation. This and

NSO-1S010*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. other isotopic evidence supports the notion that crop pests
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. constitute a major percentage Of the bats' diet. Author
NASA AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM Quarterly
Report, 1 Apr. - 30 Jun. 1978
Jun. 1979 54 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Battelle
Columbus Labs.. Mountain View, Calif.

(NASA-TM-78608; A-7904; QR-9) Avail: NTIS N80-18710"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01C

The human factors frequency considered a cause of or Ames ResearchCenter. Moffett Field, Calif.
contributor to hazardous events onboard air carriers are examined COSMOS 81 US/USSR CARDIOVASCULAR STUDY:
with emphasis on distractions. Safety reports that have been EXPERIMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
analyzed, processed,and entered into the aviationsafety reporting John W. Hines Feb. 1980 14 p
system data base are discussed.A sampling of alert bulletins (NASA-TM-81178) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL
and responses to them is also presented. J.M.S. 06B The experimental activities to be undertaken in the accom-

plishment of the Cosmos 81 Primate Study are discussed. A
detailed description of the specific tasks to be performed,
approaches,options,andtradeoffs to be considered,and personnel
assignedis presented.The mainprojectis to chronicallyinstrument

N80-18038" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. the carotid artery (flow. pressure) using Rhesus monkeys and
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif, interpret the results. R.E.S.
THE EFFECT OF VIEWING TIME, TIME TO ENCOUNTER,
AND PRACTICE ON PERCEPTION OF AIRCRAFT SEPARA- L
TION ON A COCKPIT DISPLAY OF TRAFFIC INFORMA-
TION
Sharon OConnor. Everett Palmer, Daniel Baty, and Sharon Jago
Feb. 1980 17 p refs Prepared in cooperation with San Jose N80-19792*H National Aeronauticsand Space Administration.
State Univ,. Calif. Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
(Grant NsG-2269) EFFECT OF FIELD OF VIEW AND MONOCULAR VIEWING
(NASA-TM-81173; A-8072) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 ON ANGULAR SIZE JUDGEMENTS IN AN OUTDOOR
CSCL 01D SCENE

The concept of a cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI) Edward A. Denz (San Jose State Univ., Calif.), Everett A. Palmer,
includesthe integrationof air traffic, navigation,and otherpertinent and Stephen R. Ellis Feb. 1980 20 p refs
information in a single electronic display in the cockpit. Two (Grant NsG-2269)
studies were conducted to develop a clear and concisedisplay (NASA-TM-81176; A-8083) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
format for use in later full-mission simulator evaluations of the CSCL 061
CDTI concept, Subjects were required to monitor a CDTI for Observerstypically overestimate the angular size of distant
specified periods of time and to make perceptual judgments objects. Significantly, overestimations are greater in outdoor
concerning the future position of a single intruder aircraft in settings than in aircraft visual-scene simulators. The effect of
relationship to their own aircraft. Experimentalvariablesincluded: field of view and monocular and binocular viewing conditions
type of predictorinformationdisplayedon the two aircraft symbols; on angular size estimation in an outdoor field was examined.
time to encounter point; length of time subjects viewed the Subjects adjusted the size of a variable triangle to match the
display; amount of practice; and type of encounter (straight or angular size of a standard triangle set ,_t three greater dis-
turning). Results show that length of viewing time had little or tances.Goggleswere usedto varythe field of view from 11.5 deg
no effect on pel_formance;time to encounter influenced perform- to 90 deg for both monocularand binocularviewing. In addition,
ance with the straight predictor but did not with the curved an unrestrictedmonocular and binocular viewing condition was
predictor; and that learningoccurred under all condition_ R.E.S. used. It is concluded that neither restricted fields of view similar

to those present in visual simulators nor the restriction of
monocularviewing causes a significant loss in depth perception
in outdoor settings. Thus, neither factor should significantly affect

the depth realism of visual simulators. Author

N80-18680"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
THE CARSON ISOTOPE SlOGEOCHEMISTRY OF THE
INDIVIDUAL HYDROCARSONS IN SAT GUANO AND THE
ECOLOGY OF INSECTIVOROUS BATS IN THE REGION OF N80-25108"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
CARLSSAD, NEW MEXICO Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
David J. DesMarais, J. M, Mitchell (Indiana Univ., Bloomington), MODIFIED ITERATIVE EXTENDED HUECKEL 1: THE-
W. G. Meinschein (Indiana Univ., Bloomington). and J. M. Hayes ORY
Feb. 1980 46 p refs S. Aronowitz Apr. 1980 26 p refs 2 VoI.
(NASA-TM-81164; A-8056) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 (NASA-TM-81200; A-8183) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 06C CSCL 20H
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Iterative Extended Huekel is modified by inclusion of explicit N80-26296"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
effective internuclear and electronic interactions. The one electron Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif,
energies are shown to obey a variational principle because of HEAD-UP DISPLAY IN THE NON-PRECISION APPROACH
the form of the effective electronic interactions. The modifications J, M, Naish May 1980 20 p refs

permit mimicking of aspects of valence bond theory with the (NASA-TM-81167; A-8061) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01
additional feature that the energies associated with valence bond CSCL 01D

type structures are explicitly calculated. In turn, a hybrid molecular, The problem of head-up guidance for an aircraft making an
orbital valence, bond scheme is introduced which incorporates instrument approach without glide slope information is discussed.
variant total molecular electronic density distributions similar to Requirements for path control are considered for each section
the way that Iterative Extended Hueckel incorporates atoms, of the approach profile and a head-up display is developed to

Author meet these needs. The display is an unreferenced flight director
which is modified by adding a ground referenced symbol as an
alternative guidance component. The director is used for holding
altitude in the first segment and for descent at a controlled rate
in the second segment. It is used in the third segment to maintain
the minimum decision altitude while assessing the approach

N80-25109"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. situation. This is done by means of occasional brief changes to
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. the referenced symbol. In the final segment a visual approach
MODIFIED ITERATIVE EXTENDED HUECKEL 2: APPLICA- is made with the referenced symbol used continuously for path
TION TO THE INTERACTION OF Ha(+), Na(+)(eq.), control, The display is investigated experimentally in simulated

Mg(+)-2(aq.) WITH ADENINE AND THYMINE approaches made by three pilots. The results show a fair agreement
S, Aronowitz, R. MacEIroy. and S. Chang Apr 1980 28 p between objective and subjective estimates of the quality ofrefs 2 Vol.

landing decisions.. E.D.K.
(NASA-TM-81201; A-8184) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01
CSCL 20H

Modified Iterative Extended Hueckel, which includes explicit
effective internuclear and electronic interactions, is applied to
the study of the energetics of Na(+),Mg(+). Na(+)(aqueous),
and Mg(.2) (aqueous) ions approaching various possible binding
sites on adenine and thymine. Results for the adenine . ion

and thymine + ion are in good qualitative agreement with ab N80-27164"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
initio work on analogous systems. Energy differences between Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
competing sites are in excellent agreement. Hydration appears DIFFERENTIATION OF OPTICAL ISOM E R S TH R O U G H
to be a critical factor in determining favorable binding sites. ENHANCED WEAK-FIELD INTERACTIONS

S. Aronowitz Jun, 1980 13 p refsThat the adenine NI and N3 sites cannot displace a water molecule
from the hydrated cation indicates that they are not favorable (NASA-TM-81208; A-8212) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
binding sites in aqueous media. Of those sites investigated, CSCL 20 H
04 was the most favorable binding site on the thymine for the The influence of weak field interaction terms due to the
bare Na(+). However, the 02 site was the most favorable binding cooperative effects which arise from a macroscopic assemblage
site for either hydrated cation. Author of interacting sites is studied. Differential adsorption of optical

L isomers onto an schiral surface is predicted to occur if the surfacewas continuous and sufficiently large. However, the quantity of
discontinuous crystal surfaces did not enhance the percentage
of differentiation and thus the procedure of using large quantities
of small particles was not a viable technique for obtaining a
detectable differentiation of optical isomers on an achiral

N80-25110*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. surface. B.D.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
QUANTUM THEORY AND CHEMISTRY: TWO PROPOSI-
TIONS

S. Aronowitz May 1980 13 p refs

(NASA-TM-81202) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20J
Two propositions Concerning quantum chemistry are proposed.

First, it is proposed that the nonrelativistic Schroedinger equation, N80-31397"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
where the Hamiltonian operator is associated with an assemblage Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
of nuclei and electrons, can never be arranged to yield specific PERCEPTION OF AIRCRAFT SEPARATION WITH PILOT-
molecules in the chemists' sense. It is argued that this result is PREFERRED SYMBOLOGY ON A COCKPIT DISPLAY OF
a necessary condition if the Schroedinger has relevancy to TRAFFIC INFORMATION

chemistry. Second, once a system is in a particular state with Sharon OConnor (San Jose State Univ.). Sharon Jago (San Jose
regard to interactions among its components (the assemblage State Univ.), Daniel Baty, and Everett Palmer Sep. 1980 16 p
of nuclei and electrons), it cannot spontaneously eliminate any refs
of those interactions. This leads to a subtle form of irreversibil- (Grant NsG-2269)

ity. J.M.S. (NASA-TM-81172: A-8107) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL OlD

The concept of a cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI)
was developed for use in later full mission simulator evaluations

of the CDTI concept, Pilots chose their preferred method of
displaying air traffic information for several variables. Variables

N80-26040"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. included: type of background, update rate, update type, predictor
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif, type, and history type. Each pilot designed a display he felt
FLIGHT-DECK AUTOMATION: PROMISES AND PROB- would be most useful in flight operations. After a series of test
LEMS trials, each pilot was given the opportunity to modify the display

Earl L. Wiener (Miami Univ., Coral Gables, Fla.) and Renwick E. for the experimental task, For a second day of testing, they
Curry Jun, 1980 27 p refs repeated the experimental task using their display as well as
(NASA-TM-81206; A-8210) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 displays chosen by other pilots. Results indicated a variety of
CSCL 05H individual preferences in symbology and differences in the accuracy

The state of the art in human factors in flight-deck automation of judgments. Pilots indicated concern for clutter of the display,
is presented. A number of critical problem areas are identified relationship of the displayed symbology to physical reality, and
and broad design guidelines are offered. Automation-related a need to perceive the relative motion of the intruder aircraft.
aircraft accidents and incidents are discussed as examples of Analysis of data indicated that pilots were able to improve their
human factors problems, in automated flight. R.E.S. performance with practice. R.K.G,
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N80-32362'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. (Grant I_, _,z3)
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. (NASA-CH-162452) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
NASA AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM Quarterly 06K
Report, 1 Oct. - 31 Dec. 1978 The workshop is reported which was held to establish
Apr. 1980 39 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Battelle guidelines for future development of ecologicalsupport systems.
ColumbusLabs., MountainView. Calif. and to develop a group of researchers who understand the
(NASA-TM-81197; A-8176; QR- 10) Avail: NTIS interdisciplinaryrequirementsof the overallprogram.Forindividual
HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL 01C titles, see N80-12736 through N80-12738.

Knowledge of limitations of the Air Traffic Control system
in conflict avoidance capabilities is discussed.Assumptions and
expectations held by by airmen regardingthe capabilities of the
system are presented. Limitationsrelated to communication are
described and problems associated withvisual approaches,
airspace configurations, and airport layouts are discussed. A N80-19800" H Life Systems, Inc., Cleveland. Ohio.
number of pilot and controllerreports illustrative of three typical DEVELOPMENT OF A NITROGEN GENERATION SYSTEM
problem types: occurrences involving pilots who have limited Final Report
experience; reports describing inflight calls for assistance; and D.B. Heppner. R. D. Marshall, J. D. Powell, II1o and F. H.
flights in which pilots have declinedto useavailable radarservices Schubert Jan. 1980 63 p refs
are presented.Examplesof Alert Bulletinsand the FAA responses (Contract NAS2-10096)
to them are included. T.M. (NASA-CR-152333; LSI-TR-353-4) Avail: NTIS

HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 06K
An eight-stage nitrogen generation module was developed.

The design integrated a hydrazine catalytic dissociator, three
ammonia dissociationstages and four palladium/silver hydrogen
separator stages.Alternating ammonia dissociationand hydrogen

N80-34056*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration separation stages are used to remove hydrogen and ammonia
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif. formed in the dissociationof hydrazinewhich results in negligible
HUMAN ACCLIMATION AND ACCLIMATIZATION TO ammonia and hydrogen concentrationsin the product nitrogen
HEAT: A COMPENDIUM OF RESEARCH, 1968-1978 stream. An engineering breadboard nitrogen supply subsystem
Deanna Sciaraffa. Stephen C. Fox, Ralph Stockmann, and John was also developed.It was developedas anintegratablesubsystem
E. Greenleaf Aug. 1980 104 p refs for a central spacecraft air revitalizationsystem. The subsystem
(NASA-TM-81181; A-8099) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 consists of the hydrazine storage and feed mechanism, the
CSCL 06P nitrogen generation module, the peripheral mechanical and

Abstracts and annotations of the majority of scientific works electrical components required to control and monitorsubsystem
that elucidate the mechanismsof short-term acclimationto heat performance, and the instrumentation required to interface with
in men and women are presented. The compendium includes other subsystemsof an air revitalizationsystem. The breadboard
material from 1968 through 1977. Subject and author indexes nitrogen supply subsystem was integrated and tested with a
are provided and additional references of preliminary research one-person capacity experimental air revitalization system. The
findings or work of a peripheral nature are included in a integration, checkout and testing was successfully accom-
bibliography. T.M. plished. R.E.S. L

NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS N8O-22997"#Life Systems, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION OF A BOSCH CO

SUB 2 REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM Final Report
D. B. Heppner, T. M. Hallick, and F. H. Schubert Feb. 1980

N80-11103"# San Jose State Univ., Calif. Dept. of Psychol- 40 p refs
ogy. (Contract NAS2-10204)
PERCEPTION AND PERFORMANCE IN FLIGHT SIMULA- (NASA-CR-152342; LST-TR-379-11) Avail: NTIS

Tons: THE CONTRIBUTION OF VESTIBULAR, VISUAL, HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06K
AND AUDITORY INFORMATION Final Report The performance of Bosch hardware at the subsystem level
Oct. 1979 20 p refs (up to five-person capacity) in terms of five operating parameters
(Grant NsG-2269) was investigated. The five parameters were: (1) reactor
(NASA-CR-162129) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL temperature. (2) recycle loop mass flow rate, (3) recycle loop
14B gas composition (percent hydrogen). (4) recycle loop dew point

The pilot's perception and performance in flight simulators and (5) catalyst density. Experiments were designed and conducted
is examined, The areas investigated include: vestibular stimulation, in which the five operating parameters were varied and Bosch
flight management and man cockpit information interfacing, and performance recorded. A total of 12 carbon collection cartridges
visual perception in flight simulation. The effects of higher levels provided over approximately 250 hours of operating time.
of rotary acceleration on response time to constant acceleration, Generally. one cartridge was used for each parameter that was
tracking performance, and thresholds for angular acceleration varied. The Bosch hardware was found to perform reliably and
are examined. Areas of flight management examined are cockpit reproducibly. No startup, reaction initiation or carbon containment

display of traffic information, work load, synthetic speech call problems were observed. Optimum performance points/ranges
outs during the landing phase of flight, perceptual factors in the were identified for the five parameters investigated. The
use of a microwave landing system, automatic speech recognition, performance curves agreed with theoretical projections. R.E.S.
automation of aircraft operation, and total simulation of flight
training. A.W.H

N80-29023"# GARD, Inc., Nilas, III.
DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TESTING OF A DUAL

N80-12735"# Georgia Inst. of Tech.. Atlanta. CATALYST AMMONIA REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR A URINE

GUIDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTROLLED VCD UNIT Final Report
ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM P. Budinikas Jun. 1980 43 p raf
Robert M Mason, ed.(Metrics, Inc., Atlanta) and John L Carden, (Contract NAS2-10237)

ed. Nov. 1979 98 p refs Report on workshop held at (NASA-CR-152372) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
NASA/Ames, 8-12 Jan. 1979 06B
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A three-man capacity catalytic system for the recovery of Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Molecular
water 'from urine was designed, constructed, and tested, it was Evolution, vol. 13, no. 3, !979, p. 253-263.22 refs.
designed to operate with feed streams containing high concentra-
tions of urine vapor and only 5 to 7% of oxygen for the oxidation
of ammonia and volatile organic vapor.It can operate either in a
flow-through or a recycle mode and is capable of accepting the
urine vapor produced by a vapor compression distillation
evaporator.Testing consisted of short preliminary and optimiza- A80-12229 * Oxygen as a factor in eukaryote evolution -
tion test, an endurance test of 74 hours continuous operation, Someeffectsof low levelsof oxygenon Saccharomycescerevisiae.L.
and recycle tests using both air and oxygen. The system was Jahnke and H. P. Klein (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Exobiology
designed for a urine processing rate of 0.86 liters/hr: however, ResearchDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). Origins of Life, vol. 9, Sept.
it wastested at rates upto 1.2 liter/hr. Untreated urine evaporated 1979, p. 329-334.23 refs.
by an electrically heated evaporator was used. The quality of A comparative study of the effects of varying levelsof oxygen
the recovered water meets the U.S. Drinking Water Standards, on some of the metabolic functions of the primitive eukaryote,
with the exception of a low pH. Accumulation of solids in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae, has shown that thesecells are responsiveurine sludge is reduced to approximately 85% of the anticipated
value. L.F.M. to very low levelsof oxygen: the level of palmitoyI-Co A desaturase

was greatly enhanced by only 0.03 vol % oxygen. Similarly, an
acetyI-CoA synthetase associated predominantly with anaerobic
growth was stimulated by as little as 0.1% oxygen, while an
isoenzyme correlated with aerobic growth was maximally active at
much higher oxygen levels (greater than 1%). Closely following this

N80-33086"_ Webb Associates. Yellow Springs. Ohio. latter pattern were three mitochondrial enzymes that attained
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELASTIC REVERSE GRADIENT maximal activity only under atmospheric levelsof oxygen. (Author)
GARMENT TO BE USED AS A COUNTERMEASURE FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING
James F. Annis and Paul Webb [1980] 69 p refs
(Contract NAS2-7156)
(NASA-CR-152379) Avail: NTIS HC AO4/MF AOl CSCL
06P A80-13013 * Carbonaceouschondrites. I - Characterization

Using a new nomex lycra elastic fabric and individualized and significanceof carbonaceouschondrite /CM/ xenoliths in the
garment engineering techniques, reverse gradient garments Jodzie howardite. T. E. Bunch, S. Chang (NASA, Ames Research
(RGG's) were designed,constructed, and tested for effectiveness Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), U. Frick, J. Nell (California, Univer-
as a countermeasure against cardiovascular deconditioning. By sity, Berkeley, Calif.), and G. Moreland (Smithsonian Institution,
combining torso compensated positive pressure breathing with Div. of Meteorites, Washington, D.C.). Geochimica et Cosmochimica
a distally diminishing gradient of counterpressure supplied by Acta, vol. 43, Nov. 1979, p. 1727-1729, 1731-1742. 83 refs. Grants
the elastic fabric on the limbs, the RGG acts to pool blood in No. NGL-75-003-409; No. NGL-24-005-225.
the extremities of recumbent persons much as though they were Mineralogical, chemical, textural, and isotopic" studies of the
standing erect in 1 g. The RGG stresses the vasculature in a abundant carbonaceous inclusions in the Jodzie howardite which are

L fashion similar to that experienced by the normally active man. consistent with carbonaceous chondrite (CM) characteristics are
hence preventing or limiting the development of post weightless- examined. These CM xenoliths show regolith alteration comparableness orthostatic intolerance and related conditions. Four male.

to the Murray and Murchison meteorites but less than Nogoya,college age subjects received daily treatments with the RGG
during a 15 day bedrest study. Four additional subjects also flow-oriented development of phyllosilicates and 'poorly character-
underwent the bedrest, but received no treatments; they served ized phases', and partial oxidation of sulfides. Temperature-
as controls. The preliminary indication was that the RGG was programmed pyrolysis mass spectrometry indicates that gas release
somewhat effective in limiting the deconditioning process.RKG. patterns of volatiles and hydrocarbons, and N, C, and S contents are

typical of CM meteorites. The fact that the Ne content istypical for
'solar' values and tile isotopic structure of Xe is 'planetary' indicates
that thesegaseswereentrapped by different mechanisms,and cosmic
ray exposure agesfor the xenoliths agree with the reported exposure
agefor the eucritic host. A.T.

JOURNAL ARTICLES

A80-10738 * // The Viking missionand the searchfor life on
Mars. H. P. Klein (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Directorateof Life
Sciences,Moffett Field, Calif.). (International Union of Geodesy and A80-13018 * rhe radioracemization of isovaline - Cosmo-
Geophysics, General Assembly, 17th, Canberra,Australia, Dec. 2-15, chemical implications.W. A. Bonner, N. E. Blair, R. M. Lemmon, J.
1979.) Reviews of Geophysicsand SpacePhysics,vol. 17, Oct. 1979, J. Flores, and G. E. Pollock (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
p. 1655-1662. 80 refs. Field; Stanford University, Stanford; California, University, Law-

Experiments conducted by the Viking mission to searchfor life rence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.). Geochimica et Cosmo-
on Mars are examined and the results of direct chemical analysesare chimica Acta, vol. 43, Nov. 1979, p. 1841-1846. 30 refs. Research
surveyed to determine the presence of any complex organic supported bythe U.S. Department of Energy and NASA.
compound. Observations taken from lander imaging and experiments The optically pure D- and L-enantiomers of isovaline, which

cannot be racemized by ordinary chemical mechanisms involvingfrom biological investigation are analyzed for pyrolytic release, gas
exchange (both humid and nutrient) and labeled release (LR). alpha-hydrogen removal and which has been isolated in apparently
Attention is given to the results in an attempt to simulate LR initial racemic form from the Murchison meteorite, havebeen subjected to
reaction, and to the implications and extrapolations of the Viking partial radiolysis by the ionizing radiation from a 3000-Ci Co-60
mission. C.F.W. gamma-ray source. Both in the anhydrous and hydrated solid states

and assolid sodium or hydrochloride salts eachenantiomer suffered
significant radioracemization of the undestroyed residue during its
partial radiolysis. The sodium salt of isovaline in 0.1-M aqueous
solution suffered extensive radiolysis with relatively small radiation
doses,but showed no detectable radioracemization. The significance

A80-11473 * Aldocyanoin microspheres- Partial amino acid of these observations with respect to the primordial enantiomeric
analysisof the microparticulates formed from simple reactantsunder composition of the isovaline (and other amino acids) indigenous to
various conditions. G. E. Pollock and R. Heiderer (NASA, Ames meteorites is discussed. (Author)
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A80-13506 * Plasma volume during stress in man - Osmolali- A80-17686 * Proton movements in response to a light-

ty and red cell volume. J. E. Greenleaf, V. A. Convertino, and G.R. driven electrogenie pump for sodium ions in Halobacterium halo-

Mangseth (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div., bium membranes. R. V. Greene (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.)
Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied Physiology: Respiratory, and J. K. Lanyi (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,

Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol. 47, Nov. 1979, p. Calif.). Journal of Biological Chemistry, vol. 254, Nov. 10, 1979, p.
1031-1038. 30 refs. 10986-10994. 35 refs. NSF Grant No. 76-09718; Grant No.

The purpose was (1) to test the hypothesis that in man there is a NIH-GM-23225A.

range of plasma osmolality within which the red cell volume (RCV)
and mean corpuscular volume (MCV) remain essentially constant and

(2) to determine the upper limit of this range. During a variety of
stresses - submaximal and maximal exercise, heat and altitude

exposure, +Gz acceleration, and tilting - changes in plasma osmolality
between -1 and +13 mosmol/kg resulted in essentially no change in A80-17741 * Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse.

the regression of percent change in plasma volume (PV) calculated J. Miquel (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div.,

from a change in hematocrit (Hct) on that calculated from a change Moffett Field, Calif.), A. C. Economos (San Jose State University,
in Hct+ hemoglobin (Hb), i.e., the RCV and MCV were constant. San Jose, Calif.), K. G. Bensch (Stanford University, Stanford,
Factors that do not influence RCV are the level of metabolism, heat Calif.), H. Atlan (Paris VI, UniversitY, Paris, France), and J. E.

exposure at rest, and short-term orthostasis (heat-to-foot 'accelera- Johnson, Jr. (National Institutes of Health, National Institute on
tion). Factors that may influence RCV are exposure to high altitude Aging, Baltimore, Md.). Age, vol. 2, July 1979, p. 78:88.70 refs.

and long-term orthostasis (head-up tilting). Factors that definitely

influence RCV are prior dehydration and extended periods of stress.

Thus, either the Hct or the Hct + Hb equations can be used to

calculate percent changes in PV under short-term periods of stress
when the change in plasma osmolality is less than 13 mosmol/kg.

(Author) A80-20340 *// Organic chemistry on Titan. S. Chang, T.

Scattergo0d, S. Aronowitz, and J. FIores (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Extraterrestrial R_search Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Review

of Geophysics and Space Physics, vol. 17, Nov. 1979, p. 1923-1933.
71 refs. NASA Order A-39942-B.

A80-13549 * Quantification of monocarboxylic acids in the Features taken from various models of Titan's atmosphere are

Murchison carbonaceous meteorite. J. G. Lawless (NASA, Ames combined in a working composite model that provides environmental

Research Center, Extraterrestrial Research Div.,Moffett Field, Calif.) constraints within which different pathways for organic chemical

and G. U. Yuen (Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz.). Nature, synthesis are determined. Experimental results and theoretical

vol. 282, Nov. 22, 1979, p. 396-398. 30 refs. modeling suggest that the organic chemistry of the satellite is
The abundances of some of the straight- and branched-chain dominated by two processes: photochemistry and energetic particle

isomers of the monocarboxylic acids found in the Murchison bombardment. Photochemical reactions of CH4 in the upper

carbonaceous chondrite are determined. Monocarboxylic acids ex- atmosphere can account for the presence of C2 hydrocarbons.

tracted from a crushed sample of Murchison interior were quantified Reactions initiated at various levels of the atmosphere by cosmic L
by means of gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy after a rays, Saturn 'wind', and solar wind particle bombardment of a

spiking solution of deuterated analogues of 11 carboxylic acids had CH4-N2 atmospheric mixture can account for the UV-visible
been added. Monocarboxylic acid abundances are found to range absorbing stratospheric haze, the reddish appearance of the satellite,

between 1.83 and 0.01 micromole/g, which is significantly higher and some of the C2 hydrocarbons. In the lower atmosphere
than Murchison amino acid concentrations, and to decrease with photochemical processes will be important if surface temperatures

increasing carbon number for both branched and unbranched are sufficiently high for gaseous NH3 to exist. It is concluded that
molecules. The results are interpreted to support the abiotic the surface of Titan may contain ancient or recent organic matter (or

extraterrestrial synthesis of monocarboxylic acids. Possible mecha- both) produced in the atmosphere. B.J.

nisms leading to the equal synthesis of branched and each un-
branched carboxylic acid with the same carbon number are con-

sidereal, noting that the Fischer-Tropsch Type mechanism by itself is

incapable of accounting for the observed distributions. A.L.W.

A80-21780 * On the significance of the apparent absence of
extraterrestrials on earth. M. A. Stull (NASA, Ames Research Center,

Moffett Field, Calif.). British Interplanetary Society, Journal

(Interstellar Studies), vol. 32, June 1979, p. 221,222.6 refs.
A80-15295 * Position and shape of the Venus bow shock - The paper considers arguments on the existence or absence of

Pioneer Venus Orbiter observations. J. A. Slavin, R. C. Elphic, C.T. extraterrestrial civilizations. It is suggested that arguments that even

Russell, D. S. Intriligator (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.), a single extraterrestrial civilization would have long ago colonized the
and J. H. Wolfe (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Galaxy are not compelling. Attention is given to factors such as

Calif.). Geophysical Research Letters, vol. 6, Nov. 1979, p. 901-904. intraspecific competition, which could have prevented complete

32 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9491. colonization, noting that an exception perhaps would be on time

Magnetometer data from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter is used to scales much greater than 10 to the 10 years. It is concluded that the
examine the position and shape of this planet's bow shock. Utilizing fact that extraterrestrial civilizations do not appear to be represented

crossings identified on 86 occasions during the first 65 orbits a mean on earth is irrelevant to the formulation of plans to search for them.
shock surface is defined for sun-Venus-satellite angles of 60-110 deg. M.E.P.

Both the shock shape and variance in location are found to be very
similar to the terrestrial case for the range in SVS angle considered.

However, while the spread in shock positions at the earth is due

predominantly to the magnetopause location varying in response to

solar wind dynamic pressure, ionopause altitude variations can have
little effect on total obstacle radius. Thus, the Cytherean shock is A80-21982 * Microbial sulfate reduction measured by an

sometimes observed much closer to or farther from the planet than automated electrical impedance technique. R. S. Oremland and M. P.

previously predicted by gasdynamic theory applied to the deflection Silverman (NASA, Ames Research Center, Extraterrestrial Biology
of flow about a blunt body which acts neither as source nor sink for Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Geomicrobiology Journal, vol. 1, no. 4,
any portion of the flow. (Author) 1979, p. 355-372. 27 refs.
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Electrical impedance measurementsare used to investigate the thymuses of animals in both these groups were significantly smaller
rates of sulfate reduction by pure cultures of and sediments than untreated cage controls. The lack of an effect of simulated
containing sulfur-reducing bacteria. Changesin the electrical imped- weightlessnesson the immune system is an interesting result, and its
ance ratios of pure cultures of Desulfovibrio aestuarii and samplesof significance is discussed. (Author)
reduced sediments from San Francisco Bay were measured by a
Bactometer 32, and sulfate reduction wasfollowed by measuring the
incorporation of (S-35)sulfate into metal sulfides. The growth of the
bacteria in pure culture is found to result in an increaseof 0.2200 in

the impedance ratio within 24 h, accompanied by increases in A80-25989 * Exercise thermoregulation after 14 days of
protein, ATP, sulfide and absorptanceat 660 nm, all of which are bed rest. J. E. Greenleaf and R. D. Reese(NASA, Ames Research
inhibited by the addition of molybdate. Similar responseswere Center, Laboratory of Human EnvironmentalPhysiology, Moffett
observedin the sediments,althoughimpedanceratio responseswere Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied Physiology: Respiratory, Environ-
not completely inhibitedupon the addition of molybdate, due to the mental and Exercise Physiology, vol. 48, Jan. 1980, p. 72-78. 32 refs.
presenceof nonsulfate-respiringmicroorganisms.Experiments con- The effects of bed rest andexercisetraining during bed reston
ducted with sterile mediaand autoclavedsedimentsindicatethat the body temperatureand thermoregulatoryresponsesat restand during
presenceof H2S together with iron is responsiblefor the impedance exercise are investigated. Seven male subjects underwent three
effect, and sulfate reduction rates ranging between 0.85 and 1.78 two-week periodsof bed rest duringwhich isometric,isotonic, or no
mmol/I per day are estimatedfor the sedimentsby the impedance exerciseswere performed, separated by two ambulatory control
technique. A.L.W. periodsand precededby a two-week control period, during which

they exercisedregularly. Rectal and mean skin temperaturesand
sweating responseswere determined during 70-min submaximal
supine exerciseduring the bed rest and recovery periods.Measure-
ments reveal a reduction in basal oral temperature during the
control-recoveryperiods,with a relatively constant levelduring bed

A80-21988 * Noninvasivemeasuresof bonebendingrigidity rest periods, and a significant increase in the rectal temperature
in the monkey /M. nemestrina/. D. R. Young, W. H. Howard, C. elavation brought on by exercisefollowingall threebed-restregimes.
Cann (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Biomedical Research Div., It isconcludedthat the excessiveincreasein rectal temperaturecould
Moffett Field, Calif.), and C. R. Steele (Stanford University, beinfluenced by changesin skin heat conductanceor the inhibition
Stanford, Calif.). Calcified Tissue International, vol. 27, Mar. 1979, of sweating. A.L.W.p. 109-115. 23 refs.

The in vivo bending rigidity and bone mineral content of
monkey ulnae and tibiae were measured. Bending rigidity in the
anteroposterior plane was measuredby an impedanceprobe tech-

nique. Forced vibrations of the bones were induced with an A80-25990 * Fluid shifts and endocrine responsesduring
electromechanicalshaker, and force and velocity at the driving point chair restand water immersionin man.J. E. Greenleaf,E. Shvartz,S.
were determined. The responsesover the rangeof 100-250 Hz were Kravik, and L. C. Keil (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Laboratoryof
utilized to computethe bendingrigidity. Bonemineral contentin the Human EnvironmentalPhysiology, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of

L cross section was determined by a photon absorption technique. Applied Physiology: Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physi.
Seventeenmale monkeys (Maeacanemestrina)weighing6-14 kg were ology, vol.48, Jan. 1980, p. =79-88.45 refs.
evaluated. Bending rigidity was correlated with the mineral content The effects of external water pressureon intercompartmental
of the crosssection, with a correlation coefficient of 0.899. Two fluid volumeshifts and endocrineresponsesin man are investigated.
monkeys were evaluatedduring prolonged hypodynamic restraint. Extracellular fluid volumes and plasma and urine electrolyte and
Restraint produced regional losses of bone most obviously in the endocrine responsesof four male subjectswere measuredduring
proximal tibia. The local bone mineral content declines 17 to 24% eight hours of head-out water immersion and 16 hours of recovery
and the averagebending rigidity declines 12 to 22%. Changesin bed rest and comparedto responsesobtained duringeight hoursof
bones leading to a reduction in mineral content and stiffness are chair rest and 16 hours of bed rest without external hydrostatic
discussed. (Author) pressureobtained in the samesubjectsfive months later. Immersion

is found to result in a substantial diuresiswith respectto chairrest,
accountedfor by decreasesin extracellularvolume.A negativewater
balanceduring immersionand a positivewater balanceduring chair
rest were'observed to be accompanied by a shift of extracellular
volume to the intracellularcompartment, as well as the suppression

A80-24222 * Growth hormone control of glucoseoxidation of plasma arginine vasopressinand renin activities in both regimes.
pathwaysin hypophysectomizedrats. D. D. Feller, E. D. Neville, L. The vasopressinand renin activity decreasesare attributed to the
C. Keil, and S. Ellis (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, increasedcentral blood volume, and half of the plasma loss in
Calif.). Physiological Chemistry and Physics, vol. 11, no. 3, 1979, p. immersedsubjects is attributed to the effects of external water
205-215. 12 refs. pressure. A.L.W.

A80-26015 Spectrophotometricidentification of the pig-
_,80-25894 * Effect of simulated weightlessnesson the ment associatedwith light-drivenprimary sodium translocation in
immune systemin rats. L. D. Caren, A. D. Mandel, and J. A. Nunes Halobacterium halobium. J. K. Lanyi (NASA, Ames Research
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field; Santa Clara, Univer- Center, Moffett Field, Calif.) and H. J. Weber (California, University,
sity, Santa Clara, Calif.). Aviation, Space, and Environmental Berkeley, Calif.). Journal of Biological Chemistry, vol. 255, Jan. 10,
Medicine, vol. 51, Mar. 1980, p. 251-255. 14 refs. Grant No. 1980, p. 243-250. 22 refs. NIH-supportedresearch.
NCA2-OR685-813.

Rats suspended in a model system designed to simulate many
aspectsof weightlessnesswere immunized with sheepred blood cells.
Parameters measured on these and control rats included titers of

anti-sheep red blood cell antibodies, serum immunoglobulin levels, A80-27677 * The role of Na/+/ in transport processesof
spleen and thymus weights, hematocrits, and leukocyte differential bacterial membranes. J. K. Lanyi (NASA, Ames Research Center,
counts on peripheral blood. No significant differences were found Extraterrestrial Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Biochimica et
between test and weight-bearing, harnessed controls; however, the Biophysica Acta, vol. 559, 1979, p. 377-397. 140 refs.
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Until recently it was generally held that transport in bacteria whether there were additional nonthermal factors related to the
was linked exclusively to proton circulation, in contrast to most exercise. The study was conducted on eight volunteer, healthy,
eucaryotic systems, which depended on Na(+) circulation. The moderately trained male college subjects (18-26 yr). Exercise-
present review is intended to trace recent developments which have induced hypervolemia was associated with thermal factor(s) that
led to the discarding of this idea. The discussioncovers transport of contributed 40% and nonthermal factors that accounted for the
Na(+) and other cations, effects of Na(+) and Na(+) gradients on remaining 60%. In addition, some nonthermal, exercise-induced
metabolite transport, properties of Na(+)-dependent transport factors were twofold increases in plasma osmotic and vasopressin
carriers, and evolutionary considerations of Na(+) transport. It is levels during exercise, and a fivefold increase in resting plasma
now apparent that the transport of Na(+) is an important part of protein content. S.D.
energy metabolism in bacteria, and that Na(+) gradients aswell as
H(+) gradients are used in these systems for the conservation and
transmission of energy. Two hypotheses are proposedto explain the
evolution of Na/K systems, and it is presently difficult to decide
betweenthem. S.D.

A80-32749 * Exercisetraining-inducedhypervolemia- Role
of plasmaalbumin, renin, and vasopressin.V. A. Convertino, P. J.
Brock, L. C. Keil, E. M. Bernauer,andJ. E. Greenleaf(NASA, Ames
ResearchCenter, Biomedical ResearchDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.).

Journal of Applied Physiology: Respiratory Environmental and
A80-29085 * Favorableeffects of the antioxidantssodium Exercise Physiology, vol. 48, Apr. 1980, p. 666-669.32 refs.
and magnesiumthiazolidine carboxylate on the vitality and life span The purposeof the presentstudywastwofold: (1) to determine
of Drosophilaand mice. J. Miquel (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, the rate of induction and decay of exercise-traininghypervolemia
Moffett Field, Calif.) and A. C. Economos (San Jose State with a short-duration high-intensity training regimen; and (2) to
University, San Jose, Calif.). Experimental Gerontology, vol. 14, assessthe protein, osmotic, and endocrine responsesthat contribute
1979, p. 279-285. 30 refs. to that mechanism. The test subjects were eight volunteer, healthy,

trained college men (20-22 yr) engaged in isotonic exercise on a
bicycle ergometer. Factors associated with plasma hypervolemia
during training are identified. The results suggest that an efficient
procedure for increasingplasma volume is the daily performance of
high-intensity isotonic legexercise for 2 h/day. S.D.

A80-30845 * Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe gaschromato-
graph. V. I. Oyama, G. C. Carle, F. Woeller (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), S. Rocklin, J. Vogrin, W. Potter, G.
Rosiak (TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
Calif.), and C. Reichwein (Technology, Inc., Houston, Tex.). IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. GE-18, Jan. A80-32834 * Microbial mobilization of calcium and magne-
1980, p. 85-93. 10 refs. slum in waterloggedsoils. M. P. Silverman and E. F. Munoz (NASA,

The design logic, construction, function, and data processingof Ames ResearchCenter, Extraterrestrial ResearchDiv., Moffett Field, L
the Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe gaschromatograph instrument are Calif.). Journal of Environmental Quality, vol. 9, Jan.-Mar. 1980, p.
discussed. A gas chromatograph for the analysis of the chemical 9-12. 18refs.
composition of the lower atmosphere of Venus was included in the
Sounder Probe of the Pioneer Venus mission. This paper describes
the design logic of the gas chromatograph as constrained by the
mission; attention is given to instrument construction, function, and
data reduction. B.J.

A80-35751 * Insulin binding and glucoseuptake of adipo-
cytes in ratsadaptedto hypergravitationalforce.M. Kobayashi,C. E.
Mondon, and J. Oyama (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Biomedical
ResearchDiv., Moffett Field; Stanford University, PaloAlto, Calif.).
American Journal of Physiology, vol. 238, Apr. 1980, p. E330-E335.

A80-30875 * Corrections in the Pioneer Venus sounder 27 refs. NASA-supportedresearch;Grant No. NIH-AM-07217.
probegaschromatographicanalysisof the lower Venus atmosphere. Rats were exposed to 4.15 g for 1 yr and weight and age
V. I. Oyama, G. C. Carle, and F. Woeller (NASA, Ames Research matched, and lean noncentrifuged rats were used as control groups.
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Science, vol. 208, Apr. 25, 1980, p. Rats exposed to chronic hypergravity (hypergravic rats) were found
399-401.8 refs. to show lower ambient insulin levels,greater food intake with smaller

Misidentification of two peaks from the Pioneer Venus sounder body weight gain, and decreased size of isolated adipocytes. The
probe gaschromatograph (SPGC), also formerly known asthe LGC, ability of adipocytes from the hypergravic rats to bind insulin was
gave rise to quantitative errors in the abundancesof oxygen, argon, increased. With Scatchard analysis, both number and affinity of
and carbon monoxide. The argon abundance isestimated at 67 parts receptors were increased. In contrast to the increased binding,
per million and that of carbon monoxide at 20 parts per million. At glucosetransport was found to be decreasedin adipocytes from these
this time, no estimates for the oxygen abundance can be made. animals. However, when the data were expressedas a percentageof

(Author) maximal effect, the half maximal insulin effect for both the
hypergravie and lean control groups was produced at an insulin
concentration of 0.23 + or - 0.02 ng/ml, which was lower than the
insulin concentration of 0.31 + or - 0.02 ng/ml for the weight-
matched control group (P less than 0.05). This increased insulin

A80-32748 * Role of thermal and exercise factors in the sensitivity in the hypergravic group was accounted for by an
mechanismof hypervolemia. V. A. Convertino, J. E. Greenleaf,and increasednumberof receptors. (Author)
E. M. Bernauer(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,BiomedicalResearch
Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied Physiology: Respira-
tory Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol. 48, Apr. 1980, p.
657-664.40 refs.

The present study was undertaken to determine whether the A80-36061 * Mars ultraviolet simulationfacility. L. P. Zill,
chronic increasein plasmavolume, resultingfrom heatexposureand R. Mack, and D. L. DeVincenzi (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
exercise training, was due only to elevated rectal temperature or Extraterrestrial Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of
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Molecular Evolution, vol. 14, Dec. 1979, p. 79-89. 9 refs. constituents of the Martian surface material. These reactive sub-_
A facility was established for long-duration ultraviolet (UV) stancesexplain the water modified reactions and thermal behaviors

radiation exposure of natural and synthetic materials in order to test of the Martian samples demonstrated by all of the Viking Biology
hypotheses concerning Martian soil chemistry observed by the Viking Experiments. It is also proposed that the syntheses of these
Mars landers. The system utilized a 2500 watt xenon lamp as the substances result mainly from electrical discharges between wind-
radiation source, with the beam passing through a heat-dissipating mobilized particles at Martian pressures; plasmasare initiated and
water filter before impinging upon an exposure chamber containing maintained by these discharges. Active species in the plasma either
the samples to be irradiated. The chamber was designedto allow for combine to form or react with inorganic surfaces to create the
continuous tumbling of the samples, maintenance of temperatures reactive'constituents. (Author)
below 0 C during exposure, and monitoring of beam intensity. The
facility also provided for sample preparation under a variety of
atmospheric conditions , in addition to the Mars nominal. As many as
33 sealed sample ampules have been irradiated in a single exposure.
Over 100 sampleshavebeen irradiated for approxirriately 100 to 700
h. The facility has performed well in providing continuous UV A80-36195 * The role of metal ions in chemicalevolution -
irradiation of multiple samples for long periods of time under Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay
simulated Marsatmosphericand thermal conditions. (Author) environment. J. G. Lawless and N. Levi (NASA, Ames Research

Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol.
13, Nov. 1979, p. 281-286. 33 refs.

The effect of the exchangeable cation on the condensation of
glycine and alanine Was investigated using a series of homoionic
bentonites. A cycling procedure of drying, warming and wetting was

A80-36062 * Heterogeneous phase reactions of Martian employed. Peptide bond formation was observed, and the effective-
volatileswith putative regolithminerals.B. C. Clark, S. L. Kenley, D. hessof metal ions to catalyze the condensationwas Cu(2+) greater
L. O'Brien (Martin Marietta Aerospace, Planetary SciencesLabora- than Ni(2) approximatelyequalsZn(2+) greaterthan Na(+). Glycine
tory, Denver, Colo.), G. R. Huss(New Mexico, University,Albuquer- showed 6% of the monomer incorporated into oligomers with the
que, N. Mex.), R. Mack (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett largest detected being the pentamer. Alanine showed lesspeptide
Field, Calif.), and A. K. Baird (PomonaCollege, Claremont, Calif.). bond formation (a maximum of 2%) and only the dimer was
Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol. 14, Dec. 1979, p. 91-102. 17 observed. (Author)
refs. ContractsNo. NASI-9000; No. NASI-11855; No. NASI-11858.

The chemicalreactivityof severalmineralsthought to bepresent
in Martian fines is tested with respectto gasesknown in the Martian
atmosphere.In these experiments, liquid water isexcludedfrom the
system,environmental temperaturesare maintainedbelow 0 C, and
the solar illumination spectrum is stimulated in the visibleand UV A80-37933" A high-sensitivitysearch for extraterrestrial
using a xenon arc lamp. Reactionsare detected by mass spectro- intelligence at lambda 18 cm. J. Tarter (California, University,
metric analysisof the gasphaseover solidsamples.No reactionswere Berkeley, Calif.), J. Cuzzi, D. Black (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,

L detected for Mars nominal gas over sulfates, nitrate_, chloride, Moffett Field, Calif.), and T. Clark (NASA, Goddard SpaceFlight
nontronite clay, or magnetite. Oxidation was not observed for Center, Radioastronomy Branch, Greenbelt, Md.). Icarus, vol. 42,
basaltic glass, nontronite, and magnetite. However, experiments Apr. 1980, p. 136-144. 13 refs. Grants No. NsG-2271; No.
incorporating SO2 gas - an expected product of volcanism and NCA2-OR-050-702.
intrusivevolatile release- gave positiveresults.Displacementof C02 A targeted high-sensitivitysearch for narrow-bandsignalsneara
by S02 occurred in all four carbonatestested. Thesereactionsare wavelengthof 18 cm hasbeen conductedusingthe 91-m radiotele-
catalyzed by irradiation with the solar simulator. A calcium nitrate scope of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. The search
hydrate released NO2 in the presenceof SO2. These results have included 201 nearby solar-type stars and achieved a frequency
implications for the cycling of atmospheric CO2, H20, and N2 resolution of 5.5 Hz over a 1.4-MHz bandwidth. This high spectral
throuflh the reqolith. (Author) resolution was obtained through a non-real-time reduction procedure

usinga Mark I VLBI recording terminal in conjunction with the CDC
7600 computational facility at the NASA-Ames Research Center.
This is the first high-resolution search for narrow-band signals in this
wavelength regime. To date it is the most sensitive search per unit
observing time of any search strategy which does not postulate a

A80-36066 * Simulation of the Viking biology experiments unique magic frequency. Data show no evidence for narrow-band
- An overview. H. P. Klein (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett signalsdue to extraterrestrial intelligenceat a 12-standard-deviation
Field, Calif.). Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol. 14, Dec. 1979, p. upper limit on signalstrengthof 1.1 x 10 to the -23rd W/sq m.
161-165. 24 refs. (Author)

In the presentpaper, ground-basedinvestigationsof the Viking
Martian biology data, which have resultedin reasonablesimulations
of these data, are reviewed. These simulations,which in strong
oxidants, UV-treated materials, iron-containingclays, or iron salts

were usedas Martian analogs,are capableof explainingthe ambiguity A80-40383 * Physicalchemistryand evolution of salt toler-
between the GCMS (gas-chromatographymass-spectrometry)experi- ance in halobacteria. J. K. Lanyi (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
ments,in which no organiccompoundswere found on Mars,and the Moffett Field, Calif.). (College Park Colloquium on Chemical
Labeled Releaseexperiments,in which addedorganicswere decom- Evoh/tion: Limits of Life, 4th, College Park, Md., Oct. 18-20, 1978.)
posed. V.P Origins of Life, vol. 10, June 1980, p. 161-167.36 refs.

The cellular constituentsof extremely halophilic bacteria not
only tolerate highsalt concentration,but in many casesrequire it for
optical fdnctioning. The characteristics affected by salt include
enzyme activity, stability, allosteric regulation, conformation and

A80-36069 * A model of Martian surface chemistry. V.I. subunit association. The salt effects are of two major kinds:
Oyama and B. J. Berdahl (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Extrater- electrostatic shielding of negative chargesby cations at low salt
restrial ResearchDiv., Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Molecular concentration, and hydrophobic stabilization by salting-out type
Evolution, vol. 14, Dec. 1979, p. 199-210. 46 refs. salts at high salt concentration. The composition of halobacterial

Alkaline earth and alkali metal superoxides and peroxides, proteins shows an excessof acidic amino acidsand a deficiency of
gamma-Fe203 and carbon suboxide polymer, are proposed to be nonpolar amino acids, which accountsfor these effects. Sincethe
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cohesive forces are weaker and the repulsing forces are stronger in nuclear layer of both groups of flight animals. This experiment shows
these proteins, preventing aggregation in salt, these structures are no that weightlessnessand environmental conditions other than cosmic
longer suited for functioning in the absenceof high salt concentra- radiation do not contribute to the observed damageof retinal cells.
tions. Unlike these nonspecific effects, ribosomes in halobacteria (Author)
show marked preference for potassium over sodium ions. To ensure
the proper intracellular ionic composition, powerful ion transport
systems haveevolved in the halobacteria, resulting in the extrusion of
sodium ions and their replacement by potassium. It is likely that

such membrane transport system for ionic movements isa necessary A80-42003 * Thresholds for detection of constant rotary
requisitefor salt tolerance. (Author) acceleration during vibratory rotary acceleration. B. Clark, J. D.

Stewart, and N. H. Phillips (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field; San JoseState University, San Jose,Calif.). Aviation, Space,
and Environmental Medicine, vol. 51, June 1980, p. 603-606. 19
refs.Grant No. NCC2-35.

The effects of vibratory angular acceleration on detection
A80-41250 * The intracellular Na/+/and K/+/ composition thresholds for constant angular acceleration in a dynamic flight
of the moderatelyhalophilicbacterium,Paracoccushalodenitrificans, simulator are reported in three experiments. Detection thresholds
M. Sadler, M. McAninch, L. I. Hochstein (NASA, Ames Research were determined for 10 pilots and four nonpilots using a random,
Center, Extraterrestrial Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.), and R. double-staircase procedure while the subjects sat erect in a device
Aiico. Canadian Journal of Microbiology, vol. 26, no. 4, 1980, p. which rotated about an earth-vertical axis. Constant angular accelera-
496-602.24 refs. tion were presented for 0.5 and 1.0 s with concurrent, vibratory

angular acceleration at 1 and 5 Hz, and thresholds with no vibratory
angular acceleration were established. The,thresholds were obtained
while the subjects observed a visual reference in the enclosed cockpit
in two experiments and in total darkness in a third. The results
confirmed earlier experiments showing an inverse relationship be-

A80-41661 * Na+ and Ca2+ ingestion - Plasma volume- tween the duration of constant angular acceleration and detection
electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.J. E. Greenleaf and P.J. threshold and showed that the detection thresholds in darknesswere
Brock (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div., higher than with a visual reference present. Two analysesof variance
Moffett Field, Calif.). Journal of Applied Physiology: Respiratory, revealed no significant differences in thresholds across the three
Environmental and Exei'cise Physiology, vol. 48, May 1980, p. vibration conditions. These results indicate that vibratory angular
838-847.24 refs. acceleration of fairly high levels can be present in a dynamic flight

The effects of hypernatremia and hypercalcemia on plasma simulator without masking the pilot's ability to detect either
volume and electrolyte distribution during rest, exercise and recovery maneuveror disturbance motions. (Author)
in cool and hot environments are investigated. Plasma volume,
protein and electrolytes were measured in two groups of five men in

the supine position during rest, exerciseat 40-47% maximal oxygen Lconsumption and recovery in 26.5 C and 39.4 C environments, after
ingestion in the rest period of 16-17 ml/kg hypertonic NaCI, isotonic
NaCl or hypertonic calcium gluconate solutions. During the rest A80-46196 * Extremesof urine osmolality - Lack of effect
period, it is found that the hypertonic Ca drink preventsany risein on red blood cell survival. H. A. Leon and J. E. Fleming (NASA,
plasmavolume in both cool and hot environments, while hypertonic Ames ResearchCenter, Biomedical ResearchDiv., Moffett Field,
Na retarded hypervolemia only in the cool environment and Calif.). American Journal of Physiology, vol. 239, July 1980, p.
consumption of both isotonic and hypertonicNa in the heat resulted C27-C31. 13 refs.
in a hypervolemic response twice as great as that in the cool Rats were allowed a third of normal water intake for 20 days,
environment. During exerciseand recovery, plasmavolume is found and food consumptiondecreased.The reticulocyte count indicateda
to be greatestafter drinking hypertonic Na in the heat, while the suppressionof erythropoiesis.Urine osmolality increasedfrom 2,000
flormal hypervolemic responsesduring exercisewere not influenced mosmol/kg to 3,390 mosmol/kg. Random hemolysisand senescence
by drink composition. Resultssuggestthathypertonicdrinksmay be of a cohort of red blood cell (RBC) previously labeled with
better for maintainingplasmavolumesduring exercisein the heat. (2-(C-14)) glycine was monitored via the production 'of (C-14)O.

A.L.W. Neither hemolysis nor senescencewas affected. Following water
restriction, the polydipsic rats generated a hypotonic urine. Urine
osmolality decreasedto 1,300 mosmol/kg for at least 6 days; a
include the different types of natural boundary conditions. Finite
element equations correspondingto the various formulations are
then presented and applied to a simple one-dimensional bore

A80-41995 * Retinal changesin ratsflown on Cosmos936 - propagationproblem to examine the consequencesof the different
A cosmic ray experiment. D. E. Philpott, R. Corbett, C. Turnbill, S. weighted residual formulations, and to the computation of current
Black, D. Dayhoff, J. McGourty, R. Lee, G. Harrison (NASA, Ames velocity and water elevation in an idealized closed basin excited
ResearchCenter, Ultrastructural ResearchLaboratory and Biomedi- periodically at its entrance. Finally, a finite element analysisof the
cal Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.), and L. Savik (Ministerstvo storm surgeaccompanying the attack of a moderate-scaletyphoon
Zdravookhraneniia SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, on SurugawanBay, on the Pacific coastof Japan, is presentedand
Moscow, USSR). Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol. shown to be in reasonably good agreement with tide measurements.
51, June 1980, p. 556-562.27 refs. A.L.W.

Ten rats, five centrifuged during flight to simulate gravity and
five stationary in flight and experiencing hypogravity, orbited the
Earth. No differences were noted between flight-stationary and
flight-centrifuged animals, but changeswere seen between these two
groups and ground controls. Morphological alterations were observed
comparable to those in the experiment flown on Cosmos782 and to A80-48086 * // Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation -
the retinal cells exposed to high-energy particles at Berkeley. Rest and work in heat with head cooling. J. E. Greenleaf, W. Van
Affected cells in the outer nuclear layer showed swelling, clearing of Beaumont, P. J. Brock, L. D. Montgomery, J. T. Morse, E. Shvartz,
cytoplasm, and disruption of the membranes. Tissue channels were and S. Kravik (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research
again found, similar to those seen on 782. After space flight, Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). Aviation, Space, and Environmental
preliminary data indicated an increasein cell sizein montagesof the Medicine, vol. 51, Aug. 1980. p. 747-753.28 refs.
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The effects of head cooling on thermoregulationand associated and upper mantle suggests that comets supplied the earth with
plasma fluid and electrolyte shifts during rest and submaximal a large fraction of its volatiles. The probability that comets
exercise in the heat are investigated.Thermoregulatory responsesand contributed significantly to the earth's volatile inventory suggests
plasma volume were measured in four male subjects fitted with a chemical evolutionary link between comets, prebiotic organic
liquid-cooled neoprene headgearduring B0 min of rest, 60 min of synthesis, and the origin of life. A.R.H.
ergometer exercise at 45% maximal oxygen uptake and 30 min of
recovery in the supine position at 40.1 C and 40% relative humidity.
It is found that, compared to control responses, head cooling
decreasedthigh sweating and increasedmean skin temperature at rest

and attenuated increases in thigh sweating, heart rate, rectal A80-15240 * # High-pressureprotective systemstechnology,
temperatureandventilation duringexercise.Duringrecovery,cooling H.C. Vykuk_' and B. W. Webbon (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
is observed to facilitate decreasesin sweat rate, heart rate, rectal Moffett Field, 3alif.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers,temperature and forearm blood flow and enhance the, increasein

Intersociety Conference on Environmental Systems, 9th, San Fran-
average temperature. Cooling had no effect on plasma protein, cisco, Calif, July 16-19, 1979, Paper 79-ENAs-15. 16 p. 14 refs.
osmotic or electrolyte shifts, and decreasedplasmavolume losses. Members,$1.50; nonmembers,$3.00.
The findingsindicatethe effectivenessof moderate headcoolingfor Spacesuit assembliesdevelopedin the past provide candidatethe improvementof human performanceduringexercisein heat.

concepts to meet future extravehicular-activity requirements.TheA.L.W.
paper is concernedwith the developmentof the modularB-psiAmes
AX-3 high-pressuresuit assemblyon the basisof a reviewof existing
suit assemblies,component developments, and mobility exercises.
The discussioncoversdescriptionof the AX-3 suit, its performance,
and technologydevelopments.In conclusion,high-pressurespacesuit

A80-54076 * Extracellular hyperosmolalityand body temp- technology is demonstratedwith the developmentof the Ames AX-3
erature during physical exercise in dogs. S. Kozlowski, J.E. suit assembly. Several photographs and diagramssupplement the
Greenleaf, E. Turlejska, and K. Nazar (NASA, Ames Research text. S.D.
Center, Biomedical Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.; Polish
Academy of Sciences,Medical ResearchCentre, Warsaw,Poland).
American Journal of Physiology, vol.239, July 1980, p. R180-R183.
23 refs.

The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that
thermoregulation during exercisecan be affected by extracellular A80-15256 * t/ Bosch- An alternate CO2 reduction technol-
fluid hyperosmolalitywithout changingthe plasmaNa(+) concentra- ogy. D. B. Heppner, T. M. Hallick (Life Systems, Inc., Cleveland,
tion. The effects of preexercise venous infusions of hypertonic Ohio), D. C. Clark (NASA, Marshall SpaceFlight Center,Huntsville,
mannitol and NaCI solutionson rectal temperature responseswere Ale.), and P. D. Quattrone (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett

,compared in dogs running at moderate intensity for 60 min on a Field, Calif.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inter-
treadmill. PlasmaNa(+) concentrationwas increasedby 12 meq after society Conference on Environmental Systems, 9th, San Francisco,
NaCl infusion, and decreasedby 9 meq after mannitol infusion. Both Calif., July 16-19, 1979, Paper 79-ENAs-32. 9 p. 11 refs. Members,L infusions increasedplasma by 15 mosmol/kg. After both infusions, $1.50; nonmembers, $3.00. Contracts No. NAS8-30891; No. NAS8-
re_tal temperature was essentially constant during 60 min rest. 32492; No. NAS2-8666.
However, compared with the noninfusion exercise increase in The Boschprocessis the most promising CO2 reduction concept
osmolality of 1.3 C, rectal temperature increasedby 1.9 C after both for future prolonged spacemissions.The paper presents the designof
postinfusion exercise experiments. It was concludedthat inducing a three-person-capacity preprototype B-CRS (Bosch-based CO2
extracellular hyperosmolality, without elevating plasma, can induce Reduction Subsystem). It is sized to reduce 3.0 kg/d CO2 generated
excessiveincreasesin rectal temperature during exericsebut not at by the crew and to supply the product water to an 02 generation
rest. (Author) subsystem to obtain 02. The design supports future development of

the B-CRS as an alternative CO2 reduction subsystem to the
Sabatier-basedprocesspresently under test at NASA. The discussion
covers the Bosch CO2 reduction concept, process and hardware
description, performance parameters, design specifications, sub-
system schematic and operation, mechanical subsystem summary,

CONFERENCE PAPERS control/monitor instrumentation, and subsystem packaging. A
B-CRS with a proven technological base is an attractive CO2
reduction subsystem that eliminates overboard venting. S.D.

N00-11978" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
COMETS: COSMIC CONNECTIONS WITH CAR-
9ONACEOUS METEORITES, INTERSTELLAR MOLECULES
AND THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
Sherwood Chang In NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center Space A80-15257 * -= Developmentof the electrochemicallyregener-
Missionsto Comets 1979 p 59-111 refs (For primarydocument able carbon dioxide absorber for portable life support system
see N80-11972 02-91) application. R. R. Woods, D. B. Heppner, R. D. Marshall (Life
Avail: NTIS HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 03B Systems, Inc., Cleveland,Ohio), and P. D. Ouattrone (NASA, Ames

The ions, radicals, and molecules observed in comets may Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Society of Me-
be derived intact or by partial decomposition from parent chanical Engineers, Intersociety Conference on Environmental Sys-
compounds of the sort found either in the interstellar medium terns, 9th, San Francisco, Cafif., July 16-19, 1979, Paper
or in carbonaceous meteorites. The early loss of highly reducing 79-ENAs-33. 9 p. 12 refs. Members. $1.50; nonmembers, $3.00.
primitive atmosphere and its replacement by a secondary Contract No. NAS2-8666.

atmosphere dominated by H20, CO2, and N2, as depicted in As the length of manned space missions increase, morecurrent models of the earth's evolution, pose a dilemma for the
origin of life: the synthesis of organic compounds necessary for ambitious extravehicular activities (EVAs) are required. For the
life from components of the secondary atmosphere appears to projected longer mission the use of expendables in the portable life
be difficult, and plausible mechanisms have not been evaluated support system (PLSS) will become prohibited due to high launch
Both comets and carbonaceous meteorites are implicated as weight and volume requirements. Therefore, the development of a
sources for the earth's atmophilic and organogenic elements. A regenerable CO2 absorber for the PLSS application is highly
mass balance argument involving the estimated ratios of hydrogen desirable, The paper discussesthe concept, regeneration mechanism,
to carbon in carbonaceous meteorites, comets, and the crust performance, system design, and absorption/regeneration cycle
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tessting of a most promising concept known as ERCA (Electro- A80-24265 * Optimal estimator model for human spatial
chemically Regenerable C02 Absorber). This concept is based on orientation. J. Borah (G & W Applied Science Laboratories,
absorbing CO2 into an alkaline absorbent similar to LiOH. The Waltham, Mass.), L. R. Young (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.),and R. E.
absorbent is an aqueous solution supported in a porous matrix which Curry (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In:
can be electrochemically regenerated on board the primary space Joint Automatic Control Conference, Denver, Colo., June 17-21,
vehicle. With the metabolic CO2 recovery the ERCA concept results 1979, Proceedings. (A80-24226 08-63) New York, American Insti-
in a totally regenerableC02 scrubber. The ERCA test hardware has tute of Chemical Engineers,1979, p. 800-805. 17 refs. Contract No.
passed 200 absorption/regeneration cycles without performance F33615-76-C-0039.
degradation. S.D. A model is being developedto predict pilot dynamic spatial

orientation in responseto multisensorystimuli. Motion stimuli are
first processedby dynamic modelsof the visual,vestibular,tactile,
and proprioceptivesensors.Centralnervoussystemfunction is then
modeled as a steady-stateKalman filter which blendsinformation
from the varioussensorsto form anestimate of spatial orientation.

A80-19895 * On the designof a postprocassorfor a search Where necessary,this linear central estimator has been augmented
for extraterrestrial intelligence /SETI/ system. T. J. Healy (Santa with nonlinear elements to reflect more accurately some highly
Clara, University, Santa Clara, Calif.), C. L. Seeger (NASA, Ames nonlinearhuman responsecharacteristics.Computer implementation
ResearchCenter, SETI ProgramOffice, Moffett Field; San Francisco of the model hasshownagreementwith severalimportantqualitative
State University, San Francisco, Calif.), and M. A. Stull (NASA, characteristicsof human spatialorientation, and it is felt that with
Ames ResearchCenter, SETI ProgramOffice, Moffett Field, Calif.). further modification andadditionalexperimentaldata the modelcan
International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical be improvedend extended. Possiblemeansare describedfor extend-

ing the model to better representthe active pilot with varying skill
Congress, 30th, Munich, West Germany, Sept. 17-22, 1979, Paper and work load levels. (Author)
79-A.39. 12 p. Researchsponsoredby the American Society for
EngineeringEducation,Universityof SantaClara,andNASA.

The design of an on-line postprocessorfor a search for
extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) system is described.Signal pro-
cessingtasks of the postprocessorinclude: (1) analysisof power
level, phasecoherence, and state of polarization of single-channel A80-27078 * Changesin body temperatureand metabolic
signalsin a searchfor significantsignals;(2) groupingor aggregation rate after injection of calciuminto the caudalhypothalamusof the
of adjacent channel data, time averagingof data; and (3) the rabbit. P. E. Penn, R. L. Gerber, and B. A. Williams (NASA, Ames
detection of drifting and modulated signals.Control functions ResearchCenter,BiosystemsDiv., Moffett Field,Calif.). In: Thermo-
includemultichannelspectrumanalyzerfrequencyandclock control, regulatory mechanismsand their therapeutic implications.Basel,S.
system calibration and selfdiagnostic,control of data flow to and KargerAG, 1980, p. 212, 213.5 refs.
from short-term andlong-term(archival)memories,andoperationof
detectionsubsystems,such as a visualdisplay anda tunable receiver.

V.T.

L
A80-40340 * # Analysis of eighty-four commercial aviation
incidents- Implicationsfor a resourcemanagementapproachto crew
training. M. R. Murphy (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Calif.), In: Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium,

A80-23669 * Noble gas trapping and fractionation during San Francisco, Calif., January 22-24, 1980, Proceedings.(A80-
synthesisof caabonaceousmatter. U. Frick (Minnesota, University, 40301 16-38) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Minneapolis,Minn.), R. Mack, and S. Chang(NASA, Ames Research Engineers,Inc., 1980, p. 298-306.9 refs.
Center, Extraterrestrial Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). In: A resourcemanagementapproach to aircrew performance is
Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, 10th, Houston, Tex., defined and utilized in structuring an analysisof 84 exemplary
March 19-23, 1979, Proceedings.Volume 2. (A80-23617 08-91) New incidents from the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System. The
York, PergamonPress,Inc., 1979, p. 1961-1972. 40 refs.GrantsNo. distribution of enabling and associated(evolutionary)and recovery
NGL-75-003-409; No. NGL-24-005-225. factors between and within five analytic categoriessuggeststhat

An investigation of noble gas entrapment during synthesis of resourcemanagement training be concentratedon: (1) interpersonal
carbonaceous, macromolecular, and kerogen-like substances is communications, with air traffic control information of major
presented. High molecular weight organic matter synthesized in concern; (2) task management,mainly setting priorities and appropri-
aqueous condensation reactions contained little gas,and thecompo- ately allocating tasks under varying workload levels; and (3)
sition was consistent with fractionation due to noble gassolubility in planning, coordination, and decisionmaking concerned with prevent-
water; however, propane soot produced during a modified Miller- ing and recovering from potentially unsafe situations in certain
Urey experiment in an aritificial gas mixture contained high aircraft maneuvers. (Author)
concentrations of trapped noble gasesthat displayed strong elemen-
tal fractionation from their reservoirs. It is concluded that theses
experiemnts show that processesexist for synthesisof carbonaceous
carriers that result in high noble gas concentrations and strong
elemental fractionation at temperatures well abovethose required by A80-43192 * # Water recoveryby catalytic treatment of urine
absorptionto achievesimilar effects. A.T. vapor. P. Budininkas ((3ard, Inc., Niles, Ill.), P. D. Quattrone,andM.

I. Leben (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Intersociety Environ-
mental Systems Conference, San Diego, Calif., July 14-17, 1980,
Paper 80-ENAs-16. 6 p. Members, $1.50; nonmembers, $3.00.
ContractsNo. NAS2-9715; No. NAS2-10237.

A80-24158 * Plasma etching of poly/N,N'-/p,p'-oxy- The objective of this investigation was to demonstrate the
diphenylene/pyromellitimide/film andphoto/thermal degradationof feasibility of water recoveryon a man-rated scale by the catalytic

' etched and unetchedfilm. T. Wydeven,C. C. Johnson,M. A. Golub, processingof untreated urinevapor. For this purpose,two catalytic
M. S. Hsu, and N. R. Lerner (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett systems,one capableof processinganair streamcontaininglow urine
Field, Calif.). In: Plasma Polymerization. Washington, D.C., vaporconcentrations and another to processstreamswith high urine
American Chemical Society (ACS Symposium Series, No. 108), vapor concentrations, were designed, constructed, and tested to
1979, p. 299-314. 17 refs. establishthe quality of the recoveredwater. (Author)
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A80-43194 * // The preparation of calcium superoxide in a Meeting of the Working Group on Space Biology, Bangalore, India,
flowing gasstream andfluidized bed. P. C. Wood,E. V. Ballou,L.A. May 29-June 9, 1979. (A80-50051 22-51) Oxford and Elmsford,
Spitze (SanJose State University, San Jose, Calif.), and T. Wydeven N.Y., PergamonPress,1980, p. 19-27.29 refs.
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Recent studiesof carbonaceouschondritesprovide evidencethat
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Intersociety Environmental Sys- certain organic compounds are indigenous and the result of an
terns Conference, San Diego, Calif., July 14-17, 1980, Paper abiotic, chemical synthesis. The results of several investigators have
80-ENAs-18. 6 p. 11 refs. Members, $1.50; nonmembers, $3.00. established the presence of amino acids and precursors, mono- and
Researchsupported by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. dicarboxylic acids,N-heterocycles, and hydrocarbons aswell asother

Superoxides can be used assourcesof chemically stored oxygen compounds. For example, studies of the Murchison and Murray
in emergency breathing apparatus. The work reported here describes meteorites have revealed the presenceof at least 40 amino acids with
the use of a low-pressure nitrogen gas sweep through the reactant nearly equal abundancesof D and L isomers. The population consists
bed, for temperature control and water vapor removal. For a given of both protein and nonprotein amino acids including a wide variety
set of gastemperature, bed thickness, and reaction time values, the of linear, cyclic, and polyfunctional types. Resultsshow a trend of
highest purity calcium superoxide, Ca(O2)2, was obtained at the decreasing concentration with increasing carbon number, with the
highest space velocity of the nitrogen gas sweep. The purity of the most abundant being glycine (41 n Moles/g). Theseand other results
product was further increasedby flow conditions that resulted in the to be reviewed provide persuasivesupport for the theory of chemical
fluidization of the reactant bed. However, scale-up of the low- evolution and provide the only natural evidence for the protobiologi-
pressure fluidized bed process was limited to the formation of cal subsetof molecules from which life on earth may havearisen.
agglomerates of reactant particles, which hindered thermal control (Author)
by the flowing gas stream. A radiofrequency flow discharge inside
the reaction chamber prevented agglomeration, presumably by
dissipation of the static chargeson the fluidized particles. (Author)

A80-50060 * The possible role of metal ions and clays in
prebiotic chemistry. J. G. Lawless (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Extraterrestrial Research Div., Moffett Field, Calif.) and E. H.
Edelson (Southern California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.). In:

A80-43209 * // NASA-Ames Life SciencesFlight Experiments Life sciences and space research. Volume 18 - Proceedings of the
program- 1980 statusreport. W. E. Berry, C. C. Dant, G. MacLeod Open Meeting of the Working Group on Space Biology, Bangalore,
(GE Managementand Technical ServicesCo., Moffett Field, Calif.), India, May 29-June 9, 1979. (A80-50051 22-51) Oxford and
and B. A. Williams (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Elmsford, N.Y., PergamonPress,1980, p. 83-88. 17 refs.
Calif.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Intersociety Eight homoionic bentonites were prepared using alkali, alkaline
Environmental Systems Conference, San Diego, Calif., July 14-17, earth, and transition metal ions as counterions. The interaction of
1980, Paper 80-ENAs-34. 3 p. Members,$1.50; nonmembers, $3.00. the clays with 5'-AMP was studied and it was found that the alkali

The paper deals with the ESA's Spacelab LSFE (Life Sciences metal-substituted clays did not remove any nucleotide from dilute
Flight Experiments) program which, once operational, will provide solution, and that zinc-bentonite adsorbed the most (98%). In
new and unique opportunities to conduct researchinto the effects of addition, study of the interaction of seven other nucleotides with

L spaceflight and weightlessnesson living organisms under conditions zinc-bentonite showed that the purine nucleotides were more
approximating ground-based laboratories. Spacelab missions, strongly absorbed than the pyrimidine nucleotides. Langmuir leo-
launched at 18-month intervals, will enable scientists to test therms were obtained for thesesystems and the adsorption data were
hypotheses from such disciplines as vestibular physiology, develop- explained by the adsorption coefficient and the accessibility of metal
mental biology, biochemistry, cell biology, plant physiology, and for binding. (Author)
similar life sciences. V.P.

AMES FUNDED RESEARCH
A80-43212 * # Evaluation of biological models usingSpace- JOURNAL ARTICLES
lab. D. Tollinger (GE Management and Technical ServicesCo.,
Moffett Field, Calif.) and B. A, Williams (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Society of Mechanical A80-20447 * Hypergravity and estrogen effects on avian
Engineers, Intersociety Environmental Systems Conference, San anterior pituitary growth hormone and prolactin levels. R. P.
Diego, Calif., July 14-17, 1980, Paper 80-ENAs-38. 7 p. 30 refs. Fiorindo and J. A. Negulesco (Ohio State University, Columbus,
Members,$1.50; nonmembers, $3.00. Contract No. NAS9-15850. Ohio). Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol. 51, Jan.

Biological models of hypogravity effects are described, including 1980, p. 35-40. 26 refs. Research supported by the Ohio State
the cardiovascular-fluid shift, musculoskeletal, embryological and University;Contract No. NAS2-6634.
space sickness models. These models predict such effects as loss of Developing female chicks with fractured right radii were
extracellular fluid and electrolytes, decrease in red blood cell mass, maintained for 14 d at either earth gravity (1 g) or a hypergravity
and the loss of mus(:le and bone mass in weight-bearing portions of state (2 g). The birds at 1 g weredivided into groups which received
the body. Experimentation in Spacelab by the use of implanted daily injections of (1) saline, (2) 200 micrograms estrone, and (3)
electromagnetic flow probes, by fertilizing frog eggs in hypogravity 400 micrograms estrone for 14 d. The 2-g birds were divided into
and fixing the eggsat various stages of early development and by three similarly treated groups. All 2-g birds showed significantly
assessingthe role of the vestibulocular reflex arc in spacesickness is lower body weights than did l-g birds. Anterior pituitary (AP) glands
suggested.It is concluded that the useof small animalseliminates the were excised and analyzed for growth hormone and prolactin
uncertainties caused by corrective or preventive measuresemployed content by analytical electrophoresis. The 1-gchicks receivingeither
with human subjects. J.P.B. dose of daily estrogen showed increasedAP growth hormone levels,

whereas hypergravity alone did not affect growth hormone content.
Chicks exposed to daily estrogen and hypergravity displayed reduced
growth hormone levels.AP prolactin levels were slightly increasedby
the lower daily estrogen dose in l-g birds, but markedly reduced in
birds exposed only to hypergravity. Doubly-treated chicks displayed

A80-50053 * Organic compoundsin meteorites.J. G. Law- normal prolactin levels.Reduced growth in 2-gbirds might be due, in
less (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: Life part, to reduced AP levelsof prolactin and/or growth hormone.
sciencesand space research. Volume 18 - Proceedingsof the Open (Author)
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A80-21544 * Simulated weightlessness- Effects on bio- tory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol. 48, Mar. 1980, p.
energeticbalance,J. P. Jordan, H. A. Sykes,J. C. Crownover, C.L. 479-486. 28 refs. GrantsNo. NsG-2191; No. NsG-2325.
Schatte, J. B. Simmons, II, and D. P. Jordan (Colorado State Hypokinesia in the hindlimbs of ratswasinducedby suspension;
University, Fort Collins, Colo.). Aviation, Space,and Environmental a newly developedharnesssystemwas used.The animalwasable to
Medicine, vol. 51, Feb. 1980, p. 132-136. 35 refs. Grant No. use its forelimbs to maneuver,within a 140 deg arc, to obtain food
NsG-2232, and water and to permit limited grooming of the forequarters, The

As a prelude to a flight experiment, an attempt was made to hindlimbs were nonload bearing for 7 days; following a 7-day period
separate energy requirements associatedwith gravity from all other of hypodynamia, selected animalswere placed in metabolic cagesfor
metabolic needs. The biological effects of weightlessness were 7 days to study recovery from hypokinesia. During the 7-day period
simulated by suspending animals in a harness so that antigravity of hypokinesia there wasevidence of muscle atrophy. Gastrocnemius
muscles were not supporting the body. Twelve pairs of rats were weight decreased, renal papillary urea content increased, and daily
allowed to adapt to wearing a harness for 5 d. Experimental animals urinary losses of NH3 and 3-methylhistidine increased. During the
were then suspended in harnessfor 7 d followed by recovery for 7 d. 7-day recovery period muscle massand excretion rate of urea, NH3
Control animals Were harnessed but never suspended. Oxygen and 3-methylhistidine returned to control levels. Calcium balance
consumption, carbon dioxide production and rate of (C-14)O2 was positive throughout the 7-day period of hypokinesia. Hyper-
expiration from radio-labeled glucose were monitored on selected trophy of the adrenals suggestedthe occurrence of some level of
days. Food intake and body masswere recorded daily. Metabolic rate stress despite the apparent behavioral adjustment to the suspension
decreased in experimental animals during 7 d of suspension and harness.It was concluded that significant muscleatrophy and parallel
returned to normal during recovery. Although someof the metabolic changes in nitrogen metabolism occur in suspended rats and these
changes may have related to variation in food intake, simulated changesare readily reversible. (Author)
weightlessnessappearsto directly affect bioenergetic balance.

(Author)

A80-40898 * Dynamicdecisionsand work loadin muhitask

A80-21547 * Physiological responseto hyper- and hypo- supervisorycontrol. M. K. Tulga (Commercial Information Corp.,
gravity during rollercoasterflight. R. J. von Baumgarten,H. Vogel Woburn, Mass.) and T. B. Sheridan (MIT, Cambridge,Mass.).IEEE
(Mainz, Universit_t, Mainz, West Germany), G. Baldrighi (Michigan, Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, vol. SMC-10, May
University, Ann Arbor, Mich.), and R. ThLimler (Michigan, Univer- 1980, p. 217-232.38 refs. Grant No. NsG-2118.
sity, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Mainz, Universit_it, Mainz, West Germany). A paradigm is developed for the problem of allocating in time a

Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol. 51, Feb. 1980, p. single resource to multiple simultaneous task demandswhich appear
145-154. 27 refs. Contract No. NAS2-9466. randomly, last for various periods, and offer varying rewards for

Twenty-six healthy male subjects were flown in a Lear jet service. Based upon a dynamic optimizing algorithm plus an
aircraft through rollercoaster and parabolic weightlessnessflight. Eye estimator, and including response time and future discounting
movements, respiration, and blood volume pulse were recorded on constraints, a model of the human decisionmaker is compared to
magnetic tape. The same subjects underwent a battery of five experimental results for human subjects performing such a task at a
vestibular tests in the laboratory on the ground. One subject in each computer-graphics terminal. Results indicate a reasonable fit, under L
flight was flown in an upright position, the other in a 90 deg forward various model parameters and task conditions, and suggestinteresting"
tilted head position, The forward tilted subjects always reported hypothesesabout the nature of human 'planning ahead' and mental
motion sicknessearlier and after fewer rollercoaster maneuversthin work load. (Author)
the upright-sitting subjects. It is concluded that the susceptibility to
changes of X-axis acceleration is higher than to changes of Z-axis
acceleration. Correlation was found between the ability to estimate
the subjective vertical (modified M_iller-Aubert-test), optokinetic

nystagmus asymmetries, and susceptibility to ro/lercoaster flight A80-40899 * Optimal control model predictionsof system
sickness. (Author) performance and attention allocationand their experimental valida-

tion in a display designstudy. G. Johannsenand T. Govindaraj
(Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.). IEEE Transactionson Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, vol. SMC-10, May 1980, p. 249-261. 25 refs.
Grant No. NsG-2119.

A80-25891 * Motion sicknessin the squirrel monkey. J.M. The influence of different types of predictor displays in a
Ordy and K. R. Brizzee (Tulane University, Covington, La.). longitudinal vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) hover task is
Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol. 51, Mar. 1980, p. analyzed in a theoretical study. Severalcaseswith differing amounts
215-223. 42 refs. Grants No. NIH-R-00164; No. NsG-2139. of predictive and rate information are compared. The optimal

In this study of susceptibility to motion sickness the specific control model of the human operator isusedto estimate human and
aims were to examine the effects of combined vertical rotation and system performance in terms of root-mean-square (rms) valuesand to
horizontal acceleration, phenotype, sex, visual cues, morning and compute optimized attention allocation. The only. part of the model
afternoon testing, and repeated test exposures on incidence, fre- which is varied to predict these data is the observation matrix.
quency, and latency of emetic responses. The highest emetic Typical casesare selected for a subsequentexperimental validation.
incidence of 89% with an emetic frequency of 2.0 during 60 min and The rms values as well as eve-movement data are recorded. The
a latency of 19 min from onsetof testing occurred at 25 rpm and 0.5 results agreefavorably with those of the theoretical study in terms of
Hz linear acceleration. Since the emetic responseswerequite similar relative differences. Better matching is achieved by revised model
to man in eliciting motion stimuli it was concluded that the squirrel input data. (Author)
monkey represents a very suitable primate model for studies of
motion and spacesickness. B.J.

A80-41532" Improved characterization of the Si-SiO2
interface. P. Su, A. Sher, Y. H. Tsuo, J. A. Moriarty (Collegeof

A80-28188 * A model for hypokinesia: Effects on muscle William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va.), and W. E. Miller (NASA,
atrophy in the rat. X. J. Musacchia,D. R. Deavers,G. A. Meininger, Langley ResearchCenter, Hampton, Va.). Applied Physics Letters,
and T. P. Davis (Louisville, University, Louisville, Ky.; Missouri, vol. 36, June15, 1980, p. 991-993.9 refs. Grant No. NsG-2385.
University, Columbia, Mo.). Journal of Applied Physiology: Respira- Refined quasi-staticand conductancemethods,basedon effec-
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tively thin composite insulating layers, low-carrier-concentration vestibulo-ocular reflex slow phasegain over their brief exposure
bulk semiconductors,and low-level illumination, have beenapplied period. It is noted that whether a subjectdemonstratedreversedCV
to an improved characterization of the (100) Si-SiO2 interface, within the allowed exposure period appearedto becorrelated with
Accurate measurementof both the total density of interfacestates CV strengthproducedwith a narrowfield stimulus. J.P.B.
and its major componentsas a function of energy in the forbidden
gap have been made over four decades (10°billion to 100-trillion
states/eV sqcm) on a singlesample.The normal U-shapeddensityof
statesis resolvedinto separatevalence-and conduction-band-derived
contributions as well as impurity-derived contributions corre-
spondingto concentrationson the order of 20 ppm at the interface. A80-50427 * Computer-basedmanualsfor proceduralinfor-

(Author) marion. S. H. Rouse and W. B. Rouse. /EEE Transactions on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, vol. SMC-10, Aug. 1980, p. 506-510.
9 refs.Grant No. NsG-2119.

Display of procedural information asfound in aircraft operating
manuals is discussed.The problem of converting hardcopy manuals

A80-41983 * Effects of chronic centrifugation on skeletal to a computer-basedpresentation is considered.The trade-off of
faster retrieval and display integration possiblewith a cathode-raymuscle fibers in young developing rats. W. D. Martin (Albert B. tube (CRT) versusthe limited size of a CRT is emphasized.Nine

Chandler Medical Center, Lexington, Ky.). Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, vol. 51, May 1980, p. 473-479. 22 refs. subjectsparticipated in anexperimentalstudy of the effectivenessof
Grant No. NsG-2187. three alternative displays. Displays were evaluatedfor the task of

Three groupsof 30-d old male andfemalerats were centrifuged retrievingand carryingout emergencyproceduresin an envirGnment
for 2, 4, 8, and 16 weeks, after which their soleus and plantaris where task interruptions were prevalent. It wasfound that an on-line
muscles were analysed for changes in proportions of muscle fiber manual which provided considerable userassistancewassuperior to a
types. The groups were: earth control, maintained at earth gravity hardcopy manual in terms of both task completion time and errors.
without rotation; rotation control, subjected to a gravitational force However, an on-line manual without userassistancewas inferior to a
of 1.05 G and 28 rpm; and rotation experimental, subjected to a hardcopy manual in terms of errors. (Author)
gravitational force of 2 G and 28 rpm. Muscle fibers were classified
into four fiber types on the basisof actomyosin ATPaseactivity as
slow oxidative, fast oxidative glycolytic and either fast glycolytic
(plantaris) or intermediate (soleus). Hypergravity resulted in an

increase in slow oxidative fibers in soleus relative to the earth AMESFUNDED RESEARCH
control, but not of females treated similarly. The relationshipof
body weight to the changesin proportion of slowoxidativefibers is CONFERENCE PAPERS
discussed. (Author)

A80-43193 * # Adsorption interference in mixtures of trace
contaminants flowing through activated carbon adsorber beds. R.

L Madey and P. J. Photinos (Kent State University, Kent, Ohio).
American Society of Mecha_nica/Engineers, Intersociety Environ-

A80-42013 * The architecture of the avian retina following mental Systems Conference, San Diego, Calif., July 14-17, 1980,
exposureto chronic2 G. R. G. Orlando and J. A. Negulesco(Ohio Paper 80-ENAs-17. 6 p. 22 refs. Members, $1.50; nonmembers,
State University, Columbus, Ohio). Aviation, Space,and Environ- $3.00. Grant No. NsG-2013.
mental Medicine, vol. 51, July 1980, p. 704-708. 18 refs. Research Adsorption interference in binary and ternary mixturesof trace
supported by the Ohio StateUniversity; Contract No. NAS2-6634. contaminants in a helium carrier gas flowlng through activated

Rhode Island Red female chicks at 2 weeks posthatchwere carbonadsorberbedsarestudied.The isothermal transmission,which
subjected, for 7 d, to either earth gravity of 1 G or a 2-G is the ratio of the outlet to the inlet concentration, of each
hypergravity environment by chronic whole-body centrifugation, component is measured. Interference between co-adsorbinggases
Animals were sacrificed at 3 weeks posthatch and the eyes were occurswhen the componentsareadsorbedstrongly. Displacementof
enucleated,fixed in 10% BNF, doubly embedded,sectionedat 7-8 one component by another is manifestedby a transmissiongreater
microns and routinely processed with H & E for histological than unity for the displacedcomponent over some rangeof eluted
examination. Compared to normogravity controls,animal exposure volume. Interference is evidencednot only by a reduction of the
for I week to the chronic effects of 2-G resulted in a significantly adsorptioncapacity of each componentin the mixture in comparison
decreasedmean width of the photoreceptor,inner nuclear,and inner with the value obtained in a single-componentexperiment, but also
plexiform retinal layers. The outer nuclear, outer plexiform, and by a change in the slope of the transmission curve of each
ganglioncell layers of the retina appearedminimally affected by the componentexperiment. (Author)
hypergravity state since the mean width of these layersshowedno
noticeable differences from earth gravity control animals. The
presentanatomic findingssuggesta reduction in the detection of
motion or ral_idchangesin illumination by the avianretina when the
animal isexposed at a 2-G environment. (Author)

A80-43213 * # The development of a SpaceShuttle Research
Animal Holding Facility. R. B. Jagow (Lockheed Missilesand Space
Co., Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Intersociety Environmental Systems Conference, San
Diego, Calif., July 14.17, 1980, Paper 80-ENAs-39. 6 p, Members,

A80-44213 * Visually induced self-motionsensationadapts $1.50; nonmembers,$3.00. Contract No. NAS2-10128.
rapidly to left-right visualreversal.C. M. Oman, O. L. Bock,andJ.-K. The ability to maintain the well beingof experiment animals is
Huang (M_T, Cambridge, Mass.).Science,vol. 209, Aug. 8, 1980, p. of primary importance to the successfulattainment of tile sciences
706-708. 16 refs. Grant No. NsG-2032; Contract No. NAS9-15343. flight experiment goals. To assist scientists in the conduct of life

The experimental demonstration of a reversal of the circular- sciences flight experiments, a highly versatile Research Animal
vection (CV) phenomenon is reported. After one to three hours of Holding Facility (RAHF) is being developed for use on Space
active movement while wearing vision-reversing goggles,9 of 12 Shuttle/Spacelab missions. This paper describes the design of the
stationary human subjects viewing a moving stripe display experi- RAHF system, which in addition to providing general housing for
enced a self-rotation illusion in the samedirection as the seenstripe various animal species, approximating the environment found in
motion. In addition, the subjects showed a 17% reduction in ground based facilities, is designed to minimize disturbances of the
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specimensby vehicle and missionoperations. Life-sustainingcapabili-
ties such as metabolic support and environmental control are
provided. RAHF is reusableand is a modular concept to accommo-
date animals of different sizes. The basic RAHF system will
accommodate a combination of 24 500-g rats or 144 mice or a mixed
number of rats and mice. An alternative design accommodates four
squirrel monkeys. T.heentire RAHF system ishoused in a single ESA
rack. The animal cagesare in drawers which are removable for easy
access to the animals• Each cage contains a waste management
system, a feeding system and a watering system all of which will
operate in zero or one gravity. (Author)

PATENTS

N80-23383" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
CHELATE-MODIFIED POLYMERS FOR ATMOSPHERIC GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY Patent
Warren W. Christensen(San Jose State Univ.), Ludwig A. Mayer
(San Jose State Univ.), and Fritz H. Woeller'. inventors(to NASA)
(San Jose State Univ.) Issued22 Apr. 1980 9 p Filed30 Jun.
1978 Supersedes N78-27275 (16 - 18. p 2375) Sponsored
by NASA
(NASA-Case-ARC-11154-1: US-Patent-4,198.792;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-921626; US-Patent-Class-521-55;
US-Patent-Class-55-66; US-Patent-Class-55-67;
US-Patent-Class-55-68; US- Patent-Class-55-72;
US-Patent-Class-521-146; US-Patent-Class-521-918;
US-Patent-Class-525-4) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 07D

• Chromatographic materials were developed to serve as the
stationary phaseof columns usedin the separationof atmospheric
gases. These materials consist of a crosslinkedporous polymer
matrix, e.g.. a divinylbenzene polymer, into which has been |
embedded an inorganiccomplexedion suchas N,N'-ethylene-bis- l_

(acetylacetoniminato)-cobalt(2). Organicnitrogenous bases, such
as pyridine, may be incorporated into the chelate polymer
complexes to increase their chromatographicutility. With such
materials,the processof gaschromatographyis greatly simplified.
especially in terms of time and quantity of material needed for
a gas separation.

Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

N80-23452" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANE OF HIGH UREA REJEC-
TION PROPERTIES Patent
Catherine C. Johnson and Theodore J. Wydeven, in_ntors (to
NASA) Issued22 Apr. 1980 6 p Fil_d9Jun. 1976 Supersedes
N77-18265 (15 - 09, p1152)
(NASA-Case-ARC-10980-1 ; US-Patent-4,199,448;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-694407; US-Patent-Class-210-23H:
US-Patent-Class-204-171; US-Patent-Class-210-500M;
US-Patent-Class-427-41; US-Patent-Class-427-245) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11G

Polymeric membranes suitable for use in reverse osmosis
water purification because of their high urea and salt rejection
properties are prepared by generating a plasmaof an unsaturated
hydrocarbonmonomer and nitrogen gas from an electrical source.
A polymeric membrane is formed by depositing a polymer of
the unsaturated monomer from the plasma onto a substrate, so
that nitrogen from the nitrogen gas is incorporated within the
polymer in a chemically combined form.

Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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RESEARCH SUPPORT

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA

N80-18709" H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. fixed-wing aircraft simulation through software changes only;
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. (3) interfaces with an advanced cab/visual display system of
OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO large dimensions; (4) makes maximum use of proven techniques,

G SUB Z ACCELERATION STRESS Ph.D, Thesis - Univ. convenient materials and off-the-shelf components; (5) will operate
of N. Indiana within the existing building envelope without modifications;

Salvadore A. Rositano Washington Feb. 1980 100 p refs (6) can be built within the specified weight limit and avoid

(NASA-TM-81166; A-8059) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 compromising VMS performance; (7) provides maximum
CSCL 06S performance with a minimum of power consumption; (8) simple

The efficacy of a new objective technique using a transcu- design minimizes coupling between motions and maximizes
taneous Doppler flowmeter to monitor superficial temporal artery reliability; and (9) can be built withinexisting budgetary figures
blood flow velocity during acceleration was investigated, The RE.S,
results were correlated with current objective and subjective
G tolerance end points, In over 1300 centrifuge runs. retrograde

eye level blood flow leading to total flow cessation was consistently
recorded and preceded visual field deterioration leading to blackout

by3 to23secondsThenewmethodwassuccessfullyapplied JOURNAL ARTICLES
as an objective indication of tolerance in a variety of test situations
including evaluation of g-suits, straining maneuvers, and 13 deg,
45 deg and 65 deg set back angles, R,E.S.

A80-15750 * A solar-heated water system for a photo-

graphic processing laboratory. R. P. Michaelis and H. Nitta (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). (Society of Photo-
graphic Scientists and Engineers and U.S. Geological Survey, Seminar

on Chemical and Efficient Management, Sioux Fafls, S. Dak., Oct.

NS0-19471*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 1978.) Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering, vol. 5, Summer
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. 1979, p. 127-131. Contract No. NAS2-9925.

R TEXTURE EXTRACTION ON THE ILLIAC 4 Fin'al Report
Richard M. Brown and Marsha Jo Hannah 15 May 1979
40 p refs
(AD-A070523; NASA-TM-81002; IAC-TM-5768;

IAC-Ref-77-15/1; ETL-0191) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01

CSCL 14E A80-50322 * A microprocessor.based'instrument for neural
IAC has developed texture extraction programs that run on pulse wave analysis. G. K. Kojima (NASA, Ames Research Center,

the ILLIAC IV parallel processor. It has used these programs to Moffett Field, Calif.) and F. Bracchi (Milano, UniversitY, Milan,

extract two different texture measures from 32 aerial images Italy). IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, vol. BME-27,
provided by ETL. These textures are based on the MAX-MIN
technique on the computation of spatial dependence matrices. Sept. 1980, p. 515-519. 12 refs.
This report provides high-level descriptions of the texture

algorithms, the software system created to implement these
algorithms, the test and verification efforts and the results and
conclusions. GRA

CONFERENCE PAPERS

A80-22382 * // The suitability of the ILLIAC IV architecture
NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS for image processing,D. K. Stevensonand R. M. Hord (NASA, Ames

ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.). In: InternationalSymposium
on Remote Sensingof Environment, 13th, Ann Arbor, Mich., April

N80-16070'# Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa. 23-27, 1979, Proceedings.Volume 1. (A80-22376 07-43) Ann Arbor,
FEASIBILITY AND CONCEPT STUDY TO CONVERT THE Mich., Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, 1979, p.
NASA/AMES VERTICAL MOTION SIMULATOR TO A 61-71.10 refs.
HELICOPTER SIMULATOR Final Report The major architectural features of the ILLIAC IV large scale,
C. A. Belsterling, R. C. Chou, E. G. Davies, and K. C. Tsui Sep. array processorare summarized along with their applicability to
1978 150 p image processing.Severalimageprocessingalgorithmsareconsidered,
(Contract NAS2-9884; NASA Order C-4952-1) including multispectral classification, texture feature extraction,
(NASA-CR-152193) Avail: NTIS HC AO7/MF A01 CSCL two-dimensional Fourier transform, and synthetic aperture radar14B

processing. The basic parallelism of the ILLIAC IV (64 processingThe conceptual design for converting the vertical motion
elements acting in lock-step) is usually fully utilized by the imagesimulatior (VMS) to a multi-purpose aircraft and helicopter

simulator is presented. A unique, high performance four degrees processingapplications. The major architectural aspect of the system
of freedom (DOF)motion system Was developed to permanently with respect to image processing is the relatively small local
replace the present six DOF synergistic system. The new four scratch-pad memory and the long latency time to accessthe main
DOF system has the following outstanding features: (1) will storage device. The major precision used for the image processing
integrate with the two large VMS translational modes and their applications is the 32-bit floating point, given a choice of 8-bit
associated subsystems; (2) can be converted from helicopter to integers and 64-bit floating point. B.J.
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A80-27432 * Error detection and rectification in digital
terrain models. M. J. Hannah (NASA, Ames Research Center,
Institute for Advanced Computation, Moffett Field, Calif.). In:
American Society of Photogrammetry and American Congress on
Surveying and Mapping, Fall Technical Meeting, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.,
September 17-21, 1979, Joint Proceedings. (A80-27426 10-43) Falls
Church, Va., American Society of Photogrammetry, 1979, p.
152-164. 5 refs.

Digital terrain models produced by computer correlation of
stereo images are likely to contain occasional grosserrors in terrain
elevation. These errors typically result from having mismatched
sub-areasof the two images,a problem which can occur for a variety
of image- and terrain-related reasons. Such elevation errors produce
undesirable effects when the models are further processed, and
should be detected and corrected as early in the processing as
possible. Algorithms have been developed to detect and correct
errors in digital terrain models. These algorithms focus on the useof
constraints on both the allowable slope and the allowable change in
slope in local areasaround each point. Relaxation-like techniques are
employed in the iteration of the detection and correction phasesto
obtain best results. (Author)

A80-29480 * // Calorimeter probesfor measuringhighthermal
flux. L. D. Russell(NASA, Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field,
Calif.). In: IClASF '79; International Congresson Instrumentationin
Aerospace Simulation Facilities, 8th, Monterey, Calif., September
24-26, 1979, Record. (A60-29476 11-35) New York, Institute of
Electrical and ElectronicsEngineers,Inc., 1979, p. 33-36.

The paper describesexpendable, slug-typecalorimeter probes
developedfor measuringhigh heat-flux levelsof 10-30 kW/sq cm in
electric-arc jet facilities. The probes are constructed with thin
tungsten caps mounted on Teflon bodies; the temperature of the
back surfaceof the tungstencap is measured,and its rate of change

the steady-state, absorbed heat flux as the calorimeter probe Rgives
heats to destruction when inserted into the arc jet. It is concluded
that the simple construction of these probes allows them to be
expendable and heated to destruction to obtain a measurable
temoerature slope at high heating rates. A.T.

PATENTS

N80-18691" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
INDUCTION POWERED BIOLOGICAL RADIOSONDE
Patent

Thomas B. Fryer. inventor {to NASA) Issued 5 Feb. 1980
12 p Filed 12 May 1977 Supersedes N77-23743 (16 - 14.
p 1894)
(NASA-Case-ARC- 11120-1 ; US-Patent-4,186,749;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-796256; U S-Patent-Class- 128-748;
US-Patent-Class-128-903; US-Patent-Class-73-724) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 06B

An induction powered implanted monitor for epidurally
measuring intracranial pressure and telemetering the pressure
information to a remote readout is disclosed. The monitor utilizes

an inductance-capacitance (L-C) oscillator in which the C
comprises a variable capacitance transducer, one electrode of
which is a small stiff pressure responsive diaphragm. The oscillator
is isolated from a transmitting tank circuit by a buffer circuit
and all electric components in the implanted unit except an

input and an output coil are shielded by a metal housing,
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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ARMY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
(AVRADCOM)

NASA FORMAL REPORTS

N80-33356"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
CALCULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY
TRANSONIC FLOWS PAST HELICOPTER BLADES

J. J. Chattot Oct. 1980 32 p refs Prepared in cooperation
with Army Aviation Research and Development Command, Moffett
Field. Calif.

(NASA-TP-1721;A-8024) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
01A

A finite difference code for predicting the high speed flow
over the advancing helicopter rotor is presented, The code solves
the low frequency, transonic small disturbance equation and is
suitable for modeling the effects of advancing blade unsteadiness
on blades of nearly arbitrary planforrn. The method employs a
quasi-conservative mixed differencing scheme and solves the
resulting difference equations by an alternating direction scheme.
Computed results showed good agreement with experimental
blade pressure data and illustrate some of the effects of varying
the rotor planform. The flow unsteadiness is shown to be an
indispensible part of a transonic solution. Close to the tip at
high advance ratio, cross flow effects can significantly affect the
solution. Author

X

NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS

N80-16737"_ Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Human Performance
Center and Aviation Psychology Lab,
MULTI-MODAL INFORMATION PROCESSING FOR VISUAL
WORKLOAD RELIEF
Michael W. Burke, Richard D. Gilson, and Richard J. Jagacinski
1980 28 p refs
(Grant NsG-2179)

(NASA-CR-162720) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF A01 CSCL
05H

The simultaneous performance of two single-dimensional
compensatory tracking tasks, one with the left hand and one
with the right hand, is discussed. The tracking performed with
the left hand was considered the primary task and was performed
with a visual display or a quickened kinesthetic-factual (KT) display
The right-handed tracking was considered the secondary task
and was carried out only with a visual display. Although the
two primary task displays had afforded equivalent performance
in a critical tracking task performed alone, in the dual-task situation
the quickened KT primary display resulted in superior secondary
visual task performance, Comparisons of various combinations
of primary and secondary visual displays in integrated or separated
formats indicate that the superiority of the quickened KT
display is not simply due to the elimination of visual scanning.
Additional testing indicated that quickening per se also is not
the immediate cause of the observed KT superiority R.E.S.
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AEROMECHANICS LABORATORY

NASA FORMAL REPORTS

N80-20619"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lambert (Service Technique des Construction Aeronautiques,
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Paris), and R. F. Indergand (Mather AFB, Calif.) May 1980
ON THE NONLINEAR DEFORMATION GEOMETRY OF 26 p refs Presented at the 36th Annual Forum of the Am.
EULER-BERNOULLI BEAMS Helicopter Soc., Washington, D.C.. May 1980
Dewey H. Hodges, Robert A. Ormiston, and David A. Peters (AD-A085809) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL01/2
Apr. 1980 57 p refs The dynamic stall characteristicsof eight airfoils have been
(NASA-TP-1566; A-7985; AVRADCOM-TR-80-A-1) Avail: investigated in sinusoidalpitch Oscillationsover a wide range of
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20K two dimensionalunsteady flow conditions.The results provide a

Nonlinearexpressionsare developed to relate the orientation unique comparison of the effects of section geometry in a
of the deformed beam cross section, torsion, local components simulated rotor environment. Important differences between the
of bending curvature, angular velocity, and virtual rotation to various airfoils were observed,particularlywhen the stall regimes
deformation variables. The deformed beam kinematic quantities were penetrated only slightly. Under these circumstances, the
are proven to be equivalentto those derived from variousrotation profiles that stall gradually from the trailing edge appear to offer
sequences by identifying appropriate changes of variable based an advantage. However, all of the airfoils tended increasingly
on fundamental uniqueness properties of the deformed beam toward leading-edge stall when both the severity of dynamic
geometry. The torsionvariable usedis shownto bemathematically stall and the free-stream iach number increased. In all cases,
analogous to an axial deflection variable commonly used in the the parameters of the unsteady motion appear to be more
literature. Rigorousapplicabilityof Hamilton's principleto systems important than airfoil geometry for configurations that are
described by a class of quasi-coordinates that includes these appropriatefor helicopter rotors. GRA
variables is formally established. K.L.

N80-29294# Army Research and Technology Labs., Moffett
NASA CONTRACTOR REPORTS Field.Calif.AeromechanicsLab.

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF yAEROELASTIC COUPLINGS ON AEROMECHANICAL
N80-27397"_ Northrop Corp., Hawthorne. Calif. Aerosciences STABILITY OF A HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTER
Lab, William G. Bousman 1980 14 p refs Presented at the Ann.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS. PART 1: Forum of the Am. Helicopter Soc., Washington. D.C., May
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR HEUCOPTER/VTOL WIDE- 1980
ANGLE SIMULATION IMAGE GENERATION DISPLAY (AD-A085819) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20/4
SYSTEM Final Report A 1.62 m diameter rotor model was used to investigate
Oct, 1977 198 p Sponsored in part by Army Air Mobility aeromechanicalstability,and the resultswere compared to theory.
and Researchand Development Lab. and Ames Researcr.Center, Configurationstested included: (1) a nonmatchedstiffness rotor
Mountain View. Calif, as a baseline, (2) the baseline rotor with negative pitch-lag
(Contract NAS2-9351) coupling, (3) the combinationof negative pitch-lag and structural
(NASA-CR-152376; NOR-77-102-Pt-1) Avail: NTIS flap-lag coupling on the baseline rotor, (4) a matched stiffness
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 14B rotor, and {5) a matched stiffness rotor with negative pitch-lag

A preliminary design for a helicopter/VSTOL wide angle coupling. The measured lead-lag regressing mode damping of
simulator image generation displaysystem is studied. The visual the five configurations agreed well with theory, but only the
system is to become part of a simulator capability to support matched stiffnesscase with negative pitch-lag couplingwas able
Army aviation systems researchand development within the near to stabilize the air resonance mode. Comparisonof theory and
term, As required for the Army to simulate a wide range of experiment for the damping of the body modesshowed significant
aircraft characteristics,versatility and ease of changing cockpit differencesthat may be related to rotor inflow dynamics. GRA
configurationswere primary considerationsof the study. Due to
the Army's interest in low altitude flight and descents into and
landing in constrained areas,particular emphasisis given to wide
field of view, resolution,brightness,contrast,and color.The visual
display study includes a preliminary design, demonstrated
feasibility of advancedconcepts,and a plan for subsequentdetail N80-29370_ Army Research and Technology Labs.. Moffett
design and development. Analysis and tradeoff considerations Field, Calif. Aeromechanics Lab.
for various visual system elements are outlined and discussed. RESULTS OF A SIMULATOR INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL

E.DK. SYSTEM AND DISPLAY VARIATIONS FOR AN ATTACK
HELICOPTER MISSION

Edwin W. Aiken and Robert K. Merrill May 1980 25 p refs
Presented at 36th Ann. Natl. Forum of the AHS, Washington.
D.C.. May 1980
(AD-A085812) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL 01/2CONFERENCE PAPERS A piloted simulatorexperiment designedto assessthe effects
on overall system performance and pilot workload of variatio'ns
in control system characteristicsand display format and logic

N80-29252_ Army Research and Technology Labs., Moffett for a nighttime attack helicopter mission is described. The
Field, Calif. simulation facility provideda representationof a helmet-mounted
DYNAMIC STALL ON ADVANCED AIRFOIL SECTIONS display image consisting of flight-control and fire-control
W. J. McCroskey, K W. McAlister, L. W. Carr, S. L. Pucci, O. symbology superimposed on the background video from a
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simulatedforward-lookinginfraredsensor.Control systemsranging
from the baseline stability and control augmentation system to
various hover augmentation schemes were investigated together
with variations in the format and logic of the superimposed
._umboloov Selected control system and display failures were
also simulated, llle results oT the experiment indicate that the
baselinecontrol/display systemis unsatisfactorywithout improve-
ment for the evaluation task which included a hovering target
search and acquisition. Significant improvements in pilot rating
were achieved by both control systemand display variations.

GRA

PATENTS

N80-14107" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field, Calif.
ACOUSTICALLY SWEPT ROTOR Patent
FredricH. Schmitz,DonaldA. Boxwell,and RandeVause, inventors
(to NASA) Issued 25 Sep. 1979 23 p Filed 8 Sep. 1977
SupersedesN77-31130 (15 - 22, p 2893)

,(NASA-Case-ARC-11106-1 ; US-Patent-4,168,939;
U S- Patent-AppI-SN-831633; US- Patent-Class-416-228;
US-Patent-Class-416-238; US-Patent-Class-415-199) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 01C

Impulsive noise reduction is provided in a rotor blade by
acoustically sweeping the chord line from root to tip so that
the acoustic radiation resultingfrom the summation of potential
singularities used to model the flow about the blade tend to
cancel for all times at an observation point in the acoustic far
field. Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Y
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AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGY OFFICE

NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDA

N80-22984"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. manipulation function (which draws upon current ideas in the
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. areasof informationprocessing,computer programming,memory,
THEORY OF THE DECISION/PROBLEM STATE and thinking). The two componentsare linkedtogether to provide
Duncan L. Dieterly Apr. 1980 21 p refs a structurethat assists in understandingthe processof resolving
(NASA-TM-81192; AFHRL/H80-104; A-8161) Avail: NTIS problems and making decisions. R.E.$.
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL05J

A theory of the decision-problem state was introduced and
elaborated. Starting with the basic model of a decision-problem
condition, an attempt was made to explain how a major
decision-problem may consist of subsets of decision-problem

conditions composing different condition sequences. In addition. N80-25002"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
the basic classical decision-tree model was modified to allow Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett Field. Calif.
for the introduction of a series of characteristics that may be DECISION-PROBLEM STATE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
encountered in an analysis of a decision-problem state. The DuncanL. Dieterly May 1980 21 p refs Prepared in cooperation
resulting hierarchical model reflects the unique attributes of the with AFHRL Moffett Field,Calif.
decision-problem state. The basic model of a decision-problem (NASA-TM-81194; AFHRL/H/80-102) Avail: NTIS
condition was used as a base to evolve a more complex model HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL 05J
that is more representative of the decision-problem state and A methodology for analyzing a decision-problem state is
may be used to initiate researchon decision-problemstates, presented.The methodologyis basedon the analysisof an incident

RE.S. in terms of the set of decision-problem conditionsencountered.
By decomposing the events that preceded an unwanted
outcome, such as an accident, into the set of decision-problem
conditionsthat were resolved,a more comprehensiveunderstand-
ing is possible. All human-error accidents are not caused by

N80-22985" _ National Aeronauticsand Space Administration. faulty decision-problemresolutions,but it appears to be one of H
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. the majorareas of accidentscited in the literature. A three-phase
PROBLEM SOLVING AND DEClSlONMAKING: AN methodologyis presentedwhich accommodatesa wide spectrum
INTEGRATION of events. It allows for a systems content analysisof the available
Duncan L Dieterly Apr, 1980 20 p refs Preparedin cooperation data to establish: (1) the resolutions made. (2) alternatives not
with Air Force Human ResourcesLab., Moffett Field, Calif. considered. (3) resolutions missed, and (4) possible conditions
(NASA-TM-81191; AFHRL/H80-103; A-8160) Avail: NTIS not considered. The product is a map of the decision-problem
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05J conditionsthat were encounteredas well as a projected,assumed

An attempt was made to redressa critical fault of decisionmak, setof conditionsthat should have beenconsidered.The application
ing and problem solving research-a lack of a standard method of this methodology introduces a systematic approach to
to classify problem or decision states or conditions. A basic decomposing the events that transpired prior to the accident.
modelwas identified andexpandedto indicatea possibletaxonomy The initial emphasis is on decision and problem resolution. The
of conditions which may be used in reviewing previous research technique allows for a standardized method of accident into a
or for systematicallypursuingnew researchdesigns.A generaliza- scenario which may used for review or the development of a
tion of the basic conditions was then made to indicate that the training simulation. R.E.S.
conditions are essentially the same for both concepts, problem
solvingand decisionmaking. R.E.S.

NS0-34097'P_ Natuonal Aeronautics and Space Administration.

N80-23985"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. AUTOMATION LITERATURE: A BRIEF REVIEW AND
CLARIFICATION PROCESS: RESOLUTION OF DECISION- ANALYSIS
PROBLEM CONDITIONS Dianne Smith and Duncan L Dieterly Oct. i980 17 p refs

Duncan L, Dieterly May 1980 24 p refs (NASA-TM-81245; A-8369) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
(NASA-TM-81193; AFHRL-H-80-101: A-8162) Avail: NTIS CSCL05E

HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05J Current thought and research positions which may allow for
A model of a general process which occurs in both an improved capability to understand the impact of introducing

decisionmaking and problem-solving tasks is presented. It is called automation to an existing system are established. The orientation
the clarification model and is highly dependent on information was toward the type of studies which may provide some general
flow. The model addresses the possible constraints of individual insight into automation; specifically, the impact of automation
indifferences and experience in achieving success in resolving in human performance and the resulting system performance.

decision-problem conditions. As indicated, the application of the While an extensive number of articles were reviewed, only
clarification process model is only necessary for certain classes those that addressed the issue of automation and human
of the basic decision-problem condition. With less complex performance were selected to be discussed. The literature is
decision problem conditions, certain phases of the model may organized along two dimensions: time, Pre-1970, Post-1970;
be omitted. The model may be applied across a wide range of and type of approach. Engineering or Behavioral Science. The
decision problem conditions. The model consists of two major conclusions reached are not definitive, but do provide the initial
components: (1) the five-phase prescriptive sequence (based on stepping stones in an attempt to begin to bridge the concept of
previous approaches to both concepts) and (2) the information automation in a systematic progression. L.F.M.
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CONFERENCE PAPERS

A80-44492 * # A computational and experimental study of
high Reynolds number viscous/inviscidinteraction about a coneat
high angleof attack. D. S. McRae (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field, Calif.; USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-
PattersonAFB, Ohio), D. F. Fisher (NASA, Ames ResearchCenter,
Moffett Field; NASA, Flight ResearchCenter, Edwards,Calif.), and
D. J. Peake. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Fluid and PlasmaDynamics Conference, 13th, Snovvrnass,Colo., July
14-16, 1980, Paper 80-1422. 14 p. 21 refs. Contract No. NAS2-
10578.

The flow overa 5 degsemi-angleconeat incidencein supersonic
flow is studied as a model problem for the flow over aircraft
forebodies. A computational method utilizing the conically sym-
metric Navier-Stokes equations is used to obtain theoretical flow
results which are comparedwith experimentaldata from the Ames
ResearchCenter 6- bv 6-Foot Wind Tunnel and with resultsfrom a
cone model stingmountedon an F-15 aircraft. The computedresults
agree well with the wind-tunnel data but lesswell with the flight
data. Modification of the algebraicturbulence model wasnecessary
to reflect an apparent lower turbulence level in flight than was
presentin the wind tunnel. (Author)

H
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS

M80-10004" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames ResearchCanter. Moffett Field, Calif.
OPTIMAL AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR SPECIFIED
RANGES
FORTRAN IV 2.583 source statements
CDC 600O

ARC-11282 Price: Program $590.00/Documentation $17.50 ARC-11150 Price: Program$1200.00/Documentation $28.50
For an aircraft operating over a fixed range, the operating The testing of rotorcraft, either in flight or in a wind tunnel.

costs are basically a sum of fuel cost and time cost. Whi|e requires a consideration-of the coupled aeroelastic stability of
minimum fuel and minimum time trajectories are relativelyeasy the rotor and airframe, or the rotor and support system. Even if
to calculate, the determination of a minimum cost trajectory the primary purpose of a test is to measure rotor performance.
can be a complex undertaking. This computer program was ignoring the question of dynamic stability introduces the risk of
developed to optimize trajectories with respect to a cost catastrophicfailure of the aircraft. This computer program was
function based on a weighted sum of fuel cost and time cost. developed to incorporate an analytical model of the aeroelastic
As a researchtool. the program could be used to study various behaviorof a wide range of rotorcraft. Such an analytical model
characteristics of optimum trajectories and their comparison to isdesirablefor bothpre-test predictionsand post-test correlations,
standard trajectories. It might also.be used to generate a model The program is also applicablein investigationsof isolated rotor
for the development of an airborne trajector optimization system, aeroelasticity and helicopter flight dynamics and could be
The program could be incorporated into an aidine flight planning employed as a basis for more extensive investigations of
system, with optimum flight plans determined at takeoff time aeroelastic behavior, such as automatic control system design.
for the prevailing flight conditions, The use of trajectory The program incorporatesan analytical model which is applicable
optimizationcould significantlyreducethe cost for a given aircraft to a wide range of rotors, helicopters,and operating conditions,
mission, The algorithm incorporated in the program assumes The equations of motion used in the model were derived using
that a trajectow consistsof climb, cruise, and descent segments an integralNewtonian method,which providesconsiderableinsight
The optimization of each segment is not done independently, as into the blade inertial and aerodynamic forces. The rotor model
in classical procedures, but is performed in a manner which includes coupled flap-lag bending and blade torsion degrees of
accounts for interaction between the segments, This is ac- freedom, and is applicable to articulated, hingeless, gimballed.
complished by the application of optimal control theory. The and teetering rotors with an arbitrary number of blades, The
climb and descent profilesare generated by integrating a set of aerodynamic model is valid for both high and low inflow, and
kinematic and dynamic equations, where the total energy of the for both axial and nonaxial flight, Rotor rotationalspeeddynamics.
aircraft is the independent variable, At each energy level of the including engine inertia and damping, and perturbation inflow
climb and descent profiles, the air speed and power setting dynamics are included in the aerodynamic model, For a rotor
necessary for on optimal trajectory are determined.The variatiooal on a Wind tunnel support, a normal mode representationof the
Hamiltonian of the problem consists of the rate of change of test module, strut, and balance is used. The aeroelastic analysis
cost with respect to total energy and a term dependent on the for rotorcraft in flight is applicableto a general two-rotor aircraft.
adjoint variable, which is identical to the optimum cruise cost includingsingle main-rotor and tandem helicopterconfigurations.
at a specified altitude. This variable uniquely specifiesthe optimal and side-by-side or tilting proprotor aircraft configurations. The
cruiseenergy, cruise altitude, cruiseMach number, and. indirectly, rotor model includes rotor-rotor aerodynamic interference and
the climb and descent profiles. If the optimum cruise cost is ground effect, The aircraft model includes rotor-fuselage-tail
specified,an optimum trajectorycan easilybe generated; however, aerodynamicinterference,engine dynamics,and control dynamics
the range obtained for a particular optimum cruise cost is not A constant-coefficient approximation is used for nonaxial flow
known a priori. For short range flights, the program iteratively and a quasistatic approximation is used for the low frequency
variesthe optimum cruisecostuntil the computedrangeconverges dynamics, The coupled systemdynamics resultsin a set of linear
to the specified range, For long-range flights, iteration is differential equations which are used to determine the stability
unnecessary since the specified range can be divided into a and aeroelastic responseof the system, This program is written
cruise segment distance and full climb and descent distances, in FORTRAN IV for batch execution and has been implemented
The user must supply,the program with engine fuel flow rate on an IBM 360 series computer with a central memory
coefficients and an aircraft aerodynamic model. The program
currently includescoefficientsfor the Pratt-Whitney JTaD-7 engine requirementof approximately624K of 8 bit bytes. This program
and an aerodynamic model for the Boeing 727, Input to the was developed in 1977.
program consists of the flight range to be covered and the
prevailing flight conditions including pressure,temperature, and
wind profiles, Information output by the program includes:
optimum cruise tables at selected weights, optimal cruise
quantities as a function of cruise weight and cruise"distance,
climb and descent profiles, and s summary o_ the complete
synthesized optimal trajectory, This program is written in
FORTRAN IV for batch execution and has been implemented
on a CDC 6000 series computer with a central memory
requirement of approximately lOOK (octal) of 60 bit words. This
aircraft trajectory optimization program was developed in 1979.

M80-10034" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS FOR ROTORCRAFT IN FLIGHT
OR IN A WIND TUNNEL
FORTRAN IV 13.793 source statements
IBM 360
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INDEXES





PUBLICLYAVAILABLEPUBLICATIONS

SUBJECTINDEX

Typical Subject Index Listinu

I t SUBJECT HEADING I IEX_ONI HT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS

CONTINUUaNE_ANICS try-_-- MT PARTICLEACCELEBATIOH_System theoryas applieddifferentialgeome
| linearsystem,-- The effectsof motionand g-seatcues on pilotsimulatorperformanceof three pilotingtasks
| [NASA-CH-3209] p0013 M80-12776 [NASA-TP-1601] p0004 N80-15069

NASA A new approachto active controlof rotorcraft
PAGE ACCESSION vibration

NUMBER NUMBER [AIAA 80-1778] p0027 A80-45556
ACCELERATIONSTRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT CENTRIFUGINGSTRESS
The architectureof the avian retinafollowing

The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is exposure tO chronic 2 G
insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added,sep- p0096 A80-42013
arated from the title by three hyphens. The STAR or/AA accession number is in-
cluded in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract sec- Objective measurement of human tolerance to +G subz accelerationstress
tion, lfapplicable areportnumberisalsoincluded as an aidinidentifyingthe
document. Thepageandaccessionnumbersarelocatedbeneathandtotheright [NASA-TM-81166] p0098 N80-18709ACCIDEHTIiVNSTIGATION
ofthetitle. Underanyonesubjectheadingtheaccessionnumbersarearranged HT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

insequence withthe _A accessionnumbersappearingfirst. Equations foe determining aircraft motions for
accidentdata
[NASA-TM-78609] p0010 N80-25306

A ACCIDENTPEETENTION
Decision-problemstateanalysismethodology

&BIOGENESIS [NASA-TH-8119q] p0103 N80-25002
Aldocyanoinmicrospheres- Partialamino acid ACCLIM&TIZATION
analysisof the micropazticulatesformedfrom NT HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
simplereactantsunder variousconditions ACCONEODATIONCOEFPICIENT

p0086 &80-11473 An extendedsoft-cubemodelfor the thermal
&BLATIOM accommodationof gas atoms on solidsurfaces

Shapechange of Galileoprobemodels in [EASA-TM-81163] p0035 N80-14941
free-flighttests ACCBETION
[NASA-TB-81209] p0037 N80-27q18 U DEPOSITION

ABI_TIWE NOSE CONES _CCUEOL&TONS
Supersonicflow over three-dimensionalablated NT SOLAH COLLECTORS
nosetipsusing an unsteadyimplicitnumerical NT SOLARREFLECTORS
procedure ACEONDNITES
[AIAA PAPER 80-0063] p0O60 A80-19271 Spectroscopicevidencefor two achondriteparent

ABSORBERS (EQOIPMENT} bodies- Asteroids349 Dembowskaand 4 Vesta
Developmentof the electrochemicallyregenerable p0072 A80-26173
carbondioxideabsorberfoe portablelife ACIDS
supportsystemapplication NT AMINO ACIDS
[ASME PAPER 79-EMAS-33] p0092 A80-15257 NT CAEBOXYLICACIDS

ABSORBERS (N&TERIALS} ACOHSTIC&TTBNOATIOH
Adsorptioninterferencein mixturesof trace Evaluationof approximatemethodsfor the
contaminantsflowingthroughactivatedcarbon predictionof noise shieldingby airframe
adsorberbeds components
[ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-17] p0096 AB0-q3193 [NASA-TP-100q] p0004N80-15129

&BSOEPTIONBANDS ACOUSTIC EMISSION
U ABSORPTIONSPECTRA On the outputof acousticalsources
ABSORPTIONCROSS SECTIONS [NASA-CR-162576] p001q N80-15872

Part-bodyand multibodyeffectson absorptionof ACOUSTICEXCIT&TION
radio-frequencyelectromagneticenergyby A note of sound radiationfrom distributedsources
animalsand by modelsof man p0030 A80-31805

p0071A80-22987 ACOUSTICGENERATORS
Na . Xe collisionsin the presenceof two U S0gND GEBEHATORS
nonresonantlasers &COUSTICIESTABILITI

p0051A80-32q16 Characterizationof acoustic disturbancesin
ABSOEPTIOESPECTR& linearlyshearedflows

A new atlas of infraredmethanespectrabetween [NASA-CR-162577] p0014 N80-15869
1120 per cm and 1800 per cm --- Book &COUSTICNEASBREMENTS

p00q2 A80-15655 NT NOISE MEASUREMENT
Integratedband intensitiesof gaseousN/2/0/5/ Acoustic characteristicsof two hybridinletsat

p00_7 A80-25660 forwardspeed
ABUNDANCE [AIAA PAPER79-0678] p0021 A80-20828

Carbonaceouschondrites.I - Characterizationand An experimentalstudy of the structureand
significanceof carbonaceouschondrite/CM/ acousticfield of a jet in a crossstream ---
xemolithsin the dodziehowardite Ames 7-ft by 10-ft wind tunneltests

p0086A80-13013 [NASA-CH-16246q] p0014 H80-15871
ACCELER&TEDLIPE TESTS ACOUSTICPROP&GATION

The acceleratedcharacterizationof viscoelastic Characterizationof acousticdisturbancesin
compositematerials linearlyshearedflows
[NASA-CR-163188] p0039 N80-24370 p0030 A80-31804

ACCELERATION(PHYSICS} Modal contentof noise generatedby a coaxial jet
_T ANGULARACCELERATION in a pipe
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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES SUBJECT INDEX

[NASA-CR-163575] p0019 N80-33177 effectsof low levelsof oxygenon Saccharonyces
ACOUSTICPROPERTIES cerevisiae
NT ACOUSTICIHSTABILITY p0086 AHQ-12229
NT ACOUSTICSCATTERING AERODYNABLKCnTIS

ACOUSTICRADIATION O AEHODYNAHICBALANCE
U SOUND RAVES AERODIHABL_CBAL&HCE

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING Total aircraftflight-controlsystem - Balanced
Acousticresonancesand sound scatteringby a open- and closed-loopcontrolwith dynamictrim
shear layer maps
[NASA-CR-166181] p0014 N80-15873 p0025 A8U-32448

ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft
O SOUND WAVES aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part 2: UserW$manual

ACOUSTICS [NASA-TH-81183] p0010 N80-28297
NT AEROACOUSTICS AERODYNABL_CBRAKES
Outputof acousticalsources--- effectsof NT RING FLAPS
structuralelementsand backgroundflow on AERODYNANICCE_TE_
immobilemultipolarpoint radiation U AERODYNAMICBALANCE

p0030 A80-37806 AERODYNAUICCHARACTERISTICS
ACQOISITION NT AERODYNAHICBALANCE
NT DATA ACQUISITION NT AERODyNANTCDRAG

ACTINIDE SERIESCOHPOONDS NT AERODYNAMICSTABILITY
NT URANIUMFLUORIDES NT INTERFERENCEDRAG

ACTINONETERS NT INTERFERENCELIFT
NT INFRAREDDETECTORS NT LIFT
NT INFRAREDSCANNERS NT ROTOR LIFT
NT RADIOHETERS Computer/experimentintegrationfor unsteady
NT SPECTNORADIONETERS aerodynawicresearch
NT ULTRAVIOLETSPECTROMETERS p0025 A80-29501

ACTIVATEDCARBON Analysisof two-diuensionalincompressibleflows
Adsorptioninterferencein mixturesof trace by a subsurfacepanel method
contaminantsflowingthroughactivatedcarbon p0029 A80-30566
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medium [AIaa PAPER 80-1422] p0104 A80-44492

p0031A80-45488 Computationsof the Magnuseffectfor slender
SUBSONICSPEED bodiesin supersonicflow

Potentialbenefitsfor propfantechnologyon [AIAA 80-1586] p0028a80-45882
derivativesof future short-to medium-range SUPERSONIC]OZZLES
transportaircraft aircraftenginenozzle
[AIAa PAPER 80-I090] p0026 A80-38905 [NASA-CASE-ARC-,10977-1] p0033 N80-32392

SUBSONICWIND TUNNELS SUPERSONICTRANSPORTS
Turbulencemeasurementsin the boundarylayer of a Stratosphericaerosolmodificationby supersonic
low-speedwind tunnel usinglaser velocimetry transportand spaceshuttleoperations- Climate
[NASA-TM-81165] p0008 N80-16300 implications

SUGARS pOOq7 a80-26088
NT GLUCOSE Stratosphericaerosolmodificationby supersonic

SUITS transportoperationswith climateimplications
NT SPACESUITS [NASA-RP-lO58] pO034 N80-15726

SULFATES SUPPORTSYSTEMS
Microbialsulfatereductionmeasuredby an NT CLOSED ECOLOGICALSYSTEMS
automatedelectricalimpedancetechnigue NT LIFE SUPPORTSYSTEMS

p0087 A80-21982 NT PORTABLELIFE SUPPORTSYSTEMS
The stratosphericsulfateaerosollayer - SURFACECOOLING
Processes,models,observations,and simulations Whole planetcoolingand the radiogenicheat

p0051A80-34435 source contentsof the earth and moon
SOLFIDES p0053 A80-36651

OCS, stratosphericaerosolsand climate SURFACEDIFFUSION
p004q A80-19741 A calculationof the diffusionenergies for

SULFURCOHPOONDS adatonson surfacesof F.C.C.metals
NT SULFATES pO068 a8O-1353q
NT SULFIDES SURFACEGEOMETRY

Workshopon aircraftSurfaceRepresentationfor
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SUBJBCT IIDEI TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION

AerodynamicComputation Designand operationof the PioneerVenus orbiter
[NASA-TN-81170] pO008 N80-19025 ultravioletspectrometer

SURFACELAYERS p0073 A80-30841
Evaluationof the time dependentsurfaceshear SOLARESorbitingmirror system
stressin turbulentflows [AAS 79-304] p0067 A80-52280
[ASME PAPER 79-NA/FE-17] p0078 A80-18618 A hingelessrotor XV-|5 designintegration

The role of cesium suboxidesin low=work-function feasibilitystudy. Volume I: Engineering
surfacelayersstudiedby I-ray photoelectron designstudies
spectroscopy- Ag-O-Cs [NASA-CE-_52310] p0015 _80-18030

p0051 ia0-3384q Practicaloptimalflightcontrolsystem designfox
SURFACEPROPERTIES helicopteraircraft. Volume1: TechnicalReport
NT SURFACETEaPERATURE [NASA-CR-3275] p0017 N80-23328
A correlationmethodto predictthe surface Titan probe technologyassessmentand technology

pressuredistributionof an infinite plateor a developmentplan study
body of revolutionfrom which a jet is issuing [NASA-CR-152381] p0040 N80-32q17
[NASA-CR-152345] p0018 N80-32339 StSTEUS_U&GEffENT

SURFACETEHPERATURE Operationalproceduresfor groundstation
Infrared-temperaturevariabilityin a large operation: ATS-3 Hawaii-Amessatellitelink
agriculturalfield ---Dunnigan, California experiment
[E80-10331] p0038 N80-32822 [RASA-TN-81155] p0035 N80-13333

SURFACEVEHICLES STSTEESSIHUL&TION
NT AIRCRAFTCARRIERS Perceptionof aircraftseparationwith

STEEP EFFECT @ilot-pref_rredsynbologyon a cockpitdisplay
Acousticallyswept rotor --- helicopternoise of trafficinformation
reduction [NASA-TE-81172] p0084 N80-31397
[NASA-CASE-ARC-Ill06-1] p0102 N80-1q107

SWELLIBG TThermalexpansionand swellingof cured epoxy
resin used in graphite/epoxycompositematerials T TAHRI STARS

p0054 A80-q0926 Red and nebulous objectsin dark clouds- A survey
SWEPT RINGS p0044 A80-20662
NT DELTA WINGS TAIL ROTORS
Experimentaland computationalstudyof transonic NT HELICOPTERTAIL ROTORS
flow about swept wings TAKEOFF
[AIAA PAPER 80-0005] p0060 A80-18235 A head-updisplayformatfor applicationto

Transonicswept-winganalysisusing asymptoticand transportaircraftapproachand landing
other numericallethods [NASA-Ta-81199] p0012 N80-29295
[AIAA PAPER 80-0342] p0024 A80-22751 TANKS (CONTAINEIS)

Analysis of transonicswept wings using asymptotic NT STORAGETANKS
and other numericalmethods TAPEREDHIJGS
[NASA-TB-80762] p0011 N80-29255 U SNEPT WINGS

SWEPTBACKUINGS TARE (DATAREDUCTION)
NT DELTARINGS U DATA REDUCTION
SEIRLINU TASK COIPLEXITT

An experimentalinvestigationof two large annular Dynamicdecisionsand work load in multitask
diffuserswith swirlingand distortedinflow supervisorycontrol
[NASA-TP-1628] p0005 N80-1798q p0095 A80-q0898

SHIRLIUGUAKES TAYLORSERIES
U TURBULENTNAKES A new propagationmethod for the radial
SIHEETRICALBODIES S_hroedingereguation
NT AIISYNMETEICBODIES p0069 A80-15768
NT BODIESOF REVOLUTION SCF and CI calculationsof the dipolemoment
NT CYLINDRICALBODIES functionof ozone --- Self-ConsistentField and
HT SPHERES Conf_,uration-I_teraction

SYNTHESIS p0043 A80-17111
Synthesisof perfluoroalkyletheroxadiazole TAILORTHEOBEE
elastomers U TAYLOR SERIES

p0045A80-21992 TEACHING
SYH_HETICFIBERS U EDUCATION

Flash-firepropensityand heat-releaserate TECHNOLOGICALPORECASTIEG
studiesof improvedfire resistantmaterials Applicationof parametricweightand cost

p0042A80-15201 estimatingrelationshipsto futuretransport
STITHETICRESINS aircraft
NT EPOIY RESINS [SAWE PAPER 1292] p002q A80-20637
NT PHENOLICRESINS TECHNOLOGIES
NT THERNOPLASTICRESINS NT ENERGYTECHNOLOGY
NT THEREOSETTINGRESINS TECHNOLOGYASSESSHBNT
SYNTHETICRUBBERS Small TransportAircraftTechnology
NT ELASTONERS p0021A80-21225

SYSTEHEFFECTIVENESS An assessmentof ground-basedtechniquesfor
The future of short-haultransportaircraft detectingother planetarysystems. Volume I:
[SAE PAPER 800755] p0029 A80-49703 An overview--- workshopconclusions

SYSTEH IDEHTIFICATIOH [NASA-CP-212q-VOL-I] p003q 880-18997
A scalingtheoryfor linearsystems Parametricstudy of modernairshipproductivity

p0030A80-32676 [NASA-TB-81151] p0011N80-28340
STSTEHSANALYSIS Titan probe.technologyassessmentand technology
NT SYSTENIDENTIFICATION developmentplan study
In depth reviewof the 1979 AIAA Lighter-Than-Air [_ASA-CR-152381] p0040 N80-32417
SystemsTechnologyConference Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small,
[NASA-TH-81158] p0006 N80-12991 short-haulair transports

The analysisof delaysin simulatordigital [NASA-CR-152364] p0019 N80-33396
computingsystems. Volume 1: Formulationof an TECHEOLOGITRANSFER
analysis approachusinga centralexample Conferenceof Remote SensingEducators (CORSE-78}
simulatormodel [NASA-CP-2102] p0034 N80-20003
[NASA-CR-152340] p0015 N80-17722 T_HNOLOGT UTILIZATIOH

SYSTEESDRSIGE The futureof short-haultransportaircraft
O SYSTENSENGINEERING [SAE PAPER 800755] p0029 A80-49703
SYSTEMSEEGIHEERIRG NASA'swesternregionalapplicationstraining
NT COMPUTER SYSTENSDESIGN activity
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TELECOMUUNZCATION SUKJ_T INDEX

p0058 N80-20010 and radar trackingdata from the ITCZ experiment
Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small, of 1977
short-haultransportaircraft [NASA-CR-3269] p0039 N80-21926
[NASA-CR-152363] p0018 N80-32353 TENSILESTRENGTH

Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small, Degradation of tensileand shear propertiesof
short-haulair transports compositesexposedto fire or high temperature
[NASA-CR-152364] p0019 N80-33396 p0072 A80-29697

TELECOEMUNICATIOM TERBIHALGUIDANCE
NT DATA LINES Model developmentfor autonati_guidanceof a VTOL
NT EXTRATERRESTRIALCOENUNICATIOE aircraftto a small aviationship
NT INTERPLANETARYCOMMUNICATION [AIAA 80-1617] p0028 A80-q5907
BT SPACECRAFTCOHNUNICATION TERNARYSYSTBHS(DIGITAL)
NT TELEMETRY O DIGITALSYSTEMS
NT VIDEO COMMUNICATION TERRAINANALTSIS
TELEMETERS Error detectionand rectificationin digital
U TELEMETRY terrainmodels

TELEMETRY p0099 A80-27432
PioneerVenus Hultiprobeentry telemetryrecovery Use of collateralinformationto improveLANDSAT

p0050 A80-30831 classificationaccuracies....VenturaCountyand
PioneerVenus maltiprobeentry telemetryrecovery KlamathNationalForest,California

p0058 N80-26347 [E80-|0268] p0040 N80-29815
TELESCOPES TEST CHAEBERS
NT ASTEONOHICALTELESCOPES NT aNECHOICCHAHBEHS
NT INFRAREDTELESCOPES TEST FACILITIES
NT SPACEBOHNETELESCOPES NT ANECHOICCHAMBERS
NT SPECTROSCOPICTELESCOPES NT SUBSONICMIND TUNNELS
NT X RAYTELESCOPES NT TEST STANDS
TELLEGENTHEORY NT MIND TUNNELS
U NETWORKaNALYSIS The 60-MW Shuttleinteractionheatingfacility
TEEPERATURE p0059 A80-12603
NT ATMOSPHERICTEKPERATURE A techniquefor evaluatingthe Jovian entry-probe
NT BODY TEMPERATURE heat-shieldmaterialgith a gasdynumiclaser
NT BRIGHTNESSTEMPERATURE p0063 A80-29_79
NT CURIE TEMPERATURE Test sectionconfigurationfor aerodynamictesting
NT GAS TENPEHATUHE in shocktubes
NT PLANETARYTEMPERATURE p0026A80-38085
NT SURFACETEMPERATURE TEST STA|DS
TEMPERATURECOJTROL b snail-scaletest for fiber releasefrom carbon

Thermaldesign of a Shuttleinfraredtelescope composites--- pyrolysisand impact
facility/SIRTF/ [NASA-TH-81179] p0036 N80-18105
[AIAA PAPER 80-1502] p0079A80-q1466 THEBATICHAPPING

TEMPERATUREDEPENDENCE Issuesarisingfrom the demonstrationof
Pressureand temperaturedependencekineticsstudy Landsat-basedtechnologiesto inventoriesand
of the NO + BrO yieldingNO2 + BE reaction- mappingof the forest resourcesof the Pacific
Implicationsfor stratosphericbromine Northweststates
photochemistry p0065A80-qlS05

p0068A80-14397 21 cm maps of Jupiteresradiationbelts from all
Temperaturedependenceof intensitiesof the 8-12 rotationalaspeuts
micronbands of CFCI3 p0076 A80-48877

pOOq5 A80-21559 TEERH&L&CCOHHOD&TIONCOEFFICIENTS
Vibration-rotationline shiftsfor I sigma g + U _CCOERODATIONCOEFFICIENT
H2/V,J/-IS/0/He computed via close coupling- THERMALCONTROLCO&TINGS
Temperaturedependence Developmentof high viscositycoatingsfor

p0058A80-51965 advancedSpace Shuttleapplications
TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTION p0079 AR0-Sq760

Pressureand temperaturefieldsassOciatedwith TflERN&LCONVECTION
aero-opticstests --- transonicwind tunnel tests U FREE CONVECTION

pO031N80-25591 THERMALCYCLIEGTESTS
TEEPERATUREEPP_TS Uygrothermaldamagemechanismsin graphite-epoxy

Time-temperaturebehaviorof a unidirectional composites
graphite/epoxycomposite [NASA-CR-3189] p0038 N80-13170

p0078 A80-211q1 THERMALDECONPOSITIOH
Primordialheatingof asteroidalparentbodies NT PYROLYSIS

p0062 A80-2q590 THERMALDEGRADATION
Absolute intensitiesand pressurebroadening Degradation.oftensileand shearpropertiesof
coefficientsmeasuredat differenttemperatures compositesexposedto fire or high temperature
for the 201/II/-000band of C-12/O2/-16at 4978/cm p0072 A80-29697

90048 A80-27125 THERMALEFFECTS
Effectsof eoistureon apparentflexurestrength U TEMPERATUREEFFECTS
and on torsionand flexurefatiguepropertiesof TflERNALEFFICIENCY
graphite-epoxycomposites O THERMODYNAMICEFFICIENCY

p0063A80-27965 THERMALEHISSION
Role of thermaland exercise factorsin the The 16- to 38-micronspectrumof Callisto
mechanismof hypervolemia p0074 A80-35234

pOOR9 k80-327%8 Excitationmechanismsfor the unidentified
Changesinducedon the surfacesof smallPd infraredemissionfeatures
clustersby the thermaldesorptionof CO p005_ A80-406q2

pO053 A80-37179 TSEREALENVIRONRENTS
TEMPERATUREFIELDS Galileoprobeforebo.dyentry thermalprotection-
U TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTION Aerothernalenvironmentsand heat shielding

TEHPERATUREIN_RSIONS requirements
NT CENTHIFUGINGSTRESS [ASME PAPER 80-EN_S-2_] p0066 A80-_3200
TEMPERATUREPROFILES THERMALEXPANSION

The upper atmosphereof Uranus- Mean temperature Thermalexpansionand swellingof cured epoxy
and temperaturevariations resin used in graphite/epoxycompositematerials

p0071 A80-22207 p0054 AR0-q0926
High resolutionvertical profilesof wind, THEUHALMAPPIHG
temperatureand humidityobtainedby computer Infrared-temperaturevariabilityin a large
processingand digitalfilteringof radiosonde agriculturalfield --- Dunnigan,California
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SUBJECT I|DEI THREE DIHEMSIONAL FLGN

[E80-10331] p0038 N80-32822 THERMOREGULATIGN
THERMALPLISMAS Exercisethermoregulationafter 14 days of bed rest

PioneerVenus Orbiterplanarretardingpotential p0088 A80-25989
analyzerplassaexperiment Changesin body temperatureand metabolicrate

p0073A80-30839 after injectionof Calciuminto the caudal
THERMALPROPERTIES hypothalamusof the rabbit
U THERMODYNAMICPROPERTIES p0093 A80-27078

THERMAL PROTECTION Fluid-electroiyteshifts and thermoEegulation-
Studiesfor improvedhigh temperaturecoatingsfor Rest and work in heat with head cooling
Space Shuttleapplication p0091 A80-48086

p0079 A80-34757 THERffOSETTI|GRESINS
Galileoprobe forebodyentry thermal protection- NT EPOXY RESINS
Aerotherualenvironmentsand heat shielding NT PHENOLICRESINS
requirements Oxygen indextests of thermosettingresins
[ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-24] p0066 A80-43200 p0044 A80-21448

Galileoprobe thermalprotection: Entry heating Advancedthernosetresins for fire-resistant
environmentsand spallationexperimentsdesign composites
[NASA-CR-152334] p0038 N80-14184 p0063 A80-34788

THERMAL RADIATION Performancepropertiesof graphitereinforced
One millimetercontinuumobservationsof compositeswith advancedresin eatrices--- for
extragalacticthermalsources aircraft
[NASA-CR-163590] pO040 N80-33334 p0052 A80-35330

THERMALRESISTANCE THERMOSPHERE
Developmentof high viscositycoatingsfor k model of the neutraland ion nitrogenchemistry
advancedSpace Shuttleapplications in the daytimethermosphereof Venus

p0079A80-34760 p0067 A80-10q60
Fire-resistantmaterialsfor aircrafttpassenger TMERMOSTABILITT
seat construction U THERMAL STABILITY
[NASA-TM-78617] p0035 N80-13255 THERNOTROPISM

THERMALSHIELDING U TEMPERATHEEEFFECTS
U HEAT SHIELDING THIN AIRFOILS

THERMAL STABILITY NT INFINITESPAN NINGS
NT TEMPERATUREDEPENDENCE NT THIN NINGS
Synthesisof perfluoroalkyletheroxadiazole Aerodynamiccoefficientsin generalizedunsteady

elastomers thin airfoiltheory
p0045 A80-21992 p0030 A80-3803q

Plasmaetchingof poly/N,Nt-/p,pt- THIN NIEGS
oxydiphenylene/pyromellitimide/film and NT INFINITESPAN WINGS
photo/thermaldegradationof etchedand unetched "Liftingthree-dimensionalwings in transonicflo,
film p0071A80-20331

p0093 A80-2q158 Propellerslipstrean/wihginteractionin the
Advancedthernosetresinsfor fire-resistant transonicregime
composites [AIAA PAPER 80-0125] p0032 A80-22733

p0063 k80-3q788 THREE BODY PROBLEB
Ambientcuring fire resistantfoams Effectof three-bodyinteractionson the structure

p0063 A80-34790 of small clusters
Graphitecompositeswlth advancedresin matrices p0057 A80-49383
[AIAA 80-0758] p0064 A80-35051 THREE DIMENSIONALBOUNDARY L&YRR

Changesinducedon the surfacesof small Pd Experimentalinvestigationof a three dimensional
clustersby the thermaldesorptionof CO turbulent'boundarylayerwith a non disappearing

p0053 A80-37179 pressuregradient
THERMOCHEHICALPROPERTIES p0054 A80-40907

Advancedthermosetresinsfor fire-resistant Recentimprovementsto the spinningbody version
composites of the EDDYBLCOmputerprogram

p0063 A80-34788 [.NASA-CR-1523qT] p0039 N80-19448
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY THREEDIHEHSIONALPLOM

Photocellheat engine solarpower systems An explici_algorithufor a fluidapproachto
p0079A80-48179 nonlinear,optics propagationusing splittingand

TflERMODYNAffICPROPERTIES rezoningtechniques
NT THERMALEXPANSION p0059 A80-14987
NT THERMALSTABILITY Supersonicflow over three-dimensionalablated
NT THERHOCHEMICALPROPERTIES nosetipsusing an unsteady implicitnumerical
NT THEEMOPHYSICALPROPERTIES procedure
Hygrothermaldamagemechanismsin graphlte-epoxy [AIAA PAPER 80-0063] p0060 A80-19271
composites An experieentaland numericalinvestigationof a
[NASA-CH-3189] p0038N80-13170 three-dimensionalshockwave separatedturbulent

THERMODYNAMICS boundarylayer
The propertiesof clustersin the gas phase.IV - [AIAA PAPER80-0002] p0061 A80-22727
Complexesof H20 and HNOx clusteringon NOx/-/ Controlof forebodyvortexorientationto

p0046A80-23322 alleviateside forces
An extended soft-cubemodelfor the thermal [AIAA PAPER 80-0183] p0024 A80-23955
accosuodatlonof gas atoms on solid surfaces Numericalexperimentsin boundary-layerstability
[NASA-TM-81163] p0035 N80-1494| [AIAA PAPER 80-0275] p0062 A80-23957

THRRMOHRCHANICS Computationalaerodynasicson large computers
H THERMODYNAMICS p0048 A80-27415
THERNOPHTSICALPROPERTIES Diagnosisof separatedflow regionson wind-tunnel
NT TEMPERATUREDEPENDENCE modelsusing an infraredcamera
NT THERMALSTABILITY p0025 A80-29q94
Thermophysicaland flammabilitycharacterization Numericalsimulationof three-dimensionalboattail

of phosphorylatedepoxy adhesives afterbodyflow fields
p0066 A80-48079 [AIAA PAPER80-1347] p0066 A80-44132

THERMOPHYSICS Vortex simulationof three-dimensional,spotlike
U THERMODYNAMICS disturbancesin a laminarboundarylayer

THERMOPLASTICRESINS p0067 A80-49296
Perforeancepropertiesof graphitereinforced Three-dimensionalsimulationof the free shear

compositeswith advancedresin matrices--- for layer usingthe vortex-in-cellmethod
aircraft p0067A80-49300

p0052 A80-35330 A three dimensionalvortexwake model for missiles
at high angles on attack
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THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION SUBJECT INDKX

[NASA-CR-3208] p0014 N80-14048 TIME SERIESANALYSIS
Controlof forebodythree-dimensionalflow Studiesin astronomicaltime Series analysis:
separations Modelingrandom processesin the time domain

p0022 N80-15164 [NASA-TM-81148] p0036 N80-15854
Applicationof numericaloptimizationto the TIPS
designof'wings with specifiedpressure NT BLADE TIPS
distributions TISSUES [BIOLOGY)
[NASA-CR-3238] p0015 N80-16031 NT ADIPOSETISSUES

Three-dimensionalinteractionsand vorticalflows The architectureof the avian retinafollowing
with emphasison high speeds exposureto chronic2 G
[NASA-TM-81169] p0008 N80-21286 p0096 A80-42013

An advancedpanel methodfor analysisof arbitrary TITAN
configurationsin unsteadysubsonicflow An entry and landingprobe for Titan
[NASA-CR-152323] p0017"N80-26270 [AIAA PAPER 80-0117] p0060 A80-18384

THREE DIMENSIONALMOTION Organicchemistryon Titan
NT THREE DIMENSIONALFLOW p0087 A80-20340
THRESHOLDS(PERCEPTION) Titan aerosols- opticalpropertiesand vertical

Thresholdsfor detectionof constantrotary distribution
acceleration_uring vibratoryrotaryacceleration" p0045 A80-21759

p0091 A80-42003 16-30micronspectroscopyof Titan
THRUST p00q9 A80-29321
NT JET THRUST Titan probe technologyassessmentand technology

THRUSTAUGMENTATION developmentplan study
Large scale model testsof a new technologyV/STOL [NASA_CR-152381] p00q0 N80-32_17
concept TOLERANCES(PHYSIOLOGY)
[AIAA PAPER 80-0233] p0023 A80-19303 NT HUMAN TOLEEANCES

Workshopon Thrust AugmentingEjectors TOEOMETRY
[NASA-CP-2093] p0004 N80-I0107 U PRESSUREMEASUREMENTS

NASA overview TONUS
p0022 R80-I0109 U MUSCULARTONUS

THHUSTCONTROL TOXIC HAZARDS
MT THRUST VECTORCONTROL Radiantpanel tests on an epoxy/carbonfiber
THRUSTVECTORCONTROL composite

Staticcalibrationof a two-dimensionalwedge [NASA-TM-81185] p0037 N80-32435
nozzle with thrustvectoringand spaneiseblowing TOXICITY
[HASA-TM-81161] p0009N80-23317 Toxicityof pyrolysisgases from foam plastics

TIDAL OSCILLATION p0071A80-24625
H TIDES TRACE CONTAMINANTS

TIDES Adsorptioninterferencein mixturesof trace
Tidal dissipation,orbitalevolution,and the contaminantsflowingthroughactivatedcarbon
nature of Saturn'sinner satellites adsorberbeds

p0058 A80-53235 [ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-17] p0096 A80-43193
TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT TRACKING (POSITION)
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT NT SPACECRAFTTRACKING
NASA/ArmyXV-15 tilt rotor researchaircraft TRACKINGNETUORKS
wind-tunneltest programplan --- Ames 40-ft by NT DEEP SPACE NETWORK
80-ft wind tunneltests TRAFFIC
[NASA-TM-78562] p0007 N8_-15067 NT AIR TRAFFIC

TILT ROTOR RESEARCHAIRCRAFTPROGRAM TRAFFICCONTROL
Wind-tunneltests of the XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft NT AIR TRAFFICCONTROL
[NASA-TM-81177] p0009 N80-24294 TRAILIHGEDGES

TIMBERINVENTORY Asymmetrictrailing-edgeflows at high Reynolds
Issuesarisingfrom the demonstrationof number
Landsat-basedtechnologiesto inventoriesand [AIAA PAPER 80-1396] p0066 A80-44151
mappingof the forestresourcesof the Pacific TRAIRING
Northweststates U EDUCATION

p0065A80-q1305 TRAININGSIMULATORS
Use of collateralinformationto improveLANDSAT NT COCKPITSIMULATORS
classificationaccuracies--- VenturaCounty and N.TFLIGHTSIMULATORS
KlamathNationalForest,California The developmentand use of large-motionsimulator
[E80-I0268] p0040 N80-29815 systemsin aeronauticalresearchand development

TIME DELAY p0001A80-10765
U TIME LAG Effectsof magnificationand visualaccommodation

TIME DEPENDENCE on aimpointestimationin simulatedlandings
Evaluationof the time dependentsurfaceshear with real and virtualimage displays
stressin turbulentflows [NASA-TP-1635] p0082 H80-34099
[ASME PAPER 79-WA/FE-17] p0078 A80-18618 TRAJECTORIES

TIME LAG NT DESCENTTRAJECTORIES
The analysisof delaysin simulatordigital NT SPACECRAFTTRAJECTORIES
computingsystems. VolumeI: Formulationof an TRAJECTOR_ANALYSIS
analysisapproach using a Centralexample Analysisof fuel-conservativecurved decelerating
simulatormodel approachtrajectoriesfor powered-liftand CTOL
[NASA-CR-152340] p0015 N80-17722 jet aircraft

The analysisof delaysin simulatordigital [NASA-TP-1650] p0005 N80-19022
computingsystems. Volume2: Formulationof A new algorithmfor horizontalcapture trajectories
discretestate transitionmatrices,an [NASA-TM-81186] . p00O9 N80-22297
alternativeprocedurefor multiratedigital Equationsfor determiningaircraftmotionsfor
computations--- flightcontrol accidentdata
[NASA-CR-152341] p0015 N80-18722 [NASA-TM-78609] p0010 N80-25306

Dynamicmodal estimationusing instrumental TRAJECTORYCONTROL
variables NT TRAJECTORYOPTIMIZATION
[RASA-CR-152396] p0019 N80-32777 THAJECTOR_OPTIMIZATION

TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS Constrainedoptimumtrajectorieswith specified
Data acquisitiontechniquesfor exploitingthe range
uniguenessof the time-of-flightmass p0021A80-18538
spectrometer: Applicationto samplingpulsed Algorithmfor fixed-rangeoptimaltrajectories
gas systems [NASA-TP-1565] p0006 N80-28329
[NASA-TM-81224] pO037 N80-31775 TRANSFERFUNCTIONS

A scalingtheory for linearsystems
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SUBJRCT INDEX TRgMCATION (EATHBHATICS)

p0030 A80-32676 Applicationof numericaloptimizationto the
TRANSFER OF TRAINING designof wingswith specifiedpressure

NASA'swesternregionalapplicationstraining distributions
activity [NASA_CR-3238] p0015 H80-16031

p0058 N80-20010 Experimentalstudiesof .scaleeffectson
TRANSFORBATIONS(EATHENATICS) oscillatingairfoilsat transonicspeeds
NT COORDINATETRAHSFORHATIONS [NASA-TM-81216] p0010 N80-27287

_RANSIENT HEATING study of boundary-layertransitionusing
NT SHOCKHEATING transonlc-coneprestontube data
TRANSIENTLOADS [NASA-TB-81103] p0010N80-28305
NT OUST LOADS Analysisof transonicsweptwings using asymptotic •
TRANSIENTRESPONSE and other numericalmethods

Transientsolutionfor megaJouleenergyreleasein [NASA-TB-80762] p0011 N80-29255
a lumped-parameterseriesRLC circuit Experimentalunsteadyaerodynamicsof conventional

p0051 A80-32826 and supercriticalairfoils--- conductedin the
TRANSITIOBFLOE Ames 11 foot transonicwind tunnel

Relaminarizationof fluid flows [HASA-TH-81221] p0012 N80-33345
p0075 A80-408_3 Calculationof three-dimensionalunsteady

Pressuremeasurementson an ogive-cyliaderat'hlgh transonicflows past helicopterblades
angles of attack with laminar,transitional,or [NASA-TP-1721] p0100 N80-33356
turbulentseparation Numericalsolutiontechniquesfor unsteady
[AIAA 80-1556] p0028A80-45856 transonicaerodynamicsproblems

TRANSITIONHETALS p0059 N80-33379
NT HOLYBDEEUH TRANSONICS
NT NICKEL U TRANSONICFLOE
NT PALLADIUM TRANSPORTAIRCRAFT
NT SILVER NT C-135 AIRCRAFT

TRANSLATIONALNOTION NT CARGO AIRCRAFT
NT THREE DIHENSIONALFLOW NT H-53 HELICOPTER
The developmentand use of large-motionsimulator NT LIGHTTRANSPORTAIRCRAFT
systemsin aeronauticalresearchand development NT SHORTHAUL AIRCRAFT

p0001 A80-10765 Applicationof parametricweightand cost
TRANSHISSION estimatingrelationshipsto futuretransport
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION aircraft
RT CONVECTIVEHEAT TRANSFER [SAHE PAPER 1292] p0024A80-20637
NT DATA TRANSMISSION Potentialbenefitsfor propfantechnologyon
NT ELECTROHAGNETICNAVE TRANSMISSION derivativesof futureshort- to medium-range
NT HEAT TRANSFER transportaircraft
NT LIGHT SCATTERING [AIAA PAPER 80-I090] p0026 A80-38905
NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION The futureof short-haultransportaircraft
RT MICRONAVEATTENUATION [SAE PAPER 800755] p0029 A80-q9703
NT RADIATIVEHEAT TRANSFER Factorsaffectingthe retirementof commercial
NT SHOCK NAVE PROPAGATION transportjet aircraft
NT SIGNALTRANSMISSION [NASA-CR-152308] p0013 N80-I0148
NT TURBULENTHEAT TRANSFER Conceptualstudiesof a long-rangetransportwith
NT NAVE PROPAGATION an uppersurfaceblowingpropulsivelift system

TRANSHISSIONEFFICIENCT [NASA-TM-81196] p0009 N80-23249
Asymptoticbehaviorof the efficienciesin Hie Parametricstudy of modernairshipproductivity

scattering [NASA-TM-.81151] p0011N80-28340
p0031A80-470q8 A head-updisplayformatfor applicationto

TRANSBITTERS transportaircraftapproachand landing
HT RADIOSONDES [NASA-TH-81199] p0012 N80-29295

TRANSOEICAIRCRAFT TRANSPORTCOEFFICIENTS
U SUPEHSONICAIRCRAFT g TRANSPORTPEOPERTIES

TRANSONICFLOE TRANSPORTPROPERTIES
Experimentaland computationalstudy of transonic RT DIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENT
flow about swept wings NT EDDY VISCOSITY
[AIAA PAPER 80-0005] p0060A80-18235 NT IONIC BORILITY

Liftingthree-dimensionalwings in transonicflow NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
p0071A80-20331 NT VISCOSITY

Integralequationsfor flows in wind tunnels Wave propagationand transportin the middle
p0029 A80-21906 atmosphere

Propellerslipstream/winginteractionin the p0072 A80-26437
transonicregime The role of Na/./in transportprocessesof
[AIAA PAPER 80-0125] p0032 A80-22733 bacterialmembranes

Transonicswept-winganalysisusing asymptoticand p0088 A80-27077
other numericalmethods Hultiple-time-scaleconceptsin turbulent
[AIAA PAPER 80-0342] p0024 k80-22751 transportmodelling

Implicitcomputationsof unsteadytransonicflow p0080 A80-q9277
governedby the full-potentialequationin TRANSPORTATION
conservationform NT AIR TRANSPORTATION
[AIAA PAPER 80-0150] p0062 A80-23935 NT SPACESHUTTLEORBITERS

Applicationof laser velocimetr]to an unsteady TRAPPEDPARTICLES
transonicflow NT RADIATIONRELTS

p0063 A80-29506 TRIANGULARHINGS
Nonreflectingfar-fieldboundaryconditionsfor U DELTA RINGS
unsteadytransonicflow computation TRI_ (BALANCE)
[AIAA PAPER 80-1393] p0065 A80-41597 g AERODYNAMICEALANCE

An implicitfinite-differencecode for inviscid TROPOSPHERE
and viscouscascadeflow The observedozone flux by transienteddies,0-30 ku
[AIAA PAPER 80-1427] p0066 A80-44128 p0074 A80-34449

Calculationsof transonicflow about an airfoilin TROPOSPHERICSCATTERING
a wind tunnel Scatteringby nonsphericalparticlesof size
[AIAA PAPER 80-1366] p0027 A80-44142 cosparableto wavelength- A new semi-empirical

A comprehensivecomparisonbetweenexperiaentand theoryand its applicationto tropospheric
predictionfor a transonicturbulentseparated aerosols
flow p0052 A80-36040
[AIAA PAPER 80-1q07] p0027 A80-qq15q TRUNCATION(HATHHNATICS)

U APPROXIRATION
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TRURCATIOEERRORS Experimentalinvestigationof a three dimensional
A new propagationmethodfor the radial turbulentboundarylayer with a non disappearing
Schroedingerequation pressuregradient

p0069 A80-15768 p0054 A80-40907
TURBINEENGINES Skin frictionmeasurementsby a new uonintrusive
NT BEISTOL_SIDDELE_BS 53 ENGINE double-laser-beamoil viscositybalancetechnique
NT TURBOFANENGINES [AIAA PAPER80-1373] p0065 A80-41587
NT TURBOJETENGINES Computationof supersonicturbulentflows over an
NT TURBOPROPENGINES inclinedogive-cylinder-flare

TURBINEWHEELS [AIAA PAPER80-1410] p0066 A80-_1608
Comparisonof calculatedand measured bladeloads A comprehensivecomparisonbetweenexperimentand
on a full-scaletiltingproprotorin a wind tunnel predictionfor atransonic turbulentseparated
[NASA-TN-81228] p0012Nd0-31386 flow

TURBOFANENGINES [AIAA PAPER80-1407] p0027 A80-44154
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEYBS 53 ENGINE Computationsof the Nagnuseffectfor slender
Acousticcharacteristicsof two hybrid inletsat bodies in supersonicflow
forwardspeed [AIAA 80-1586] p0028 A80-q5882
[AIAA PAPER 79-0678] p0021,A80-20828 Turbulencemeasurementsin the boundarylayer of a

Fan noise causedby the ingestionof anisotropic low-speedwind tnnnelusing laser velocimetry
turbulence- A model based on axisymmetric [NASA-TH-81165] p0008 N80-16300
turbulencetheory Recentimprovementsto the spinningbody version
[AIAA PAPER 80-1021] p0032A80"35977 of the EDDZBLcomputer program

Analyticalstudy of the effectsofwind tunnel [NASA-CR-152347] p0039 N80-19448
turbulenceon turbofan rotor noise Simpleturbulencemodels and their applicationto
[AIAA PAPER 80-I022] p0033A80-35978 boundarylayer separation

A measurementof forward-flighteffectson the [NASA-CR-3283] p0017 N80-24269
noise from a JTI5D-Iturbofanenginein the Developmentsin the computationof turhuient
NASA-Ames40- by 80-FootWind Tunnel boundarylayers
[AIAA PAPER 80-I026] p0026 A80-38641 p0059 N80-27658

TURBOFANS A Navier-Stokesfast sOlver for turbulence
Analyticalstudy of the effectsof wind tunnel modelingapplications
turbulenceon turbofanrotor noise--- NASA Ames p0059 N80-27659
q0 by 80 foot wind tunnel TURBULENTDIFFUSION
[NASA-CR-152359] p0016 N80-23099 Eddy diffusioncoefficientsand the varianceof

TURBOJETAIRCRAFT the atmosphere30-60 km
U JET AIRCRAFT p0076 A80-45996

TURBOJETENGINES TURBULENTFLOW
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEYBS 53 ENGINE Computationalaerodynamicson large computers
NT TOBBOFANENGINES p0048 A80-27415
NT TURBOPROPENGINES Investigationof a reattachingturbulentshear
Reductionof nitricoxide emissionsfrom a combustor layer Flow over a backward-facingstep
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10814-2] p0080N80-26298 p0062 A80-27736

TURBOBACHINEBLADES Applicationof laser velocimetryto an unsteady
NT ROTOR BLADES (TORBONACRINRRY) transonicflow

TURBOMACHINERT p0063 A80-29506
NT TURBOFANS On the numericalsolutionof time-dependent

TURBOPROPENGINES viscousincompressiblefluid flows involving
Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small, solid boundaries

short-haul transport aircraft p0052 A80-34980
[NASA-CR-152363] p0018H80-32353 Helaminarizationof fluid flows

TURBOROTORS p0075A80-q0843
U TBRBINEWHEELS Tests of subgrid-scalemodelsin strainedturbulence

TURBULENCE [AIAA PAPER 80-1339] p0065 A80-41569
NT ATMOSPHERICTURBBLENCE Separatedskin-frictionmeasurements- Source of
Proceedingsof the Aero-OpticsSymposiumon error:An assessmentand elimination
ElectromagneticWave Propagationfrom Aircraft [AIAA PAPER 80-1409] p0027 A80-qq155
[NASA-CP-2121] p0006 N80-25588 Pressuremeasurementson an ogive-zylinderat high

Turbulentstructuresin wall-boundedshear flows anglesof attackwith laminar,transitional,or
observedvia three-dimensionalnumerical turbulentseparation
simulators--- using the Illiac q computer [AIAA80-1556] p0028A80-_5856
[NASA-TB-81219] p0037 N80-29622 Multiple-time-scaleconcepts in turbulent

THRBULEWCEEFFECTS transportmodelling
Fan noise caused by the ingestionof anisotropic p0080 A80-49277
turbulence- A model based on axisymmetric Vortexsimulationof three-dimensional,spotlike
turbulencetheory disturbancesin a laminarboundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 80-I021] p0032 A80-35977 p0067 A80-49296

Analyticalstudy of the effectsof wind tunnel Three-dimensionalsimulationof the free shear
turbulenceon turbofanrotornoise layer using th_ vortex-in-cellmethod
[AIAA PAPER 80-1022] p0033A80-35978 p0067 A80-q9300

Analyticalstudy of the effectsof wind tunnel Progressin turbulencemodelingfor complexflow
turbulenceon turbofanrotornoise --- NASA Ames fieldsincludingeffectsof compressibility
40 by 80 foot wind tunnel [NASA-TP-1517] p0034 N80-20527
[NASA-CR-152359] p0016 N80-23099 Reynoldsstressclosures: Statusand prospects

Effectsof free-streamturbulenceon diffuser p0077 N80-27660
performance Large eddy simulationof turbulentchannel flow:
[NASA-CR-163194] p0017 N80-24264 ILLIAC5 calculation

TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER p0059 N80-27661
Evaluationof the time dependentsurfaceshear Two-photonexcitationof nitricoxide fluorescence
stressin turbulentflows as a temperatureindicatorin unsteady
[ASME PAPER 79-WA/FE-17] p0078A80-18618 gas-dynamicprocesses

An experimentaland numericalinvestigationof a [NASA-TB-8|220] p0037 N80-32700
three-dimensionalshock wave separatedturbulent TURBULENTHEAT TRANSFER
boundarylayer On the calculationof turbulentheat transport
[AIAA PAPER 80-0002] p006t A80-22727 downstreamfrom an abruptpipe expansion

High-resolutionLDA measurementsof Reynolds p0076A80-49037
stressin boundarylayersand wakes TURBULENTflIXING
[AIAA 80-0436] p0025 A80-26967 Asymmetrictrailing-edgeflows at high Reynolds

Relaminarizationof fluid flows number
p0075 A80-40843 [AIAA PAPER 80-1396] p0066 A80-44151
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An experimentalstudyof multiplejet mixing mappingof the forest resourcesof the Pacific
[NASA-CR-166184] p0018 N80-31760 Northweststates

TURBULENTNARES p0065 A80-41305
NT PROPELLERSLIPSTREAMS UJMANNEDSPACECRAFT
Experimentalinvestigationof the asymmetricbody NT GALILEOPROBE
vortexwake NT JUPITErPROBES
[AIAA PAPER 80-0174] p0032 A80-23937 NT PIONEERVENUSSPACECRAFT"

High-resolutionLDA measurementsof Reynolds NT PIONEERVENUS I SPACECRAFT
stressin boundarylayers and wakes NT PIONEERVENUS 2 SOUNDERPROBE
[AIAA 80-0436] p0025 A80-26967 NT PIONEERVENUS 2 SPACECRAFT

Asymmetrictrailing-edgeflows at high Reynolds NT PIONEER I0 SPACEPROBE
number NT PLONEER11 SPACE PROBE
[AIAA PAPER 80-1396] p0066 A80-q4151 NT SPACE PROBES

Directnumericalsimulationsof the turbulentwake NT VENERA SATELLITES
of an axisynmetricbody NT VENUSPROBES

p0080 A80-49235 UNSTEADYPLON
TURNINGPLIGHT Implicitcomputationsof unsteadytransonicflow

Flying-qualitiescriteriafor wings-level-turn governedby the full-potential_quntion_n
maneuveringduringanair-to-ground weapon conservationfern
deliverytask [AIAA PAPER 80-0150] p0062A80-23935
[AIAA 80-1628] p0029 AS0-q5916 Applicationof the methodof integralrelationsto

TVC (CONTROL} unsteadyfluid flow problemswith shocks
U THRUST VECTORCONTROL p0078 A80-26694

TEe DIMENSIONALBOUNDARYL&TER Applicationof laser velocimetryto an .unsteady
An experimentaland numericalinvestigationof a transonicflow
three-dimensionalshockwave separatedturbulent p0063 A80-29506
boundarylayer : Characterizationof acousticdisturbancesin
[AIAA PAPER 80-0002] p0061 A80-22727 linearly shearedflows

TWO DINENSIONALFLOg p0030 A80-31804
b diagonalform of an implicit The observedozone flux by transienteddies,0-30 km
approximate-factorizationalgorithmwith p0074 A80-34449
applicationto a two dimensionalinlet Near@fleetingfar-fieldboundaryconditionsfor
[AIAA PAPER 80-0067] p0061A80-19274 unsteadytransonicflow computation

Analysis of two-dimensionalincompressibleflows [AIAA PAPER 80-1393] p0065 A80-41597
by a subsurfacepanelmethod Reformulationof Possiotskernelwith application

p0029A80-30566 to unsteadywind tunnel interference
Characterizationof acousticdisturbancesin p0031A80-43129
linearlyshearedflows A vortex-latticemethod for the calculationof the

p0030 A80-31804 " nonsteadyseparatedflow over delta wings
Reformulationof Possiotskernel with application [AIAA PAPER 80-1803] p0027 A80-43286
to unsteadywind tunnelinterference An advancedpanel methodfor analysisof arbitrary

p0031.A80-43129 configurationsin unsteadysubsonicflow
Characterizationof acousticdisturbancesin [NASA-CR-152323] p0017 N80-26270
linearly shearedflows Experimentalstudiesof scaleeffectson
[NASA-CR-162577] p0014N80-15869 oscillatingairfoilsat transonicspeeds

[NASA-TH-81216] p0010 N80-27287
Dynamicstall on advancedairfoilsections

U lAD-A085809] p0101
N80-29252

UH-t HELICOPTER Numericalsolutiontechniquesfor unsteady
A compilationand analysisof helicopterhandling transonicaerodynamicsproblems
qualitiesdata. Volume I: Data compilation p0059 N80-33379
[NASA-CR-3144] p0013"N80-11097 UNSTEADYSTATE

V/STOLARDavionicssystemflight-testdata on a Unsteadyaerodynamicsof conventionaland
UH-1E helicopter supercriticalairfoils
[NASA-TM-78591] p0008N80-18047 [AIAA 80-0734] p0026 A80-35038

Navigationsystemsfor approachand landingof UNSNEPTWINGS
VTOL aircraft NT INFINITESPAN WINGS
[NASA-CR-152335] p0016 N80-19055 NT RECTANGULARWINGS

ULTRAVIOLETLIGHT UPPER AIR
U ULTRAVIOLETRADIATION U UPPER ATMOSPHERE

ULTR&VIOLET PHOTOHETRT UPPER&TNOSPHERB
Ultravioletphotometerobservationsof the NT IONOSPHERE
Saturniansystem NT MAGNETOSPHERE

p0070A80-19122 NT EESOSPHEEE
ULTRAVIOLETRADIATION NT THERHOSPHERE
NT LTSAN ALPHA RADIATION The upperatmosphereof Uranus- Mean temperature
Are solar spectralvariationsa drive for climatic and temperaturevariations
change p0071 A80-22207

p0042A80-15488 A Lagrangianmean theory of wave, mean-flow
Hars ultravioletsimulationfacility interactionwith applicationsto nonacceleration

p0089 A80-36061 and its breakdown--- large-scaleatmospheric
Comparisonof the Nimbus-4BUV ozone data with the dynamics
Ames two-dimensional'model p0075 A80-36473
[NASA-TH-81207] p0036 N80-24914 Eddy diffusioncoefficientsand the varianceof

ULTRAVIOLETSPECTROGRAPHS the atmosphere30-60km
U ULTRAVIOLETSPECTROMETERS p0076 b80-45996

ULTRAVIOLETSPECTRONNTBRS UPPERSURFACEBLONNFLIPS
Designand operationof the PioneerVenus Orbiter Up_er surfaceblowingnoise of the NASA-Amesquiet
ultravioletspectrometer short-haulresearchaircraft

p0073 A80-30841 [AIAA PAPER 80-I064] p0026 A80-36002
UNIFORHFLOE Conceptualstudiesof a long-rangetransportwith

A note on sound radiationinto a uniformlyflowing an upper surfaceblowingpropulsivelift system
medium [NASA-TM-81196] pO009 N80-23249

p0031A80-45488 UPNASH
UNITED ST&TESUP A_NRICA VTOL in-groundeffectflows for closelyspaced jets
NT CALIFORNIA [AIAA PAPER 80-1880] p0033A80-46693
NT HAWAII UPNELLING
Issuesarising from the demonstrationof U UPWELLINGWATER
Landsat-basedtechnologiesto inventoriesand
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UPEELLIJGEATER VALKYRIEAIRCRAFT
Analysis of coastalupwellingand the production U B-70 AIRCRAFT
of a biomass VALLEYS
[HASA-TH-78614] p0035 H80-12720 NT SACRAMENTOVALLEY (CA}

URARIUECORPOUNDS NT SAN JOAQUIRVALLEY (CA)
NT URANIUSFLUORIDES VAN ALLEi RADIATIOHBELTS

URARIUUFLUORIDES U RADIATIONBELTS
Relativisticscatteredwave calculationson UF6 VAN DEE MAAL IORCES

p00q9 A80-30458 Curves of growthfor van der Baals broadened
URANUS(PLANET) spectrallines

The radius and ellipticityof Uranus from its p0057 A80-51378
occultationof SAO 158687 VANES

p0073A80-31937 NT GUIDE VANES
URANUSATROSPRERE VAPOR DEPOSITIOH

The Upper atmosphereof Uranus- Hean temperature Comparisonof the early stagesof condensationof
and temperaturevariations Cu and Ag on NO/100/with Cu and Ag on W/100/

p0071 A80-22207 p0053 A80-37193
URBANRESEARCH • VAPORS

Heteorologicaland air pollutionmodelingfor an Waterrecoveryby catalytictreatmentof urine vapor
urbanairport [ASNE PAPER 80-ERAS-16] p0093 k80-43192

pO055 A80-42659 VARI,BLEGEOHETR,STRUCTURES
UREAS Aircraftenginenozzle

Reverseosmosismembraneof high urea rejection [NASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1] p0033 N80-32392
properties--- water purification VARIABLE'LIFT
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10980-I] p0097 N80-23452 U LIFT

URINE VARIABLESTARS
Water recoveryby catalytictreatmentof urinevapor HT NOVAE
[ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-16] pO093 A80-43192 RT SUPERNOVAE

Extremesof urine osmolality- Lack of effecton HT T TAURI STARS
red blood cell survival The infraredspectrumof the carbon star Y Canun

p0091A80-46196 WenaticoEumbetween 1.2 and 30 microns
Design,fabricationand testingof a dual catalyst p0046 A80-22191
ammoniaremovalsystemfor a urineVCD unit VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
[NASA-CR-152372] pO085 N80-29023 HT REGRESSIONANALYSIS

USA (UNITEDSTATES) YARIATIOR&LPBIECIPLES
U UNITEDSTATESOF AMERICA A variationaltechniguefor smoothingflight-test
USER ffANU&LS(CORPUTERPROGRAffS) and accidentdata

A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft [AIAA 80-1601] p0028A80-4589_
aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part 2: User'smanual HodifiedIterativeExtendedHueckel. 1: Theory
[NASA-TH-81183] p0O10 R80-28297 [NASA-T_-81200] p0083 N80-25108

USER REQUIREffERTS VARIATIONS
An assessmentof futurecomputer systemneeds for HT ANNUAL VARIATIONS
large-scalecomputation VECTORABALTSIS
[HASA-TE-78613] p00O8 H80-17717 HT VORTICITY

UTILITTAIRCRAFT VECTORSPACES
NT BO-1O5HELICOPTER NT EIGEHVALURS
NT HH-I HELICOPTER HT MATRICES(BATHEHATICS}

UTILIZATIOR NT ¥ORTICITY
NT LASER APPLICATIONS VECTORS (fl&TflENATICS)

RT VORTICITY

V VEGETABLESIrrigatedlands assessmentfor water management
V/STOLAIRCRAFT ApplicationsPilotTest (ART}--- California
NT B0-I05HELICOPTER [E80-10324] p0019 H80-32815
HT H-53 HELICOPTER VEGETATION
WT HELICOPTERS HT CANOPIES (VEGETATION)
NT MILITARYHELICOPTERS VELOCITT
HT OR-6 HELICOPTER BT FLOW VELOCITY
RT QUESTOL NT GROUP VELOCITY
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS NT RELATIVISTICVELOCITY
NT ROTARYWING AIRCRAFT NT SUBSONICSPEED
RT SHORT TAKEOFFAIRCRAFT NT RIND VELOCITY
NT TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT VELOCITYDISTRIBUTIOB
NT gH-1 HELICOPTER Experimentalinvestigationof a three dimensional
HT VERTICALTAKEOFFAIRCHAFT turbulentboundarylayer with a non disappearing
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT pressuregradient
Large scale model tests of a new technologyV/STOL pO054 A80-40907
concept On the combinationof kinematicswith flow
[AIAA PAPER 80-0233] p0023 A80-19303 visualizationto computetotal circulation-

V/STOL flight simulation Applicationto vortex ringsin a tube
[NASA-T_-81156] pO0O6 N80-12100 [AIAA PAPER80-1330] p0065 A80-41563

Force and momentdata from a wind-tunneltest of a Effect of tip planfornon blade loading
tilt-nacelleV/STOLpropulsionsystemwith an characteristicsfor a two-bladedrotor in hover
attitudecontrolvane --- conductedin Ames 40 [NASA-TH-78615] p0O07 W80-14049
by 80 foot wind tunnel Turbulentstructuresin wall-boundedshear flows
[HASA-TH-81157] p0006 N80-13003 observedvia three-dinensiona_numerical

Investigationof ground effectson large and small simulators--- using %he Illiac4 computer
scale models of a threefan V/STOLaircraft [HASA-TH-81219] p0037 E80-29622
configuration VELOCITYFIELDS
[HASA-CR-152240] p0015 N80-16030 O VELOCITYDISTRIBUTION

A candidateV/STOLresearchaircraftdesign VELOCITYBEASUREEENT
conceptusing an S-SA aircraftand 2 Pegasus11 HT WIND VELOCITYHEASUREHERT
engines Applicationof laser velocimetryto an unsteady
[HASA-TM-81204] p00O9 N80-24293 transonicflow

VACUUMKFPARA_S pOO63A80-29506
NT ION PUMPS Feasibilitystudiesfor light scattering

VACURB PUMPS experimentsto determinethe velocity relaxation
NT ION PUMPS of small particlesin a fluid

[NASA-CE-163214] p0O4ON80-25586
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A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft VERTICALTAKEOFFAIRCRAFT
aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part 2: Oseres manual Hodeldevelopmentfor automaticguidanceof a VTOL
[NASA-TB-81183] p0010 N80-28297 aircraftto a small aviationship

VELOCITYPROFILES [AIAA 80-1617] p0028 A80-45907
U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION VTOL In-groundeffect flogs for closelyspaced Jets

VENRRA SATELLITES [AIAA PAPER 80-1880] p0033 A80-46693
A comparisonof PioneerVenus and Venerabow shock Flighttests of the total automaticflightcontrol
observations- Evidencefor a solar cycle system (Tafcos)concepton a DEC-6Twin Otter
variation aircraft

p0069 A80-15296 [ NASA-TP-1513] pO005 N80-17081
VENUSATNOSPHERE Navigationsystemsfor approachand landingof
NT VENUS CLOUDS VTOL aircraft
A model of the neutraland ion nitrogenchemistry [NASA-CR-152335] p0016 N80-19055
in the daytimethermosphereof Venus Vorticit¥associatedwith multiplejets in a

p0067 km0-10q60 crossflow--- verticaltakeoffaircraft
& comparisonof PioneerVenusand Venerabow shock [NASA-CR-162855] p0016 N80-19q54
observations- _videncefor a solarcycle Systemdescriptionnnd analysis. Part 1:
variation Feasibilitystudy for helicopter/VTOLwide-angle

p0069 A80-15296 simulationimage generutiondisplaysystem
Hot hydrogen in the exosphereof Venus [NASA-CR-152376] p0101 N80-27397

p0070 A80-18943 Phase I wind tunnel testsof the J-97 powered,
InitialPioneerVenas magnetometerobservations externalaugmentorV/STOLmodel

p0078 A80-23690 [NASA-CR-152255] pO017 N80-28303
The PioneerVenusOrbiterplasmaanalyzerexperiment VERTICALTAKEOFF&RDLANDING

p005O A80-30836 U VERTICALLANDING
PioneerVenus orbiterplanarretardingpotential VESTIBRLARTESTS
analyzerplasmaexperiment Perception_nd .performancein flightsimulators:

p0073 A80-30839 The contributionof vestibular,v-isual,and
PioneerVenus small probesnet flux radiometer auditoryinformation
experiment [NASA-CR-162129] p0085 R80-11103

p0073A80-30850 VIBRATION
Data acquisitionfor measuringthe wind on Venus NT STRUCTURALVIBRATION
from PioneerVenus A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft

p0051 A80-30852 aerodynamicsand dynaJiCSo Part 3: Program
Correctionsin the PioneerVenus sounderprobe gas manual
chromatographicanalysisof the lower Venus [NASA-TM-8118q] p0010N80-28298
atmosphere VIBRATZORDABPIEG

p0089A80-30875 The promiseof multicycliccontrol--- for
PioneerVenus sounderand small probes helicoptervibrationreduction
Nephelometerinstrument p00"22A80-33123

p0053 A80-36750 A new approachto activecontrolof rotorcraft
The locationof the daysideionopauseof Venus - vibration
PioneerVenus Orbitermagnetometerobservations [AIAA 80-1778] p0027 A80-45556

p0076 Am0-q8811 Analyticaldesignand evaluationof an active
The solar wind interactionwith Venus controlsystem for helicoptervibration

p0076 N80-13561 reductionand gust responsealleviation
Data acquisitionfor measuringthe wind on Venus [NASA-CR-152377] pO017 N80-28369
from PioneerVenus VIBRATIONEFFECTS

p0058 N80-26361 NulticyclicControlof a helicopterrotor
VENUSCLOUDS consideringthe influenceof vibration,loads,

PioneerVenus sounderand small probes and controlnotion
NephelometeEinstrument [AIA_ 80-0673] p0025 A80-34998

p0053A80-36750 Thresholdsfor detectionof constantrotary
VENUS PROBES accelerationduring vibratoryrotary acceleration
NT PIONEEHVENUS2 SPACECRAFT p0091A80-42003
NT VENERASATELLITES VIBRATIONALPREQUENCIES
PioneerVenus spacecraftdesignand operation U VIBRATIONALSPECTRA

• p0050 A80-30829 VIBRATIONALRELAXATION
PioneerVenus SounderProbe NeutralGas _ass O mOLECULARRELAXATION
Spectrometer VIBRATIONALSPECTRA

p0073 A80-30844 Ground-staterotationalconstantsof /C-13/H3D
PioneerVenus SounderProbe gas chromatograph p0054 A80-41175

p0089 A80-308_5 VIBRATORYLOADS
Atmospherestructureinstrumentson the four Analysisand correlationof test data from an

PioneerVenus entry probes advancedtechnologyrotor system--- helicopter
p0051A80-30849 performanceprediction

Data acquisitionfor measuringthe wind on Venus [NASA-CR-152366] p0019 N80-33351
from PioneerVenus VIDEOCOffBUIICATION

p0051 A80-30852 Conditionalreplenishmentusing motionprediction
VERTEBRATES p0065A80-39715

NTDOGS VIER EFFECTS
NT MICE Effectof fieldof view and monocularviewingon

VERTICALFLIGHT angularsize Judgementsin an outdoorscene
Singularperturbationsand the soundingrocket [NASA-TN-81176] p0083R80-19792
problem VIKINGLARDERSPACECRAFT

p0001 A80-24268 The Vikingmissionand the searchfor life on Hats
VERTICALLANDING p0086 A80-I0738

Optimalwashoutfor controlof a movingbase Bars ultravioletsimulationfacility
simulator--- verticalmotionflightsimulation p0089 A80-36061
using linearfilter Simulationof the Vikingbiologyexperiments- An

p0031A80-14833 overview
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[HASA-TM-81190] p0012 H80-31407 Potentialbenefitsfor propfantechnologyon

GERMER#A. derivativesof future short-to medium-range
Photoexcitationand ionizationin molecularoxygen transportaircraft
- Theoreticalstudiesof electronictransitions [AIAA PAPER 80-I090] p0026 A80-38905
in the discreteand continuousspectralintervals GOLUB,Ro K.

p004q A80-20275 Singletoxygenationof 1,2-poly/1,4-hexadiene/s
GEVAERT,go p0045 A80-21991

A comparisonof flightand simulationdata for Plasmaetchingof poly/E,EI-/p,pl-
threeautomaticlandingsystemcontrollaws for oxydiphenylene/pyronellitimide/film and
the Augmentorwing Jet STOL researchairplane photo/thermaldegradationof etchedand unetched
[HASA-CR-152365] p0018 N80-32338 film

GIANTS, To g. p0093 A8O-2q158
Thernophysicaland flammabilitycharacterization Photosensitizedoxidationof unsaturatedpolymers
of phosphorylatedepoxy adhesives p0049 A80-29086

p0066 A80-48079 GOMBOSI,T° I_
GIRRASCHBPo J° Hot hydrogenin the exosphereof Venus

The upper atmosphereof 0ranus- Bean temperature p0070 A80-18943
and temperaturevariations GOODZ,Ro

p0071 A80-22207 SimpleCassegra_nScanning systemfor infrared
GILLAEDr Jo astronomy

The in__red radiometeron the sounderprobeof p007q A80-3q?29
the PloneerVenus mission GOOm-IIAE,P. R.

p0050 A80-308q7 Implicitcomputationsof unsteadytransonicflow
GILSOE#B.D. governedby the full-potentialequation in

Multi-modalinformationprocessingfor visual conserVationform
workloadrelief [RIAA PAPER 80-0150] p0062 A80-23935
[EASA-CB-162720] p0100 N80-16737 GOORVITCR,Do

GILUEEeN. J., JR. The infraredspectrum of the carbon star Y Canun
Oxygenindex tests of thermosettingresins Venaticorumbetween lo2 and 30 microns

p004q A80-21qq8 p00q6 A80-22191
A small-scaletest for fiber releasefrom carbon GOVINDAR&J,K. $6
composites Implicitmodel followingand parameter

p0062 A80-26881 identificationof unstableaircraft
A small-scaletest for fiber releasefromcarbon p0022 A80-28019
composites GOVINDAR&JwTQ
[HASA-T8-81179] p0036 N80-18105 Optimalcontrolmodel predictionsof system

GIULI&RETTI,D.J. performanceand attentionallocationand their
Towardnew small transportsfor commuterairlines experimentalvalidationin a displaydesignstudy

p0021A80-2122q p0095 A80-q0899
GLIEBE# Po R. GRABOSKRe H6 C_w JR.

Fan noise causedby the ingestionof anisotropic The effectof dense cores on the structureand
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evolutionof Jupiter and Saturn GROSSKREUTZ,Co k
p0056 A80-45812 SaturnOs sagnetosphere, rings, and inner satellites

GREELEY# Ro pO070 A80-19119
Silt-clayaggregateson Ears CROSSRAR,A. S_

p00qlA80-I0366 Calculationsof the evolutionof the giant planets
Endogeniccraterson basalticlava flows - Size p0049 A80-28086
frequencydistributions The effectof dense coreson the structureand

p0061 A80-23727 evolutionof Jupiter and Saturn
Plainsand channelsin the Lunae Planum-Chryse p0056 A80-45812
Planitiaregion of Bars GURLACHVILI,G_

p0047 A80-26358 Ground-staterotationalconstantsof /C-13/H3D
Mars - The north polar sand sea and relatedwind p0054 A80-41175
patterns GUPTAo H° K°

p0047 A80-26370 A new approachto active controlof rotorcraft
Thresholdwindspeedsfor sand on Mars - Wind vibration
tunnelsimulations [AIAA 80-1778] p0027 A80-45556

p00@8 A80-27391
Volcanicfeaturesof Hawaii. _ basis for i t
comparisonwith Hats n
[RASA-SP-403] p003@ N80-23912 HAAS, H. R.

GREEH, Do H. The dynamicsand stabilityof radiativelydriven
Horkshopon ThrustAugmentingEjectors gas clouds.I - Plane-parallelslabs

[NASA-CP-2093] pO00@ H80-10107 pO0@2A80-1@058
GREEN, H.J. HAGHAHH,Ho Jo

Forebody and base regionreal-gasflow in severe Part-bodyand nultibodyeffectson absorptionof
planetaryentry by a factored implicitnumerical radio-frequencyelectromagneticenergyby
method.I - Computationalfluid dynhmics animalsand by modelsof san
[AIAA PAPER 80-0065] p0061 A80-22731 p0071 A80-22987

GREENE,Ro V. H&HHE,G° H*
Protonmovementsin responseto a light-driven Vibratlon-rotationline shiftsfor I sigma g .
electrogenicpump for sodiumions in HR/V,J/-IS/0/He computedvia close coupling-
Hal.bacteriumhalobiummembranes Temperaturedependence

p0087 A80-17686 p0058 A80-51965
GREEHLEAF,J.E. HAIRES,R. Fo

Plasmavoluse duringstressin nan - Osnolality Head-uptransitionbehaviorof pilotsduring
and red cell volume simulatedlow-visibilltyapproaches

p0087 A80-13506 [BASA-TP-1618] p0082 H80-26039
Exercisethermoregulationafter 1@days of bed rest HALICIOGLH,To

p0088 A80-25989 k calculationof the diffusionenergiesfoe
Fluid shiftsand endocrineresponsesduringchair adatomson surfacesof FoCoC. metals
rest and water immersionin man p0068 A80-1353@

p0088 A80-25990 Effectof three-bodyinteractionson the structure
Role of thermaland exercise factorsin the of small clusters
mechanismof hypervolesia p0057 A80-@9383

p0089 A80-327@8 HALLICK,To B_
Exercisetraining-inducedhypervolemia- Role of Bosch - An alternateCO2 reductiontechnology
plasmaalbusin,resin, and vasopressin [ASME PAPER 79-ENAS-32] p0092A80-15256

p0089A80-327@9 Performancecharacterizationof a BoschCO sub 2
Ha. and Ca2+ ingestion- Plasmavolume-electrolyte reductionsubsystem
distribationat rest and exercise .[NASA-CR-152342] p0085 N80-22987

p009l A80-41661 H&EERBESH , Co L_
Fluid-electrolyteshifts and them.regulation- Ambientcuringfire resistantfoams
Rest and work in heat with head cooling p0063 A80-3_790

p0091 A80-@8086 H&HILL, _
Extracellularhyperossolalityand body temperature On the 'thickness'of Saturn'srings caused by
during physicalexercisein dogs satelliteand solar perturbationsand by

p0092 AH0-54076 planetaryprecession
Human acclimationand acclimatizationto heat: A p00@2 A80-14293
compendiumof research,1968-1978 OCS, stratosphericaerosolsand climate
[RASA-TB-81181] p0085 H80-34056 p00@@A80-19741

GREGOR£,To J. Stratosphericaerosol modificationby supersonic
Workshopon AircraftSurfaceRepresentationfor transportand space shuttleoperations- Climate
AerodynamicComputation implications
+[NASA-TM-81170] p0008 N80-19025 p0047 A80-26088

An acceptablerole for computersin the aircraft Stratosphericaerosolmodificationby supersonic
design process transportoperationswith climateimplications

p0023 N80-21246 [HASA-RP-1058] p0034 N80-15726
GRIFFITHeU° I. HAHEY,H. Po

The viscoelasticbehaviorof a compositein a Applicationof numericaloptimizationto the
thermalenvironment designof wings with specifiedpressure
[NASA-CR-163187] p0039 N80-2q369 distributions

The acceleratedcharacterizationof viscoelastic [NASA-CR-3238] p0015 N80-16031
compositematerials HAHJALIC, K°
[NASA-CR-163188] p0039 B80-2@370 Multiple-tins-scaleconceptsin turbulent

GROSS, R_ No transportmodelling
Operationalproceduresfor ground station p0080 A80-@9277
operation: ATS-3 Hawaii-Amessatellitelink UAHMAHoHe J°
experiment Errordetectionand rectificationin digital
[NASA-T8-81155] p0035 N80-13333 terrain.models

GROSS, K. Po p0099 A80-27@32
Two-photonexcitationof nitricoxide fluorescence Textureextractionon the ILLIAC@

as a temperatureindicatorin unsteady lAD-A070523] p0098 B80-19@71
gas-dynamicprocesses HARD_#G.
[NASA-TM-81220] p0037 N80-32700 A summaryof joint US-Canadianaugsentorwing

GROSHG M. powered-liftSTOL researchprogramsat the Ames
Radiantpaneltests on an epoxy/carbonfiber ResearchCenter,NASA, 1975-1980

conposite [HASA-TB-81215] p0011 H80-28373
[NASA-TH-81185] p0037 N80-32_35 BARNETT,L. H°

PioneerVenus sounderand small probes
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Eephelometerinstrument [NASA-TM-78622] p0009 M80-21287
p0053 A80-36750 HIGUCHIeHo

H&UIS, fro3o Skin frictionmeasurementsby a new nonintrusive
Static calibrationof a two-dimensionalwedge double-laser-beanoil viscositybalancetechnique
nozzle with thrustvectoringand spanwiseblowing • [AIAA PAPER80-1373] p0065 A80-q1587
[NASA-TH-81161] p0009N80-23317 HILADO,C. J.

HARRISON,Do R° Toxicityof pyrolysisgases from foam plastics
Applicationof laser velocimetryto an unsteady p0071 A80-24625
transonicflow HILDEBRAHD,B4 H4

p0063 A80-29506 The evolutionof rapid oscillationsin an outburst
HARRISON#Go of a dwarf nova

Retinalchangesin rats flown on Cosmos936 - A p0075 A80-45227
cosmic ray experiment HILGEHAM,T.

_p0091A80-41995 High-resolutionMartianatmospheremodeling
HARVEY,Po M° p0071 A80-21765

A far-infraredstudy of the reflectionnebulaNGC HILL, E. Go# JHo
2023 VTOL in-groundeffectflows for closelyspacea jets

p0072 A80-26111 [AIAA PAPER 80-1880] p0033A80-46693
Two micron spectroscopyand 2.7 am CO line HILZINGER¢J. B.
observationsof V645 Cygni Analysisand correlationof test data from an

p0074 A80-3511q advancedtechnologyrotorsystem
MonocerosR2 - Far-infraredobservationsof a very [NASA-CR-152366] p0019 N80-33351
young cluster HIHDSOHeH. So

p0052 A80-35115 A summaryof joint US-Canadianaugmentorwing
HASSIGeDo Eo powered-liftSTOL researchprogramsat the Ames

The infraredradiometeron the sounderprobe of ResearchCenter,NASA, 1975-1980
the PioneerVenus mission [HASA-TMr81215] p0011 H80-28373

p0050A80-308q7 HIPSKIHD,Eo So
HAYES,Jo H. High resolutionverticalprofilesof wind,

The carbonisotopebiogeochemistryof the temperatureand humidityobtainedby computer
individualhydrocarbonsin bat guano and the processingand digitalfilteringof radiosonde
ecologyof insectivorousbats in the region of and radar trackingdata from the ITCZ experiment
Carlsbad,New Bexico of 1977
[NASA-TM-81164] p0083 R80-18680 [HASA-CR-3269] p0039 N80-21926

HE&LY,T.J. HOCHSTEIH,Lo Io
On the design of a postprocessorfor a searchfor The intracellularNa/./ and K/./ compositionof
extraterrestrialintelligenceLSE_I/system the moderatelyhalophilicbacterium,paracoccus
[IAF PAPER 79-A-39] p0093A80-19895 halodenitrificans

HEFFLE_,Ro Ko p0091A80-41250
A compilationand analysisof helicopterhandling EODGEe Po E°
qualitiesdata. Volume 1: Data compilation Heteoroidablation spheresfrom deep-seasediments
[NASA-CR-31qq] .p0013N80-11097 p00q6 A80-229_8

The analysis of delays in simulatordigital HODGES,D. HQ
computingsystems. Volume1: Formulationof an On.the nonlineardeformationqeometryof
analysisapproachusing a centralexample Euler-Bernoullibeams
simulatormodel [NASA-TP-1566] p0101 N80-20619
[HASA-CR-152340] p0015 E80-17722 Stabilityof nonuniformrotor blades in hover

HEIDERER,E. usinga mixed formulation
Aldocyanoinnicrospheres- Partialamino acid [NASA-TM-81226] pOOl2 N80-33777
analysisof the sicropartisulatesformedfrom HODGESeHo Reo JRQ
simplereactantsunder variousconditions PioneerVenus SounderProbe NeutralGas Mass

p0086 A80-11473 Spectrometer
HEIHBUCHaA.H. p0073 A80-308_4

Chemicalresearch projectsoffice: An overview EOFFHAE,J. E.
and bibliography,1975-1980 PioneerVenus Sounder.Probe NeutralGas Mass
[NASA-TH-81227] p0037 N80-31473 Spectrometer

HEIH, Do Ho p0073 A80-30844
Conditionalreplenishmentusing motionprediction EOFPBAEEtJQ k,

p0065 A80-39715 Effectsof free-streamturbulenceon diffuser
HEINEHANN,K. performance

Direct/TEM/ observationof the catalytic [EASA-CR-163194] p0017 N80-24264
oxidationof amorphouscarbonby Pd particles EOFHAHN#L° G.

p0053 A80-37180 Practicaloptimalflight controlsystem designfor
HENDERSON,E. helicopteraircraft. VolumeI: TechnicalReport

Simulationof the InfraredAstronomicalSatellite [NASA-CR-3275] p0017 H80-23328
/IRAS/telescopesystem HOGENSONeP° A.

pOO67 A80-_9842 Ambientcuringfire resistantfoams
HEPPHEE,D. B° p0063 A80-34790

Bosch - An alternateCO2 reductiontechnology BOOO, H.
[ASHE PAPER 79-ENAS-32] p0092A80-15256 Introductorystudy of the chemical behaviorof jet

Developmentof the electrochemicallyregenerable emissionsin photochemicalsmog
carbondioxideabsorberfor portablelife [NASA-CR-152345] p0016 R80-21891
supportsystemapplication HOLLEEBACHsD.
[ASME PAPER 79-EHAS-33] p0092 A80-15257 Moleculeformationand infraredemissionin fast

Developmentof a nitrogengenerationsystem interstellarshocks._ Physicalprocesses
[EASA-CR-152333] p0085 N80-19800 pOOq3 A80-16410

Performancecharacterizationof a BoschCO sub 2 HOLLEMBACHeD, J°
reductionsubsystem An extendedsoft-cubemodelfor the thermal
[NASA-CR-152342] p0085 N80-22987 accommodationof gas atoms on solid surfaces

HERHANN, Ro [NASA-TM-81163] p0035 N80-1q941
Systemtheoryas applieddifferentialgeometry flOLEESwA°
[NASA-CR-3209] p0013 N80-12776 PioneerVenus SounderProbe SolarFlux Radiometer

HESS,R. A° p0073 A80-30846
A pilot modelingtechniquefor handling-qualities Narrow-fieldradiometryin a quasi-isotropic
research atmosphere
[AIAA 80-1624] p0028 A80-45912 p0079 A80-40233

HICKS U R.H. HOLTON, J. Ro
An experimentalevaluationof a helicopterrotor Wave propagationand transportin the middle
sectiondesignedby numericaloptimization atmosphere
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p0072A80-26437 aesosphereand stratosphere
A numericalmodel of the zonalmean circulationof p0055A80-q27q4
the liddleatmosphere HUNTLEIeJ° B.

p0073A80-34_43 Gas dynamicsin barred spirals- Gaseousdensity
HOPKINS#R.K. waves and galacticshocks

Design of a one-yearlifetime,spaceborne p0041 A80-I0685
superfluidheliumdewar Self-gravitatinggas flow in barredspiral galaxies
[AS4E PAPER 79-ENAS-23] p0077 A80-15247 p0055 A80-44959

HOED, R.B. RUSS# G. Ra
The suitabilityof the ILLIACIV architecturefor Heterogeneousphase reactionsof Hartianvolatiles
image processing with putativeregolithminerals

p0098A80-22382 p0090A80-36062
HORSTBANI C_ C° HUSSAIBIo Uo Ye

An experimental,andnumericalinvestigationof a Numericalexperimentsin boundary-layerstability
thEws-dimensionalshock wave separatedturbulent [AIAA PAPER 80-0275] p0062A80-23957
boundarylayer Asymptotic'featuresof shock-waveboundary-layer
[AIAA PAPER 80-0002] p0061A80-22727 interaction

Asymmetrictrailing-edgeflows at high Reynolds, p0055A80-43135
number
[AIAA PAPER 80-1396] p0066A80-qq151 J

A comprehensivecomparisonbetweenexperimentand
predictionfor a transonicturbulentseparated INDERGAND#R. _.
flow Dynamicstall on advancedairfoilsections
[AIAA PAPER 80-1407] p0027 A80-44154 lAD-A085809] p0101 N80-29252

HORROODe D.P. INGERSOLL_ Ao Po
PioneerVenus OrbiterRadar 4upper- Designand Neasurementsof wind vectors,eddy momentum
operation transports,and energy conversionsin Jupiterts

p0050A80-30833 atmospherefrom VoyagerI images
HOgCK¢ J° R. A80-2q159

•he infraredspectrumof the carbonstar Y Canum INNISe R. C.
Venaticorumbetween 1.2 and 30 microns Flightevaluationof configurationmanagement

p0046 A80-22191 _ystem conceptsduring transitionto %he landing
15-30 micronspectroscopyof Titan approachfor a powered-liftSTOL aircraft

p00q9 A80-29321 [NASA-TH-81146] p0008 N80-19127
The 16- to 38-micronspectrumof Callisto INTRILIG&TOR#D° S°

p0074 A80-35234 Position and shape of the Venus bow shock -
HOUGENoJ° T. PioneerVenus Orbiterobservations

Recommendedconventionsfor definingtransition p0087 A80-15295
momentsand intensityfactorsin diatomic Preliminaryresultson the plasmaenvironmentof
molecularspectra saturnfrom the Pioneer 11 plasuaanalyzer

p0055 A80-41323 experiment
HOVERSON, S° p0043 A80-19116

Photocellheat enginesolar power systems The PioneerVenus Orbiterplasuaanalyzer experiment
p0079 A80-48179 p0050 A80-30836

HONARD, No R° IP, Uo Ho
Noninvasivemeasuresof bone bendingrigidityin Trappedradiationbelts of Saturn- First look
the monkey/4. nenestrina/ p0070 A80-15121

p0088 A80-21988 ITOe To Io
HOREw J. T° Study of Crosslinkingand degradationmechanisms

Analysisof coastalupwellingand the production in sealantpolymercandidates
of a biomass [NASA-CR-152346] p0039 N80-22484
[NASA-TH-78614] p0035 N80-12720 IVERSEN.J°

HONE# R.B. Thresholdwindspeedsfor sand on Nars- gind
Hath modelingand computermechanizationfor real tunnelsimulations
time simulationof rotary-wingaircraft p0048 A80-27391
[NASA-CR-162q00] p0013 R80-10137 II

HSUe B. S.
Plasmaetchingof poly/N#N1-/p,pt-
oxydiphenylene/pyromellitimide/film and JAGhCINSKIe_ Jo
photo/thermaldegradationof etchedand unetched 4ulti-lodalinformationprocessingfoe visual
film workloadrelief

p0093A80-24158 [NASA-CR-162720] p0100 N80-16737
ESOr N.T. JAGO, S.

Radiantpanel tests on an epoxy/carbonfiber The effectof viewingtime, time to encounter,and
composite practiceon perceptionof aircraftseparationon
[NASA-T4-81185] p0037 N80-32435 a cockpitdisplay of trafficinformation

HSU# N_-T° [NASA-TM-81173] p0083 N80-18038
Thermophysicaland flammabilitycharacterization Perceptionof aircraftseparationwith
of phosphorylatedepoxy adhesives pilot-preferredsymbologyon a cockpitdisplay

p0066 A80-qS079 of trafficinformation
HUANG# Jo-K° [NkSA-TB-81172] p008q N80-31397

Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts _KGOHe m. so
rapidlyto left-rightvisual reversal The developmentof a Space ShuttleResearchAnimal

p0096 A80-44213 HoldingFacility
HUNG# C° N° [ASNE PAPER 80-ENAS-39] p0096 A80-43213

Computationof supersonicturbulentflows over an JAHNEE,_°
inclinedogive-cylinder-flare Oxygen as a factorin eukaryoteevolution- Soue
[AIAA PAPER 80-1410] p0066 A80-41608 effectsof low levels of oxygenon Saccharomyces

HONT, B° L. cerewisiae
Top inlet systemfeasibilityfor p0086 A80-12229
transonic-supersonicfighteraircraftapplications JANSSEN#R° i.
[AIAA PAPER 80-1809] p0033 A80-q5735 Saturn'srings - 3-mm observationsand derived

HUNT# G° B. properties
4easure_entsof wind vectors,eddy momentum p0045 A80-21758
transports,and energyconversionsin Jupiter's JATNESe'DoN°
atmospherefrom Voyager1 images V/STOLANDavionicssystemflight-testdata on a

A8O-2q159 UH-14 helicopter
HUNTRN# D.E. [NASA-T4-78591] p0008 N80-180q7

Smokeand dust particlesof meteoricoriginin the
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JENKINS,H.C. layer Flow over a backuard-facingstep
VTOL in-groundeffectfloes for closelyspaced Jets p0062 A80-27736
[AIAA PAPER 80-1880] p0033A80-46693 An experimentalinvestigationof two large annular

JEPSOH,D. diffuserswith swirlingand distortedinflow
Analysisand correlationof test data from an [NASL-TP-1628] p0005 N80-17984
advancedtechnologyrotorsystem Hodalcontentof noise generatedby a coaxialJet
[NASA-CR-152366] p0019 N80-33351 in a pipe

JENELL, E° F. [NASA-CR-163575] p0019 E80-33177
A compilationand analysisof helicopterhandling JOEES, A. D°
qualitiesdata. VolumeI: Data compilation Operationsmanual: VerticalNotionSimulator
[NASA-CR-3144] p0013 R80-11097 (YES}S.08

The analysisof delays in simulatordigital [EASA-TH-81180] p0009 E80-23295
computingsystens. Volume1: Formulationof an JONES, Bo
analysisapproachusing a centralexample Infraredspectraof IC 418 and NGC 6572
simulatormodel p0069 A80-16862
[NASA-CR-152340] p0015 E80-17722 JONES, D. E.

The analysi6 of delays in sinulatordigital Saturnlsmagneticfield and magnetosphere
computingsystems. Volume2: Formulationof pO021 A80-19117
discretestate transitionmatrices,an HodelingJupiter'scurrentdisc - Pioneer10
alternativeprocedurefor uultiratedigital outbound
computations p0075 A80-45153
[HASA-CR-152341] p0015N80-18722 JONES, S° H°, JR.

JOHANNSEN#G. Conditionalreplenishmentusing motionprediction
Optimalcontrolmodel predictionsof system p0065 &80-39715

performanceand attentionallocationand their JONES, R. To
experimentalvalidationin a displaydesignstudy Some observationson supersonicwing design

p0095 A80-40899 [AIAA 80-3040_ pO0Ol A80-31009
JOHNSON,Co Co Classicalaerodynamictheory

Plasmaetchingof poly/E,H'-/p,p'- [HASA-RP-1050] p0001 N80-15033
oxydiphenylene/pyrouellitimide/film and Hing flaPPingwith uinimuuenergy
photo/thermaldegradationof etchedand unetched [NASA-TH-81174] p0001 N80-16035
film JORDANeD° P.

p0093A80-24158 Simulatedweightlessness- Effectson bloenergetic
Reverseosmosismembraneof high urea rejection balance
properties p0095 A80-21544
[HASA-CASE-ARC-10980-1] p0097 N80-23452 JORDAN,J° Po

JOHNSON,D.A. Simulatedweightlessness- Effectson bioenergetic
Controlof forebodyvortexorientationto balance
alleviateside forces p0095 A80-21544
[AIAA PAPER 80-0183] p0024A80-23955 JUDGE, D° L°

Calculationsof transonicflow about an airfoilin Ultravioletphotometerobservationsof the
a wind tunnel Saturniansystem
[AIAA PAPER 80-1366] p0027A80-44142 p0070 A80-19122

A comprehensivecomparisonbetweenexperimentand A reanalysisof the observedinterplanetary
predictionfor a transonicturbulentseparated hydrogenL alpha emissionprofilesand the
flow derivedlocal interstellargas temperatureand
[AIAA PAPER 80-1407] p0027A80-44154 velocity

Separatedskin-frictionmeasurements- Sourceof p0076 A80-49362
error: An assessmentand elimination JUERCERS,D° g.
[AIAA PAPER 80-1409] p0027 A80-44155 Atmospherestructureinstrumentson the four

Unsteadydensityand velocitymeasurementsin the PioneerVenus entry probes
6 foot x 6 foot wind tunnel p0051 A80-30849

p0023N80-25594
JOHNSON, F° T° ]_

A generalpanelmethod for the analysisand design
of arbitraryconfigurationsin incompressible KARAHCEETI,K.
flows An experimentalstudy of the structureand
[NASA-CE-3079] p0017E80-24268 acousticfield of a jet in a cross stream

JOHNSONeJ. E°# JR. [NASA-CR-162464] p0014 E80-15871
Reviewof cell aging in Drosophilaand mouse Acousticresonancesand sound scatteringby a

p0087A80-17741 shear layer
JOHNSON,H° R. [NASA-CH-166181] p0014 E80-15873

Applicationof numericaloptimizationto the An experimentalstudy of multipleJet mixing
designof wings with specifiedpressure [EASA-CE-166184] pO018 H80-31760
distributions KATg,J.
[HASA-CR-3238] p0015 N80-16031 Studyof coolingair inlet and exit geometriesfor

JOHNSON,B. horizontallyopposedpistonaircraftengines
Comparisonof calculatedand measuredmodelrotor [AIAA PAPEH 80-1242] p0027A80-38984
loadingand wake geometry A vortex-latticesethodfor the calculationof the
[NASA-TH-81189] p0009E80-24262 nonsteadyseparatedflow over deltawings

A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft [AIAA PAPER 80-1803] p0027 A80-43286
aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part I: Analysis Effectof propellerslipstreamon the drag and
development performanceof the enginecoolingsystemfor a
[EASA-TM-81182] p0010 N80-28296 generalaviationtwin-engineaircraft

A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft [AIAA PAPER 80-1872] p0027 A80-43315
aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part 2: User'smanual KAOFEAN,J°
[EASA-TE-81183] pO010 N80-28297 Studyof ,crosslinkingand degradationmechanisus

A comprehensiveanalyticalmodel of rotorcraft insealant polymercandidates
aerodynamicsand dynamics. Part 3: Program [NASA-CR-152346] p0039 N80-22484
manual KEENE#J.
[EASA-T_-81184] p0010880-28298 Low-passinterferencefiltersfor subsillimeter

Comparisonof calculatedand measuredblade loads astronomy
on a full-scaletiltingproprotorin a wind tunnel p0070 A80-19956
[NASA-TM-81228] p0012 H80-31386 KEESHE,R_ G.

Comparisonof calculatedand measuredhelicopter The propertiesof clusters in the gas phase. IV -
rotor lateralflappingangles Complexesof H20 and HNOx clusteringon NOx/-/
[EASA-TE-81213] p0012N80-33349 p0046 A80-23322

JOHHSTON_J. P° Propertiesof clustersin the gas phase.V -
Investigationof a reattachingturbulentshear Complexesof neutralmoleculesonto negative ions
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p0057 A80-501_4 gorkshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors
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An advanced panel method for analysisof CALIFORNIANNIV.,BERKELEY°
arbitraryconfigurationsin unsteadysubsonic CarbonaceouschondritesoI - Characterization
flow and significanceof carbonaceouschondrite
[NASA-CR-152323] p0017 N80-26270 /CM/ xenolithsin the Jodziehowardite

BOEINGVBRTOLCO., PHILADELPHIA,PA.o p0086 A80-13013
Synthesisof rotor test data for real-time Moleculeformationand infraredemission in fast
simulation interstellarshocks.I Physicalprocesses
[NASA-CA-15231!] p0015 H80-18029 p0043 A80-16410

A hingelessrotor XV-15design integration High-frequencycontinuumobservationsof young
feasibilitystudy. Volume I: Engineering stars
designstudies p0047 A80-25365
[NASA-CR-152310] p0015 N80-18030 Spectrophotometricidentificationof the pigment

BBIGHAN_OUNG UNIV., PEON,,UTAH. associatedwith light-drivenprimarysodium
Saturn'smagnetic fieldand magnetosphere translocationin Hal.bacteriumhalobium
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p0088 A80-26015 p0042A80-16167
Landsat-basedmultiphaseestimationof Landsat-basedmultiphaseestimationof
California'sirrigatedlands California'sirrigatedlands

p0079 A80-27435 p0079 A80-27435
A high-sensitivitysearchfor extraterrestrial On the comparativeevolutionOf Ganymede and

intelligenceat lambda18 cm Callisto
pO090 A80-37933 p00q8 A80-28080

The evolutionof rapid oscillationsin an Fragmentationin a rotatingprotostar- A
outburstof a dwarf nova comparisonof two three-dimensionalcomputer

p0075 A80-_5227 codes
Irrigatedlands assessmentfor water management p0053 A80-38432
ApplicationsPilotTest {APT) Protostellarformationin rotating interstellar
[E80-I0324] p0019 N80-32815 clouds.III- Honaxisymmetriccollapse

CALIFORNIA0NIV.G BERKELEY. LAURENCEBERKELEYLAB. p005q A80-39375
The radioracemization,of isovaline- Tidal dissipation,orbitalevolution,and the
Cosmochemicalimplications nature of Saturnmsinner satellites

p0086 A80-13018 p0058 A80-53235
CALIFORNIAUNIV., DAVIS. Use of collateralinformationto improveLANDSAT

Thresholdwindspeedsfor sand On Mars - _ind classificationaccuracies
tunnelsimulations [E80-I0268] pO040 N80-29815

p0048 A80-27391 CALSPAHADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYCENTERsBUFFALOe N.T.
Relativisticscatteredwave calculationson UF6 Implicit modelfollowingand parameter

p0049 A8_-30458 identificationof unstableaircraft
On the calculationof turbulentheat transport p0022 A80-28019
downstreamfrom an abrupt pipe expansion CASE WESTERNRESERVEUNIVowCLEVEL&NDwOHIO.

p0076 A80-qg037 A scalingtheoryfor linear systems
Multiple-time-scaleconceptsin turbulent p0030 A80-32676
transportmodelling CENTRE NATIONALDE LA RECHERCHESCIERTIFIQUE,

p0080 A80-49277 VERRIERES-LE-BUISSON(FRANC_,
Reynoldsstressclosures: Statusand prospects PioneerVenus sounderand small probes

p0077 H80-27660 Nephelometerinstrument
CALIFORNIAUNIV.#LA JOLLA° p0053 A80-36750

The phaseof the ten-hourmodulationin the High-resolutionLyman-alphafiltergramsof the sun
Jovian magnetosphere/Pioneers'10and 11/ p0075 A80-37277

p0067 A80-10526 CHICAGOUNIV.,ILL.
Infraredspectraof IC 418 and NGC 6572 Saturniantrappedradiationand its absorption

p0069 A80-16862 by satellitesand rings - The first results
Trappedradiationbelts of Saturn- First look from Pioneer11

p0070 A80-19121 p0070 A80-19118
The implicationsof hydrogenemissionline Low-passinterferencefiltersfOE submillimeter
ratiosin quasi-stellarobjects astronomy

p0072 A80-27013 pO070 A80-19956
CALIFORNIAUNIV.#LIVERMORE, Galaxy collisions- A preliminarystudy

The effect of dense cores on the structureand p0046 &80-23420
evolutionof Jupiterand Saturn On the three-dimensionalshapesof elliptical

p0056 A80-45812 galaxies
CALIFORNIAUNIV.,LIVERMORE. LANRENCELIVERMORELAB. p0O_7 A80-26101

Photoexcitationand ionizationin molecular The propagationof Jovianelectronsto earth
fluorine- St_eltJes-Tchebycheffcalculations p0074 A80-36356
in the static-exchangeapproximation The evolutionof rapid oscillationsin an

p0046A80-2332q outburstof a dwarf nova
CALIFORNIAUNIV.m LOS ANGELES° p0075 A80-45227

Positionand shapeof the Venusbow shock - CLARKSONCULL° OF TECRNOLOGTePOTSDAMBN.Y.
PioneerVenus Orbiterobservations F + H2 collisionson two electronicpotential

p0087 A80-15295 energysurfaces- Quantum-mechanicalstudy of
A comparisonof PioneerVenus and Venerabow the collinearreaction
shock observations- Evidencefor a solar p0068 A80-12012
cycle variation COLLEGEOF WILLIAMANDMART, WILLIAMSBURG#V&.

p0069A80-15296 Improvedcharacterizationof the Si-si02interface
Formulationof coupledrotor/fuselageequations p0095 A80-41532
of notion COLORADOSTATE UUIVo# FORT COLLINS.

p0021 A80-17717 Evaluationof the time dependentsurfaceshear
Saturn=smagneticfield and magnetosphere stress in turbulentflows

p0021 A80-19117 [ASME PAPER 79-WA/FE-17] p0078 A80-18618
Core coolingby subsolidusmantleconvection Simulatedweightlessness- Effectson

p0044 A80-19391 bioenergeticbalance
InitialPioneerVenus magnetometerobservations p0095 A80-21544

p0078 A80-23690 COLORADO UWIV.r BOULDER.
Aqueousactivityon asteroids- Evidencefrom A model of the neutraland ion nitrogen
carbonaceousmeteorites chemistryin the daytimethermosphereof Venus

p0062 A80-24586 p0067 A80-10460
Whole planetcoolingand the radiogenicheat A reconsiderationof nucleationphenomenain
sourcecontentsof the earth and moon light of recentfindingsconcerningthe

p0053A80-36651 propertiesof smallclusters,and a brief
The locationof the daysideionopauseof Venus- review of some other particlegrowthprocesses
PioneerVenus Orbitermagnetometerobservations p0069 A80-15609

p0076 A80-48811 Designand operationof the PioneerVenus
The solar wind interactionwith Venus orbiterultravioletspectrometer

p0076 N80-13561 p0073 A80-308ql
CALIFORNIAUNIV.# SAN DIEGO. New gas phase inorganicion clusterspeciesand

Trappedradiationbelts of Saturn- First look their atmosphericimplications
p0070 A80-19121 p0075 A80-37510

The infraredspectrumof the carbonstar T Canum COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPo, MOUNTAINVIEN# CALIF.
Venaticorumbetween1.2 and 30 microns Aircraftsimulationdata management- A

p0046 A80-22191 prototypesystem
CALIFORNIAUNIV.#SAHTA BARBARA, p0029 A80-q9832

Isothermal-desorption-ratemeasurementsin the CONSEJOSUPERIORDE INVESTIGACIONESCIRaTIFICAS_
vicinityof the Curie temperaturefor H2 MADRID (SPAIN}.
chemisorbedon nickelfilms Comparisonof the early stagesof condensation
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of Cu and Ag on Bo/100/ with Cu and Ag on W/IO0/ double-laser-beam oil viscosity balance
p0053 A80-37193 technique

CONTROLDATACORP.e BINNRAPOLISa BINIo [ AIAA PAPER80-1373] p0065 A80-q1587
The observed ozoneflux by transienteddies,

0-30 km Ep0074 A80-34449
Eddy diffusioncoefficientsand the varianceof ERWIN g. FICK OBSERVATORY,ARES, IOgAo
the atmosphere30-60 km The effectOf dense cores on the structureand

p0076 A80-45996 evolutionof Jupiterand Saturn
COOPERATIVEINST. FOR RESEARCHIN ENVIRONBENTAL p0056 A80-45812
SCIENCEsBOULDER,COLO. ETRIJGRESEARCHINST.,PROVO, HTARo

The propertiesof clustersin the gas phase.IV Theoriesfor the origin of lunar magnetism
- Complexesof H20 and HNOx clusteringon NOx/-/ p004q A80-19397

p00q6 A80-23322 Electricalconductivityanomaliesassociated
Propertiesof clustersin the gas phase.V - with circularlunar maria
Complexesof neutralmoleculesonto negative p0061 A80-23691
ions

p0057 A80_5Olqq F
CORNELL UNIV., ITHACAa No _.

Protonmovementsin responseto a light-driven FLORIDAHNIVo,GAINESVILLE_
electrogenicpump for sodiumions in Vorticityassociatedwith multiple jets in a
Halobacteriumhalobiummembranes crossflow

p0087 A80-17686 [RASA-CH2162855] p0016 NSO-19q54
The infraredspectrumof the carbon star.Y Canum FLOE RESEARCH,INC., KENT, rASH.

Venaticorumbetween1.2 and 30 microns Propellerslipstream/winginteractionin the
p0046A80-22191 transonicregime

The upper atmosphereof Uranus- Bean [AIAA PAPER 80-0125] p0032 A80-22733
temperatureand temperaturevariations Direct numericalsimulationsof the turbulent

p0071A80-22207 wake of an axisymaetricbody
16-30 micron spectroscopyof Titan pO080 A80-q9235

p0049A80-29321 PLOW SIHHLATIONS,INC., SUNNYVILLN,CALIF.
The 16- to 38-micronspectrumof Callisto Computationof supersonicturbulentflows over

p007q AS0-3523q an inclinedogive-cylinder-flare
One millimetercontinuumobservationsof [AIAA PAPER 80-1410] p0066 A80-41608
extragalacticthermalsources An implicitfinite-differencecode for inviscid
[NASA-CR-163590] p0040 E80-33334 and viscouscascadeflow

[AIAA PAPER 80-1427] p0066 A80-q4128
D FRANKLININST.RESEARCHLABS., PHILADELPHIA,PA.Feasibilityand concept_tudy to convertthe

DCN INDUSTRIES,STUDIOCITr, CALIF, NASA/ARESvertical motionsimulatorto a
Recentimprovementsto the spinningbody version helicoptersimulator
of the EDDYBLcQmputerprogram [NASA-CR-152193] p0098 N80-16070
[EASA-CR-152347] p0039 H80-19448

DE RAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO. OF CANADA LTD., ROHHSVIEH
(ONTARIO).

Large scale model testsof a new technology GARD,INC., RILES, ILL.
V/STOLconcept Water recoveryby catalytictreatmentof urine
[AIAA PAPER 80-0233] p0023 A80,19303 vapor

Phase 1 wind tunneltests of the J-97 powered, [ASBE PAPER 80-ERAS-16] p0093 A80-43192
externalaugmentorV/STOLmodel Design,fabricationand testingof a dual
[NASA-CR-152255] p0017"E80-28303 catalystammoniaremovalsystemfor a urine

BEFENCE RESEARCHRSTABLISHREHTVALCARTIER(QUEBEC). VCD unit
An explicit algorithmfor a fluid approachto [NASA-CR-152372] p0085E80-29023
nonlinearopticspropagationusing splitting GENERALD_EABICS/CONVAIR,SAN DIEGO,CALIF.
and rezoningtechniques Wind tunnelinvestigationof an obliquewing

p0059 A80-14987 transportmodel at mach numbersbetween0.6
DENVERUNIV.,COLO. and 1.4

Infrared methanespectrabetween1120 per cm and [NASA-CE-137697] p0013 N80-12059
1800 per cn - A new atlas Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small,

p00q2 A80-13143 short-haulair transports
A new atlas of infraredmethanespectrabetween [EASA-CR-152364] p0019 E80-33396

1120 per cm and 1800 per cm GENERALELECTRICCO., CINCINNATI,OHIO.
p00q2 A80-15655 Acousticcharacteristicsof two hybrid inletsat

DEPARTHEETOF SCIENTIFICANDINDUSTRIALRESEARCH, forwardspeed
LURER HUTT (NEEZEALAND). [AIAA PAPER 79-0678] p0021A80-20828

Eoliansedimentationon earthand Bars - Some Analyticalstudy of the effectsof wind tunnel
comparisons turbulenceon turbofan rotornoise

p0068A80-13969 [AIAk PAPER 80-1022] p0033A80-35978
DOBGLASAIRCRAFTCO., INC., LONG BEACH,CALIF. DistoEtion-rotbrinteractionnoise producedby a

Release-ratecalorimetryof multilayered droopedinlet
materialsfor aircraft seats [AIbA PAPER 80-1050] p0033 A80-35994

pOO51A80-34223 Analyticalstudy of the effectsof wind tunnel
Release-ratecalorimetryof multilayered turbulenceon turbofan rotornoise
materialsfor aircraftseats [EASA-CR-152359] p0016 N80-23099
[AIAA 80-0759] p0064A80-35052 GENERALELECTRICCO., EVEHDALEwOHIO.

Potentialbenefitsfor propfantechnologyon Fan noise caused by the ingestionof anisotropic
derivativesof futureshort-to medium-range turbulence- A model based on axisymmetric
transportaircraft turbulencetheory
[kIAA PAPER 80-1090] p0026 A80-38905 [AIAA PAPER 80-1021] p0032 A80-35977

DREXEL UNIV.,PHILADELPHIA,PA. GENERALELECTRICCOo, SAN JOSE,CALIF.
Asymptoticbehaviorof the efficienciesin Hie Some observationsregardingthe statistical
scattering determinationof stressruptureregressionlines

p0031A80-47048 p0041 A80-12828
Feasibilitystudiesfor light scattering GENERALELECTRICCOo# SCHENECTADY,No Y.
experimentsto determinethe velocity Fan noise causedby the ingestionof anisotropic
relaxationof small particlesin a flmid turbulence- A model based on axisymmetric
[HASA-CR-163214] pOOqO E80-25586 turbulencetheory

DTNAHICSTECHNOLOGT,INC., TORRANCE,C&LIP. [AIAA PAPER 80-1021] p0032 A80-35977
Skin frictionmeasurementsby a new nonintrusive
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CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX JRT PROPULSION L&B.e

GEORGIA IHST. OF TRCB.w ATLANTA. p0078 _80-17503
Preliminarycalculationsconcerningthe INDIANINST, OFSCIENCN, B&HGALORR.
maintenanceof the zonalmean ozone Nelaminarizationof fluid flows
distributionin the NorthernHemisphere p0075 A80-40843

p007q A80-34445 INDIANAUNIV.,BLOOMINGTOn.
Guidingthe developmentof a controlled Photoexcitationandionization in molecular
ecologicallife supportsystem oxygen - Theoreticalstudiesof electronic
[NASA-CR-162452] p0085 N80-12735 transitionsin the discreteand continuous

GHUHflANAEROSPACECORP.,BHTHPAGE,No_o spectralintervals
High-resolutionMartianatmospheremodeling p00q4A80-20275

p0071 A80-21765 Photoexcitationand ionizationin molecular
Transonicswept-winganalysisusing asymptotic fluorine- StieltJes-Tchebycheffcalculations
and other numerical:sethods in the static-exchange,approximation
[AIAA PAPER 80-_3_2] p0024A80_.22751 p0046 A80-23324

VTOL in-groundeffect flows for closelyspaced IHFORMATICS,INC,, PALO ALTO, CALIF,
jets Galileoprobe forebodyentry t_ernalprotection
[AIAA PAPER 80-1880] p0033 A80-46693 - Aerothermalenvironmentsand heat shielding

requirements
H [ASME PARER 80-ENAS-24] p0066A80-43200Simulationof the InfraredAstronomical

BALE OBSERVATORIES,PASADENAmCALIF, Satellite/IRAS/telescopesystem
MonocerosH2 - Far-infraredobservationsof a p0067 &80-49842
very young cluster INNSBRHCEHEIr. (AUSTRIA)°

p0052 A80-35115 New gas phase inorganicion clusterspeciesand
HARVARDHNIV°,CAMBRIDGE,BASS. their atmospheric_mplications

Feedbackinvarlantsfor nonlinearsystems p0075 A80-37510
p0031A80-14810 INSTITBTFUER PBYS_KALZSCHENELTRABMFORSHUNG,

A scalingtheory for linearSystems FREIBURG (NESTGERMANY).
p0030a80-32676 X-rayspectrometerspectrographtelescopesystem

SimpleCassegrainscanningsystemfor infrared p0077A80-17502
astronomy PioneerVenus Orbiterplanarretardingpotential

p0074 a80-Sq729 analyzerplasmaexperiment
HERRENHEir., JERHSALEfl(ISR&EL). p0073 A80-30839

asymptoticbehavior'ofthe efficienciesin Mie IOWA STATE UNIV° OF SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGY,AHES°
scattering Supersonicflow over three-dimensionalablated

p0031AB0-q7048 nosetipsusing an unsteadyimplicitnumerical
HEIDELBERGUNIV° (HESTGERMAN_)° procedure

Radiativelydriven windsfoe differentpow@r law [aIAA PAPER 80-0063] p0060 A80-19271
spectra Thresholdwindspeedsfor sand on Bars - Wind

p005q A80-40138 tunnelsimulations
HONEYWELL,IEC., MINNEAPOLIS,MINEo p0048 A80-27391

a comparisonof computerarchitecturesfor the Calculationsof the evolutionof the giant planets
NASA demonstrationadvancedavionicssystem p0049 A80-28086

p0032 A80-32427 Test sectionconfigurationfor aerodynamic
HgGHESAIRCRAFTCO., CULVHE CITY, CALIF. testingin shock tubes

Thermophysicaland flammabilitycharacterization p0026 A80-38085
of.phosphorylatedepoxy adhesives IOH& UBIV°,IONA CITY°

p0066 A80-48079 On the inferenceof propertiesof Saturn'sRing
HBGHESAIRCRAFTCO., EL SEGHEDOaCALIF. E from energeticchargedparticleobservations

PioneerVenusorbiterRadar Mapper- Designand p0069 A80-15293
operation Preliminaryresultson the plasmaenvironmentof

p0050 A80-30833 Saturnfrol the Pioneer11 plasmaanalyzer
HUGHESAIRCRAFTCO., LOSAHGELES,CALIF, experiment

Free convectionin enclosuresexposedto pOO_3 A80- 19116
compressiveheating Saturn'smagnetosphere,rings,and inner
[AIAA PAPER 80-1536] p0079A80-41495 satellites

HUMAN RESOURCESRESEARCHORGANIZATION,ALEXANDRIA, p0070A80-19119
VA.. Accelerationof energeticprotonsby

Civil helicopterwire strikeassessmentstudy, interplanetaryshocks
volume 1: Findingsand recommendations p0071A80-21183
[NaSA-CR-152389] p0019 N80-33381 A comparativestudy of cosmic ray intensity

HUMBOLDTSTATE HNIV.,ARCATA,CALTFo variationsduring1972-1977using spacecraft
Using guidedclusteringtechniquesto analyze and ground-basedobservations
Landsatdata for mappingforestland cover in p0072A80-282q4
northernCalifornia Azimuthalmagneticfield at Jupiter

p0078 A80-25595 p0076 A80-49185
HUNGARIANACADEMYOF SCIENCES,BUDAPEST° The accelerationof energeticchargedparticles

Hot hydrogen in the exosphereof Venus by interplanetaryand supernovashock waves
g0070 a80-189_3 p0080 A80-53209

i d
IBM HATSONRESEARCH_EHTER,IOR_TOHHHEIgHtS,H.T° _ET PROPULSIONLAB._ CALIFORNIAINST, OF TECH°e

Self-gravitatinggas flow in barredspiral PASADENA.
galaxies Pressureand temperaturedependencekinetics

p0055 AB0-q_959 study of the NO + BrO yieldingNO2 . Er
IDAHO gHIW.,ROSCOE. reaction- _mplicationsfor stratospheric

Perfluroethertriazineelastoaers brominephotochemistry
[HASA-CH-162748] p0039 N80-16166 p0068 A80-1q397

ILLINOISIRST.OF TECE°,CHICAGO. Saturn'smagneticfield and magnetosphere
An assessmentof futurecomputersystemneeds p0021A80-19117
for large-scalecomputation Ultravioletphotometerobservationsof the
[NASA-TB-78613] p0008 N80-17717 Saturniansvstem

IMPERIALCOLL. OF SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGY,LONDON p0070A80-19122
(ENGLAND)° Accelerationof energeticprotonsby

X-ray spectrometerspectrographtelescopesystem interplanetaryshocks
p0077 A80-17502 p0071A80-21183

ParaboloidalX-raytelescopemirror for solar Saturnesrings - 3-mm observationsand derived
coronalspectroscopy properties
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pOOq5A80-21758 High-resolutionLyman-nlphafiltergramsof the sun
Noise generationby a liftingwing/flap p0075 A80-37277
combinationat Reynoldsnumbersto 2.8 • 10 to Hygrothernaldamagemechanismsin graphite-epoxy
the 6th composites
[AIAA PAPER 80-U035] p002q A80-22729 [NASA-CR-3189] pOO38 N80-13170

Measurementsof wind vectors,eddy momentum LOCKHEEDHISSILRSANDSPACE CO,, SUNN£VALE,CALIF.
transports,and energyconversionsin Studiesfor improvedhigh temperaturecoatings
Jupiterlsatmospherefrom Voyager I images for Sp_ceShuttleapplication

A80-2415g p0079 A80-Sq757
PioneerVenus occultationradio sciencedata Developmentof high viscositycoatingsfor
generation advanced Space Shuttleapplications

p0050A80-3083U p0079 A80-34760
PioneerVenus Hultiprobeentry telemetryrecovery The developmentof a Space ShuttleResearch

p0050A80-30831 Animal HoldingFacility
Data acguisitionfor measuringthe wind on Venus [AS_E PAPER 80-ENAS-39] p0096A80-43213
from PioneerVenus Large DeployableReflector(LDR)

p0051A80-30852 [NASA-CB-152402] p0040 N80-33319
SimpleCassegrainscanningsystemfor infrared LOCKHEEDSOLAR OBSERVATORY,PAL, ALTO, CALIF.
astronomy Simple Cassegraiuscanningsystemfor infrared

p0074 A8O-3q729 astronomy
PioneerVenus nultip1'obeentry telemetryrecovery p0074A80-34729

p0058 N80-26347 LOUISVILLEUNIV.,K£o
Data acquisitionfor measuringthe wind on Venus A model for hypokinesia:Effectson muscle
from PioneerVenus atrophy in the rat

p0058 N80-26361 p0095 A80-28188
JOINT INST. FOR LAB. ASTROPHYSICS,BO_LDER,COLO. LONELL OBSERVATORY,FLAGSTAFF,ARIZ.

Tidal dissipation,orbitalevolution,and the Infraredmethanespectrabetween1120 per cm and
nature of Saturn.sinner satellites 1800 per cm - A new atlas

p0058A80-53235 pO042 A80-131q3
A new atlas of infraredmethanespectrabetween

K 1120 per cn and 1800 per cm
p00q2 k80-15655

KENT STATEUNIV.,OHIO.
Adsorptioninterferencein mixturesof trace _
contaminantsflowingthroughactivatedcarbon
adsorberbeds HAINZ UNIV. (HESTGER_AN_)°
[AS_E PAPER 80-ENAS-17] p0096A80-43193 Physiologicalresponseto hyper- and hypogravity

L du_ingrollercoasterflight p0095 AS0-215q7
_RTIN _ARIET_AAEROSPACE,DENVER,COL.°

LEAR SIEGLER,INC., SANTA RONICA,CALIF_ An entry and landingprobe for Titan
A comparisonof flightand simulationdata for [AIAA PAPER 80-0117] p006O A80-18384

threeautomaticlandingsystemcontrollaws Heterogeneousphase reactionsof 8artian
for the Augmentorwing jet STOL research volati!eswith putative regolithminerals
airplane p0090 A80-36062
[NASA-CR-152365] p0018 N80-32338 Reformulationof PossioWskernelwith

LEHIGH UNIV.,BETHLEHEN,PA° applicationto unsteadywind tunnelinterference
Integratedband intensitiesof gaseou_N/2/O/5/ p0031A80-43129

p0047 A80-25660 EARTIN NARIETTACORP., DEEVERwCOLO.
LICK OBSERVATORY,SANTACRUZ, CALIF° Comet nucleusimpact probefeasibilitystudy

Fragmentationof rotatingprotostellar_louds [NASA-CR-152375] p0040 N80-26364
p00_7A80-26107 Titan probe technologyassessmentand technology

Ring formationin rotatingprotostellarclouds developmentplan study
p0048 A80-26992 [NASA-CR-152381] p0O40 NS0-32q17

Calculationsof the evolutionof the giant planets HARXLANDUNIV.,COLLEGEP&RK_
p0049 A80-28086 Accelerationof energeticprotonsby

Fragmentationin a rotatingprotostar- A interpl_netaryshocks
comparisonof two three-dimensionalcgmputer p0071A80-21183
codes HASSACHUSETTSINST°OF TECH°, CAHBRIDGE.

p0053 A80-38432 On the Routhapproximationtechniqueand least
Discoveryof opticalmolecularemissionfrom the sg,_reserrors
bipolarnebula surroundingED 4417g p0032 A80-20873

p0058 A80-52399 The upper atmosphereof Uranus_ Eenn
LIFE S_STENS#INC°, CLEVELAND,OHIO. temperatureand temperaturevariations

Bosch - An alternateCO2 reductiontechnology p0071A80-22207
[AS_E PAPER 79-ENAS-32] p0092 A80-15256 Optimalestimatormodel for human spatial

Developmentof the electrochemicallyregenerable orientation
carbon dioxideabsorberfor portablelife p0093A80-24265
supportsystemapplication PioneerVenus OrbiterRadar _apper- Designand
[AS_E PAPER 79-ERAS-33] p0092 A80-15257 operation

Developmentof u nitrogengenerations_stem p0050A80-30833
[NASA-CR-152333] p0085 H80-19800 The radius and ellipticityof Uranusfrom its

Performancecharacterizationof a BoschCO sub 2 occultationof SAO 158687
reductionsubsyste_ p0073A80-31937
[NASA-CR-152342] p0085 N80-22987 Preliminarycalculationsconcerningthe

LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIACO°# BURBANK. maintenanceof the zonal mean .•one
Applicationof advancedtechnologiesto small, distributionin the NorthernHemisphere
short-haultransportaircraft p0074A80-3_q45
[NASA-CB-152363] p0018 N80-32353. Unifiedaerodynamic-acoustictheoryfor a thin

LOCKHEEDHISSILESAND SPACE CO._ PAL. ALTO, CALIF. rectangularwing encounteringa gust
X-ray spectrometerspectrographtelescopesystem p0030k80-36q01

p0077 A80-17502 Examinationof group-velocitycriterionfor
ParaboloidaiX-ra_ telescopemirrorfOE solar breakdownof vortexflow in a divergentduct
coronalspectroscopy p0022A80-38049

p0078 A80-17503 Dynamicdecisions_nd work load in multitask
PioneerVenus Orbiterplanarr_tardingpotential supervisorycontrol
analyzerplasmaexperiment p0095 A80-q0898

p0073 A80-30839 Visuallyinducedself-motionsensationadapts
rapidlyto left-rightvisualreversal
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CORPORATE SOURCH I|DHI NATIONAL BUREAU OF STAHDARDSB RISRIHGTOE, DeC.

p0096 A80-44213 N
Materialsfor fire resistantpassengerseats in
aircraft

p0080 A80-48757 RATIORALAERONAUTICSAND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
Effectof tip vortexstructureon helicopter RASHINGTONeD° C. .
noise due to blade-vortexinteraction On the'comparativeevolutionof Ganymedeand

p0031 A80-52645 Callisto
The design,testingand evaluationof the MIT p0048 A80-28080
individual-blade-controlsystem as appliedto An Assessmentof Ground-BasedTechniquesfor
gust alleviationfor helicopters DetectingOther PlanetarySystems. Volume 2:
[NASA-CR-152352] p0016 E80-22357 Positionpapers

MATHEMATICALSCIENCESEORTHNRST,INC., BELLEVUE, [HASA-CP-2124-VOL-2] p0034 N80-25224
gASH.

Photocellheat enginesolar powersystems
p0079 A80-48179

NAI-PLANCK-INSTITOT FUER AERORORIE, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADRIHISTRATION.
KATLEHBURG-LIHDAU(NESTGERMANY). FLIGHTRESEARCHCENTER,EDRARDSmCALIF.

Trappedradiationbelts of Saturn- First look A computationaland experimentalstudy of high
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